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Potential Long term Issues

1.) Is there a justifiable cost-benefit to off-loading from spent fuel pools all of the fuel that
can be safely stored in dry casks? Removing all of the fuel that can be safely loaded in
casks will not substantially reduce the heat load in the pool, but removing the fuel will
increase the water volume in the pool. This will provide more time to boil off and
uncovery in a SBO. Also, spreading the fuel out in the pool will enhance cooling in the
event of an uncovery (e.g., no radiation heat source from adjacent assemblies) and may
prevent or substantially delay melting.

2.) Are East and Gulf coast plants adequately protected from natural phenomena? There
are reports that say that global warming is heating up the oceans, and this, in turn,
spawns more violent hurricanes (e.g., Katrina). Have we conservatively estimated the
storm surges associated with worst-case hurricanes that could hit the coasts, and are
the plants along those coasts adequately protected from those storm surges and
associated flooding?

3.) PWR Containments do not have filtered vents. It is also ndt clear if they have vents that
can be operated without AC power. The benefits of puttirg a filtered vent on a PWR
containment, along with vents that can be actuated without AC power (e.g. compressed
air) should be evaluated.

4.) Do we need to revisit the need for non-AC dependent hydrogen igniters on IC plants?

5.) Are their accident management strategies in place for lower vessel flooding, and how
well do we understand whether lower vessel flooding will work to retain a molten core
inside the vessel?

6.) How well can we predict tsunami wave height? Can scale model testing help improve
models?

7.) Do U.S. plants have the capability to inject ultimate heat sink water? How much time do
plants with cooling ponds, like Palo Verde, have if they injected their ponds. Does that

affect long term cooling strategies?

8.) Do plants have EDGs and their associated fuel tanks sufficiently protected from natural
phenomena, especially floods?

9.) Do we need AC powered (with battery backup) hydrogen igniters in reactor buildings
and/or in the vicinity of SFPs?

10.)Are there natural phenomena that can damage dry casks? Dry casks are designed for
earthquakes. Do we know how well they can withstand a beyond DBA earthquake?

11.)Fukushima 3 had several MOX fuel assemblies in it. How would a core with more or a
full load of MOX assemblies affect the outcome of severe accidents?
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12.) Do we have sufficient instrumentation in plants to accurately assess plant conditions
following an accident, including severe accidents (e.g., water levels at various locations)? Is

the instrumentation sufficiently robust to survive in the accident conditions?

13.) The Fukushima event seemed to bring out shortcomings of our dose assessment codes,

particularly RASCAL. Should we re-evaluate the need for improved, easy to use radiological
dose assessment codes?

14.) During the evolution of the accident at Fukushima, there was not a lot of coordination

(at least initially) among various agencies (e.g., DOE and NRC). Concern was that everyone

was advising the Japanese, with no coordination. In the event of another reactor accident

outside of the U.S., should U.S. agencies have worked out plans for coordination

beforehand? Does the international community need to coordinate better?
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Commissioner Apostolakis' Comments on SECY-1 1-0093
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Commissioner Apostolakis' Comments on SECY-11-0124
Recommended Actions to be Taken Without Delay from the Near-Term Task Force Report

I commend the staff for evaluating promptly the Near-Term Task Force recommendations,
engaging external stakeholders, and proposing actions that should be taken without delay. I
approve the staffs recommendations with the following comments.

When the staff issues the requests for information to licensees pursuant to 10 CFR 50.54(f) to
identify actions that have been taken or are planned to address plant-specific vulnerabilities
associated with the reevaluation of seismic and flooding hazards (Recommendation 2.1), the
staff should explain the meaning of "vulnerability". This concept has remained unclear since the
IPEEE days.

The staff should inform the Commission, either through an Information Paper or a briefing of the
Commissioners' Assistants, when it has developed the technical bases and acceptance criteria
for implementing Recommendations 2.1, 2.3, 4.2, 5.1, and 9.3. The Orders contained in
Recommendations 4.2 and 5.1 should be issued after the technical bases and acceptance
criteria are established. I agree with Dr. Edwin S. Lyman of the Union of Concerned Scientists
that "the process for implementing [Orders] should be transparent" and Orders "should be as
clear and specific as possible when issued."

The staff should provide the Commission with an evaluation of the recommendation regarding
seismic instrumentation made by Dr. William Leith of the U.S Geological Survey during the
Commission meeting on September 14, 2011. This evaluation should be provided to the
Commission through an Information Paper within three months of the Staff Requirements
Memorandum on SECY-11-0124.
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Commissioner Apostolakis' Comments on SECY-1 1-0124Recommended Actions to be Taken Without Delay from the Near-Term Task Force Report
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Commissioner Apostolakis' Comments on SECY-11-0124
Recommended Actions to be Taken Without Delay from the Near-Term Task Force Report
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The Honorable Fred Upton
Chairman, Committee on Energy and Commerce

United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:
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Sincerely,

Gregory B. Jaczko
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Identical letters sent to:

The Honorable Fred Upton
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

The Honorable Joe Barton
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

The Honorable Cliff Steams
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

The Honorable Ed Whitfield
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

The Honorable John Shirnkus
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

The Honorable Joseph K. Pitts
United States House of Representatives

.,--. Washington, D.C. 20515

.- " The Honorable Mary Bono Mack
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

The Honorable Greg Walden
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

The Honorable Michael C. Burgess
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

The Honorable Lee Terry
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

The Honorable Marsha Blackburn
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

The Honorable Sue Myrick
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515
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The Honorable Brett Guthrie
j . United States House of Representatives

Washington, D.C. 20515

The Honorable Tim Murphy
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

The Honorable David B. McKinley
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

The Honorable Cathy McMorris Rodgers
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

The Honorable John Sullivan
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

The Honorable Brian P. Bilbrey
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

The Honorable John Phillip Gingrey
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

The Honorable Steve Scalise
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

The Honorable Leonard Lance
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

The Honorable Peter Olson
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

The Honorable Gregg Harper
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

The Honorable Robert E. Latta
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515
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The Honorable Adam Kinzinger
,.; ~' United States House of Representatives

Washington, D.C. 20515

The Honorable H. Morgan Griffith
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

The Honorable Henry A. Waxman
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

The Honorable Diana DeGette
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

The Honorable Bobby L. Rush
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

The Honorable Gene Green
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

"-"-x The Honorable Frank Pallone, Jr.
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

The Honorable G. K. Butterfield
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

The Honorable Anna G. Eshoo
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515
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Sosa, Belkys

Fromt: Sosa, Belkys -. . . ...
Friday, March 11,2011 4:53 PM
Baggett, Steven
RE: for future ops center auto callsl (b)(5) ' EOM

I(b)(5) ý Belkys

From: Baggett, Steven
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2011 3:20 PM
To: Sosa, Belkys
Subject: for future ops center auto call (b)(5)

32
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Apostolakis, George

Apostolakis, George
S 'it: Saturday, March 12, 2011 3:21 PM

Snodderly, Michael
Cc: Sosa, Belkys; Baggelt, Steven; Davis, Roger
Subject: Re: PSA 2011

I just spoke to the Chairman. He suggested that we go to NC, as scheduled.

George Apostolakis
Commissioner US NRC
Blackberry [(bj)(6)j

----- Original Message-
From: Snodderly, Michael
To: Grantom, Carl <crgrantom@STPEGS.COM>
Cc: Henneke, Dennis (GE Power & Water) <dennis.hennekegge.com>; Apostolakis,
Belkys
Sent: Sat Mar 12 14:11:10 2011
Subject: RE: PSA 2011

George; Sosa,

Right now we are still planning on coming unless something
you know right away if something changes. Our next update

---- Original Message -----
, n: Grantom, Carl [mailto:crgranton@STPEGS.COM]

it: Saturday, March 12, 2011 1:21 PM
io-: Snodderly, Michael
Subject: PSA 2011

Mike,

I talked to Ed Halpin today and due to the Fukishima event
attend the conference. I will give his plenary talk.

Is Comm. Apostolakis still going to attend. I hope so, but
the Japan events will be.

significant changes. I will let
is at 3:30 pm.

and the media coverage he will not

I am not sure what NRC position on

Please let me know.

Rick

18
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Apostolakis, George • F 14- -- u

Apostolakis, George
Saturday, March 12, 2011 11:54 AM'corradin@cae.wisc.edu'

oubject: Re: Fwd: Re: SPECULATION on TEPCO FUKUSHIMA PLANTS STATUS

No. We're all getting info from the same sources.

George Apostolakis
Commissioner. S NRCBlackberr~l()6

----- Original Message -----
From: Michael Corradini <corradiniIlenRr.wisc.edu>
To: apostola <apostola(@mit.edu>
Sent: Sat Mar 12 11:31:53 2011
Subject: Fwd: Re: SPECULATION on TEPCO FUKUSHIMA PLANTS STATUS

GEA - I assume you know more?

Michael Corradini, Chair
Engineering Physics
University of Wisconsin
1608)263-1648 [Fax: 3-7451]

r' radini@engr.wisc.edu
.,p://www.enRr.wisc.edu/eP

Forwarded message from nollett~wisc.edu-
Date: Sat, 12 Mar 2011 10:26:11 -e600
From: "Billy K Nollet" <nollet(awisc.edu>

Reply-To: nolletiwisc.edu
Subject: Re: SPECULATION on TEPCO FUKUSHIMA PLANTS STATUS

To: "Michael Corradini" <corradinlcae.wisc.edu>

thanks for the updatesl

On 03/12/11, Michael Corradini wrote:

> Folks,

> I am still at NRC and many of us are following the events via NEI and
> DOE and TEPCO news releases.

> Based on this here is my speculative analysis.

eneral comment: This accident is caused more by the tsunami but seems
..... imlar to TMI in results

> Detailed comment on current plant status:
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> NOT WRUBUHWtCOf,--
> Fukushima #1 - Mark-I BWR - 40OMWe (like Dresden design)

-- ýPlant scrammed upon earthquake

\"-',tation blackout - no offsite power available

> Diesel generators start for AC power to pumps

> DG's stop after an hour (assumed to due tsunami flooding)

> Isolation condenser is used to removed the decay heat

> Apparent small LOCA and loss of primary water inventory

> RCIC pumps on DC power used to replace inventory

> DC power from batteries consumed after 8 hours

> Complete station blackout (no AC power at all)

> Hours pass as inventory is lost and core degradation occurs (Zr
> oxidation, clad failure, eutectic formation)
)

> Portable diesel generators arrive on site

> AC power for pumps to replace inventory in RPV

.-.... 2ressure in the containment drywell rises as wetwell saturates

,- Jrywell is vented to outside reactor building

> Hydrogen produced from Zr oxidation is also released to reactor

> building

> Hydrogen in reactor building explodes and outer building collapses

> Drywell and RPV are reported to be intact but large amount of core
> degradation

> AC power for pumps to inject seawater into the RPV

> Radioactivity releases (from venting) appear to be decreasing

> THIS IS THE CURRENT STATUS ANALYSIS

-End forwarded message -----

)
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U .*~' - - F KPUBUC'DISCLOSURrE-

Apostolakis, George

. :Apostolakis, George
it: -Saturav, Marh 12. 2011 1:1 AM

'ý_j .I(b)66)
Subject: Kt: News Aler: Japa O cal Confirms Explosion at Nuclear Plant

We don't know what exactly happened. The explosion due to hydrogen did not damage the
reactor vessel. The news is very sketchy.

Commissioner George Apostolakis
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
One White Flint North, MS 016 G4
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852

(301) 415-1810

----- Original Message-----
From: (b)(6)
Sent: Saturday, March 12, 2011 8:19 AM
To: Apostolakis, Dr. G.
Subject: Fw: News Alert: Japanese Official Confirms Explosion at Nuclear Plant

George,
I am in Buenos Aires. How severe is this event?

Imitris
---- Original Message ------

am: NYTimes corn News Alert
To:
Reply-To: nytdirect(nytimes.com
Subject: News Alert: Japanese Official Confirms Explosion at Nuclear Plant
Sent: Mar 12, 2011 8:28 AM

~so~w~'~ 1W ~ -

Breaking News Alert
The New York Times
Sat, March 12, 2011 -- 5:27 AM ET

Japanese Official Confirms Explosion at Nuclear Plant

Japanese officials said on Saturday there had been an explosion at a nuclear power plant
following Friday's huge earthquake, blowing off the roof of the structure and causing a
radiation leak of unspecified proportions.

The chief cabinet secretary Yukio Edano confirmed earlier reports of an explosion at the

Fukushima Daiichi nuclear plant, 150 miles north of Tokyo.

Read More:
htto://www.nvtimes.com?emc=na

H . I

jut This E-Mail
..--.jiu received this message because you are signed up to receive breaking news alerts from

NYTimes.com.
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To unsubscribe, change your e-mail address or to sign up for daily headlines or other

newsletters, go to:
http://www.nytimes.com/email

'imes.com
•'-.Je Eighth Ave.

New York, NY 10018

Copyright 2011 The New York Times Company

Sent via BlackBerry by AT&T
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Apoelolakrs, George

nn": Apostolakis, George
Monday, March 14, 2011 1:17 PM
Blake, Kathleen; Sosa, Belkys; Snodderly, Michael; Baggett, Steven; Davis, Roger; Lui,
Chrstiana

Cc: Savoy, Carmel
Subject: Re: Newspaper TA NEA

I am not making public comments at this time.

George Apostolakis
Commissioner US NRC
Blackberl(b)(6)

From: Blake, Kathleen
To: Sosa, Belkys; Apostolakis, George; Snodderly, Michael; Baggett, Steven; Davis, Roger; Lui, Christiana
Cc: Savoy, Carmel
Sent: Mon Mar 14 11:56:43 2011
Subject: RE: Newspaper TA NEA

loannis just called (noon) and wanted the Cmr's cell phone number to talk to him due to the urgency in Japan. f told him
that you were unavailable and traveling at this time, but I would let the Cmr know of his call and reply to him this
afternoon.

/ se advise.!, 2

Administrative Assistant
to Commissioner Apostolakis
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, Maryland 20852
301-415-1810

From: Sosa, Belkys
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 11:48 AM
To: Blake, Kathleen; Apostolakis, George; Snodderly, Michael; Baggett, Steven; Davis, Roger
Subject: RE: Newspaper TA NEA

Commissioner my recommendation is to stay away from any public comments other than the talking points that
OPA has prepared. We can have Kathleen respectfully decline noting that you are traveling.

Thanks,
Belkys

From: Blake, Kathleen
it, Monday, March 14, 2011 9:23 AM
Apostolakis, George; Sosa, Belkys

-. ject: FW: Newspaper TA NEA

And here it is in English. kb
15
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4dministrative Assistant

.ommissioner Apostolakis
-_. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, Maryland 20852

301-415-1810

From: CMRAPOSTOLAKIS Resource
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 9:05 AM
To: Blake, Kathleen
Subject: FW: Newspaper TA NEA

From: Giannis Paladpo ?)5~
Sent: Sunday, March 13, 20 0L"ITqArW
To: CMRAPOSTOLAICS Resource
Subject Newspaper TA NEA

Dear Mr. Apostolakis,
This is loannis Papadopoulos, reporter of the newspaper TA NEA. I interviewed you about you nomination at
NRC in October 2009. I've been working at the Athens bureau of TA NEA since September. I would like to talk
to you about the nuclear plants in Japan and how the earthquake is affecting their safety. Please let me know if
_u would be interested. Thank you.

,cerely,
,,__,is Papadopoulos

tel. (+30)6977888693
(+30)2113658511
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Sosa, Belkys l~ ~ ?L' ~2C DISCLO~1JRE

From: Sosa, Belkys
.ent: Monday, March 14, 2011 4:05 PM
?0o: Blake, Kathleen\--.-Subject: RE: Why are you silent?

No action

--- Original Message -----
From: Blake, Kathleen
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 4:01 PM
To: Sosa, Belkys
Subject: FW: Why are you silent?

Kathleen M. Blake
Administrative Assistant
to Commissioner Apostolakis

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
11555 Rockville Pike -abfl$(OMOW SA0d 1001N•O
Rockville, Maryland 20852
301-415-1810

---- Original Message--
"-•,rom: CMRAPOSTOLAKIS Resource

.. 6nt: Monday, March 14, 2011 3:29 PM
-To: Blake, Kathleen

Subject: FW: Why are you silent?

----- Original Message---
From: Roger Mattsor(b)(6)
Sent: Monday, March-i4, 2011 2:43 PM
To: CMRAPOSTOLAKIS Resource; CMRSVINICKI Resource; CMRMAGWOOD Resource;
CMROSTENDORFF Resource; CMRJACZKO@nrc.gov
Cc: OPA Resource
Subject: Why are you silent?

Dear NRC Commissioners,

Having lived through the accident and the public relations nightmare of TMI, I have a special empathy for your
current situation. However, I am writing to tell you that you are making a tragic mistake with respect to
Fukushima.

Americans from coast to coast are concerned for the events unfolding there. Many of them write and call me
asking for answers. However, I can speak to only a few of them and even then I have no reliable information.
Meanwhile the media are full of wannabe experts operating on too little information. Confusion reigns and you

( main silent. That is the mistake of which I speak.
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I am sure that you too have a dearth of information, but you have more than the rest of us. And you can, if you
choose, tell us what is really going on. In addition, sketchy information is beginning to leak out that causes
more questions than it provides answers. For example, where is the fuel handling crane that we see missing
from the satellite photos after the hydrogen explosion in Unit 3? Are all three reactor vessels at high pressure

' iischarging steam through the SRVs to the torus or are they all at lower pressure discharging steam through
MSIVs to the turbines? Why isn't the sea water getting into the reactor vessels? If plant radiation is being

detected 100 miles off shore, why have the IAEA and the Japanese classified this as a local event? I could go
on, but you get the picture.

Once upon a time, in the heat of the moment, I asked NRC Chairman Hendrie who he was protecting by not
ordering a precautionary evacuation at TMI. That simple question got us off the dime and we at least moved
children and pregnant women away from the plant.

I ask you now: who are you protecting by remaining silent?

If it is the industry, then you are on the wrong course. The industry is way ahead of you in informing the public
to the best of its ability. Marvin Fertel, NEI's president, is a hero in my book for going on "Meet the Press"
yesterday, but I wager that his information is more sketchy than yours.

If it is your reputation, then you run a great risk. Your reputation and the respect that the American people have
long held for the NRC are eroding hour by hour as this tragedy unfolds.

If it is our relations with the Japanese, then tell them that you must speak now to fulfill your obligations to
Americans and then offer any aid with the accident and its aftermath that you can possibly provide.

Meanwhile, other federal agencies are doing their best to keep us informed, e.g., NOAA, NASA, and USGS.
But you are the keepers of nuclear safety wisdom. We look to you for that, more than anyone else.

..,---)ne of you should hold a news conference yet today and tell us what you know and what you do not know.

'---opeak! Please.

Roger

Roger J. Mattson, PhD.
(b)(6)
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Sosa, Belkys

From: Blake, Kathleen
-ent: Monday, March 14,2011 5:08 PM
0: dmacconuladh@athensnews.eu

JCc: Sosa, Belkys
Subject: FW: Media request from the Athens News, Greece
Attachments: image003.jpg

Mr. Mac Con Uladh: I have spoken with the Commissioner and he is not making public comments at this time,
kb

Administrative Assistant

to Commissioner Apostolakis

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

11555 Rockville Pike

Rockville, Maryland 20852

301-415-1810

From: Damian Mac Con Uladh Fmailto:dmacconuladhcaathensnews.euI
S5ent: Monday, March 14, 2011 1:26 PM

o: apostola@mit.edu
,ubject: Media request from the Athens News, Greece

Dear Prof Apostolakis,

I'm a journalist at the Athens News, Greece, and, in the light of the Japanese earthquake, I'm working on an article that

looks at Greece's vulnerability to nuclear disasters/radiation as a result of earthquakes. In October 2009, you spoke to a

colleague of mine, Dimitris Yannopoulos, about your appointment to the NRC. In the interview

(http://www.athensnews.gr/issuell3361/20332), you touched on the nuclear option in Greece, stating that: "It seems

to me that, instead of rejecting it outright, nuclear power should be part of the longterm energy planning of the country,

together with renewable sources of energy."

My questions would be

1 whether, given the explosions at two reactors in Japan, Greece, with its seismic activity, should still consider

the nuclear option?

2 Whether Greece should have any concerns about nuclear facilities in neighbouring countries?

I would be very grateful if you could give your opinion on these questions at the earliest opportunity.

Looking forward to hearing from you,

Damian Mac Con Uladh

Damian Mac Con Uladh

5
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Journalist

dmacconuladhPathensnews.eu

;thens News
'•-Doiranis 181 and Feidiou 18

176 73 Athens (Kallithea)

www.athensnews.eu

Find us on

Facebook
www.facebook.com/AthensNews

t: +30-213-0087-163
f: +30-210-9431-110
m: (b)(6) 1

Consider the environment - do you really need to print this email?

* /

,,,.. -- • .
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Apostolakis, George

nt:

Subject:
Attachments:

Apostolakis, George
Monday, March 14, 2011 5:01 PM
Blake, Kathleen
FW: Media request from the Athens News, Greece
image003.jpg

Kathleen:

Please send to Mr. Damian Mac Con Uladh the same answeryou sent to Mr. Papadopoulos (TA NEA).

Thanks.

GA

Commissioner George Apostolakis
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
One White Flint North, MS 016 G4
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852

(301) 415-1810
-0

.m: Damlan Mac Con Uladh rmaiftQ:dmacconuladh@athensnews.eu]
nt: Monday, March 14, 2011 1:26 PM

o: apostola(&mit.edu
Subject: Media request from the Athens News, Greece

Dear Prof Apostolakis,

I'm a journalist at the Athens News, Greece, and, in the light of the Japanese earthquake, I'm working on an article that
looks at Greece's vulnerability to nuclear disasters/radiation as a result of earthquakes. In October 2009, you spoke to a
colleague of mine, Dimitris Yannopoulos, about your appointment to the NRC. In the interview
(http://www.athensnews.gr/issue/13361/20332), you touched on the nuclear option in Greece, stating that: "It seems
to me that, instead of rejecting it outright, nuclear power should be part of the longterm energy planning of the country,
together with renewable sources of energy."

My questions would be
1 whether, given the explosions at two reactors in Japan, Greece, with its seismic activity, should still consider

the nuclear option?
2 Whether Greece should have any concerns about nuclear facilities in neighbouring countries?

I would be very grateful if you could give your opinion on these questions at the earliest opportunity.

Looking forward to hearing from y•ou,

.mian Mac Con Uladh

11
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Damian Mac Con Uladh
Journalist

" -',:acconuladh@athensnews.eu
'I

Athens News
Doiranis 181 and Feidiou 18
176 73 Athens (Kallithea)

www.athensnews.eu

•Ij Find us on

Facebook
www.face book.com/AthensNews

t: +30-213-0087-163
f: +30-210-9431-110

Consider the environment - do you really need to print this email?

12
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Sosa, Belkys

From: Blake, Kathleen
-\Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 4:01 PMto: Sosa, Belkysý-'Subject: FW: Why are you silent?

Kathleen M. Blake
Administrative Assistant
to Commissioner Apostolakis

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, Maryland 20852
301-415-1810

----- Original Message---
From: CMRAPOSTOLAKIS Resource
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 3:29 PM
To: Blake, Kathleen
Subject: FW: Why are you silent?

---- Original Message---
/'/'-rom: Roger Mattsonb_6I

.i ent: Monday, March'14, 2011 2:43 PM
.. To: CMRAPOSTOLAKIS Resource; CMRSVINICKI Resource; CMRMAGWOOD Resource;

CMROSTENDORFF Resource; CMRJACZKO@nrc.gov
Cc: OPA Resource
Subject: Why are you silent?

Dear NRC Commissioners,

Having lived through the accident and the public relations nightmare of TMI, I have a special empathy for your
current situation. However, I am writing to tell you that you are making a tragic mistake with respect to
Fukushima.

Americans from coast to coast are concerned for the events unfolding there. Many of them write and call me
asking for answers. However, I can speak to only a few of them and even then I have no reliable information.
Meanwhile the media are full of wannabe experts operating on too little information. Confusion reigns and you
remain silent. That is the mistake of which I speak.

I am sure that you too have a dearth of information, but you have more than the rest of us. And you can, if you
choose, tell us what is really going on. In addition, sketchy information is beginning to leak out that causes
more questions than it provides answers. For example, where is the fuel handling crane that we see missing
from the satellite photos after the hydrogen explosion in Unit 3? Are all three reactor vessels at high pressure
discharging steam through the SRVs to the torus or are they all at lower pressure discharging steam through
t-Ihe MSIVs to the turbines? Why isn't the sea water getting into the reactor vessels? If plant radiation is being

'itected 100 miles off shore, why have the IAEA and the Japanese classified this as a local event? I could go
i, but you get the picture.
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Once upon a time, in the heat of the moment, I asked NRC Chairman Hendrie who he was protecting by not
ordering a precautionary evacuation at TMI. That simple question got us off the dime and we at least moved
children and pregnant women away from the plant.

ask you now: who are you protecting by remaining silent?

If it is the industry, then you are on the wrong course. The industry is way ahead of you in informing the public
to the best of its ability. Marvin Fertel, NEIs president, is a hero in my book for going on "Meet the Press"
yesterday, but I wager that his information is more sketchy than yours.

If it is your reputation, then you run a great risk. Your reputation and the respect that the American people have
long held for the NRC are eroding hour by hour as this tragedy unfolds.

If it is our relations with the Japanese, then tell them that you must speak now to fulfill your obligations to
Americans and then offer any aid with the accident and its aftermath that you can possibly provide.

Meanwhile, other federal agencies are doing their best to keep us informed, e.g., NOAA, NASA, and USGS.

But you are the keepers of nuclear safety wisdom. We look to you for that, more than anyone else.

One of you should hold a news conference yet today and tell us what you know and what you do not know.

Speak! Please.

Roger

Roger J. Mattson, PhD
(b)(6)
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Apostolakis, George

Blake, Kathleen
Monday, March 14, 2011 4:52 PM
Apostolakis, George; Sosa, Belkys

Subject: FW: Newspaper TA NEA

Fyi - kb

Administrative Assistant
to Commissioner Apostolakis
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, Maryland 20852

301-415-1810

From: Giannis Papadopoul (b)(6)..
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2Or1"--;51 PM
To: Blake, Kathleen
Subject: RE: Newspaper TA NEA

Dear Ms. Blake,
Thank you for your response. Please let me know if Mr. Apostolakis will be willing to talk sometime in the
%-,ture. Thank you.

/ icerely,
innis Papadopoulos

Etu; AcuT., 14/03/11, o/T Blake, Kathleen <Kathleen.BIake(arc. ov> •yptu:

Axt6: Blake, Kathleen <Kathleen.Blake@inrc.gov>
O&l=: RE: Newspaper TA NEAH-P°J l(b)(6)I

Hjpcpoivlvta: Asmnt~pa, 14 Mdpu'oq 2011, 20:43

Mr. Papadopoulos: I spoke with the Commissioner and he is not making public comments at this time.

Administrative Assistant

to Commissioner Apostolakis

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

"---"555 Rockville Pike

riockville, Maryland 20852

13
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301-415-1810

From: Giannis Papadopoulo (b)(6) -

Sent: Sunday, March 13, 201 T-i i: ru Pm
To: CMRAPOSTOLAKIS Resource
Subject: Newspaper TA NEA

Dear Mr. Apostolakis,
This is loannis Papadopoulos, reporter of the newspaper TA NEA. I interviewed you about you nomination at
NRC in October 2009. I've been working at the Athens bureau of TA NEA since September. I would like to talk
to you about the nuclear plants in Japan and how the earthquake is affecting their safety. Please let me know if
you would be interested. Thank you.
Sincerely,
loannis Papadopoulos
tel. (+30)6977888693
(+30)2113658511

14
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Sosa, Belkys

From:
,ent.

`--•cc:

Subject:
Attachments:

Blake, Kathleen
Monday, March 14, 2011 5:06 PM
Apostolakis, George
Sosa, Belkys
RE: Media request from the Athens News, Greece
image001.jpg

Will do. kb

Administrative Assistant
to Commissioner Apostolakis
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, Maryland 20852
301-415-1810

From: Apostolakis, George
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 5:01 PM
To: Blake, Kathleen
Subject: FW: Media request from the Athens News, Greece

Kathleen:

-"'ease send to Mr. Damian Mac Con Uladh the same answer you sent to Mr. Papadopoulos (TA NEA).

Thanks.

GA

Commissioner George Apostolakis
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
One White Flint North, MS 016 G4
11555 Rockville Pike

Rockville, MD 20852
!1111,:1:131h I om ý10%

(301) 415-1810

From: Damian Mac Con Uladh rmailto:dmacconulladh&dathensnews eu]
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 1:26 PM
To: apostoladmit.edu
Subject: Media request from the Athens News, Greece

Dear Prof Apostolakis,

_Y_(n a journalist at the Athens News, Greece, and, in the light of the Japanese earthquake, I'm working on an article that

) iks at Greece's vulnerability to nuclear disasters/radiation as a result of earthquakes. In October 2009, you spoke to a

...__lleague of mine, Dimitris Yannopoulos, about your appointment to the NRC. In the interview

(http://www.athensnews.gr/issue/13361/20332), you touched on the nuclear option in Greece, stating that: "It seems

I
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to me that, instead of rejecting it outright, nuclear power should be part of the longterm energy planning of the country,
together with renewable sources of energy."

,.My questions would be
1 whether, given the explosions at two reactors in Japan, Greece, with its seismic activity, should still consider

the nuclear option?
2 Whether Greece should have any concerns about nuclear facilities in neighbouring countries?

I would be very grateful if you could give your opinion on these questions at the earliest opportunity.

Looking forward to hearing from you,

Damian Mac Con Uladh

Damian Mac Con Uladh
Journalist

dmacconuladh@aathensnews.eu

Athens News
Doiranis 181 and Feidiou 18
176 73 Athens (Kallithea)

www.athensnews.eu

Find us on
IFacebook

www.facebook.com/AthensNews

t: +30-213-0087-163
f: +30-210-9431-110m: i~b)(6)
Consider the environment - do you really need to print this email?
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Sosa, Belkys

From:
.- .... •,ent:

0' :
,4 ... Oubject:

Davis, Roger
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 11:23 PM
Sosa, Belkys; Apostolakis, George; Baggett, Steven; Snodderly, Michael; Blake, Kathleen
Re: Query: Plant Tour with Senator Feinstein- interested?

---- Original Message --

From: Sosa, Belkys
To: Apostolakis, George; Baggett, Steven; Snodderly, Michael; Blake, Kathleen; Davis, Roger
Sent: Tue Mar 15 20:36:09 2011
Subject: Query: Plant Tour with Senator Feinstein- interested?

Cmr, the Chairman would like to know if you would like to accompany Senator Feinstein in a tour of Diablo
Canyon or Dresden on Tuesday morning?
She is a member of the Senate Appropriations committee and Chairs the Energy and Water subcommittee.
Please advice?
They want confirmation tonight.
My recommendation is yes!
Thks

-- lent from an NRC Blackberry
, '•Ikys Sosa

(b)(6)
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Apostolakis, George

p: Apostolakis, George
-,t: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 9:48 AM

J: Blake, Kathleen; Sosa, Belkys
Cc: Davis, Roger; Snodderly, Michael; Baggett, Steven; Savoy, Carmel; Lui, Christiana
Subject: Re: Newspaper TA NEA

This statement is good. Please change "another country" to "another country's". I suggest you delete the last paragraph.
Thanks.

George Apostolakis
Commission,,, I I.q MID

Blackberryjb)(6)

From: Blake, Kathleen
To: Apostolakis, George; Sosa, Belkys
Cc: Davis, Roger; Snodderly, Michael; Baggett, Steven; Savoy, Carmel; Lui, Christiana
Sent: Tue Mar 15 09:17:07 2011
Subject: RE: Newspaper TA NEA

Cmr: This is the standard language that Belkys recommends sending for requests like this. OK with you? kb

P' papadopoulos: Commissioner Apostolakis will not comment on the status of another country

.. lear power plants. Please check the NRC web site for the latest information on NRC actions.
,t.'l/www. nrc. gov/

Our thoughts and prayers are with the people of Japan during this ongoing crisis.

Administrative Assistant
to Commissioner Apostolakis
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, Maryland 20852
301-415-1810

From: Apostolakis, George
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 9:15 AM
To: Blake, Kathleen; Sosa, Belkys
Cc: Davis, Roger; Snodderly, Michael; Baggett, Steven; Savoy, Carmel; Lui, Christiana
Subject: Re: Newspaper TA NEA

I still cannot speak to him. Perhaps you could send him the latest NRC press release. Steve and Mike: Could you help

.. .leen? GA.

.-orge Apostolakis
..ommissioner, US NRC

BlackberFM 

6(6)
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-NOT-ý FOR11 WEBC -U

"S: lake, Kathlee~n
',.postolakis, George; Sosa, Belkys

.:•Davis, Roger; Snoddeely, Michael; Baggett, Steven; Savoy, Carmel; Lui, Christiana

dent: Tue Mar 15 08:37:10 2011

Subject: FW: Newspaper TA NEA

Cmr: How to respond? kb

I

Administrative Assistant

to Commissioner Apostolakis

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

21555 Rockville Pike

Rockville, Maryland 20852

301-415-1810

38fl9alLy, 'ýia ef ffi&86+y*ý

I

From: Giannis Papadopoulojg()(6)

Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2...

TO: BlakeI Kathleen 
M ;

Subject: RE: Newspaper TA NEA

Dear Ms. Blake,

Pm--~n sorrY to insist. Ijust wanted to ask fM . Ap to J5 w ud bto ak

'"shima nuclear plant in Japan. Thank you.
hi 

k -wo 
w 

off the record about the

annis Papadopoulos
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Apostolakis, George

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Bilge Yildiz [byildiz@MlT.EDU]
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 11:36 PM
Neil Todreas
Michael Golay; Ronald Ballinger, nse-prof@mit.edu
Re: Fukushima Spent Fuel Pool Information
Fukushima spent fuel location.doc

Attached is a screen capture from NHK Japanese news website (broadcast also in English). It
is cartoon, but I captured it during their talking about the spent fuel pool issues, so I
believe to the top left of the vessel (I marked it with red circle) is where the spent fuel
pool is.

Bilge

Quoting Neil Todreas <todreas@MIT.EDU>:

> Has this been answered. Would be very useful to have. Neil On Mar 15,
> 2611, at 9:07 AM, Michael Golay wrote:
)

>> Does anyone have info re the layouts of the reactor bldgs.?
>> Particularly where the spent fuel pools are. Mike

-,,Michael W. Golay
,Prof. of Nuclear Science and Engineering Room 24-223 Massachusetts

>> Institute of Technology
>> 77 Massachusetts Ave.
>> Cambridge MA 02129
>> Office: 617 253 5824
»> Fax: •17 25R R863>> Cell: (b)(6)I

>> golay lt.?edui

>> On Mar 15, 2011, at 8:38 AM, Ronald Ballinger wrote:

>>> From: Lake Barrett [mailto:Lake@Lbarrett.com]
>>> Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 8:25 AM
>>> To: Science Panel Science Panel
>>> Subject: Fukushima Spent Fuel Pool Information

In my last email late last night I told you about a reported fire in
Unit 4 that seemed to be related to the spent fuel pool there. But

>>> that information was so garbled and confused it was impossible to
>>> rationalize what the situation truly is. But I wanted you to know

I
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>>> right away that whatever the fire was, it is now reportedly out.

) Clearly the spent fuel pools in all 6 units there (1,2,&3 which were
-6>,» operating and now have destroyed cores and Units 4 (where the fire
>>> was
>>> reported) and 5 & 6).

> Here is my simple take on the pools. All pools need to be kept
>>> filled with water to cool the fuel at the bottom of the pool. There
>>> is approximately 30 feet of water over the top of the fuel. These
>>> Fukushima Diachi pools are on
>>> average 85% full (-1,700 MTU). There is no active cooling anymore. This
>>> means the pool temperatures will rise slowly and eventually boil. Boiling
>>> is good because it removes the heat as steam. Boiling increases
>>> local doses, but compared to everything else that is happening there
>>> it is inconsequential. But the boiled away water needs to be
>>> replaced somehow. A fire hose is all that is needed.

>>> It takes many days for a pool to boil down 30 feet to reach the top
>>> of the fuel. So they should be able to keep pools cooled, unless
>>> there was major structural damage to the pool itself. If they
-- • don't add makeup water, the fuel could become uncovered, heat up
-. (because air is a poor coolant), overheat, and freshly removed fuel) from the reactor that has a relatively high thermal output could

\,> oxidize (burn) creating hydrogen. This would basically be a spent fuel pool fire.

>>> It would be very bad because there would be energy from the "fire"
>>> to lift particulate biologically significant nuclides, Cesium and
>>> Strontium, into the air and cause significant offsite impacts.
>>> Since these pools contain decades of old spent fuel in them, the
>>> potential release scenarios can be large with an unmitigated fire.
>>> In some ways comparable to reactor core fragmentation and partial
>>> melting (like has already happened in Units 1,3, & 2). There is no
>>> primary containment structure around these spent fuel pools.
>>> The Unit 1 and 3 pools are exposed to the air since their building
>>> roofs are gone. Debis fell down all over the refueling floor and
>>> likely into the units 1 & 3 pools as well. Debris from the units 1
>>> 73 explosions could have penetrated the sheet metal roofs of the
>>> other four spent fuel pools also. I just do not know.

>>> Exhaust fan and air filtration systems in the other buildings have
>>> unknown capability. I suspect, that they are inoperable as it seems

... most systems seem to be. How the Unit 1 and 3 pools are after the
building explosions happened is completely unknown to me.
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>>> I can't take the time to speculate on all the scenarios in this
>>> email. All
>>> I can say is that spent fuel pool cooling is very important.

Comparable to
reactor cooling efforts. It is much easier to deal with than

-;r> cooling the damaged reactor cores. I hope the now reduced station
>>> staff of 5 people are capable of keeping the pools cooled and deal
>>> with the reactors as well.

>>> I have pasted below some of the reports from last night relative to
>>> this. I warn you these are snippets of a translation of people who
>>> may or may not know the facts. They may be completely out of
>>> context. My bottom line is that we don't know what the true
>>> situation is there except that it is bad and could get worse.

>>> Lake

>>> Unit 1 Fukushima Daiichi] 1F-4 Fire Reactor building of IF-4 is on fire.
>>> Efforts are being made to extinguish the fire.
>>> The cause of this fire is estimated hydrogen explosion due to
>>> increase of spent fuel pool temperature.

>>> At 10:22 a.m. on March 15, monitoring result shown 30 mSv/hr between
S> unit 2 and 3, 400 mSv/hr near unit 3, 100 mSv/hr near unit 4.
, The reason of this high value is attributed to the fire at unit 4.

(Monitoring results before and after the unit 2 explosion changed
"-w> little.)

>>> Number of Personnel at the site was 800 at 6:08am, now reduced to
>>> 50, necessary for water injection to unit 1,2 and 3. Water injection
>>> to units

>>> 1,2 and 3 are in progress. Reactor pressure is stable.

>>> Tokyo Electric, which over the weekend said it had 1,400 people
>>> working at the complex, evacuated all but 50 workers

>>> <winmail.dat>
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Sosa, Belkys

From: Blake, Kathleen
- -. ent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 10:41 AM

0: Sosa, Belkys
S.•-Subject: FW: Pool

Administrative Assistant
to Commissioner Apostolakis
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, Maryland 20852
301-415-1810

From: Herr, Unda
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 10:35 AM
To: Blake, Kathleen
Subject: RE: Pool

Morning kb:

Yes, we rec'd the same email addressed to "Bill." Any significance? I had Sunny print and circulate as mail.

From: Blake, Kathleen
Senti Tuesday, March 15, 2011 10:32 AM
To: Herr, Linda; Lepre, Janet; Crawford, Carrie

Subject: FW: Pool

Ladies: Did you receive this email to your Commissioner Resource as well? kb

Administrative Assistant
to Commissioner Apostolakis
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, Maryland 20852
301-415-1810

From: Sosa, Belkys
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 10:28 AM
To: Blake, Kathleen; Apostolakis, George
Cc: Davis, Roger
Subject: RE: Pool

',thleen, please check with other Commissioner's offices to see if they got the same message. Thanks, -
F 73o9elkys9
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From: Blake, Kathleen T
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 9:30AM
To: Apostolakis, George; Sosa, Belkys

,,--Subject: FW: Pool

"_.__-Fyi - kb

Administrative Assistant
to Commissioner Apostolakis
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, Maryland 20852
301-415-1810

From: CMRAPOSTOLAKIS Resource
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 9:24 AM
To: Blake,.Kathleen
Subject: FW: Pool

From (b)(6)
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 8:57 AM
To: CMRAPOSTOLAKIS Resource
Subject: Pool

-----Dear George

Japan's government and nuclear industry is in a desperate race to stave off multiple Fukushima
reactor meltdowns as well as potential fires in spent fuel pools. More than 200,000 people have
been evacuated as radiation have increased. The number of military emergency responders has
jumped from 51,000 to 100,000. Meanwhile, Unit 2 of the Tokai nuclear complex, which is
near Kyodo and just 75 miles north of Tokyo, has a coolant pump failure. Japan's nuclear safety
agency has declared a state of emergency at the Onagawa nuclear power plant in northeastern
Japan because of high radiation levels. The damage from the massive earthquake and the
tsunamis that followed have profoundly damaged the reactor sites' infrastructure, leaving them
without power and their electrical and piping systems destroyed. Hydrogen explosions
complicate matters and efforts to divert seawater into the reactors are uncertain as gauges don't
show the water rising.

Along with the struggle to cool the reactors is the danger from an inability to cool the spent fuel
pools. They contain very large concentrations of radioactivity, can catch fire, and are in much
more vulnerable buildings. The pools, typically rectangular basins about 40 feet deep, are made
of reinforced concrete walls 4 to 5 feet thick lined with stainless steel. The boiling-water

;actors at Fukushima are 40 years old and designed by GE, have spent fuel pools several
-- tories above ground adjacent to the top of the reactor. The hydrogen explosion may have
blown off the roof covering the pool, as it's not under containment. The pool requires water
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circulation to remove decay heat. If this doesn't happen, the water will evaporate and boil off. If
a pool wall or support is compromised, then drainage is a concern. Once the water drops to 5-6
feet above the assemblies, dose rates could be life-threatening near the reactor building. If
,'ignificant drainage occurs, after several hours the zirconium cladding around the irradiated

".--,uranium could ignite. Then all bets are off.

Spent fuel pools hold 5 to 10 times more long-lived radioactivity than a reactor core with large
amounts of cesium-137, which contain 20 to 50 million curies of this dangerous radioactive
isotope. With a half-life of 30 years, cesium-137 gives off highly penetrating radiation and is
absorbed in the food chain as if it were potassium. Chernobyl only released 40% of the reactor
core's 6 million curies. A 1997 report for.NRC by Brookhaven National Laboratory found that a
severe pool fire could render 188 square miles uninhabitable, cause as many as 28,000 cancer
fatalities, and cost $59 billion in damage. A single spent fuel pool holds more cesium-137 than
was deposited by all atmospheric nuclear weapons tests in the Northern Hemisphere combined.
Earthquakes and acts of malice are the primary events that can cause a major loss of pool water.

If a spent fuel pool were drained in America, a major release of cesium-137 from a pool fire
could render an area uninhabitable greater than Chernobyl. The National Academy of Sciences
reported in 2004 that a "partially or completely drained a spent fuel pool could lead to a
propagating zirconium cladding fire and release large quantities of radioactive materials to the
environment." Given what's happening in Japan and spent fuel older than 5 years comprise 75%
of US spent fuel pools, it's time for a serious rethink of what we consider to be improbable. We
-he people are very concerned about our own safety and urge NRC to stop dithering and place
,pent fuel older than 5 years in dry hardened casks like what Germany did 25 years ago.

We The People

Eddy Nguyen

Titan Capital
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Sosa, Belkys

From: Blake, Kathleen
,ent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 11:39AM

Giannis Papadopoulos
Subject: RE: Newspaper TA NEA

Mr. Papadopoulos:

Commissioner Apostolakis will not comment on the status of another country's nuclear power plants.
Please check the NRC web site for the latest information on NRC actions. http://www.nrc. ov/

Administrative Assistant
to Commissioner Apostolakis
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, Maryland 20852
301-415-1810

From: Giannis Papadopoul (b)(6)

Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 20Z1-7:02 AM
To: Blake, Kathleen
Subject: RE: Newspaper TA NEA

ear Ms. Blake,
"---Pm sorry to insist. I just wanted to ask if Mr. Apostolakis would be willing to talk off the record about the

Fukushima nuclear plant in Japan. Thank you.
Sincerely,
loannis Papadopoulos

/6
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Sosa, Belkys

From: Sosa, Belkys
e-•Ient: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 12:16 PM

Blake, Kathleen; Brenner, Eliot
Davis, Roger

Subject: Re: phone call re interview w Clean Channel for Adelphia in Philadelphia, PA

Kathleen, please forward all press interview requests to OPA.
Thks

Sent from an NRC Blackberry
Be.,kvs Sosa

(b)(6)

From: Blake, Kathleen
To: Sosa, Belkys
CC: Davis, Roger
Sent: Tue Mar 15 11:43:43 2011
Subject; phone call re interview w Clean Channel for Adelphla in Philadelphia, PA

Belkys:

I received a call from Sunny Danlo(b)(6) -rom Clean Channel for Adelphia in Philadelphia, PA wanting an
interview with you (since Cmr is out) re the affect of natural disasters and the devastation in Japan.

.- wanted to confirm that I can say the one-liner to all calls and requests before I do. Or do you want me to take a
; )essage with the caller's name, etc for the record?

Please advise. kb

Administrative Assistant
to Commissioner Apostolakis
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, Maryland 20852
301-415-1810

i¢ '1
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Sosa, Balkys

From: Blake, Kathleen
... ,ent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 12:42 PM

o: Crawford, Carrie
,-Subject: RE: Pool

Thanks Carrie. kb

Administrative Assistant
to Commissioner Apostolakis
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, Maryland 20852
301-415-1810

From: Crawford, Carrie
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 12:41 PM
To: Blake, Kathleen
Subject: RE: Pool

Kathleen, Commisioner Magwood did receive the letter below. Thanks/carrie

From: Blake, Kathleen
.. -,2ent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 10:32 AM

: Herr, Linda; Lepre, Janet; Crawford, Carrie
. _ubject: FW: Pool

Ladies: Did you receive this email to your Commissioner Resource as well? kb

Administrative Assistant
to Commissioner Apostolakis
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, Maryland 20852
301-415-1810

From: Sosa, Belkys
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 10:28 AM
To: Blake, Kathleen; Apostolakis, George
Cc: Davis, Roger
Subject: RE: Pool

Kathleen, please check with other Commissioner's offices to see if they got the same message. Thanks, -
Belkys

S...om: Blake, Kathleen
*nt: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 9:30 AM

-,: Apostolakis, George; Sosa, Belkys
Subject: FV: Pool

F NOT FORo 29
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Fyi - kb --NOT FOi MRub- . .7'

Wdministrative Assistant
"_----tO Commissioner Apostolakis

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, Maryland 20852
301-415-1810

From: CMRAPOSTOLAKIS Resource
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 9:24 AM
To: Blake, Kathleen
Subject: FW: Pool

From: (b)(6)
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 8:57 AM
To: CMRAPOSTOLAKIS Resource
Subject: Pool

Dear George

-- apan's government and nuclear industry is in a desperate race to stave off multiple Fukushima
6,actor meltdowns as well as potential fires in spent fuel pools. More than 200,000 people have

been evacuated as radiation have increased. The number of military emergency responders has
jumped from 51,000 to 100,000. Meanwhile, Unit 2 of the Tokai nuclear complex, which is
near Kyodo and just 75 miles north of Tokyo, has a coolant pump failure. Japan's nuclear safety
agency has declared a state of emergency at the Onagawa nuclear power plant in northeastern
Japan because of high radiation levels. The damage from the massive earthquake and the
tsunamis that followed have profoundly damaged the reactor sites' infrastructure, leaving them
without power and their electrical and piping systems destroyed. Hydrogen explosions
complicate matters and efforts to divert seawater into the reactors are uncertain as gauges don't
show the water rising.

Along with the struggle to cool the reactors is the danger from an inability to cool the spent fuel
pools. They contain very large concentrations of radioactivity, can catch fire, and are in much
more vulnerable buildings. The pools, typically rectangular basins about 40 feet deep, are made
of reinforced concrete walls 4 to 5 feet thick lined with stainless steel. The boiling-water
reactors at Fukushima are 40 years old and designed by GE, have spent fuel pools several
stories above ground adjacent to the top of the reactor. The hydrogen explosion may have
blown off the roof covering the pool, as it's not under containment. The pool requires water

.- 'irculation to remove decay heat. If this doesn't happen, the water will evaporate and boil off. If
i l;pool wall or support is compromised, then drainage is a concern. Once the water drops to 5-6

feet above the assemblies, dose rates could be life-threatening near the reactor building. If
2
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significant drainage occurs, after several hours the zirconium cladding around the irradiated
uranitii could ignite. Then all bets are off.

,'--pent fuel pools hold 5 to 10 times more long-lived radioactivity than a reactor core with large
\.__<amounts of cesium-I137, which contain 20 to 50 million curies of this dangerous radioactive

isotope. With a half-life of 30 years, cesium-137 gives off highly penetrating radiation and is
absorbed in the food chain as if it were potassium. Chernobyl only released 40% of the reactor
core's 6 million curies. A 1997 report for NRC by Brookhaven National Laboratory found that a
severe pool fire could render 188 square miles uninhabitable, cause as many as 28,000 cancer
fatalities, and cost $59 billion in damage. A single spent fuel pool holds more cesium-13 7 than
was deposited by all atmospheric nuclear weapons tests in the Northern Hemisphere combined.
Earthquakes and acts of malice are the primary events that can cause a major loss of pool water.

If a spent fuel pool were drained in America, a major release of cesium-137 from a pool fire
could render an area uninhabitable greater than Chernobyl. The National Academy of Sciences
reported in 2004 that a "partially or completely drained a spent fuel pool could lead to a
propagating zirconium cladding fire and release large quantities of radioactive materials to the
environment." Given what's happening in Japan and spent fuel older than 5 years comprise 75%
of US spent fuel pools, it's time for a serious rethink of what we consider to be improbable. We
the people are very concerned about our own safety and urge NRC to stop dithering and place
spent fuel older than 5 years in dry hardened casks like what Germany did 25 years ago.

/-e The People

"E-eddy Nguyen

Titan Capital
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Sosa. Belkvs _-NeRPIJBL cDEswsM.
From.......:TI

s.-,ent:

,--,-Subject:

Sosa, Belkys
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 8:36 PM
Apostolakis, George; Baggett, Steven; Snodderly, Michael; Blake, Kathleen; Davis, Roger
Query: Plant Tour with Senator Feinstein- interested?

Cmr, the Chairman would like to know if you would like to accompany Senator Feinstein in a tour of Diablo
Canyon or Dresden on Tuesday morning?
She is a member of the Senate Appropriations committee and Chairs the Energy and Water subcommittee.
Please advice?
They want confirmation tonight.
My recommendation is yes!
Thks

Sent from an NRC Blackberry
•._Jkys Sosa

(b)(6)

7---,
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Sosa, Belkys -a Pl-r-ý,

From: Sosa, Belkys
---vent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 10:36 PM, 9: Snodderly, Michael

".-Jubject: Re: : Newal's Interview with Commissioner Apostolakis

Well the Japanese are not letting jim trapp and tony listen on their briefings real time. We have a serious
problem with access to data. Let's hope every thing is better tomorrow. Take care.
Thks

Sent from an NRC Blackberry
Belkys Sosa

(b)(6)

-- Original Message
From: Snodderly, Michael
To: Sosa, Belkys
Sent: Tue Mar 15 21:55:25 2011
Subject: Re: : Newal's Interview with Commissioner Apostolakis

There was a lot of discussion with John Kelly from DOE and GE executives. Universal frustration with the lack
of data. Both GE and Sandia (Randy Gantt, good guy) are geared up and ready to analyze the situation once
we have better data. I hated that table that gave 3 different pressures for the reactor, vessel and drywell.
Doesn't make sense if SRVs actuated and passive vacuum breakers work.

- •-'ent from my NRC Blackberry
(b)(6)

---- Original Message
From: Sosa, Belkys
To: Snodderly, Michael
Sent: Tue Mar 15 21:44:32 2011
Subject: Re: : Newal's Interview with Commissioner Apostolakis

Thks Mike. How are u holding up? I'm feeling very anxious about the event in Japan..its crazy!

Sent from an NRC Blackberry
Belkys Sosa

(b)(6)

Original Message
From: Snodderly, Michael
To: Sosa, Belkys; Baggett, Steven; Apostolakis, George; Davis, Roger, Blake, Kathleen
Sent: Tue Mar 15 21:41:33 2011
Subject: Re: : Newal's Interview with Commissioner Apostolakis

I would not refer to the U S president instead President Obama.

State of ????? Should be state of knowledge.

--ent from my NRC Blackberry
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a (b)(6) A RB ý_". E-

O--- Original Message-
From: Sosa, Belkys

-",,--To: Snoddedy, Michael; Baggett, Steven; Apostolakis, George; Davis, Roger; Blake, Kathleen
, ent Tue Mar 15 18:48:11 2011
Subject: : Newal's Interview with Commissioner Apostolakis

Here are the draft responses from the interview. Please review and comment.
Thks

Sent from an NRC Blackberry
Belkys Sosa

(b )(6 ) A,, I .2 ý 11 I

---- Onginal Message ---
From: Michelle Yong <michelle.q oinfo.com>
To: Sosa, Belkys
Sent: Tue Mar 15 18:13:31 2011
Subject: Newal's Interview with Commissioner Apostolakis

Hi Belkys,

Newal thanks you and Commissioner Apostolakis for the time and interview at the Regulatory Information
Conference. We would like to include the interview in the March-April issue of Nuclear Plant Journal. We are
ready to go to press, therefore would like you to turn it around by March 18th.

Please see attached and make any necessary changes. We also need a 75-word professional bio of the
.....ommissionerApostolakis with a head and shoulders photograph.

,.-..-('lease let me know if you have any questions.

Thank you,
Michelle Gaylord
Assistant Editor and Marketing Manager
Nuclear Plant Journal
0: 630-858-6161 x103
D: 630-364-4780
F: 630-852-8787
Website: www.NuclearPlantJournal.com
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Sosa, Belkys LaE isn IU Al~C alfl

From: Blake, Kathleen
,-'-lent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 11:01 AM

,,o: Sosa, Belkys
•--Subject: RE: Query: Plant Tour with Senator Feinstein- interested?

Belkys: So should I hold Tuesday, March 22 from 9-noon? kb

Kathleen M. Blake
Administrative Assistant
to Commissioner Apostolakis

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, Maryland 20852
301-415-1810

---- Original Message---
From: Sosa, Belkys
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 10:58 AM
To: Apostolakis, George; Davis, Roger; Baggett, Steven; Snodderly, Michael; Blake, Kathleen
Subject: RE: Query: Plant Tour with Senator Feinstein- interested?

At one point, the senator hoped both CA plants, but she seems focused on Diablo at this point. Amy (OCA)
plans to talk with her staff in between Hill events today to get more info, timing, and other details.

/-"'hanks,
. jeikys

--- Original Message---
From: Apostolakis, George
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 7:07 AM
To: Davis, Roger; Sosa, Belkys; Baggett, Steven; Snodderly, Michael; Blake, Kathleen
Subject: Re: Query: Plant Tour with Senator Feinstein- interested?

Why Dresden? Do you mean San Onofre?

George Apostolakis
Commissioner, US NR ,
Blackberry (b)(6)

-- Original Message --

From: Davis, Roger
To: Sosa, Belkys; Apostolakis, George; Baggett, Steven; Snodderly, Michael; Blake, Kathleen
Sent: Tue Mar 15 23:22:45 2011
Subject: Re: Query: Plant Tour with Senator Feinstein- interested?

(b)(5)
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- Original Message-
From: Sosa, Belkys
To: Apostolakis, George; Baggett, Steven; Snodderly, Michael; Blake, Kathleen; Davis, Roger
'•ent: Tue Mar 15 20:36:09 2011
.ubject: Query: Plant Tour with Senator Feinstein- interested?

Cmr, the Chairman would like to know if you would like to accompany Senator Feinstein in a tour of Diablo
Canyon or Dresden on Tuesday morning?
She is a member of the Senate Appropriations committee and Chairs the Energy and Water subcommittee.
Please advice?
They want confirmation tonight.
My recommendation is yes!
Thks

Sent from an NRC Blackberry
Belkys Sosa
(b)(6)

I',

N
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Sosa, Belkys

From: Blake, Kathleen
ent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 9:06 AM

•o: Apostolakis, George; Sosa, Belkys; Baggett, Steven; Snodderly, Michael; Davis, Roger; Lui,
Christiana; Savoy, Carmel

Cc: Taylor, Renee; Wyatt, Melissa; Langlie, Liz; Seltzer, Rickie; Kenney, Susan; Giitter, Joseph
Subject: FW: VERY striking NY times photos of Japan's tsunami damage

Administrative Assistant
to Commissioner Apostolakis
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, Maryland 20852
301-415-1810

From: Gordie rmai(b)61
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, ZU11 12:14 AM
To:;
Subject: Fw: VERY striking NY times photos of Japan's tsunami damage

Hi,
A friend sent these to me and I thought you might like to see the "before and after"

1..ictures of the terrible earthquake in Japan.
l,.-'hese unfortunately are not pictures to be "enjoyed", but to be "informed" of what

happened there.
Gordie

Subject: Fw: VERY striking NY times photos of Japan's tsunami damage

Beyond words and belief.

There is a white line down the middle of the pictures with a blue slider.
Slide that middle line back and forth to see the before and after shots.

http://www.nvtimes.com/interactive/-2011/03/13/world/asia/satellite-photos-iapan-before-and-after-
tsunami.html?src=tp
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Sosa, Belkys

From: Blake, Kathleen
Wednesday, March 16, 2011 10:12 AM

" 0,o: Apostolakis, George; Sosa, Belky.< f"-, "
S'----ubject: FW: Radio Interveiw

Fyi - kb

Administrative Assistant
to Commissioner Apostolakis
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, Maryland 20852
301-415-1810

From: CMRAPOSTOLAKIS Resource
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 10:07 AM
To: Blake, Kathleen
Subject: FW: Radio Interveiw

From: Angela Hoffma (b)(6)
tent: Tuesday, March 15,,2011 6:56 PM
': CMRAPOSTOLAKIS Resource

\,)bject: Radio Interveiw

Dear Public Affairs,

Please consider this a formal request for Labor of Commissioner George Apostolakis to appear as a
guest on "Hutchinson Report" on either his KTYM 1460 AM Radio Show, Friday 9:30 to 10:00 AM
PST and/or KPFK 90.7 FM, Saturday, from Noon to 1:00 PM PST. If your schedule does not permit
an in studio or telephone guest appearance, we can pre-record an interview at any time or day for
any length of time you choose to accommodate your schedule.

We appreciate your consideration.

The Hutchinson Report is one of Southern California's most popular, listened to news and public
affairs talk shows on public radio in Southern California. The show is streamed worldwide on
ktym.com and kpfk.orQ and internet TV simulcast on Hutchinsonreport.tv.

We will follow-up by phone within 24 hours to determine your availability.

Thank you
Angela

Angela Hoffman- Program Producer
"The Hutchinson Report"
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KPFK 90.7 PH Los Angeles
323.630.2649 Direct

(b)(6)
/•-. t //thehutchins45n~reportnews,. corn

'•j_4he Hutchinson Report Communications Network
70 Cities Nationally

Tune in To The Hutchinson Report
on

KTYM Radio 1460 AM
Fridays 9:30 to 10:00 AM PST

Saturdays 9:00 to 9:30 PM PST
Streamed on htt.:Ilwww.ktvm.com

KPFK Radio Los Angeles 90.7 FM
Saturdays Noon to 1:00 PM PST

Streamed on htt1://www.kofk.or qroarams/181-hutch/nson-report.html
http.//twitter.com/earlhutchinson

View Hutchinson Renort TV

on ustream.tv

"Never mistake activity for achievement"
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-Coach John Wooden
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Sosa, Belkys

From: Sosa, Belkys
Wednesday, March 16, 2011 11:25 PM
Apostolakis, George; Davis, Roger; Baggett, Steven; Snodderly, Michael; Blake, Kathleen

"'----ubject: FYI: Update re: CA trip

This is all I got so far...

Sent from an NRC Blackberry
Belkys Sosa

(b)(6)

----- Original Message -----
From: Powell, Amy
To: Sosa, Belkys; Collins, Elmo
Cc: Batkin, Joshua; Schmidt, Rebecca
Sent: Wed Mar 16 20:20:19 2011
Subject: Update re: CA trip

I spoke briefly with staff to Sen. Feinstein. They are having an office meeting tomorrow to scope out details for
her CA trip next week. The only thing that seems solid as this point is travel Monday, site visit(s) Tuesday.
Still up in the air is whether one or both CA plants are in play. More tomorrow.

Amy

Smy Powell

S ssociate Director
-Office of Congressional Affairs

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Phone: 301-415-1673

Sent from my Blackberry
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Sosa, Belkys .2,ft-V rftný ý

From: Sosa. Belkys
'ent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 12:12 PM

Blake, Kathleen
...-Subject: Re: Radio Interveiw

Kathleen, OPA will respond.

Sent from an NRC Blackberry
Belkys Sosa

(b)(6)

From: Blake, Kathleen
To: Sosa, Belkys
Sent: Wed Mar 16 11:03:40 2011
Subject: RE: Radio Interveiw

Belkys: how to respond then to Angela re Friday/Saturday's radio interview? kb

Administrative Assistant
to Commissioner Apostolakis
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
11555 Rockville Pike

.. •ockville, Maryland 20852
".1l-415-1810

From: Sosa, Belkys
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 10:54 AM
To: Blake, Kathleen; Apostolakis, George; Davis, Roger
Subject: RE: Radio Interveiw

The recommendation is still the same. I understand the Chairman is planning a close meeting early next week

with the Commission to discuss the issues on the Japan events.

Thanks,
Belkys •Uf1R1"IO ON1_fld •0.J ION

From: Angela Hoffrna (b)(6)

Sent: Tuesday, March ±., zu i 0o0 r•-
To: CMRAPOSTOLAKIS Resource
Subject: Radio Interveiw

Dear Public Affairs,

Please consider this a formal request for Labor of Commissioner George Apostolakis to appear as a
.quest on "Hutchinson Report" on either his KTYM 1460 AM Radio Show, Friday 9:30 to 10:00 AM

3T and/or KPFK 90.7 FM, Saturday, from Noon to 1:00 PM PST. If your schedule does not permit
•._, in studio or telephone guest appearance, we can pre-record an interview at any time or day for

any length of time you choose to accommodate your schedule.
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We appreciate your consideration.

The Hutchinson Report is one of Southern California's most popular, listened to news and public
(',,ffairs talkshows on public radio in Southern California. The show is streamed worldwide on

.,tm.com and kpfk org and intemet TV simulcast on Hutchinsonreport.tv.

We will follow-up by phone within 24 hours to determine your availability.

Thank you
Angela

Angela Hoffman- Program Producer
nThe Hutchinson Report*
KPYK 90.7 F7 Los Angeles
323.630.2649 Direct

(b)(6)
http 1 //thehutchin.o-Wreportnew .com

The Hutchinson Report Communications Network
70 Cities Nationally

Tune in To The Hutchinson Report
/ -on

KTYM Radio 1460 AM
Fridays 9:30 to 10:00 AM PST

Saturdays 9:00 to 9:30 PM PST
Streamed on http://www.ktym.com

KPFK Radio Los Angeles 90.7 FM
Saturdays Noon to 1:00 PM PST

Streamed on http://www.kofk.ori/Droarams/181-hutchinson-report.html
http://twitter.com/earlhutchinson

View Hutchinson Report TV
on ustream.tv
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/

"Never mistake activity for achievement"

-Coach John Wooden

/
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Sosa, Belkys

From:

uent:
..... Subject:

Sosa, Belkys
Wednesday, March 16, 2011 2:40 PM
Baggett, Steven
RE: Query: Plant Tour with Senator Feinstein- interested?

I'm planning to go.

--- Original Message----
From: Baggett, Steven
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 2:30 PM
To: Sosa, Belkys
Subject: Re: Query: Plant Tour with Senator Feinstein- interested?

Belkys

Are you going with GA or will Mike or Roger?

Steve

--- Original Message ----
From: Sosa, Belkys
To: Apostolakis, George; Davis, Roger; Baggett, Steven; Snodderly,
Sent: Wed Mar 16 10:58:06 2011
Subject: RE: Query: Plant Tour with Senator Feinstein- interested?

Michael; Blake, Kathleen

one point, the senator hoped both CA plants, but she seems focused on Diablo at this point. Amy (OCA)

_\.,ans to talk with her staff in between Hill events today to get more info, timing, and other details.

Thanks,
Belkys

---- Original Message---
From: Apostolakis, George
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 7:07 AM
To: Davis, Roger; Sosa, Belkys; Baggett, Steven; Snodderly, Michael; Blake, Kathleen
Subject: Re: Query: Plant Tour with Senator Feinstein- interested?

Why Dresden? Do you mean San Onofre?

George Apostolakis
Commissioner, US NRC
Blackberry (b)(6)

-- Original Message
From: Davis, Roger
To: Sosa, Belkys; Apostolakis, George; Baggett, Steven; Snodderly, Michael; Blake, Kathleen
Sent: Tue Mar 15 23:22:45 2011

....-Subject: Re: Query: Plant Tour with Senator Feinstein- interested?
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-- Original Message ....
~-.•rom: Sosa, Belkys

To: Apostolakis, George; Baggett, Steven; Snodderly, Michael; Blake, Kathleen; Davis, Roger
Sent: Tue Mar 15 20:36:09 2011
Subject: Query: Plant Tour with Senator Feinstein- interested?

Cmr, the Chairman would like to know if you would like to accompany Senator Feinstein in a tour of Diablo
Canyon or Dresden on Tuesday morning?
She is a member of the Senate Appropriations committee and Chairs the Energy and Water subcommittee.
Please advice?
They want confirmation tonight.
My recommendation is yes!
Thks

Sent from an NRC Blackberry
,Belkys Sosa
(b)(6)

eI l
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*MMBUC"SM~tE-
Sosa, Belkys

From: Sosa, Belkys
Wednesday, March 16, 2011 2:42 PM
Brenner, Eliot

'-ýubJect: FYI: BBC Radio- London

Importance: High

Eliot, more requests for interviews. Thanks, - belkys

From: Apostolakis, George
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 2:29 PM
To: Blake, Kathleen; Sosa, Belkys
Subject: Fw: BBC Radio- London
Importance: High

Standard reply.

George Apostolakis
Commissioner US NRC,
Blackber (b)(6)

From: Tamsin Barber <Tamsin.Barberfbbc.co.uk>
To: aDost1a(&mitedu <apostola(dmit.edu>
l-qent: Wed Mar 16 12:20:48 2011

u'•bject: BBC Radio- London

Dear Professor Apostolakis,
I am working for BBC Radio 4 in London on the weekly science programme Material World. For this
week's programme, we are focussing on the earthquake/Tsunami in Japan and the potential risks
from the nuclear plant. In particular, we are interested in looking at the design and safety precautions
of building a nuclear power plant in an area where there is seismic activity and Tsunami risk i.e. are
there any design implications, general risks, what precautions/risk assessments are taken etc. We
would be interested in talking about Japan/US and other countries.

I wondered if I could talk to you about your work in this area via telephone today, with a view to a
possible interview for the programme? If we do go ahead with an interview we would be looking to
record between 12-1pm (Boston time) tomorrow Thursday 17th March. The interview would be live
and would need to be from the nearest radio studio or if this is not possible, via telephone.

However, if this is not an area that you are familiar with, would you be able to recommend someone
for us to talk to?
Many thanks and Kind Regards,

Tamsin Barber
Assistant Producer

,..-BBC Science Radio Unit
3 44 207 557 2476
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http://www.bbc.co.uk
Ths-e--rmai and any attachments) is confidential and may contain personal views which are not the views of he

..--- '-T3BC unless specifica-ly-state -
f you have received it in error, please de eour system.

"-' o not use, copy or disclose the information in any wa on it and notify the sender
immediately.
Please note that th onitors e-mails sent or received.

_Eurth mmunication will signify your consent to this.
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Sosa, IBelkys

From:
ient:

-- Subject:

Sosa, Belkys
Wednesday, March 16. 2011 2:43 PM
Brenner, Eliot
FYI: flPOEKAHI-H FIA THAE(OQNIKH 7-YNENTEY-H ET-3

This one is literally in Greek. Thanks - Belkys

From: Apostolakis, George
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 2:28 PM
To: Blake, Kathleen; Sosa, Belkys
Subject: Fw: nPOYKAHIH F1A THAE(1XNIKH ZYNENTEYEH ET-3

Please send the standard reply.

31ili~ ~i2SO 2ilBfld ~O4 JON
George Apostolakis
Commissiner US NRCBlackberrl (b)(6)

JI
\

From: Panajotis Kostaý I b)(6)
To: apgstola~cbmit.edu <agostola(&mit.edu>_
Sent: Wed Mar 16 12:24:42 2011
Subject: I1POIKAHIH rlA THAEQOQNIKH ZIYNENTEY-mH ET-3

;nu0i4LoOg va cruvo~uXflaoig jLa~i CFa; U-10 KIVupIK6 5Xtio F-i6floccov -rou cra0poi5 guq cnK 22.00 (ow~
,W oq Ywra tUpTjVl.Kd epyocyndaia 'Tqq Ianw(wx* ical TrqV CM~qpvwf 7pootyytar. TrI)iX~pwvo ()6
rb)(6) (Ai~rlýpl Nr6ý71 - Ai=Gvv~fl EOluiacov ET-3)
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,,•lIng '-.v .O FU ... * ?'ý -
Sosa, Belkys NCTfORNUL.

From: Sosa, Belkys
-,ent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 2:46 PM
0: Brenner, Eliot

"-SubJect: FW: INQUIRY ERT TV GREECE- (MANOLIS)

This one has a family plead...

From: Apostolakis, George
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 2:24 PM
To: Blake, Kathleen; Sosa, Belkys
Subject: Re: INQUIRY ERT TV GREECE- (MANOLIS)

Belkys: The standard reply should be sent to this guy also. Perhaps you may add that I regret I cannot speak with him. GA

George Apostolakis
Commissioner.,US NRC
Blackberryn(b)(

6)

From: Blake, Kathleen
To: Apostolakis, George; Sosa, Belkys
Sent: Wed Mar 16 13:31:45 2011
Subject: FW: INQUIRY ERT TV GREECE- (MANOLIS)

--'-,,lkys - since this guy knows GA's cousin, should he reply with our standard line or shall I? kb

"--Commissioner Apostolakis will not comment on the status of another country's nuclear power plants. Please check the

NRC web site for the latest information on NRC actins. http://www.nrc.qovl

Administrative Assistant
to Commissioner Apostolakis
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, Maryland 20852
301-415-1810

From: CMRAPOSTOLAKIS Resource
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 1:27 PM
To: Blake, Kathleen
Subject: FW: INQUIRY ERT TV GREECE- (MANOUS)

.... - r: Theofanis Papathanaslou mail (b)(6)
int: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 11:.2 mm

0: CMRAPOSTOLAKIS Resource
Subject: INQUIRY ERT TV GREECE- (MANOLIS)
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Hello Dr. Apostolaki:

/-,My apologies for this message out of the blue. I happen to be a good friend and colleague in ERT with
/ our cousin Manolis Tsakiris. He has contacted you as well for this. Please allow me to introduce myself.

""""My name is Fanis Papathanasiou and I am anchor and international correspondent working for ERT
(Greek Public Television) in Athens..

I am wondering if you are available for a live short interview from DC in our main newscast at 9 o clock
(local time) about the situation in Japan. We can provide you with topics -questions.

Thank for your attention to this request.

Fanis Papathanasiou
ERT TV anchor / senior international correspondent
News Department
Mesogion AVE 432,
Agia raraskevi. I5 Atens
Mob'(b)(6)

/
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1&4_

rKýýýW .1 ýSosa, Belkys

From:
... -- ent:

;o:
"•,-.Subject:

Sosa, Belkys
Wednesday, March 16, 2011 2:45 PM
Apostolakis, George; Blake, Kathleen
RE: INQUIRY ERT TV GREECE- (MANOLIS)

Will do. Please note that I'm also forwarding all this inquiries to OPA for their action. Thanks, - Belkys

From: Apostolakis, George
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 2:24 PM
To: Blake, Kathleen; Sosa, Belkys
Subject: Re: INQUIRY ERT TV GREECE- (MANOLIS)

Belkys: The standard reply should be sent to this guy also. Perhaps you may add that I regret I cannot speak with him. GA

George Apostolakis
Commissio er, US NRC
Blackber L(b)(6)

From: Blake, Kathleen
To: Apostolakis, George; Sosa, Belkys
Sent: Wed Mar 16 13:31:45 2011
Subject: FW: INQUIRY ERT TV GREECE- (MANOLIS)

---. •elkys - since this guy knows GA's cousin, should he reply with our standard line or shall I? kb

c--Commissioner Apostolakis will not comment on the status of another country's nuclear power plants. Please check the
NRC web site for the latest information on NRC actins. http://www.nrc.govl

Administrative Assistant
to Commissioner Apostolakis
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, Maryland 20852
301-415-1810

3' ~.

From: CMRAPOSTOLAKIS Resource
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 1:27 PM
To: Blake, Kathleen
Subject: FW: INQUIRY ERTTV GREECE- (MANOLJS)

-'From: Theofanis Papathanaslou rmL(6
int: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 11:20 AM

-- x CMRAPOSTOLAKIS Resource
Subject: INQUIRY ERT TV GREECE- (MANOLIS)

21
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Hello Dr. Apostolaki:

.-----,My apologies for this message out of the blue. I happen to be a good friend and colleague in ERT with
pour cousin Manolis Tsakiris. He has contacted you as well for this. Please allow me to introduce myself.

My name is Fanis Papathanasiou and I am anchor and international correspondent working for ERT
(Greek Public Television) in Athens..

I am wondering if you are available for a live short interview from DC in our main newscast at 9 o clock
(local time) about the situation in Japan. We can provide you with topics -questions.

Thank for your attention to this request.

Fanis Papathanasiou
ERT TV anchor / senior international correspondent
News Department
Mesogion AVE 432,
Agia Paraskevi, 15342 Athens
Mob(b)(6),
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Sosa, Belkys

From:.,-•3ent:

, o:
•---Subject:

Blake, Kathleen
Wednesday. March 16. 20112:57 PM
R(b)(6) I-RE: FIP07"KAHI"H IIA THAE(D(NIKH YYNENTEY'-:H ET-3

Mr. Kostas:

The Commissioner regrets that he cannot talk to you. He will not comment on the status of another country's nuclear
power plants. Please check the NRC web site for the latest information on NRC actions. http://www.nrc.gov/

Administrative Assistant
to Commissioner Apostolakis
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, Maryland 20852.
301-415-1810

From: Panajotis Kosta (b)(6)
To: apst arit.eu <aPoostola~mit~edu-,
Sent: Wed Mar 16 12:24:42 2011
'ubject: rIPOY-KAHIH FIA THAE$DQNIKH 2:YNENTEY=-H Er-3

EmnOvoi)w va umvopiaý(ov~i pc~i Yacq aro KCVTptK6 UlX-io F-15ijaEciV TOD cara~poO [iaq ocrq 22.00 (COp
EX~o) yt ta 7ruprivuc6 Ecpyoor~dtta nil laitovia; Kat Trqv EsnoTrJPOVtKcij 7Ep~outyytcn. Tijk~povc~b()

(b)(6 AiirLl-pri; NýT6q - Awuouv-ffp EtBacwv ET-3)

Ea "aptc tol jI&

\ J
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Sosa, Belkys

From: Powell, Amy
-Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 3:12 PM

to: Sosa, Belkys
.---.'Subject: Re: Any luck?

No - called several times. Will try again after Sen briefing

Amy Powell
Associate Director
Office of Congressional Affairs
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Phone: 301-415-1673

Sent from my Blackberry

--- Original Message --
From: Sosa, Belkys
To: Powell, Amy
Sent: Wed Mar 16 15:10:47 2011
Subject: Re: Any luck?

Amy, do you have any info yet?

Sent from an NRC Blackberry
Belkys Sosa
b)(6)

--- Original Message ---
From: Powell, Amy
To: Sosa, Belkys; Batkin, Joshua
Sent: Wed Mar 16 10:41:56 2011
Subject: Re: Any luck?

At one point, she hoped both CA plants, but seems focused on Diablo at this point.

Amy Powell
Associate Director
Office of Congressional Affairs
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Phone: 301-415-1673

Sent from my Blackberry

Original Message
From: Sosa, Belkys
To: Powell, Amy; Batkin, Joshua
Sent: Wed Mar 16 10:40:12 2011
Subject: RE: Any luck?

' _, .0ieant either Diablo or one of the other two, Not sure which one she was considering.

9
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---- Original Message-----
From: Powell, Amy
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 10:36 AM
To: Sosa, Belkys; Batkin, Joshua

. .ubject: Re: Any luck?

VTMMW"MV=r_

My understanding is just Diablo Canyon, but I plan to talk with her staff in between Hill events today to get
more info, timing, and other details.

Amy Powell
Associate Director
Office of Congressional Affairs
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Phone: 301-415-1673

Sent from my Blackberry

--- Original Message ---
From: Sosa, Belkys
To: Powell, Amy; Batkin, Joshua
Sent: Wed Mar 16 10:34:24 2011
Subject: RE: Any luck?

Amy, can you confirm which plant the senator will be visiting. Josh mentioned Diablo Canyon and I thought
Dresden but maybe he meant San Onofre?

Thanks,
.---. 'elkys

----- Original Message---'
From: Powell, Amy
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 9:28 PM
To: Batkin, Joshua; Sosa, Belkys
Subject: RE: Any luck?

Got it - I'll reach out to Doug tonight.

Thanks Belkys,
Amy

--- Original Message----
From: Batkin, Joshua
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 9:11 PM
To: Sosa, Belkys; Powell, Amy
Subject: Re: Any luck?

Awesome! Thanks. Handing you off to Amy to make it happen. Amy, can you please let Doug know tonight
its a go? We will have to work his travel schedule around an as yet unscheduled (probably monday)
Commission meeting.

Joshua C. Batkin
.'hief of Staff

,,airman Gregory B. Jaczko
"-01) 415-1820
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--- Original Message
From: Sosa, Belkys
To: Batkin, Joshua
Sent: Tue Mar 15 21:05:57 2011
" ubject: Re: Any luck?K. •_J

Josh, yes! he is on board. I'll wait to hear all the details sometime tomorrow.
Stay strong and get some zzz.
Thks,

Sent from an NRC Blackberry
-.Relkys Sosa
A~)(6)

---- Original Message
From: Batkin, Joshua
To: Sosa, Belkys
Sent: Tue Mar 15 20:46:49 2011
Subject: Re: Any luck?

Thanks

Joshua C. Batkin
Chief of Staff
Chairman Gregory B. Jaczko
(301) 415-1820

Original Message
/- -"om: Sosa, Belkys

')1. Batkin, Joshua
_--Sent: Tue Mar 15 20:45:40 2011

Subject: Re: Any luck?

I haven't heard; but I'm recommending him to say yes. My guess is that he will. He is on board an aircraft
carrier or some Navy ship at this time. Will probably contact me after dinner, Ill text you as soon as I here from
him.
Thks

Sent from an NRC Blackberry
Belkys Sosa

(b)(6)

---- Original Message ---
From: Batkin, Joshua
To: Sosa, Belkys
Sent: Tue Mar 15 20:40:21 2011
Subject: Any luck?

We'll make sure he doesn't miss the Commission meeting

Joshua C. Batkin
Chief of Staff

'airman Gregory B. Jaczko
'. 1) 415-1820
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CARNEGIE ENDOWMENT at
A New Vision lor the Global Cent-mrv

March 16, 2011

Honorable George Apostolakis
Commissioner
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Mail Stop O-16G4
Washington, DC
20555-0001

Dear Dr. Apostolakis:

On behalf of the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, we are pleased to invite you to
be a panelist for a session currently titled, "Implications of Japan's Nuclear Disaster" at the

Carnegie International Nuclear Policy Conference taking place on March 28 and 29, 2011. We

currently anticipate your panel taking place on from 10:50 am to 12:30 pm on Monday, March

28, but we encourage you to stay for the entire conference to attend other panels and meet

other experts and officials.

We envision an informal session, with panelists sitting in easy chairs, and a moderator asking

questions pertinent to each panelist, before turning to the audience for questions. Dick

Meserve has agreed to be on the panel, as has Mark Hibbs of our staff, and V.S. Arunachalum,

the former science advisor to the Prime Minister of India. We are also inviting John Rowe of

Exelon Corporation.

This year's conference will spotlight the rising influence of new actors and how best to manage

new challenges. Widely considered the premier event in the field, the conference will attract

over 700 government officials, policy and technical experts, academics, and journalists from

around the world. As such, it is one of the best forums for advancing important perspectives,

new ideas and innovative approaches to critical nuclear policy challenges.

We have a stellar roster of plenary and panel speakers addressing topics along four tracks:

nonproliferation, disarmament, nuclear energy, and strategic issues. As a speaker, we will waive

the conference fee. If you are able to accept this invitation, please contact Kimberly Misher

(kmisher@ceip.org; 202.939.2279) as soon as possible. We will then be in touch with you soon

about session guidelines and conference logistics.

If you have any additional questions, please do not hesitate to contact us. We look forward to

your participation as a speaker at this important event.

Sincerely,

George Perkovich
Director

Nuclear Policy Program

Z )
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Sosa, Belkys

From: Baggett, Steven
.-- 1ent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 3:45 PM

'o: Sosa, Belkys; Davis, Roger; Snodderly, Michael
.-- Subject: RE: Given recent event in Japan

Should be an interesting meeting.

A point of interest, the President in is TV address, ongoing, noted that he directed the NRC to do an
assessment of the NPP. Not sure what that means, but seems we have some direction.

From: Sosa, Belkys
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 3:39 PM
To: Baggett, Steven; Davis, Roger; Snodderly, Michael
Subject: Re: Given recent event In Japan

Steve, my understanding of the Commission mtng on monday is that the Commission will discuss the staff priority work
including scheduled Commission mtng.

Sent from an NRC Blackberry
•Lelkys Sosa(b)(6)

.. rom: Baggett, Steven
'3: Sosa, Belkys; Davis, Roger; Snodderly, Michael

_Sent: Thu Mar 17 15:21:09 2011
Subject: Given recent event in Japan

All,

Staff provided an information Paper (SECY-1 1-0032) on its plan to consider cumulative effects of regulation in
rulemaking.

b)(5)

Thanks

Steve

F 1
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Sosa, Belkys

From: Blake, Kathleen
,.....--...ent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 5:19 PM

Sosa, Belkys; Baggett, Steven; Apostolakis, George; Snodderly, Michael; Lui, Christiana;
Davis, Roger

Cc: Savoy, Carmel
Subject: FW: INQUIRY ERT TV GREECE- (MANOLIS)

Fyi - kb

How to respond? kb

Administrative Assistant

to Commissioner Apostolakis

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

11555 Rockville Pike

Rockville, Maryland 20852

301-415-1810

From: Theofanis Papathanasio (b)(6)
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 ,9:W/ t'm
To: Blake, Kathleen
Subject: RE: INQUIRY ERT TV GREECE- (MANOLIS)

/--ear Kathleen:
~' I

... -understand that the Commissioner he cannot talk right now.
If something chances on this please let me know. I would like to come over and have a big story a special
report/profile about him.

This of course needs a lot of planning and logistics.

Thanks for your attention to this request.

All the Best,

Fanis Papathanasiou
ERT TV
Greece

170I 1 1,• O ,R~ I 6660-e1 UOhJI~brE
--- On Wed, 3/16/11, Blake, Kathleen <Kath een.Blake@nrc.gov> wrote:

-om: Blake, Kathleen <Kathleen.Blake@nrc.gov>
,,bject: RE: INQUIRY ERT TV GREECE- (MANOLIS)
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Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2011, 8:54 PM

Mr. Papathanasiou:

The Commissioner regrets that he cannot talk to you. He will not comment on the status of another country's
nuclear power plants. Please check the NRC web site for the latest information on NRC actions.
http://www.nrc.qov/

Administrative Assistant

to Commissioner Apostolakis

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

11555 Rockville Pike

Rockville, Maryland 20852

301-415-1810

From: Theofanis Papathanasiou [mailti(b)(6
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 11:2u Am
To: CMRAPOSTOLAKIS Resource
Subject: INQUIRY ERT TV GREECE- (MANOLIS)

Hello Dr. Apostolaki:

My apologi s out of the blue. I happen to be a good friend and colleague in ERT with
your cousin (3)(6) •Ie has contacted you as well for this. Please allow me to introduce myself.
My name is aisa Papathanasiou and I am anchor and international correspondent working for ERT
(Greek Public Television) in Athens..

I am wondering if you are available for a live short interview from DC in our main newscast at 9 o clock
(local time) about the situation in Japan. We can provide you with topics -questions.

I

Thank for your attention to this request.

'nis Papathanasiou
"-A-••T TV anchor / senior international correspondent

6
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News Department
Mesogion AVE 432,
Agia Paraskevi, 15342 Athens
Mobi (b)(6)
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Sosa, Belkys

From: Davis, Roger
-5ent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 5:48 PM

0. "Sosa, Belkys
. •ubject: RE: Congressional Correspondence

That's OK. We can talk in the AM. Amy has conveyed limitations on GA's role at Diablo. While I think they
constrain his ability to answer questions, it is likely that they will want him in whatever capacity he can appear.
Looks as if Feinstein's staff wants to meet him in SF Tuesday morning, fly to Diablo, and then on to SONGs.
We may get cut out entirely.

From: Sosa, Belkys
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 5:45 PM
To: Davis, Roger
Subject: Re: Congressional Correspondence

Roger, I just got your message. Please call my bb anytime.
Thks

Sent from an NRC Blackberry
Belkys Sosa

(b)(6)

From: Davis, Roger
To: Sosa, Belkys
3ent: Thu Mar 17 15:50:22 2011

""-',bject: RE: Congressional Correspondence

-Belkys. Are you planning to return to day. I'd like to chat. Could you call if you are not? Thanks, Roger

From: Sosa, Belkys
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 3:49 PM
To: Davis, Roger; Baggett, Steven; Snodderly, Michael; Collins, Elmo
Subject: Fw: Congressional Correspondence

Fyi

Sent from an NRC Blackberry
Belk s Sosa

(b)(6)

From: Champ, Billie
To: Batkin, Joshua; Monninger, John; Sharkey, Jeffry; Sosa, Belkys; Bubar, Patrice; Nieh, Ho
Cc: Vietti-Cook, Annette; Jaegers, Cathy; Clayton, Kathleen; McKelvin, Sheila
Sent: Thu Mar 17 14:40:45 2011
Subject: Congressional Correspondence

I have attached for your information a letter from Senators Boxer and Carper dated March 17, 2011 re: Risks posed to
nuclear reactors in the U.S.

We a. e-Bape
Amh17, 20:1

4FM 12 o9LOSURE
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Sosa, Belkys ,

Fro.,-: Sosa, Belkys
Thursday, March 17, 2011 5:44 PM
Davis, Roger

\,.. _ubject: Re: Ltr from Sens Boxer, Feinstein

Let's discuss with GA tomorrow. I think the senator was more interested in Diablo than Songs. I really think GA will have
to go there.

Sent from an NRC Blackberry
Belkys Sosa

From: Davis, Roger
To: Sosa, Belkys
Sent: Thu Mar 17 15:58:25 2011
Subject: FW: Ltr from Sens Boxer, Feinstein

Becky Schmidt called earlier to confirm that we understood that she feels the need to have Amy be the third if
only 3 can get on the plane. I said I thought we did and were aware that personal staff members would
probably miss the San Onofre visit if the Cmr. went there by private plane.

It's nearly four hours to Diablo from LA or SF. Would have to fly there.

Have not heard from Amy yet After the Senators' staffs decide their schedules, I recommend we consider
,-"-king Sen. Feinstein's staff if Sen. Feinstein would accept Elmo without you at Diablo, with the understanding

.t she (and Senator Boxer if she comes) could meet you and the Cmr. at San Onofre. Considerations: Sen.
Jinstein was not planning a media event at Diablo; GA has serious constraints at Diablo; they likely cannot

accommodate GA personal staff on the trip between sites.

Roger

From: Sosa, Belkys
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 3:16 PM
To: Collins, Elmo; Davis, Roger
Subject: Fw: Ltr from Sens Boxer, Feinstein

Hi Elmo, I hope all is well.
Please note that the trip to Diablo and SONGS will also include Senator Boxer. If you have any information on these
plants that can help Cmr Apostolakis prepare for the site visit, we would really appreciate it. I'll send you the details of the
Senators agenda ASAP. I'm waiting for OCA to provide.
Thks

Sent from an NRC Blackberry
Belkys Sosa

(b)(6)

,.i: Powell, Amy
./Blake, Kathleen

"'--,•c: Davis, Roger; Sosa, Belkys
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Sent: Thu Mar 17 14:04:10 2011
Subject- .Ltr from Sens Boxer, Feinstein

Kathleen,

-ere is the letter that I referenced on my call this afternoon with Belkys and Roger.

Amy

Amy Powell
Associate Director
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Congressional Affairs
Phone: 301-415-1673

NOT FOI~ p!l~IC DSCLOSURE

.. _jJ
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Sosa, Belkys

From: Blake, Kathleen
Thursday, March 17, 2011 6:20 PM

* ,•: Powell, Amy; Davis, Roger; Sosa, 8elkys
,__)ubject: RE: SONGS only for visit

Amy: here are her numbers. Kb

BB: (b)(6)
Home: (b)(6)

Kathleen M. Blake
Administrative Assistant
to Commissioner Apostolakis
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, Maryland 20852
301-415-1810

----- Original Message----
From: Powell, Amy
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 6:18 PM
To: Blake, Kathleen; Davis, Roger; Sosa, Belkys
Subject: SONGS only for visit

I am running into a mtg, but wanted to let you know that GEA only needs to be at SONGS. Belkys, is there a
-jmber where I cam reach you later?

Amy Powell
Associate Director
Office of Congressional Affairs
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Phone: 301-415-1673

Sent from my Blackberry

5
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Sosa, Belkys -NUC-021
From:

,--Snt:

.'_-jubject:

Sosa, Belkys
Thursday, March 17, 2011 6:57 PM
Powell, Amy; Blake, Kathleen; Davis, Roger
Re: SONGS only for visit

Amy you can call my bb anytime.
Thks

Sent from an NRC Blackberry
Belkys Sosa

L(b)(6)

---- Original Message ----
From: Powell, Amy
To: Blake, Kathleen; Davis, Roger, Sosa, Belkys
Sent: Thu Mar 17 18:18:00 2011
Subject: SONGS only for visit

I am running into a mtg, but wanted to let you know that GEA only needs to be at SONGS. Belkys, is there a
number where I cam reach you later?

Amy Powell
Associate Director
Office of Congressional Affairs

- S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
'ione: 301-415-1673

Sent from my Blackberry

1
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Sosa, Belkys

From: Sosa, Belkys
.. ent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 3:33 PM

0o: Collins, Elmo
'..1.ubject: Re: Action: Ltr from Sens Boxer, Feinstein

Thks

Sent from an NRC Blackberry
Belkvs 

Sosa 
-

From: Collins, Elmo
To: Sosa, Belkys
Cc: Virgilio, Martin; Sanfilippo, Nathan; Hay, Michael; Vegel, Anton; Kennedy, Kriss; Miller, Geoffrey; Lantz, Ryan
Sent: Thu Mar 17 15:29:54 2011
Subject: Action: Ltr from Sens Boxer, Feinstein

Thanks

We'll work through EDO to get prep material up

Elmo

crom: Sosa, Belkys

.. ',: Collins, Elmo; Davis, Roger
,int: Thu Mar 17 15:15:54 2011

-Subject: Fw: Ltr from Sens Boxer, Feinstein

Hi Elmo, I hope all is well.
Please note that the trip to Diablo and SONGS will also include Senator Boxer. If you have any information on these
plants that can help Cmr Apostolakis prepare for the site visit, we would really appreciate it. I'll send you the details of the
Senators agenda ASAP. I'm waiting for OCA to provide.
Thks

Sent from an NRC Blackberry
8elkys Sosa
(b)(6)

From: Powell, Amy
To: Blake, Kathleen
Cc: Davis, Roger; Sosa, Belkys
Sent: Thu Mar 17 14:04:10 2011
Subject: Ltr from Sens Boxer, Feinstein

Kathleen,

Here is the letter that I referenced on my call this afternoon with Belkys and Roger.

4
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Amy Powell
Associate Director
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
)ffice of Congressional Affairs

,,.hone: 301-415-1673
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Sosa, Belkys

From: Davis, Roger
.- ,;ent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 8:57 AM

1 'o: Sosa, Belkys
" Abject: RE: SPEAKER INVITATION: 2011 Carnegie International Nuclear Policy Conference (March

28-29, Washington, DC)
Attachments: imageOO1 .gif; imageO02.png

I suppose one could repeat the Q&A's of the commission and prepare with the staff to speak and it might serve
the Commission's interests but frankly I would check with the Chairman before accepting at a time like this,
theoretically an emergency involving citizens in Japan at least. Negatives - this is almost last minute, with little
time to prepare, and it does not seem like the right time or a Commissioner to get in the forefront
on issues regarding an emergency unless the Chairman/agency desires it. In addition, controversy may
develop about current agency views/differences with Japanese authorities.

From: Sosa, Belkys
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 6:12 PM
To: Davis, Roger
Subject: Fw: SPEAKER INVITATION: 2011 Carnegie International Nuclear Policy Conference (March 28-29, Washington,
DC)

What do u think?

Sent from an NRC Blackberry
Rp~lkvs Sms.;

9om: Apostolakis, George
, : Sosa, Belkys

'-'ent: Wed Mar 16 17:09:47 2011
Subject: Fw: SPEAKER INVITATION: 2011 Carnegie International Nuclear Policy Conference (March 28-29, Washington,
DC)

Could the staff or OPA help me prepare for this?

George Apostolakis
Commissioner, US NRC
Blackber(b)(6)

From: Apostolakis, George
To: Blake, Kathleen; Sosa, Belkys
Sent: Wed Mar 16 15:59:32 2011
Subject: Re: SPEAKER INVITATION: 2011 Carnegie International Nuclear Policy Conference (March 28-29, Washington,
DC)

We'll discuss tomorrow.

George Apostolakis
p.Crommissioner, US NRC

" .. ckber (b)(6)

9
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From: Blake, Kathleen
To: Sosa, Belkys; Apostolakis, George
Sent: Wed Mar 16 15:54:03 2011
Subject: FW: SPEAKER INVITATION: 2011.Carnegie International Nuclear Policy Conference (March 28-29, Washington,

*-'" )C)

"• ,Jterested? kb

Administrative Assistant
to Commissioner Apostolakis
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, Maryland 20852
301-415-1810

From: CMRAPOSTOLAKIS Resource
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 3:32 PM
To: Blake, Kathleen
Subject: FW: SPEAKER INVITATION: 2011 CarnAgieP X=W 4l9tW 1onference (March 28-29, Washington,
DC)

From: Kimberly Misher [mailto:KMisher@ceip.microsoftonline.com]
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 3:12 PM
To: QARAPOSTOLAKIS Resource

'ý--_- .:cj(b)(6) I

,.bject: SPEAKER INVITATION: 2011 Carnegie International Nuclear Policy Conference (March 28-29, Washington, DC)

Sent on behalf of Eli Levite:

Dear George,

Long time since last in touch, I hope you are well.
We are adjusting our conference agenda to accommodate post-Japan outlook and would be truly thrilled if you could
accommodate this short notice invite. Any chance? Dick Meserve also accepted-today.

Eli

2011 CARNEGIE INTERNATIONAL
;4

NUCLEAR POLICY CONFERENCE

March 16, 2011
-... norable George Apostolakis
Commissioner
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U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Mail Stop 0-16G4

Washingtdn, DC

..-.. 20555-0001

__jar Dr. Apostolakis:

On behalf of the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, we are pleased to invite you to be a panelist for a session

currently titled, "Implications of Japan's Nuclear Disaster" at the Carnegie International Nuclear Policy Conference

taking place on March 28 and 29, 2011. We currently anticipate your panel taking place on from 10:50 am to 12:30 pm

on Monday, March 28, but we encourage you to stay for the entire conference to attend other panels and meet other

experts and officials.

We envision an informal session, with panelists sitting in easy chairs, and a moderator asking questions pertinent to each

panelist, before turning to the audience for questions. Dick Meserve has agreed to be on the panel, as has Mark Hibbs of

our staff, and V.S. Arunachalum, the former science advisor to the Prime Minister of India. We are also inviting John

Rowe of Exelon Corporation.

This year's conference will spotlight the rising influence of new actors and how best to manage new challenges. Widely

considered the premier event in the field, the conference will attract over 700 government officials, policy and technical

experts, academics, and journalists from around the world. As such, it is one of the best forums for advancing important

perspectives, new ideas and innovative approaches to critical nuclear policy challenges.

We have a stellar roster of plenary and panel speakers addressing topics along four tracks: nonproliferation,

disarmament, nuclear energy, and strategic issues. As a speaker, we will waive the conference fee. If you are able to

accept this invitation, please contact Kimberly Misher (kmisher@ceio.org; 202.939.2279) as soon as possible. We will

,.-jhen be in touch with you soon about session guidelines and conference logistics.

. ou have any additional questions, please do not hesitate to contact us. We look forward to your participation as a

speaker at this important event.

Sincerely,

/ / '" ,4

George Perkovich
Director
Nuclear Policy Program

.,
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Sosa, Belkys

From: Blake, Kathleen
l,,.ent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 10:58 AM
0: Apostolakis, George; Sosa, Belkys

"\._-Subject: FW: GE

Administrative Assistant
to Commissioner Apostolakis
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, Maryland 20852
301-415-1810

From: CMRAPOSTOLAKJS Resource
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 8:23 AM
To: Blake, Kathleen
Subject: FW: GE

From (b)(6)
vent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 8:11 AM

",'Po: CMRAPOSTOLAKIS Resource
Jbject: GE

Dear George

We the American people are deeply concerned that NRC is doing nothing to decommission GE
and Toshiba-designed boiling water reactors like the ones failed or failing at Japan's Fukushima
and Tokai complexes. All 13 emergency diesel generators (EDG) failed, and not because of the
quake or tsunami but the crankshafts just failed. This was known way back in 1976 when 3
engineers quit GE after they blew the whistle on GE's Mark 1 reactor. The 1988 racketeering
case about Shoreham plant in NY revealed that EDG tests were faked to pass seismic
qualification. We know that Japan is at level 6 out of 7 now and 200,000 people have been
evacuated from the contaminated nuclear sites with "partial" meltdowns. Systemic failure,
where rods are overheating - Units 1, 3 and 4 at Fukushima exploded, sending up radioactive
plumes - and malfunctioning coolants and EDG are reported all over the Japanese nuclear
network. Scariest of all is that Japan's nuclear safety agency, with its long record of mendacity,
is saying its reactors are under control.

yjThe struggle-to cool the reactors isn't the only problem as there is far greater danger of
"idespread radioactivity from an inability to cool Fukushima's spent fuel pools. These spent

I--,el pools hold far more radioactivity than the reactor core, and placing them on top the reactor
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is another bad design which is as dangerous as putting a gasoline tank above the engine. There
are reports of escaping cesium-137, a deadly isotope that gives off highly penetrating radiation
and is absorbed in the food chain. While Japan insists that radiation released into the air at
.ukushima would not be harmful, a number of Japanese workers have been hurt by radiation,
i, ,nd US sailors on their way to a rescue mission have been contaminated. We urge NRC to be

truthful to the American people and not be like Japan, and learn their lesson that serving
powerful companies at the expense of public safety and public benefit could be a capital crime
of mass murder.

We urge NRC to demand full safety, EDG and 9.0 quake stress tests for all major 3 rd generation
reactors including GE Hitachi, Areva EPR, Mitsubishi, and Toshiba (Westinghouse AP-1000).
Germany has shut down 7 out of 17 aged nuclear plants, and NRC must do the same in
America. China has suspended the approval process for nuclear power stations so that safety
standards can be revised, and we urge NRC to do likewise. NRC must require relevant
departments to do safety checks at existing plants, especially EDG stressed tested to the
max until they fail. Safety is our top priority in developing nuclear power plants, and we call
for a comprehensive safety check and enhanced management over existing plants. All
plants with fuel pools on top must be closed to prevent pool fire, and spent fuel must be shipped
elsewhere. Before the revised safety standards are approved, all new nuclear power plants,
including pre-construction, must be suspended. We also urge NRC to step up monitoring of
radioactive substances and issue alerts timely with results on NRC website every day. We the
people know more than the politicians many of which are corrupted by special interests and

......Iemand that you listen to us and not them, because our lives are at stake and this is what
ýmocracy is all about.

Thirty million Californians live between two nuclear stations, San Onofre down near San Diego
and Diablo Canyon up by central California's San Luis Obispo. The operators insist "there is no
immediate threat to the state" but the fact is no mass evacuation is possible in a meltdown or
fuel pool fire in California. The fact that they don't even give us free iodine tablets showed
that they and NRC don't really care about us. The operator of Diablo Canyon is Pacific Gas &
Electric, the company sued by the small town of Hinkley after it allowed poisonous hexavalent
chromium to leach into their groundwater and lied about it, as immortalized in the film Erin
Brockovich. The Diablo reactor is built smack in the middle of four earthquake faults in a built-
up suburbanized area. San Onofre has tallied ten times the number of safety complaints by
workers who are afraid to speak out fearing retaliation. For good measure, San Onofre is sited
between both offshore and inland San Andreas active seismic faults. Its nearest city San Diego
has suffered 50% more earthquake activity since 1984.

We Americans have a virile tradition of whistleblowers, nuclear and otherwise, although
Obama has declared war on leakers who expose government scandals. He won't succeed
because truth will always prevails and because of Wikileaks, the internet, and Facebook so we

..-emand that the NRC start regulating GE, Toshiba and the big boys and serve the people and

,t be beholden to the industry it is supposed to regulate. The poor Japanese have no such
i•qegacy, which is why they're in such a pickle. Japanese salarymen used to working for one
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company their entire lives keep their mouths shut. They must have known what we know now,
that Fukushima's operator, Tokyo Electric Power (Tepco), never tested EDG or safety for a
quake-and-tsunami anywhere near the 9.0 that has devastated Japan. Tepco is the shogun of
A"-'.lectricity and their nuclear watchdog looked the other way. The result is full-scale panic,

•..oecause now they don't know what to do or how to do it. NRC must not allow any Tepco in
America, and must hold every manufacturer, contractor and operator to account.

So there goes the nuclear renaissance trumpeted by Obama in his state of the union. To tamp
down global warming and solve our energy needs, he boasted, "It means building a new
generation of safe, clean nuclear power plants in this country." He aimed to give $36 billion to
the nuclear power industry and a $4 billion loan guarantee for two new reactors on the Texan
Gulf Coast to be built by Tepco, assisted by the same American company Stone &Webster now
a nuclear unit of Shaw Construction that made false safety reports at New York's Shoreham
nuclear plant. The liability for Tepco and Houston Power is capped at only $75 million, which
is an insult to the people, because it must be at least $1 billion in the event of a megaquake and
tsunami. The cost to generate nuclear power in Texas is twice that of wind power, so this
project is uneconomical and will stick it to the taxpayers and the ratepayers. Hello NRC, whose
interests do you serve, the people or the industry? The Gulf Coast has suffered enough from
Katrina and BP, so we demand that you cancel the Texas deal and monitor all safety and EDG
tests and not rely on contractors who will fake safety reports to save billions. We demand that
you fulfill your oaths of office and cancel all uneconomical deals that do not benefit
taxpayers or ratepayers because projects must serve the people and not the industry.

'hina is strong because its leaders heed the voices of their people and serve them, rooting out
corruption, waste, fraud and special interests. Of the 104 old, fault-ridden, leaky, rickety nuclear
power stations in the US, 23 are of a similar GE or Toshiba design that has failed
catastrophically in Japan. If a reactor goes China Syndrome and melts all the way down as
occurred at Chernobyl which made a huge area uninhabitable and caused hundreds of thousands
of deaths, its radioactivity will contain 1,000 times as much as the Hiroshima bomb. We
demand that NRC decommission all 23 such reactors and stop serving the industry or kowtow
to its powerful lobby. We the people are your true masters, and we demand that you serve
General People and not General Electric while you are still in office by heeding our voices and
cater to our safety. We demand that you provide free potassium iodine 130mg tablets to
residents of Southern California and other locations and fulfill your role as watchdog and make
real enemies of the industry with the power to regulate and punish, and not be its lapdog as wethe people know whassup and will hold all of you accountable.

We The People
Eddy Nguyen
Titan Capital

N
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Apostolakis, George

-or: Dennis Ble. (b)(6)
.nt: Thursday. March 17. 2011 11:14 AM

J: George Apostolakis; John Stetkar
Subject: PRA and Japan

By about the second day of this event, I began thinking about how differently the situation
might have progressed, before the advent of PRA. By later in the week, I began to wonder how
differently it might have progressed had there been full-scope Level 3 PRAs including
uncertainty and a thorough treatment of external events for every reactor.

While the opponents of PRA like to think that we are better off with fixed, inviolable rules
for design and operations*, most may not realize that many of the almost rote responses to
the events were developed to deal with insights from PRA. PWR PRAs routinely showed factors
of 10 or more lower frequencies for LERF events (and the associated chance for early
fatalities) compared to core damage events. So the containment was worth at least a factor
of 1e on the health effects risk. It was quite a surprise when some BWR PRAs began to show
almost no value for the BWR containment, i.e., LERF was only a little less likely than core
damage. High pressures in containment were defeating cooling leading to both core damage and
early release. (I don't remember the exact scenarios; perhaps you do. We could look them
up.) In response to these results, the possibility of venting the containment was examined
and that analysis led to the development of procedures for carrying this out. In 3apan, this
was done expeditiously. The resulting explosions might have been anticipated, and they
proved a could trade-off. Without the knowledge of beyond-design-basis events gained through
PRA, the reactors are likely to have melted down early on, with already open containments.

.orough external events analyses for the plant in questions would have certainly included
le risks of tsunamis, given the history of such events in Japan. It is hard to believe that

d tsunami analysis, going beyond the design basis (which is what PRA implies) would not have
discovered the sensitivity of the above-ground diesel fuel oil tanks, as well as any
potential electrical effects of salt water flooding. If this had been considered as
thoroughly as the possible need to vent containment, the reactor scenarios might have
followed a much simpler and successful scenario. We might be talking about when the reactors
could be restarted and supplying essential power to the devastated region. We would likely
have also not seen the deterioration of SFP cooling and then level.

Full-scope PRA should include the SFPs, although not everyone in the U.S. agrees. Such an
analysis would have demonstrated the long time available to restore cooling or make-up to the
pools and would have made clear the necessary make-up, which in analyses we did years ago is
quite easy to achieve--something on the order of 5e-75 gpm. Although we do not have
sufficient fact to prove it, this would appear to be the only human "error" thus far during
the accident. It seems likely that they forgot to monitor the levels, while they were working
so hard to save the reactors. I have not looked at our SMGs, but I hope that they include a
warning to monitor the SFP temperature and level.

I have not thought much about this, but there must be other areas where PRA has helped the
plants survive as long as they have. Of course, the symptom-bassed EOPs were developed using
PRA-based prioritization schemes.

Finally I note that, if the workers, who are now beginning to accumulate significant, but not
4eadly, doses had been working in a shoe factory, for example, they would be dead and the

1finite half-life) noxious chemicals used for tanning the leather would be scattered among
..e debris or washed out to sea. I'd take my chances with an emer rof gammas.
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*X am incredulous that they really seem not to recognize that those rules can only be applied

to a subset of the possible scenarios that could occur.

,nnis

,.s. Sometime along the line, we ought to get such ideas on the table. They need to be
worked out more carefully. I am not sure who else to bring into such conversations at this
time.
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Apostolakis, George. v-NOt

oApostolakis, George
'nt Thursday, March 17, 2011 11:15 AM

Blake, Kathleen
Subject: RE: SPEAKER INVITATION: 2011 Carnegie International Nuclear Policy Conference (March

28-29, Washington, DC)

Let's wait until Belkys comes back.

Commissioner George Apostolakis
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
One White Flint North, MS 016 G4
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852

(301) 415-1810

From: Blake, Kathleen
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 11:13 AM
To: Apostolakis, George; Baggett, Steven; Davis, Roger; Snodderly, Michael; Sosa, Belkys
Subject* RE: SPEAKER INVITATION: 2011 Carnegie International Nuclear Policy Conference (March 28-29, Washington,
DC)

May I reply "yes" then? kb

,-•.u ministrative Assistant
to Commissioner Apostolakis
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, Maryland 20852
301-415-1810

From: Apostolakis, George
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 11:05 AM
To: Baggett, Steven; Blake, Kathleen; Davis, Roger; Snodderly, Michael; Sosa, Belkys
Subject: FW: SPEAKER INVITATION: 2011 Carnegie International Nuclear Policy Conference (March 28-29, Washington,
DC)

From: Jaczko, Gregory
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 11:03 AM
To: Apostolakis, George
Subject: Re: SPEAKER INVITATION: 2011 Carnegie International Nuclear Policy Conference (March 28-29, Washington,
DC)

sure

,m: Apostolakis, George
-- :. Jaczko, Gregory
Sent: Thu Mar 17 11:01:06 2011
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Subject: FW: SPEAKER INVrTATION: 2011 Carnegie International Nuclear Policy Conference (March 28-29, Washington,

DC)

... .. :eg:

ý--,o you think I should participate in this panel discussion? If I did, I would not be speaking on behalf of the NRC.

George

From: Arlel Levite [ma;ýilo1i (b.).(6)
Sent: Wednesday, March 16I-T2011 1:7UTPW
To: George E. Apostolakis
Subject: SPEAKER INVITATION: 2011 Carnegie International Nuclear Policy Conference (March 28-29, Washington, DC

Dear George,
Long time since last in touch, I hope you are well.
We are adjusting our conference agenda to accomodate post Japan outlook and would be truly thrilled if you
could accommodate this short notice invite. Any chance? Dick Meserve also accepted today.

Eli
Sent from my IPhone, apologies for brevity and style

March 16,

George Apostolakis

Professor of Nuclear Science and Engineering

Department of Nuclear Science and Engineering

. / Massachusetts Institute of Technology
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77 Massachusetts Ave, 24-221

Cambridge, MA 02139-4307

Dear Dr. Apostolakis:

On behalf of the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, we are pleased to invite you to be a panelist f(
session currently titled, "Implications of Japan's Nuclear Disaster" at the Carnegie International Nuclea:
Policy Conference taking place on March 28 and 29, 2011. We currently anticipate your panel taking place
from 10:50 am to 12:30 pm on Monday, March 28, but we encourage you to stay for the entire conference
attend other panels and meet other experts and officials.

We envision an informal session, with panelists sitting in easy chairs, and a moderator asking questions perti
to each panelist, before turning to the audience for questions. Dick Meserve has agreed to be on the panel, a,
Mark Hibbs of our staff, and V.S. Arunachalum, the former science advisor to the Prime Minister of India. V
are also inviting John Rowe of Exelon Corporation.

-' ' This year's conference will spotlight the rising influence of new actors and how best to manage new challeng
Widely considered the premier event in the field, the conference will attract over 700 government officials,
policy and technical experts, academics, and journalists from around the world. As such, it is one of the best
forums for advancing important perspectives, new ideas and innovative approaches to critical nuclear policy
challenges.

We have a stellar roster of plenary and panel speakers addressing topics along four tracks: nonproliferation,
disarmament, nuclear energy, and strategic issues. As a speaker, we will waive the conference fee. If you are
to accept this invitation, please contact Kimberly Misher (kmisher(Rceir.or ; 202.939.2279) as soon as possi
We will then be -in touch with you soon about session guidelines and conference logistics.

If you have any additional questions, please do not hesitate to contact us. We look forward to your participati
as a speaker at this important event.

Sincerely,

, N

'~-_

0~
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George Perkovich

Director

L ' Nuclear Policy Program

Kimberly Misher
Program Manager
Nuclear Policy Program
Carnegie Endowment for International Peace
1779 Massachusetts Ave, NW
Washington, DC 20036

+1 202.939.2279 (office)
+1 202.483,4462 (fax)
kmisher~came-iee ndowmenLorg
http://www.camegieendowment.orqlnnD

Follow Carnegie on RSS Facebook Twitter Scribd YouTube

Washington Moscow I Beijing I Beirut I Brussels

/
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Apostolakis, George

. d.t:,M:

Cc:
Subject:

Attachments:

Kimberly Misher [KMisher@ceip.microsoftonline.com]
Thursday, March 17, 2011 12:35 PM
Blake, Kathleen
Apostolakis, George; Sosa, Belkys
RE: SPEAKER INVITATION: 2011 Carnegie International Nuclear Policy Conference (March
28-29, Washington, DC)
imageOO1.gif; image002.png

Dear Ms. Blake,

This is great news! I am running to a meeting, but will be in touch later today with logistics.

Best,

Kim

Kimberly Misher
Program Manager
Nuclear Policy Program
Carnegie Endowment for International Peace
1779 Massachusetts Ave, NW
Washington, DC 20036

202.939.2279 (office)
- .02.483.4462 (fax)

;her@carneqieendowment.orq
-.,,do:/www-carneoieendowment.oro/noD

Follow Carnegie on .- Facebook Scribd YouTube

Washington I Moscow I Beijing I Beirut I Brussels

From: Blake, Kathleen [mailto: Kathleen.Blake@nrc.gov]
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 11:54 AM
To: Kimberly Misher
Cc: ApOstolakis, George; Sosa, Belkys
Subject: RE: SPEAKER INVITATION: 2011 Carnegie International Nuclear Policy Conference (March 28-29, Washington,
DC)

Kimberly:

Commissioner Apostolakis is pleased to accept your kind invitation to participate in the "Implications of Japan's Nuclear
Disaster" panel at the Carnegie International Nuclear Policy Conference on Monday, March 281h at 10:50 a.m.

ninistrative Assistant

A ,ommissioner Apostolakis
.5. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, Maryland 20852
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301-415-1810

Cram: Kimberly Misher [mailto:KMisher@ceip.mlcrosoftonline.com]

nt: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 3:12 PM
ý ,( VRAPO STO LA ] R surce

"'-ý.1(b)(6) /r
Subject: SPEAKER INVITATION: 2011 Carnegie International Nuclear Policy Conference (March 28-29, Washington, DC)

Sent on behalf of Eli Levite:

Dear George,

Long time since last in touch, I hope you are well.
We are adjusting our conference agenda to accommodate post-Japan outlook and would be truly thrilled if you could
accommodate this short notice invite. Any chance? Dick Meserve also accepted today.

Eli

2011 CARNEGIE INTERNATIONAL
NUCLEAR POLICY CONFERENCE

I
( I

'• _-'• March 16, 2011

Honorable George Apostolakis
Commissioner
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Mail Stop O-16G4
Washington, DC
20555-0001

Dear Dr. Apostolakis:

On behalf of the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, we are pleased to invite you to be a panelist for a session
currently titled, "Implications of Japan's Nuclear Disaster" at the Carnegie International Nuclear Policy Conference
taking place on March 28 and 29, 2011. We currently anticipate your panel taking place on from 10:50 am to 12:30 pm
on Monday, March 28, but we encourage you to stay for the entire conference to attend other panels and meet other
experts and officials.

We envision an informal session, with panelists sitting in easy chairs, and a moderator asking questions pertinent to each

panelist, before turning to the audience for questions. Dick Meserve has agreed to be on the panel, as has Mark Hibbs of

our staff, and V.S. Arunachalum, the former science advisor to the Prime Minister of India. We are also inviting John
Rowe of Exelon Corporation.

; year's conference will spotlight the rising influence of new actors and how best to manage new challenges. Widely
"-.-arsidered the premier event in the field, the conference will attract over 700 government officials, policy and technical

experts, academics, and journalists from around the world. As such, it is one of the best forums for advancing important
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perspectives, new ideas and innovative approaches to critical nuclear policy challenges.

We have a stellar roster of plenary and panel speakers addressing topics along four tracks: nonproliferation,
,----,,armament, nuclear energy, and strategic issues. As a speaker, we will waive the conference fee. If you are able to

;,,ept this invitation, please contact Kimberly Misher (kmisher@ceip.orw; 202.939.2279) as soon as possible. We will
-nmen be in touch with you soon about session guidelines and conference logistics.

If you have any additional questions, please do not hesitate to contact us. We look forward to your participation as a

speaker at this important event.

Sincerely,

George Perkovich
Director
Nuclear Policy Program
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Apostolakis, George

Subject:

Toula B~alaniý (b)(6)
Friday, March 18, 20112:13 AM
Apostolakis, George
Re: More on Japan

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry

From: "Apostolakis, George" <George.Apostolakisanrc.gov>
Date: Thu, 17 Mar 2011 16:30:36 -0400
To: Toula Balanis

(b)(6)

Siuject: More on Japan I

-NRC has announced that, if the Fukushima events were occurring in the US, we would be ordering evacuation to a
J of 50 miles from the plant. The Japanese authorities have not done that. I think they have ordered evacuation

j radius of about 12 miles and advised people within 19 miles to stay at home.

Commissioner George Apostolakis
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
One White Flint North, MS 016 G4
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852

(301) 415-1810
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Sosa. Belkvs umA cnnaD I P! nISCLOSURE-

From: Powell, Amy
nt: Friday, March 18, 2011 9:34 AM

Sosa, Belkys; Davis, Roger; Apostolakis, George
.'--ubject: RE: SONGS Tour for California senators - Tues March 22

There may be some small tweaks, but you can using for travel planning purposes. Sen. Feinstein's scheduler
is calling me this morning with the final.

From: Sosa, Belkys
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 9:17 AM
To: Davis, Roger; Apostolakis, George; Powell, Amy
Subject:. FW: SONGS Tour for California senators - Tues March 22

Amy, is this agenda firm?

From: Snodderly, Michael
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 8:45 AM
To: Merzke, Daniel
Cc: Sosa, Belkys; Blake, Kathleen
Subject: RE: SONGS Tour for California senators - Tues March 22

I believe it is but I will confirm with the Chief of Staff.

.'m: Merzke, Daniel
..- nt: Friday, March 18, 2011 7:20 AM
To; Snodderly, Michael
Subject: FW: SONGS Tour for California senators - Tues March 22

Mike, do you know if this agenda proposed below to meet with Senators Boxer and Feinstein at SONGS is

finalized? Thanks.

Dan

From; Hall, Randy
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 2:32 PM
To: Andersen, James
Cc: Merzke, Daniel
Subject: FW: SONGS Tour for California senators - Tues March 22

Jim,

Just received this info from OCA, but we're not sure if this is just proposed, or already agreed to by Comm.
Apostolakis. Do you have any updated info?

Thanks,

,,-'-,'dy Hall, Senior Project Manager
it Licensing Branch IV

--.;-sison of Operating Reactor Licensing
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

3
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USNRC
(301) 415-4032
Randy. Hallc..nrc.,ov

From: Weil, Jenny
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 1:06 PM
To: Schmidt, Rebecca; Powell, Amy; Hall, Randy; Lantz, Ryan; Uselding, Lara
Subject: Fw: SONGS Tour for California senators

This is the current schedule proposed by Feinstein/Boxer's staff, though they might try to see if Senators' schedule allow
for more than an hour at the plant, per SCE's request.

Sent via BlackBerry
Jenny Weil
Congressional Affairs Officer
U( Nucear Reolatory Commission

From: Field, Katherine (Felnstein) <Katherine Fieldlfeinsteln.senate.gov>
To: Weil, Jenny; Kathv.Yhiposce.com <Kathy.Yhio@sce.crm>
Cc: Bohiglan, Tom (Boxer) <Tom Bohigian(boxer.senate.gov>; Kaneko, NIcole (Boxer)
<Nicole Kaneko(boxer.senate.aov>; Kalllgeros, Maria (Boxer) <Maria Kalligeros(boxer.senate.aov>; Nelson, Matthew
"=einstein) <Matthew Nelson(feinstein.senate.gov>; Clapp, Doug (Appropriations) <Doug ClaoQ2aopro.senate.aov>

-- nt: Thu Mar 17 12:38:25 2011
bject: SONGS Tour

Hi Kathy, Jenny,

Both Senator Feinstein and Senator Boxer are scheduled to tour SONGS at 1:30pm on Tuesday, March 22nd. This is the
schedule I put together after advancing the site with Kathy on Tuesday. I have included Senator Boxer's staff on this
email as well. Can you please advise us on the schedule, logistics and security required for the visit?

SONGS Tour

1:30pm
* From the gate , car tour to over look of the Power Plant.

o The View will be of the Reactors, Holding Pools and sea wall
This will take 15 minutes.

* Then proceed to the actual power plant where the reactors are.
Security, sign in and base line radiation will be taken at this time. This should take 15 min.

1:45 pm
* Tour the facility

* Meeting with below, in conference room

.40 m mm4- .,. ,,,,
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" US Senator Dianne Feinstein
" US Senator Barbara Boxer
" George Apostolakis, Commissioner, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
- Elmo Collins, Jr., Regional Administrator, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
* David Applegate, Senior Science Advisor for Earthquake & Geologic Hazards, U.S. Geologic Surve

" Pete Dietrich, Senior Vice President and Chief Nuclear Officer, Southern California Edison

2:30 pin Depart for San Diego

Thank you!

Katherine Field
U.S. Senator Dianne Feinstein
750 B Street, Suite 1030
San Diego, California 92101
(p) 619-231-9712 (f) 619-231-1108

-I
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- --- ------

Sosa, Belkys -4*Te8uumCL08URE-

From.
-bjnt:
1):
libject:

Apostolakis, George
Friday, March 18, 2011 11:19 AM
Sosa, Belkys; Snodderly, Michael
FW: Visit to SONGS

Need?

Commissioner George Apostolakis
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
One White Flint North, MS 016 G4
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852

(301) 415-1810

--- Original Message-
From: Pete, Dietrich•csce.com [mailto: Pete. Dietrich(,sce. com]
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 12:25 AM
To: Apostolakis, George
Cc: Rich.Ston-ge~sce.com; John Conway
Subject: Visit to SONGS

'".ommissioner,

nderstand you may be traveling to visit San Onofre and Diablo Canyon
\ A week with members of Congress. We look forward to your visit. If

tf~ere is any information we can provide in advance to support your visit
preparation please let me know.

Pete Dietrich
MI (b)(6)

" *,1../
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Sosa, Belkys

From: Sosa, Belkys
Friday, March 18, 2011 11:46 AM

• /: Hay, Michael
ý-\,ubject: RE: Query: Ltr from Sens Boxer, Feinstein

Hi Mike, we believe that the senators will be asking those types of questions during the visit. We would really
appreciate any information you can provide to be able to address the questions at a high level. No need to
include the responses in the briefing package. An attachment to an email sent anytime before Monday will do.

Thanks,
belkys

From: Hay, Michael
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 11:40 AM
To: Sosa, Belkys
Subject: RE: Query: Ltr from Sens Boxer, Feinstein

Belkys,
I'm working on the briefing package, we plan to have the material sent out later this afternoon. Responses to
the specific questions from the Senators may not be ready today.

From: Sosa, Belkys
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 10:37 AM
To: Collins, Elmo

.: Virgillo, Martin; Sanfilippo, Nathan; Hay, Michael; Vegel, Anton; Kennedy, Krlss; Miller, Geoffrey; Lantz, Ryan;
ggett, Steven; Snodderly, Michael"\.__ -AbJect: Query: Ltr from Sens Boxer, Feinstein

Elmo,
I just wanted to confirm that the prep material will include responses to the specific questions on the subject
letter and the background info on SONGS. Feel free to email to the material to both Commissioner and myself.

Thanks for your support,
Belkys

From: Collins, Elmo
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 3:30 PM
To: Sosa, Belkys
Cc: Virgilio, Martin; Sanfilippo, Nathan; Hay, Michael; Vegel, Anton; Kennedy, Krlss; Miller, Geoffrey; Lantz, Ryan
Subject: Action: Ltr from Sens Boxer, Feinstein

Thanks

We'll work through EDO to get prep material up

Elmo

From: Sosa, Belkys
Collins, Elmo; Davis, Roger

. t: Thu Mar 17 15:15:54 2011
miubJect: Fw: Ltr from Sens Boxer, Feinstein
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Hi Elmo, I !hope all is well. .._ fl=FRP1t6G
Please note that the trip to Diablo and SONGS will arso include Senator Boxer. If you have any information on these
plants that can help Cmr Apostolakis prepare for the site visit, we would really appreciate it. I11 send you the details of the
Senators agenda ASAP. rm waiting for OCA to provide.

Sent from an NRC Blackberry
Betkvs Sosa

1(b)(6)

From: Powell, Amy
To: Blake, Kathleen
Cc: Davis, Roger; Sosa, Belkys
Sent: Thu Mar 17 14:04:10 2011
Subject: Ltr from Sens Boxer, Feinstein

Kathleen,

Here is the letter that I referenced on my call this afternoon with Belkys and Roger.

Amy

Amy Powell
Associate Director
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Congressional Affairs

,---,one: 301-415-1673

'.-- ~,*
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Sow!, .elkys

From: Sosa, Belkys
g ,nt: Friday, March 18, 2011 12:44 PM

Hay, Michael
Collins, Elmo; Markley, Michael

Subject: Re: Query: Ltr from Sens Boxer, Feinstein

Great! Thks

Sent from an NRC Blackberry
Belkys Sosa

(b)(6)

From: Hay, Michael
To: Sosa, Belkys
Cc: Collins, Elmo; Markley, Michael
Sent: Fri Mar 18 12:08:01 2011
Subject: RE: Query: Ltr from Sens Boxer, Feinstein

Hi Belkys,

Elmo and I just spoke, and we are all on the same page.

We'll get the standard briefing material to you soon as possible today, and I'll send you our initial responses to
the Senators questions before Monday. As you know these answers are not the formal answers that the NRC

-ill provide so our understanding is that they will just be used to support high level discussions next week.

\ _ike

From: Sosa, Belkys
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 10:46 AM
To: Hay, Michael
Subject: RE: Query: Ltr from Sens Boxer, Feinstein

Hi Mike, we believe that the senators will be asking those types of questions during the visit. We would really
appreciate any information you can provide to be able to address the questions at a high level. No need to
include the responses in the briefing package. An attachment to an email sent anytime before Monday will do.

Thanks,
beikys

From: Hay, Michael
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 11:40 AM
To: Sosa, Belkys
Subject: RE: Query: Ltr from Sens Boxer, Feinsteln

Belkys,
I'm working on the briefing package, we plan to have the material sent out later this afternoon. Responses to
the specific questions from the Senators may not be ready today.

,m:Sosa, Belkys
..- nt: Friday, March 18, 2011 10:37 AM

3
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To: Collins, Elmo
Ccc Virgil~q, Martin; Sanfilippo, Nathan; Hay, MINOIF0WUL 1Wjss; Miller, Geoffrey; Lantz, Ryan;
Baggett, Steven; Snodderly, Michael
Subject: Query: Ltr from Sens Boxer, Feinstein

;/nMo,
-1 just wanted to confirm that the prep material will include responses to the specific questions on the subject

letter and the background info on SONGS. Feel free to email to the material to both Commissioner and myself.

Thanks for your support,
Belkys

From: Collins, Elmo
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 3:30 PM
To: Sosa, Belkys
Cc: Virgilio, Martin; Sanfilippo, Nathan; Hay, Michael; Vegel, Anton; Kennedy, Krlss; Miller, Geoffrey; Lantz, Ryan
Subject: Action: Ltr from Sens Boxer, Feinstein

Thanks

We'll work through EDO to get prep material up

Elmo

From: Sosa, Belkys
To: Collins, Elmo; Davis, Roger
Sent: Thu Mar 17 15:15:54 2011

/._q•bject: Fw: Ltr from Sens Boxer, Feinstein

/ElEmo, I hope all is well.
Please note that the trip to Diablo and SONGS will also include Senator Boxer. If you have any information on these
plants that can help Cmr Apostolakis prepare for the site visit, we would really appreciate it. I'll send you the details of the
Senators agenda ASAP. rm waiting for OCA to provide.
Thks

Sent from an NRC Blackberry
Belkvs So.sa.

From: Powell, Amy
To: Blake, Kathleen
Cc: Davis, Roger; Sosa, Belkys
Sent: Thu Mar 17 14:04:10 2011
Subject: Ltr from Sens Boxer, Feinstein

Kathleen,

Here is the letter that I referenced on my call this afternoon with Belkys and Roger.

Amy

•'- -. y Powell
Associate Director B ,Mu,,,""6I; ..IJrE

4
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U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Congressional Affairs
Phone" 301-415-1673
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Sosa, Belkys ~-.

From:
A9nt:

'----Oubject:
Attachments:

Sosa, Belkys
Friday, March 18, 2011 1:27 PM
Apostolakis, George; Snodderly, Michael; Baggett, Steven; Davis, Roger
Fw: Congressional Correspondence
03-18-11 Markey.pdf

Fyi

Sent from an NRC Blackberry
Belkys Sosa

(b)(6)

From: Champ, Billie
To: Batkin, Joshua; Sharkey, Jeffry; Sosa, Belkys; Bubar, Patrice; Nleh, Ho; Burns, Stephen
Cc: Vietti-Cook, Annette; McKelvin, Sheila; Jaegers, Cathy; Clayton, Kathleen
Sent: Fri Mar 18 13:24:02 2011
Subject: Congressional Correspondence

I have attached for your information incoming correspondence from Rep. Edward Markey re; request for information
regarding the NRC's current assessments of damage as well as an assessment of the potential worst case consequences
associated with the current nuclear emergency in Japan

w a& a. e-ae
....Aa"cA 18, 2011

~o~eueW6UR2

I
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COAnMITE6 EDWARD J. MARKEY 21O0 AAYPURN HOUSE GmFiCE suILDINGWAS•'INQTON. DC ?05•5-2'C'

NATURAL RESOURCES 7T. DS iRICT. MASSAOfUSF.T15 
t202 D 225- 2 113

RANKING DEMOCRAT
DISTRICT OFRCES

ENERGY AND COMMERICE oge fteZntbO ae 1HSRE.S 0

Qtot egrE of thje t niteb ~tateg 1~

•'-"•.MEL)FORO. MA 02155

ou o188 CONCORD oTREE T. SUIE 12

waoinbgton, W 20515-2107 , .017-9

http://martey.house.gov

March 18, 2011

The Honorable Greg Jaczko
Chairman
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852

Dear Chairman Jaczko:

I write to request information regarding the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's
(NRC's) current assessments of damage as well as an assessment of the potential worst-
case consequences associated with the current nuclear emergency in Japan. As reports
have noted, there has been some conflicting information regarding the status of the
meltdowns and condition of the spent nuclear fuel ponds at the Fukushima Daiichi
nuclear power plant.

As you know, focus of late has shifted to two questions: First, whether
containment has been breached at any of the units, and second, whether there remains
water (and if so how much) in the spent nuclear fuel ponds, especially in units 3 and 4.
However, conflicting information is being provided by different parties.

For example, in your testimony in front of the House Energy and Commerce
Committee on Wednesday, you indicated, with regard to unit 4, that you believed that
"There is no water in the spent fuel pool and we believe that radiation levels are
extremely high, which could possibly impact the ability to take corrective measures."

Following your statement, representatives from Tokyo Electric Power Company
(TEPCO), the plant's operator stated that "We can't get inside to check, but we've been
carefully watching the building's environs, and there has not been any particular
problem," Hajime Motojuku, a spokesman for Tokyo Electric, said Thursday morning in
Japan. After that, a spokesman for Japan's Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency (NISA)
said that, "Because we have been unable to go to the scene, we cannot confirm whether
there is water left or not in the spent fuel pool at Reactor No. 4."' Later that evening, a
press release issued by the Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) stated that both TEPCO and
NISA had refuted your statement, and that the spokesmen had stated that "the situation at

http:i/www.nytimes.com/20 1,O3'18/world/asia'lSnucear.html?pagewantcd-2&hp
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7 ,,, Unit 4 has changed little during the day today and water remained in the fuel pool.
However, both officials said that the reactor had not been inspected in recent hours."'

A similar situation, exists with respect to the extent of damage to the containment
structures of units 2 and 3. Numerous press reports have speculated that the hydrogen
explosions experienced at these units may have created a path for radioactive materials to
escape containment. One of these reports3 states that officials have concluded that "the
chambers surrounding units 2 and 3 now have been cracked,.allowing radiation to
escape." During a conference call on March 17 with Congressional staff, NRC staff
indicated that the NRC believes that there has been a breach in or damage to the
primary and/or secondary containment structures in units 1, 2 and 3. Yet earlier that
day, the NEI released a statement4 that said (in part), on the Fukushima Daiichi plant,
that:

"The reactors at the Fukushima Daiichi plant are in stable condition and are being
cooled with seawater, but workers at the plant continue efforts to add cooling
water to fuel pools at reactors 3 and 4.... Reactor 2 is in stable condition with
seawater injection continuing. The reactor's primary containment may not have
been breached, Tokyo Electric Power Co. and World Association of Nuclear
Operators officials said on Thursday. Containment pressure is at 65 psig, an
indication that containment has not been breached. Access problems at the site
have delayed connection of a temporary cable to restore offsite electricity. The
connection will provide power to the control rod drive pump, instrumentation,
batteries, and power to the control room. Power has not been available at the site
since the earthquake on March 11. Reactor 3 is in stable condition with seawater
injection continuing. The primary containment is believed to be intact. Pressure in
the containment has fluctuated due to venting of the reactor containment structure,
but has been as high as 83 psig."

The information that is being received on a daily basis by Congress is currently
limited to daily emails from the State Department, which contains some information
related to the nuclear crisis in addition to the earthquake and tsunami relief and consular
information provided. This is supplemented by multiple daily emails from the NEI, which
as the principal trade association for manufacturers of nuclear power-plants, equipment,
nuclear fuel, and owners of utilities which own nuclear plants (including Tokyo Electric
Power, which owns the Fukushima Daiichi plants), has a clear vested interest in
providing a highly optimistic assessment of the situation.

Now that NRC staff is on the ground in Japan, it is my hope that it will be able to
add to the information that is currently being provided to Congress and the public on a
daily basis. While I appreciate the daily conference calls your staff has begun to hold, I

2 NEI's "Update 9:00prm March 16"* Information on the Japanese Earthquake and Reactors In that
Region

NEI 8 pdae1:h4Mth!mlff•, ° NIT3 Update I 1:45am March 1 7 Information on the Japanese Earthquake and Reactors in that Region
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believe that it is vitally important to all those who may be considering leaving the vicinity
of the impacted reactors to be receiving accurate and unbiased written assessment of
current conditions. It is also important that the American public fully understand the
potential magnitude and timing associated with a worst-case core melt-down and
radiation release or spent fuel fire. Members of Congress must also be kept similarly
informed so that they can assist any of their constituents who may have family members
currently in the impacted areas and so that they can continue their oversight efforts in
assuring the safety of our domestic nuclear reactors. Consequently, I ask for your prompt
response to the following questions:

1) I request that you please begin to provide Congress and the public with a daily
"situation report" or other similar document that contains your staff's
assessment of the conditions at the impacted reactors, the radiation readings at
each unit, the status of efforts to halt the melt-downs and radiation releases
from the spent-fuel storage areas, and any reports of radiation exposures
experienced by those working at or located in the vicinity of the impacted
reactors.

2) Please provide me with your assessment of the worst-case potential
consequences (including the total radiation that could be released as well as
the possible timing for such an event based on current situational awareness),
for each of the Daiichi units regarding

a. The loss of water in the spent fuel cooling ponds and subsequent fire
and/or rcleas of radiation

b. A full core melt-down assuming that no further breaches in
containment occur

c. A full core melt-down assuming that the containment structures are
breached.

Thank you very much for your prompt attention to this matter. Please provide me
with your initial response to question I by close of business on Monday March 21,2011
and on an ongoing basis thereafter. Please provide me with your response to question 2
by Friday March 25, 2011. If you have any questions or concerns, please have your staff
call Dr. Michal Freedhoff of my staff at 202-225-2836.

Sincerely,

Edward J. Markey
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Sosa, Belkys

Sosa, Belkys,- t: Friday, March 18, 2011 2:38 PM

Vietti-Cook, Annette
Sharkey, Jeffry; Svinicki, Kristine; Apostolakis, George; Magwood, William; Ostendorff,
William; Jaczko, Gregory: Blake, Kathleen; Bubar, Patrice; Crawford, Carrie; Nieh, Ho; Zorn,
Jason; Coggins. Angela; Batkin, Joshua; Bums, Stephen; Rothschild, Trip; Bates, Andrew;
Bavol, Rochelle; Laufer, Richard; Borchardt, Bill; Pace, Patti; 3WFN Core Team List Resource

Subject: RE: Monday's Commission Briefing on NRC Response to Recent Nuclear Events in Japan

l(b)(5)

From: Vietti-Cook, Annette
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 1:04 PM
To: Svlnicki, Kristine; Apostolakis, George; Magwood, William; Ostendorff, William; Jaczko, Gregory
Cc: Sharkey, Jeffry; Lepre, Janet; Sosa, Belkys; Blake, Kathleen; Bubar, Patrice; Crawford, Carrie; Nieh, Ho; Zorn, Jason;
Coggins, Angela; Batkin, Joshua; Bums, Stephen; Rothschild, Trip; Bates, Andrew; Bavol, Rochelle; Laufer, Richard;
Borchardt, Bill; Pace, Patti; 3WFN Core Team List Resource
Subject: Mondays Commission Briefing on NRC Response to Recent Nuclear Events in Japan

The Chairman requested that (b)5)
1(b)(5) Attached is the final scheduling note that is being posted to the web. We are delivering

background books today, and maybe slides. If slides are not available today, they will be sent around by email
this weekend.

SECY has coordinated with the rest of the agency on logistics but just want you to be aware the meeting will
.•-. broadcast to TWFN auditorium to handle overflow in Commission Hearing Room, lots of security will be on

'nd, and CBS Broadcast Network pool camera will be in the room and will feed others, but lots of reporters
-•-.-sid photographers are expected (OPA is working this), space is being reserved in the hearing room for NRC

staff that may need to answer questions, and press.

I need to leave a little early this afternoon ((b)(6) - Andy Bates is Acting
for me this afternoon (415-1963). Richard Laufer is working details of Monday's Commission meeting (415-
1661).

1 am available by cell phone, from the time I leave and over the weekend. I will of course be here bright a6d
early Monday
Annette (b)(6) cell

Dlackberry
home

If you have an tre6ble f. -lerse contact the following people in this order for assistance:
Andrew Bate (b)(6)

Rochelle Bay :ell
iome

Rich Laufer

Ken Hart, although a SECY MVP, is not listed because he is working shift work at the ops center.

rNOT FOR MUM48 of9U2
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Sosa, Belkys, .

Fiom: Sosa, Belkys
- '",nt: Friday, March 18. 2011 2:43 PM

W J:Snodderly, Michael; Baggett, Steven; Davis, Roger
ý-"ubject: Action: Monday's Commission Briefing on NRC Response to Recent Nuclear Events in Japan

Attachments: 110321 NRC Response to Events in Japan VERSION B Scheduling Note.docx

Please prepare some proposed questions for the subject meeting. Thanks. - Belkys

From: Vietti-Cook, Annette
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 1:04 PM
To: Svinlckl, Kristine; Apostolakis, George; Magwood, William; Ostendorff, William; Jaczko, Gregory
Cc: Sharkey, Jeffry; Lepre, Janet; Sosa, Belkys; Blake, Kathleen; Bubar, Patrice; Crawford, Carrie; Nleh, Ho; Zorn, Jason;
Coggins, Angela; Batkin, Joshua; Bums, Stephen; Rothschild, Trip; Bates, Andrew; Bavol, Rochelle; Laufer, Richard;
Borchardt, Bill; Pace, Patti; 3WFN Core Team List Resource
Subject: Monday's Commission Briefing on NRC Response to Recent Nuclear Events in Japan

The Chairman requested tha (b)(5)

.Attached is the final scheduling note that is being posted to the web. We are delivering
background booKS today, and maybe slides. If slides are not available today, they will be sent around by email

this weekend.

SECY has coordinated with the rest of the agency on logistics but just want you to be aware the meeting will
be broadcast to TWFN auditorium to handle overflow in Commission Hearing Room, lots of security will be on
hand, and CBS Broadcast Network pool camera will be in the room and will feed others, but lots of reporters
-"nd photographers are expected (OPA is working this), space is being reserved in the hearing room for NRC
r"'Nff that may need to answer questions, and press.

F-need to leave a little early this afternoon (b)(6) Andy Bates is Acting
for me this afternoon (415-1963). Richard Laufer is working details of Monday's Commission meeting (415-
1661).

I am available by cell phone, from the time I leave and over the weekend. I will of course be here bright and
early Monday
Annette (b)(6) cell

)lackberry
home

If you have a trouble ng me,-.lease contact the following people in this order for assistance:
Andrew Bate& (b)(6) home

cel-
Rochelle Bavol (b)(6) Io.

ome
Rich Laufer (b)(6) ome

cell .11
Ken Hart, although a SECY MVP, is not listed because he is working shift work at the ops center.
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Final: 3/18/11

Title:

Purpose:

SCHEDULING NOTE

BRIEFING ON NRC RESPONSE TO RECENT NUCLEAR
EVENTS IN JAPAN (Public Meeting)

To provide the Commission a status on the recent events in Japan,
NRC's response, and planned actions.

Scheduled:

Duration:

Location:

Participants:

March 21, 2011
9:00 am

Approx. 2 hours

Commissioners' Conference Room OWFN

Presentation

L }

NRC Staff Panel

Bill Borchardt, Executive Director for Operations
Topics:
, Overview of Japanese event and U.S. response
* Discussion of general radiation health effects
* Discussion of current regulatory approaches for reactors
* Path forward; near term and longer term

Commission Q & A

Discussion - Wrap-up

Documents:
Background materials due to SECY: prior to the briefing.
Slides due to SECY: prior to the briefing.

50 mins.*

50 mins.

5 mins.

,- ,

1
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AWORPUBUMMOSURE

-Sosa, Belkys

.- Prom:
'ent:

i i):

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Blake, Kathleen
Friday, March 18, 2011 5:28 PM
Apostolakis, George; Sosa Belkys; Baqgett, Steven: Snodderty, Michael; Davis, Roger; Lui,
Christiana; Savoy, Carmel; (b)(6)

Hackley, Elizabeth; Temp, G.A
Cmr GA's SONGS. CA itin
3.21.11 SONGS. CA.docx

Attached please find the Cmr and Belkys' itin for SONGS trip next Monday. kb

t'

I
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2W%/INWO,, r-WVUIF r'lill

San Onofre, CA
March 21-23, 2011
Cmr Apostolakis

Belkys Sosa
(revised 11/3111)

Monday, March 21, 2011

12:30 p.m. Driver: Mac: I(b)(6)
Note: Safety requirements
Shoes must enclose the foot
Shirts must have sleeves

2:47 p.m.
5:43 p.m
7:26 p.m.
8:54 p.m.

Depart lAD - UA 219
Arrive SFO
Depart SFO- UA 140
Arrive SNA

Hertz Car - Belkvs
Confirmation: I(b)(6)

Rate: $191.67-

Directions from Airoort to Marriott Hotel

Straight across MacArthur street to Michelson.
Left on Von Karman Avenue.
Hotel is on right.

HOTEL
Irvine Marriott
18000 Von Karman Avenue
Irvine, CA
949-553-0100
Rate: $123.00
Confirmation: GA (5)(6)

BS
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Tuesday, March 22, 2011
2

Directions from Irvine Marriott to SONGS (4 miles southeast of San Clemonte, CA)

* Start out going SOUTHWEST on VON KARMAN AVE toward QUARTZ.
0 Turn LEFT onto MICHELSON DR.
& Turn LEFT onto JAMBOREE RD.
* Merge onto 1-405 S.
• 1-405 S becomes 1-5 S to San Clemente
* Take the BASILONE RD exit, EXIT 71. Take a right from the exit ramp
* Once you have exited at Basilone Road, head south on Old Coast Highway
* Turn right towards ocean shortly after the road narrows down to one lane
* At the 4-way stop, turn left
* Stop at the security post (north security gate) and provide your photo id. Your vehicle

and person are subject to search

SONGS Tour
Mike McBrearty
San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station
Nuclear Regulatory Affairs
0: 949-368-7573,
C: (b)(6)

:... PLANNED AGENDA

1:15 p.m. Arrive at SONGS
Perform OCA visitor badging and issue parking pass at north security officer post

[Please note you will need NRC Identification and your vehicle will be searched)
We will have a reserved parking space for the Commissioner inside the Owner
Controlled Area.

1:30p.m. Plant roof - overview of SONGS, discuss design basis and point out major
features

1:45 p.m. Mezzanine conference room -
Distribute personal protective equipment
Safety rules review & assembly instructions

1:55 p.m. Process through the Security Search Train at the Protected Area entrance

2:10 p.m. Enter Protected Area (PA) and proceed to Unit 2 emergency diesel generators -
discuss emergency cooling provisions

2:20 p.m. Walk west to the seawall
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2:25 p.m. Seawall - discuss tsunami design criteria

2:35 p.m. Proceed to Technical Support Center (TSC) in the Control Building -
Overview of emergency preparedness planning
Observe Control Room from TSC overlook area

2:50 p.m. Return to PA entrance/exit area

2:55 p.m. Exit plant secured area

3:05 p.m. Exit through personnel radiation monitors and turnstiles to return to Mezzanine
conference room

3:15 p.m. Respond to any additional questions and exit site

.7~~~>

Sheraton Hotel for Belkys
Sheraton
530 Pico Boulevard
Santa Monica, CA 90401
310-399-9344
Confirmation: C325033044
Rate: $180.00
Note: per diem is $123.00 but no hotels were available at that rate.

Wednesday. March 23, 2011

11:58 a.m. Depart LAX - UA 856
7:32 p.m. Arrive lAD

Driver: Mac: I I(b)]6)
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Sosa, Belkys ,,• IEO 1;•

From: Sosa, Belkys
Friday, March 18, 2011 5:44 PM
Powell, Amy; Collins, Elmo

\. ;c: Schmidt, Rebecca; Batkin, Joshua
Subject: RE: Updates re: Tuesday's California visits

Thanks Amy!

From: Powell, Amy
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 5:16 PM
To: Collins, Elmo; Sosa, Belkys
Cc: Schmidt, Rebecca; Batkin, Joshua
Subject: Updates re: Tuesday's California visits

I've spoken with Sen. Feinstein's staff, both here in DC and in CA, who are working on next week's visit. Here
are a couple of points that may be helpful:

Discussion points:
-Sen. Feinstein's staff confirmed that the discussion session planned at each site (for Elmo, both Diablo and
SONGS; for the Commissioner at SONGS) would be more Q&A, round-table format than formal presentations.

-Topics that Sen. Feinstein has on her mind include: seismic requirements for plants (including how these are
determined), tsunami requirements (including how these are determined), power backup at plants, and
requirements for spent fuel pool to withstand seismic, natural disasters, and accidents.

•---n-..'ope to have a call with Sen. Boxer's staff this afternoon/early evening. She will undoubtedly be interested

what the Commission plans to do moving forward after the President's request, but will also be interested in
"-,a•ny of the same issues as Sen. Feinstein.

Loglstics:
-1 should have updated agendas for the trip either later today or over the weekend. I will share them with you.
At this point, I anticipate only small tweaks and nothing that would impact travel plans.

-Elmo, having the Senior Resident Inspector/Resident Inspector at the door of the conference room at each
site prior to the set meeting would fine. In fact, Sen. Feinstein's staff really liked the idea. Can we make that
happen?

-Attire: FYI Sen. Feinstein's staff will be in business wear (suit and tie for the men) so let's take our cue from
that.

Thanks for supporting this trip - this is very good opportunity to have two Chairman ("Madam Chairman,'
preference of both Senators) of a subcommittee and full committee integral to NRC's work spend focused time
learning about what we do and how we do it. My cell number is (b)(6) II will also be checking e-mail
over the weekend. Please call or e-mail with questions that you have.

Thanks again,
Amy

- ..y Powell
ociate Director

... S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
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Office of Congressional Affairs
Phone: 301-415-1673

N,_

'•j._,J'

S
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Apostolakis, George

_ -. __%m: Apostolakis, George
/.,..aMA.!"it:b ardiA 2I111 2:57 PM

I,- _., (b)(6)
Subject: Ua,

John:

I'd like to call you tomorrow at around 11:30am, if convenient. If not, please give me another time.

I have a few questions that will help me think about where the NRC should go after the events in Japan. One question,

for example, is whether PRAs consider accident sequences initiated by an EQ followed by another event such as a

tsunami, a fire, internal flood, and so on. Also, whether PRAs explore station blackout sequences for very long periods

of time like days (I think we only go to about 8 hours but I am not sure).

I am reading a lot of material now and I am sure I'll have more questions for you.

So, can I call you and at what number?

George

PS: Senators Feinstein and Boxer will be visiting Diablo and SONGS on Tuesday. I will be with them at SONGS.

Commissioner George Apostolakis

,/i-N'uclear Regulatory Commission
4White Flint North, MS 016 G4

:-_-555 Rockville Pike

Rockville, MD 20852

(301) 415-1810

--N"T FRMFUBUCCCSR

N

87
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Sosa, Belks

From: Sosa, Belkys
Friday, March 18, 2011 3:04 PM
Snodderly, Michael

,.- Baggett, Steven; Davis, Roger
-Subject: RE: Updated Fact Sheet on Radiation and Emergency Planning

Thanks Mike. I think this summary is great!

From: Snodderly, Michael
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 2:58 PM
To: Sosa, Belkys
Cc: Baggett, Steven; Davis, Roger
Subject: FW; Updated Fact Sheet on Radiation and Emergency Planning

Belkys,

Info to help Commissioner concerning NY Times Editorial

From: BUTLER, John [mailto:jcb@nel.org]
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 2:28 PM
To: Snodderly, Michael
Subject: FW: Updated Fact Sheet on Radiation and Emergency Planning

Mike,

/.---'ached is a fact sheet we sent out today that I believe will assist you. Feel free to contact me or Ralph Andersen of
i, Senior Director, Radiation Protection and Environmental Protection, with further questions. Ralph can be reachedal Ib(

John

John C. Butler
Senior Director, Engineering and Operations Support

Nuclear Energy Institute
1776 1 Street NW, Suite 400
Washington, DC 20006
www.nel~omg

P: 202-739-8108
F: 20n2-•-53iMJ (b)(6)

IE: Ia•(cbnei.org

nuclear, dean air energy.

From: MALONEY, Jennifer
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 12:14 PM

."-' All Lan E-mail Users Z7 (Systems Administrator
..,ject: FW: Updated Fact Sheet on Radiation and Emergency Planning
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This went to media and 3 rd Party Experts.

From: Steve Kerekes [mailto:sck@nel.org]
,.ent: Friday, March 18, 2011 12:13 PM

MALONEY, Jennifer
. bJect: Updated Fact Sheet on Radiation and Emergency Planning

Dear Media:

NEI has updated its fact sheet, Perspective on Radiation Releases and Emergency Planning at U.S.
Nuclear Power Plants. We hope that this will assist you in your coverage today.

If you need futaher information please visit NEI's designated Web page on the Japan accident.

We also have several Twitter accounts:

Aneiupdates: This account has updates on the Japan accident.
@,Nei media; This is our regular media account.

N.N E 1: This is NEI's general Twitter account.
ANuclear policy: This account is updated by our Senior Vice President of Communications.

We are posting on our blog, and posting videos on YouTube.

If you have media needs, please contact us at media~nei.org or 202.739.8000.

\ Regards,

Steve Kerekes
Senior Director, Media Relations

Click her to unsubscribe

nuclear

FOLLOW US ON

S.... : " " ofrom the Nuclear ner' lnhuaae, Inc. The informatron it intended solelyfor the use of the ad*useeard ý

er"on is not auhorized If you are not the int off in error , C or diribuiton of'ty
"\ , of this comnnolcatian is svictlyProibited f r
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inform you th~~ ~ytin this cammynicafiion tncluodn fa~iichmeihtJ is no in(( riLu~-ob-i~,?-01o ~~ijrnpips 1i
.rorfit) promoting.mrkfno com ng :fiio '*.dhrj

t through~ maiI.rnessaging.microsoft.com
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..MU(EAA• 1 ENERGY INSTITUTE

Fact Sheet
Perspective on Radiation Releases and Emergency Planning

at U.S. Nuclear Power Plants

(Last updated March 18, 2011)

The nuclear energy industry fully supports federal government actions to protect the health and

safety of Americans in Japan in the aftermath of the Fukushima accident. Given the lack of
information on radiation levels at the plant, the analysis necessarily used conservative scenarios
and models-including worst-case analysis---regarding radiation that could be released at the
six-reactor site.

The government approach took into account the uncertainties associated with the limited
information on radiation exposure rates at and near the Fukushima plant. While prudent for

Americans in Japan for this situation, this action should not be interpreted as a standard that
should be applied to U.S. reactor emergency planning policy, specifically the use of a 50-mile
zone.

At U.S. nuclear power plants, detailed information regarding plant status and radiation exposure
rates would be known to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, state leaders and plant operators
as an event progressed. This has been demonstrated in actual events and hundreds of emergency
preparedness exercises at nuclear power plants.

Radiation levels near the Fukushima plant appear to have fluctuated considerably in recent days.
The industry continues to seek accurate assessments of the radiation, but currently there is no
health threat to the United States.

As context, radiation levels in the aftermath of the Chernobyl accident were I millirem per year
in the United States and in Canada. By comparison, each person receives the same radiation

dose from watching television over a year's time. Among countries neighboring the site of the
Chernobyl accident, Bulgaria received the highest radiation dose from the Chernobyl accident at
76 millirem per year from Chernobyl, followed by Austria, 68 millirem per year, Greece, 59
millirem per year; Finland, 45 millirem per year.) The Nuclear Regulatory Commission's annual
public radiation limit is 100 millirem.

While both the 10-mile emergency preparedness zone and 50-mile zone for monitoring the

environment and food products were established for planning and preparedness purposes, in an

actual emergency, response directors would designate protective actions beyond these zones

should conditions require.
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Decisions on whether to shelter or evacuate are made by state public safety officials, in
/ , consultation with local officials. This decision is based on information on the event provided by

the affected nuclear power plant.

Some countries that are evacuating citizens from Japan are doing so due to lack of essential
services rather than concern about radiation releases. Australia's Foreign Minister, Kevin Rudd,

said: "There are problems in terms of electricity, power supply, as well as a whole range of other
things as well."

Background on Emergency Planning at U.S. Nuclear Energy Facilities

In 1978, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA), and the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) formed a task force to
study and develop guidelines in establishing designated emergency planning zones (EPZs)
around U.S. nuclear plants as the planning basis for emergency preparedness.

For the United States, the task force determined an EPZ of a 10-mile radius around a nuclear
power facility, based on the best available science at the time. Principal immediate protective

actions for the public within this zone typically include instructions for sheltering and/or
evacuation. Supplemental protective actions within this zone might include the distribution of
potassium iodide tablets to protect the thyroid from radioactive iodine.

The task force concluded that most hypothetical reactor accidents would not be a threat to public
health and safety beyond the 10-mile zone. The slow pace at which an event unfolds - over

several hours or days - provides time for orderly evacuation or sheltering, if necessary.

The task force established a 50-mile zone to limit public exposure to radioactive materials
through consumption of contaminated water, milk or foods. No evacuation or sheltering would
be needed in this area, however.

While both the 10-mile and 50-mile zones were established for planning and preparedness
purposes, in an actual emergency, response directors have the discretion to designate protective

actions beyond these zones should conditions call for them.

Nuclear power plants have instrumentation that continuously monitor in-plant radiological
conditions. The instrumentation enables plant staff to remain cognizant of radiological conditions
throughout the power plant and at the site boundary and take actions if conditions change.

Additionally, there are environmental monitors placed at designated locations beyond the site

boundary that could record elevated radiation levels beyond naturally occurring radiation.

Planning for possible emergencies is an ongoing process and is done through partnership that

includes the company that operates a nuclear plant, working alongside state and local officials.
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, / Industry guidance and federal regulations require operators to have in place a range of actions to
protect the public health and safety during the early phases of an emergency. These protective
actions are recommended to local officials, who, under the authority of the state governor, decide
which to implement.

Plant operators have the capability to make rapid calculations of radiation releases and projected
"doses" to people. Depending on meteorological conditions and the severity of the accident,
these projections are part of initial protective action recommendations provided to offsite public
safety emergency management officials within 15 minutes of an event. More refined projections
are typically provided within an hour of an emergency.

The U.S. nuclear energy industry takes continual steps to improve its emergency preparedness
capabilities through:

" Constant upgrading of emergency response plans through lessons learned, regularly

scheduled drills, exercises and critiques, and actual plan activations.

" An industrywide review following the events of Sept. 11, 2001, of management oversight

of plant programs and communications approaches, applying lessons learned to

Nstrengthen emergency preparedness.

" Severe accident management guidance that deals with beyond design-basis scenarios

addressing severe seismic or fire-related accident sequences resulting in complete loss of

off-site and on-site emergency power and complete loss of cooling. This guidance was

also revised for plant operator responses to the consequences of large aircraft impact.

" Training programs conducted annually for all emergency response personnel. The

National Nuclear Accrediting Board accredits training programs for operators and

technical staff who use emergency operating procedures.

" Upgraded facilities to aid in effective handling of emergencies, including offsite response

centers that provide real-time plant data.
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* Advancements in communications technology to notify appropriate plant employees,
emergency response personnel and the public if an event were to occur.
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Sosa, Belkys

From:

Subject:
Attachments:

Sosa, Belkys
Friday, March 18, 2011 3:09 PM
Apostolakis, George
Snodderly, Michael; Davis, Roger; Baggett, Steven
FYI: Updated Fact Sheet on Radiation and Emergency Planning
FactSheetPerspectiveRadiationReleasesEmergencyPlanningNPP_3-18-11 .pdf

Commissioner, please refer to the attached NEI summary, I think it addresses the issues raised by the NY
Times editorial We'll start a file on G:drive on Japan event to include the latest update of relevant documents;
so that you can refer to it during your prep this weekend.

Thanks,
Belkys

From: Snodderly, Michael
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 2:58 PM
To: Sosa, Belkys
Cc: Baggett, Steven; Davis, Roger
Subject: FW: Updated Fact Sheet on Radiation and Emergency Planning

Belkys,

Info to help Commissioner concerning NY Times Editori•al

From: BUTLER, John [mailto:jcb@nei.org]
!- •nt: Friday, March 18, 2011 2:28 PM

J. Snodderly, Michael
\-,. ubject: FW: Updated Fact Sheet on Radiation and Emergency Planning

Mike,

Attached is a fact sheet we sent out today that I believe will assist you. Feel free to contact me or Ralph Andersen of
NEt, Senior Director, Radiation Protection and Environmental Protection, with further questions. Ralph can be reached

John

John C. Butler
Senior Director, Engineering and Operations Support

Nuclear Energy Institute
1776 I Street NW, Suite 400
Washington, DC 20006
www.nei.ong

P: 202-739-8108
F: 202-533-011]3m I(b) (6)I
E: Jgbfnel.oM

-'d-ear. clean air energy.

I
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From: MALONEY, Jennifer
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 12:14 PM
.To: ZZ All Lan E-mail Users ZZ (Systems Administrator

ibject: FW: Updated Fact Sheet on Radiation and Emergency Planning
VId

This went to media and 3rd Party Experts.

From: Steve Kerekes [mallto:sck@nel.org]
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 12:13 PM
To: MALONEY, Jennifer
Subject: Updated Fact Sheet on Radiation and Emergency Planning

Dear Media;

NEI has updated its fact sheet, Perspective on Radiation Releases and Emergency Planning at U.S.
Nuclear Power Plants. We hope that this will assist you in your coverage today.

If you need further information please visit NEI's designated Web page on the Japan accident.

We also have several Twitter accounts:

@neiupdates: This account has updates on the Japan accident.
(@)Nei media: This is our regular media account.
@ JE: This is NEI's general Twitter account.

(@Nuclear policy: This account is updated by our Senior Vice President of Communications.

' 1 We are posting on our blog, and posting videos on YouTube.

If you have media needs, please contact us at medianei.org or 202.739.8000.

Regards,

Steve Kerekes
Senior Director, Media Relations

Click her to unwubscnbe

nuclear

•LOW US ON
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7Tiserr.- nr mag On mi5sion Conjoins information from the Nuclear EnerSy lruuitade, Inc. 7he information is injerued sollyfor the use o ats use by
"sher person is not authorized. fyo are If n have received this communication in err Euse. slontre. copying or distribution of the

e"eceived is r nor, lease notify the sender immediately by telephone or by electronic

il andpermanentlydeletetheori nwssa e: To ensure compliance with reqwreme II other tring authorities, we

,-j~brm voiu alany- r contained in this communication, (Including wory artachm~ents) is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, for i epr
avoi&ng penalties that may be imposed on any taxpayer or (4i) promoting. marketing or recommending to another party any transaction or maiter odd;essed herein.

Sent through mail.meaging.microsofl.com
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os.a, Belkys

From: Blake, Kathleen
-i.*nt: Friday, March 18, 2011 3:24 PM

Mike.Mcbrearty@sce.com
Sosa, Belkys; Apostolakis, George

Subject: FW: Directions to SONGS and Current Agenda
Attachments: SONGSvisit.pdf

Mike: Many thanks.

Cmr/Belkys: I have added to your itin and blue folder. kb

Administrative Assistant
to Commissioner Apostolakis

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, Maryland 20852
301-415-1810

From: Mike,.McbreartyMsce.comr rmailto:Mike.Mcbreartwasce.coml
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 2:52 PM
To: Blake, Kathleen

_..,ubject. Directions to SONGS and Current Agenda

Kathleen,

In follow up to our discussion, attached please find directions to SONGS from John Wayne (Orange County) Airport, and
information on footwear requirements inside the plant. I have also included the planned agenda.

Please let me know if you have any questions.

Best Regards,

Mike McBrearty
San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station
Nuclear Regulatory Affairs
949-368-7573
cell phonl(b)(6)

This-o.omm*ication and any of its attachments may contain Southern California Edison proprietary info , is
prvileged, confl-dtialor ect to copyright belonging to the Southern California Edis T mmunicatonis
intended solely for the use of the 'indIvl r ty-to which it is "Ar d-Is-.odu are not the intended recipient of this
communication, you are hereby notified that any diss , .n copying, or action taken in relation to the
contents of and attachments to this on is strictly prohibited and may f ou have received this
communicat in eror-o e notify the sender immediately and permanently delete the original an a
com nani n oton

.-- :T-ections and info on footwear requirements
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t....,'LANNED AGENDA,,.

1315 Arrive at SONGS
Perform OCA visitor badging and issue parking pass at north security officer post
[Please note you will need NRC Identification and your vehicle will be searched]
We will have a reserved parking space for the Commissioner inside the Owner Controlled Area.

1330 Plant roof- overview of SONGS, discuss design basis and point out major features

1345 Mezzanine conference room -
Distribute personal protective equipment
Safety rules review & assembly instructions

1355 Process through the Security Search Train at the Protected Area entrance

1410 Enter Protected Area (PA) and proceed to Unit 2 emergency diesel generators - discuss emergency
cooling provisions

1420 Walk west to the seawall

1425 Seawall - discuss tsunami design criteria

.35 Proceed to Technical Support Center (TSC) in the Control Building -
---- ' Overview of emergency preparedness planning

Observe Control Room from TSC overlook area

1450 Return to PA entrance/exit area

1455 Exit plant secured area

1505 Exit through personnel radiation monitors and turnstiles to return to mezzanine conference room

1515 Respond to any additional questions and exit site

2
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Contact: Mike McBrea Y949 3,68-7573
obile



Directions to SONGS
FROM SAN DIEGO AIRPORT (SAN DIEGO) (1 hour 15 minutes)
- Take Interstate 5 north to San Clemente.
- Take Basilone Road exit and turn left from the exit ramp, crossing over 15.

i FROM LAX (LOS ANGELES) (2 hours)
- Take Interstate 405 south to Interstate 5 south.

S - Take Basilone Road exit and turn right from the exit ramp.

FROM JOHN WAYNE AIRPORT (ORANGE COUNTY) (30 minutes)
- Take Interstate 40)5 south to Interstate 5 south to San Clemente.
- Take Basilone Road exit Take a fight from the exit ramp

Once you have exited at Basilone Road, head south on Old Coast Highway
- Turn right towards ocean shortly after the road narrows down to one lane
- At the 4-way stop, turn left
- Stop at the security post (north security gate) and provide your photo

identification. Your vehicle and person are subject to search.
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CLOTHING AND FOOTWEAR REQUIREMENTS FOR SAN ONOFRE VISITORS

Clothing and footwear worn at San Onofre must satisfy safety requirements. Safety
requirements minimize the potential for injury from industrial hazards at San Onofre.

SAFETY REQUIREMENTS FOR FOOTWEAR:

I
I

Shoes must be sufficiently sturdy for an industrial work environment.
>Shoe or boot that fully encloses the foot
>Firm toe, leather uppers
>Slip resistant heel less than 2 inches high and more than 1.5 inches wide

The following types of shoes are prohibited:
> Soles that collapse when a slight pressure is applied to the sides
SHeels more than 2 inches in height or that could become wedged in grating or in
holes less than 1 inch in diameter
> Open toes, open heels or open sides
> No sandals or moccasins
> Nylon, canvas, or net uppers

REQUIREMENTS FOR CLOTHING:
The following types of clothes are prohibited;
>Tank tops - shirts must have a sleeve (short or long)
>Shorts of any kind
KCapris
>Dresses/skirts/kilts

-4
*11
0

C)

PI

SOUHE CXMl~~IAIEDISON
An WIDSON NTERNATI~k-AL Cni pann

So Oire MdaLr G-aing ýS'Itw
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SOUIHERN CAIK)RN1AIEDISON
An EDISON INTERNATIONAL~omp'an

Visiting San Onofre Nuclear
_ Generating Station

SAll individual, their items, and vehicles on SONGS property
are subject to search. The following restrictions apply:
> No alcohol
> No firearms
> No explosives

> No incendiary devices
> No mace
> No knives

> No illegal drugs or drug paraphernalia
>Bring photo identification and a second form of identification
MPease notify our staff if you have been treated with radioactive medication in the
past ninety (90) days
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Sosa, Belkys

From: Sosa, Belkys
.ent: Friday, March 18, 2011 5:43 PM

Apostolakis, George
"•---Subject: FYI: ADDENUM: Updates re: Tuesday's California visits

fyi

From: Powell, Amy
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 5:27 PM
To: Collins, Elmo; Sosa, Belkys
Cc: Schmidt, Rebecca; Batkin, Joshua
Subject: ADDENUM: Updates re: Tuesday's California visits

As I mentioned to each of you earlier, press is NOT invited to Tuesday's events. Additionally, the Senators will

NOT do press availability after either visit at the site.

Amy

From: Powell, Amy
Sent: Friday, March 18, 2011 5:16 PM
To: Collins, Elmo; Sosa, Belkys
Cc: Schmidt, Rebecca; Batkin, Joshua
Subject: Updates re: Tuesday's California visits

,'ye spoken with Sen. Feinstein's staff, both here in DC and in CA, who are working on next week's visit. Here
e a couple of points that may be helpful:

Discussion points:
-Sen. Feinstein's staff confirmed that the discussion session planned at each site (for Elmo, both Diablo and
SONGS; for the Commissioner at SONGS) would be more Q&A, round-table format than formal presentations.

-Topics that Sen. Feinstein has on her mind include: seismic requirements for plants (including how these are
determined), tsunami requirements (including how these are determined), power backup at plants, and
requirements for spent fuel pool to withstand seismic, natural disasters, and accidents.

-1 hope to have a call with Sen. Boxer's staff this afternoon/early evening. She will undoubtedly be interested
in what the Commission plans to do moving forward after the President's request, but will also be interested in
many of the same issues as Sen. Feinstein.

Logistics:
-1 should have updated agendas for the trip either later today or over the weekend. I will share them with you.
At this point. I anticipate only small tweaks and nothing that would impact travel plans.

-Elmo, having the Senior Resident Inspector/Resident Inspector at the door of the conference room at each
site prior to the set meeting would fine. In fact, Sen. Feinstein's staff really liked the idea. Can we make that
happen?

-Attire: FYI Sen. Feinstein's staff will be in business wear (suit and tie for the men) so let's take our cue from
-that.

X•..v./anks for supporting this trip - this is very good opportunity to have two Chairman ('Madam Chairman,"
preference of both Senators) of a subcommittee and full committee integral to NRC's work spend focused time

6
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learning about what we do and how we do it. My cell number isd (b)(6) I will also be checking e-mail
-over the weekend. Please call or e-mail with questions that you nave.

Thanks again,
.ny

Amy Powell
Associate Director
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Congressional Affairs
Phone: 301-415-1673

'\ .2

-RTW ~ J&
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.-NOT-FOR PUBLIC DISOLOSURE
Baggett, Steven

',t:

Subject:
Attachments:

Apostolakis, George
Monday, March 21, 2011 9:41 PM
Baggett, Steven; Davis, Roger; Snodderly, Michael; Sosa, Belkys
FW: COMGBJ-1 1-002 for comment
COM GBJ11-0002 GA Commentsl.docx

(b)(5)

Commissioner George Apostolakis
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
One White Flint North, MS 016 G4
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852

(301) 415-1810

From: Apostolakis, George
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 9:35 PM
To: Baggett, Steven; Sosa, Belkys; Snodderly, Michael; Davis, Roger
Subject: RE: COMGBJ-11-002 for comment

Commissioner George Apostolakis

US Nuclear Regulatory Commission

One White Flint North, MS 016 G4

11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852

(301) 415-1810

From: Baggett, Steven
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2011 6:49 PM
To: Sosa, Belkys; Apostolakis, George
Subject: FW: COMGBJ-11-002 for comment

Sorry, if this a duplicate. Just making sure you got Mike's proposal.

Steve

. From: Snodderly, Michael
SI-, : Monday, March 21, 2011 4:14 PM

,/aggett, Steven; Davis, Roger
.-. aject: COMGEU-11-002 for comment

I
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Please see attached for your review and comment. F,,• PUBLIC DJ3CLO3U•

Thanks,

a Snodderly
ý-echnical Assistant for Reactors

to Commissoner Apostolakis
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Phone: 301-415-2241
Email: michael.snodderdv(cnrc..ov

.!
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-NOT FWWORUUQ~LMSU
Commissioner,

A few questions for your consideration

Commission Briefing
Briefing on NRC Response to Recent Nuclear Events in Japan

March 21, 2011 9:00 - 11:00 am open to the public.

Commissioner Magwood will go first with questions

General:

,~ '.

Commission Brief March 2011
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(b)(5)

2
Commission Brief March 2011 Japan event .doc
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Apostolakis, George

-.-.: Apostolakis, George
S,: Monday, March 21, 2011 10:08 PM

Blake, Kathleen; Sosa, Belkys; Davis, Roger
Subject: Re: INQUIRY ERT TV GREECE- (MANOLIS)

We'll talk about it when I return.

George Apostolakis
Commissioner US NRC
Blackberr(b)(6)

From: Blake, Kathleen

To: Apostolakis, George; Sosa, Belkys; Davis, Roger
Sent: Mon Mar21 15:03:04 2011
Subject: FW: INQUIRY ERTTV GREECE- (MANOLIS)

Cmr/Belkys: How to respond? kb

P . rH".- •'I .,1**

Administrative Assistant

to Commissioner Apostolakis
11.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

,-•S5 Rockville Pike

S 'ille, Maryland 20852
,\r-..415-1810

From: Theofanis Papathanasiou mailto (b)(6)
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 4:57P
To: Blake, Kathleen
Subject: RE: INQUIRY ERT TV GREECE- (MANOLIS)

Dear Kathleen:

I understand that the Commissioner he cannot talk right now.
If something chances on this please let me know. I would like to come over and have a big story a special
report/profile about him.

This of course needs a lot of planning and logistics.

Thanks for your attention to this request.

All the Best,

Papathanasiou
TV

" ce O P..... vSCLOSRE
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°/- -. 7)n Wed, 3116111, Blake, Kathleen <Kathleen.Blakeiinrc.gov> wrote:

"rom: Blake, Kathleen <Kathleen.Blake(2qnrc.gov>
Subject: RE: INQUIRY ERT TV GREECE- (MANOLIS)
To: I(b)(6)
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2011, 8:54 PM

Mr. Papathanasiou:

The Commissioner regrets that he cannot talk to you. He will not comment on the status of another country's
nuclear power plants. Please check the NRC web site for the latest information on NRC actions.
http://www. nrc.gov/

Administrative Assistant

to Commissioner Apostolakis

',Nuclear Regulatory Commission

11555 Rockville Pike

Rockville, Maryland 20852

301-415-1810

From: Theofanis Papathanasiou [frailt (b)(6)

Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 1
To: CMRAPOSTOLAKIS Resource
Subject: INQUIRY ERT TV GREECE- (MANOLIS)

Hello Dr. Apostolaki:

My apologies for this message out of the blue. I happen to be a good friend and colleague in ERT with
, cousi4(b)(6) He has contacted you as well for this. Please allow me to introduce myself.

2 aame is Fanis lapathanas ou and I am anchor and international correspondent working for ERT

"Greek Public Television) in Athens..
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I am wondering if you are available for a live short interview from DC in our main newscast at 9 o clock
(local time) about the situation in Japan. We can provide you with topics -questions.

,,nk for your attention to this request.

Fanis Papathanasiou
ERT TV anchor / senior international correspondent
News Department
Mesogion AVE 432,
Agia Paraskevi, 15342 Athens
Mob (b)(6)

N

\ 1'

- N
/
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Davis, Roger

Sosa, Belkys
Monday, March 21, 2011 11:50 AM
Baggett, Steven; Snoddedy, Michael; Davis, Roger
Re: COMGBJ-1 1-0002 (NRC Actions Following the Events in Japan))ýject:

I didn't assign it. Not sure who did. I agree Mike should handle it.
Thks

Sent from an NRC Blackberry
Belkys Sosa

From: Baggett, Steven
To: Sosa, Belkys
Sent: Mon Mar 21 11:36:49 2011
Subject: COMGB_-11-0002 (NRC Actions Following the Events in Japan))

Beikys.

The COM was :n my box, as assigneo :o Roger Seemed ood given :he amount of t,!e MiKe nas been
:nvolved wmth it Sorry to question you but did you want Mike to nandle !"t

Thanks

yve

\~ ~-,

/

.1

I
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NOT FOR........

Apostolakis, George

.- --- im: Apostolakis, George
t: Sunday, March 27, 2011 11:45 AM

Davis, Roger, Baggett, Steven; Snodderly, Michael; Sosa, Belkys
'Subject: RE: Help

I suggest we stop all efforts to help Prof. Catton with his request. GA.

From: Davis, Roger
Sent: Sunday, March 27, 2011 9:47 AM
To: Apostolakis, George; Baggett, Steven; Snodderty, Michael; Sosa, Belkys
Subject: Re: Help

Commissioner. I suggest we discuss tomorrow, It seems that the IAEA data base is not available to the public, and I
suspect access is limited in ways that would preclude the requested access, at least at the present. In addition, I don't see
an appropriate role for you in the consideration of the interest of specific non-NRC individuals (despite the former ACRS
memberships) in obtaining the IAEA and Japanese data and performing such analysis. I imagine IAEA, NRC and its task
force, and others will explore such questions. I think decisions about whether to obtain outside help and from whom are
outside your portfolio at this point

From: Apostolakis, George
To: Baggett, Steven; Davis, Roger; Snodderly, Michael; Sosa, Belkys
Sent: Sat Mar 26 11:56:03 2011
Subject: FW: Help

* we be of any help here? Catton is a former ACRS member.

Commissioner George Apostolakis
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
One White Flint North, MS 016 G4
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852

(301) 415-1810

From: Ivan Catton rmailto:cattonucuda.edul
Sent: Saturday, March 26, 2011 1:24 AM
To: George Apostolakls
Subject: Help

We (Bob Taylor and I) would like to explore the failure modes of emergency power
systems in fission reactors and provide a dynamic strategy for limited power sharing
based on our observations of the Fukushima event. To do this we need access to IAEA
data base at http:/Iwww.iaea.orq/programmes/a2/ and to get it we need your help.

1 Major problems with an orderly cool down of the Fukushima plants are related to

.,id damage of the emergency power system. It is assumed that a certain level of
redundancy was installed but it is clear that these installations shared a common
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vulnerability. We need detailed installed capability from the IAEA PRIS data base and
from the Japanese for analysis.

)ddition, it is not yet clear what the exact emergency power system hierarchy was
"-wnen the batteries were engaged. Clearly the most important is to keep the system

information flowing. The cooling of the core could be delayed for many hours but it is
important to have battery power for instrumentation for days to know what is going on
until mobile power can be obtained.

We would like to compare installed emergency capacities for some US reactors to
those found at Fukushima. This includes software capabilities and manual over rides.
Most of the needed information is probably available within the IAEA's PRIS data

base.

We would use the available information to develop emergency procedures that are
related to the selective failure of the emergency power system. The center of these
procedures need to be based on the availability of real time data from the
instrumentation. The emergency power system needs to be configured dynamically
based on the best survival strategy in addition to the job of cooling the core and
adding new emergency power capability with 24 hours.

-ad and helicopter access needs to be identified for each reactor in question.

<,Žne of the questions specific to Fukushima we are trying to answer are:

1) Where were the emergency diesels located and what was implemented
and how the tsunami hit the system?

2) What did the operators do after the diesels stopped to optimize saving battery
power?

3) How many independent battery systems do they have installed and what
condition were they in?

4) How soon after the tsunami was the area ready for a helicopter to land with
equipment and fuel?

5) Did Tokyo Electric have access to large helicopters?

6) How long was communication between the plant and Tokyo interrupted ?

,,) What was the rank of personnel at the plant at the time of the tsunami?
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8) Was the recent event where contract employees were contaminated typical of
TEPCO or the result of too many days of stress?

j19) Is the essence of Reg Guide 1.97 in its latest manifestation met by the Japanese
~-'- (or the US for that matter) and is it adequate in light of the event (I don't think

so)?

We are a couple of old retired (or near retired in my case) guys who have nothing
better to do and are very concerned that the US will bite itself in the foot by totally
abandoning nuclearpower.

Ivan

Ivan Catton
Professor of Engineering
Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
University of California, Los Angeles
48-121 Engineering IV
Los Angeles, CA 90095-1597

Work: Tel: 310 825 5320 Home: Tel: I6
Fax: 310 206 4830 Fax: Ib)(6) I

ton(.ucla.edu

\ /
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Apostolakis, George

Ivan Catton [catton@ucla.edu]
'At: Sunday, March 27, 2011 1:16 PM
.J Apostolakis, George

.... Sub)ject: RE: IAEA

I guess I am not surprised. We will try to find what we need through other sources.
Appreciate your trying.

Ivan

Ivan Catton
Professor of Engineering
Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
University of California, Los Angeles
48-121 Engineering IV
Los Angeles, CA 90095-1597

Work: Tel: 310 825 5320 Home: Tel: I(b)(6)I
Fax: 310 206 4830 Fax: I(b)(6) I

"qttonfucla.edu

4m . . Apostolakis, George rmailto:George.Aoostolakls@nrc. ov]
Sent: Sunday, March 27, 2011 8:45 AM
To: catton@uda.edu
Subject: IAEA

Ivan:

I tried to help you but the lawyers intervened. See the following legal advice:

"It seems that the IAEA data base is not available to the public, and I suspect access is limited in ways that would
preclude the requested access, at least at the present. In addition, I don't see an appropriate role for you in the
consideration of the interest of specific non-NRC individuals (despite the former ACRS memberships) in obtaining the
IAEA and Japanese data and performing such analysis. I imagine IAEA, NRC and its task force, and others will explore
such questions. I think decisions about whether to obtain outside help and from whom are outside your portfolio at this
point."

Sorry.

Commissioner George Apostolakis
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
One White Flint North, MS 016 G4
11555 Rockville Pike

... ville, MD 20852

"'•oi) 415-1810
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Apostolakis, George

Ivan Catton [catton@ucla.edul
Sunday, March 27,2011 2:13 PM
Apostolakis, George

Subject: RE: IAEA

I reread the lawyer's statement and they seem to imply that you were looking for
outside help. This is nonsense. We were requesting access as private citizens who
have some knowledge in this area. Maybe the "at least at present" means they could
change their minds. I am going to ask Feinstein and/or Boxer if they can get me access
to the data base. Lawyers are always a problem.

Ivan

Ivan Catton
Professor of Engineering
Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
University of California, Los Angeles
48-121 Engineering IV
Los Angeles, CA 90095-1597

.- 7rk: Tel: 310 825 5320 Home: Tel: (b)(6)

Fax: 310 206 4830 Fax: (b)(6)

catton(&_ucla.edu

From: Apostolakis, George [mailto:Geonro.Apostolakis(Enrc.gov1
Sent: Sunday, March 27, 2011 8:45 AM
To: catton(ucla,edu
Subject: JAEA

Ivan:

I tried to help you but the lawyers intervened. See the following legal advice:

'it seems that the IAEA data base is not available to the public, and I suspect access is limited in ways that would
preclude the requested access, at least at the present. In addition, I don't see an appropriate role for you in the
consideration of the interest of specific non-NRC individuals (despite the former ACRS memberships) in obtaining the
IAEA and Japanese data and performing such analysis. I imagine IAEA, NRC and its task force, and others will explore
such questions. I think decisions about whether to obtain outside help and from whom are outside your portfolio at this
point.*

Sorry.

rnmmissioner George Apostolakis
S ,uclear Regulatory Commission

. W.' White Flint North, MS 016 G4
11555 Rockville Pike
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Rockville, MD 20852

(301) 415-1810

* N

<~1
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Apostolakis, George

-- 7om:
-nt:

Subject:

Apostolakis, George
Monday, April 04, 2011 4:21 PM
Sosa, Belkys
Fw ICAPP 2011- France/Nice- May 2 to 5

George Apostolakis
Commissioner US NRC
Blackberry (b)(6)

----- Original Message-
From: CARRE Frank 086652 <franck.carret~cea.fr>
To: Apostolakis, George
Cc: biollyvsfen.fr <'bjolly@sfen.fr'>
Sent: Mon Apr 04 15:41:10 2011
Subject: RE: ICAPP 2011- France/Nice- May 2 to 5

Dear George,

These are great news!
Thank you very much for your quick and positive reply to our invitation.
Best regards.
Crank

I ank Carre

"CEA/DEN
Direction de 1'Energie Nucldaire / Nuclear Energy Division Directeur scientifique /
Scientific Director
Tel.: + 33 1 69 08 63 41

----- Message d'origine -----
De : Apostolakis, George [mailto:George.Apostolakis@nrc.gov1
Envoy6 : lundi 4 avril 2011 21:31
A : CARRE Frank 086652
Cc :; 'georges.serviere@edf.fr'; 'jean-claude.gauthierPareva. com';
'b.fourest~nucsafeconsulting.com'; SAFA Henri 137483; (b)(6) 6
Objet : Re: ICAPP 2011- France/Nice- May 2 to 5

Dear Frank:

I will be pleased to participate.

George

George Apostolakis
n--nmmissioner, US NRC

ckberry (b)(6)

--- Original Message-
From: CARRE Frank 086652 <franck.carre0cea.fr>
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To: Apostolakis, George
Cc: Bernard Jolly <biollyvsfen.fr>; Georges SERVIERE <georges.servierejedf.fr>; GAUTHIER Jean

Claude (AREVA) <Jean-claude.gauthier~iareva.com>; b.fourestisnucsafeconsulting.com

. . fourestt~nucsafeconsulting.com>; SAFA Henri 137483 <Henri.SAFAfcea.fr>; Samim AnghaieF(b)(6) |
Lent: Mon Apr 04 1i:ib.•-l L11
Subject: RE: ICAPP 2011- France/Nice- May 2 to 5

Dear Dr. Apostolakis, Dear George,

As Program Chair of ICAPP-2011 I was delighted to learn in late December 2010 that you
confirmed your participation in the first plenary session at the upcoming conference in Nice.

Today, I wish to extend the invitation of ICAPP's organizing Committee to a special session

on the Fukushima accident that will be added to the program at 6:30 pm on Tuesday evening

(May 3, right after Plenary Session 1).
As seen from today, this -2 hour session will involve 4 or 5 panellists:

- Akira Omoto (JAEC) and another Japanese panellist who will report on facts about

Fukushima accident and impacts (-45' in total)
- Yourself who could report on the impact in the US and NRC's plans for follow-up

actions on the accident (-20')

- One representative of the French Safety Authority (ASN) who would address the same

issues for France and possibly one representative of ASN's Technical Support Organization who
would report on technical work done in France to support the analysis of the accident

conducted in Japan (1 or 2 x 20').

The panel may be chaired by the Conference's Honorary Chair from France (to be confirmed).

ICAPP's organizing Committee very much looks forward to your active participation in this key

... ent of the conference and thanks you very much in advance for considering this invitation.

n11cerely yours.
e"-rank

Frank Carre
CEA/DEN
Direction de l'Energie Nucldaire / Nuclear Energy Division Directeur scientifique /
Scientific Director
Tel.: + 33 1 69 08 63 41

----- Message d'origine -----
De : Apostolakis, George [mailto:George.Apostolakistnrc.govI
Envoye :lundi 27 d6cembre 2010 18:33
A : 'Bernard Jolly'
Cc : Georges SERVIERE; GAUTHIER Jean Claude (AREVA); CARRE Frank 086652;
b.fouresttnucsafeconsulting.com; SAFA Henri 137483; Samim Anghaie; Sylvie Delaplace; Marie-
Helene Lavergne Objet : RE: ICAPP 2011- France/Nice- May 2 to 5

Dear Mr. Jolly:

I will be pleased to participate in the first plenary session at ICAPP 2011.

I am looking forward to receiving more information as it becomes available.

ink you.

-. ommissioner George Apostolakis

US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
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One White Flint North, MS 016 G4
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852

01) 415-1810

----- Original Message-----
From: Bernard Jolly fmailto:biollyvsfen.frl
Sent: Thursday, December 23, 2010 11:40 AM
To: CMRAPOSTOLAKIS Resource
Cc: apostolatmit.edu; Georges SERVIERE; GAUTHIER Jean Claude (AREVA); CARRE Frank 086652;
b.fourestinucsafeconsulting.com; SAFA Henri 137483; Samim Anghaie; Sylvie Delaplace; Marie-
HlbKne Lavergne
Subject: ICAPP 2011- France/Nice- May 2 to 5

Dear Dr.George Apostolakis,

Further to preliminary contacts between MM Ashok Thadani and Bernard Fourest, please find
enclosed a letter of invitation to participate to the first plenary session of ICAPP 2011 due
to be held in France/Nice on Tuesday afternoon May 3rd, 2011.
Awaiting your confirmation to accept our invitation, I remain, Yours very faithfully.

Bernard Jolly
Executive Director
French Nuclear Society
Tel:+33 1 53 58 32 25
Fax:+33 1 53 58 32 11
Cell:l(b)(6)
>;mai1: biollypsfen.fr
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Apostolakis, George

m: Apostolakis, George
At; Monday, April 04. 2011 10:23 AM

Blake, Kathleen
Subject: FW: Integrated Disaster Risk Management conference. Los Angeles ,14-16 July 2011

Please mark my calendar. Thanks.

From: Apostolakis, George
Sent: Monday, April 04, 2011 10:16 AM
To: 'An iello Amendola'
Cc: 'Rose, Adam'; 'Ana Maria Cruz'; 'Elisabeth Krausmann'
Subject: RE: Integrated Disaster Risk Management conference. Los Angeles ,14-16 July 2011

Dear Aniello:

It was great hearing from you.

I have been a NRC Commissioner for almost a year now having been nominated by President Obama and confirmed by
the US Senate. We have moved to Washington (I am on leave from MIT).

I will be happy to participate in the Los Angeles panel. My expenses will be covered by the US Government.

I hope to see you there.

.rge

Commissioner George Apostolakis
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
One White Flint North, MS 016 G4
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852

(301) 415-1810

From: Aniello Amendola [mailto:aniello.amendofa@tiscali.it]
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2011 5:44 AM
To: apostola@mitedu
Cc: 'Rose, Adam'; 'AMa Maria Cruz'; 'Elisabeth Krausmann'
Subject: Integrated Disaster Risk Management conference. Los Angeles ,14-16 July 2011

Dear George.
It is a lonQ time we do not meet.

(b)(6)

As you know I have spent a number of years at IIASA (where Detlof is now Director) and from time to time at DPRI, Kyoto
University.
1.- m continuing cooperate with both organizations. With those we have organized a forum on Integrated Disaster Risk

' essment from 2001 to 2009 (information on the IIASA web Risk and Vulnerability program RAV). Since last year IDRM
". b.'been organized as a professional society. This year the annual conference will take place in Los Angeles under the
-- ,ust organization by Adam Rose. All information is available at http:/ridrim.orWq/?paqe id=22.
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The events in Japan are in some way changing the focus. Both Natural and Technological Risk Management are
dominated by organizational factors. I read that also in the States violations are undetermined reliability of diesels and
other safety systems.

e would be glad to have your contribution to a panel on Natechs in which experts from Japan are expected to
rticipate. The panel is being organized by Elisabeth. Krausmann from JRC Ispra and Ana Maria Cruz who is now fully

-.- j4.olved in the organization the IDRIM association,
I am not involved with administrative questions but I do not think the funds are available for inviting guests. In reality funds
were requested to a Japanese organization to promote international research sharing. However I doubt that priorities have
not changed after what happened.
I hope you may be interested in joining our event. It would be great to meet you after so many years. Last event in the
area was 1991 - SRA at Beverly Hills 20 years ago!
Un forte abbraccio
Aniello

Dr. Aniello Amendola
IIASA - International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis
Schlossplatz, I
A-2361 Laxenburg, Austria
Tel: +43 2236/807 1
Fax: +43 2236/907 466
Web: www.iiasa.ac.at

e- mail: amendola@iiasa.ac.at; aniello.amendola@tiscali.it
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Apostolakis, George

om: Apostolakis, George
Int: Monday, April 04, 2011 9:37 AM

Davis, Roger;, Sosa, Belkys
Subject: FW: Integrated Disaster Risk Management conference. Los Angeles ,14-16 July 2011

What do you think? Would disaster management be useful to us?

From: Aniello Amendola rmailto:aniello.amendola()tiscall,it]
Sent: Friday, April 01, 2011 5:44 AM
To: apogtola@)mit.edu
Cc: 'Rose, Adam'; 'Ana Maria Cruz'; 'Elisabeth Krausmann'
Subject: Integrated Disaster Risk Management conference. Los Angeles ,14-16 July 2011

Dear George,
It is a long time we do not meet.

1(b)(6)

As you know I nave spent a number of years at IIA5A (where Detot is now uirector) and Trom time to time at uPIKi,. Kyoto
University.
I am continuing cooperate with both organizations. With those we have organized a forum on Integrated Disaster Risk
Assessment from 2001 to 2009 (information on the IIASA web Risk and Vulnerability program RAy). Since last year IDRM
has been organized as a professional society. This year the annual conference will take place in Los Angeles under the
host organization by Adam Rose. All information is available at http://iddm.or/?o.apae id=22.

-The events in Japan are in some way changing the focus. Both Natural and Technological Risk Management are
ninated by organizational factors. I read that also in the States violations are undetermined reliability of diesels and

,,.'er safety systems.
We would be glad to have your contribution to a panel on Natechs in which experts from Japan are expected to
participate. The panel is being organized by Elisabeth Krausmann from JRC Ispra and Ana Maria Cruz who is now fully
involved in the organization the IDRIM association,
I am not involved with administrative questions but I do not think the funds are available for inviting guests. In reality funds
were requested to a Japanese organization to promote international research sharing. However I doubt that priorities have
not changed after what happened.
I hope you may be interested in joining our event. It would be great to meet you after so many years. Last event in the

'I area was 1991 - SRA at Beverly Hills 20 years ago!
Un forte abbraccio
Aniello

Dr. Aniello Amendola
IIASA - International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis
Schlossplatz, 1
A-2361 Laxenburg, Austria
Tel: +43 2236/807 1
Fax: +43 2236/907 466
Web: www.iiasa.ac.at

e- mail: amendolaaiiasa.ac.at; aniello.amendolaatiscali.it
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Apostolakis, George

- ,-ore: Apostolakis, George
nt: Monday, April 04, 2011 3:19 PM

Blake, Kathleen; Davis, Roger, Sosa, Belkys; Snodderly. Michael
Cc: Smiroldo, Elizabeth
Subject: Re: ICAPP 2011- France/Nice- May 2 to 5

I will accept.

George Apostolakis
Commissioner. USNIRC
Blackberry(b)(6) .

From: Blake, Kathleen
To: Davis, Roger; Apostolakis, George; Sosa, Belkys; Snodderly, Michael
Cc: Smiroldo, Elizabeth
Sent: Mon Apr 04 15:17:39 2011
Subject: RE: ICAPP 2011- France/Nice- May 2 to 5

Cmr.

You are currently participating in the May 3 Plenary Session #1: Nuclear New Build: Towards
Internationalization which runs from 4:30-6:30 p.m. This session runs for 2 hours as well. You'll be hungry
qkipping dinner to attend the 6:30 p.m. session.

, iall I accept the invitation for you or will you? kb

Kathleen M. Blake
Administrative Assistant
to Commissioner Apostolakis
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, Maryland 28852
301-415-1810

-Original Message -----
From: Davis, Roger
Sent: Monday, April 04, 2011 2:52 PM
To: Apostolakis, George; Sosa, Belkys; Snodderly, Michael
Cc: Blake, Kathleen; Smiroldo, Elizabeth
Subject: RE: ICAPP 2011- France/Nice- May 2 to 5

I tend to think you should, recognizing a number of circumstances: it is still very soon
after the accident, I don't think the agency won't have the Task Force's 38 day quick look

.-- •port, you will be appearing in your capacity as an individual capacity(presumably) -- not
agency spokesperson, need to rely on the NRC's public statements for descriptions of what

\---,/'e agency has done, etc. Suggest you also mention to the Chairman at next periodic.

----- Original Message -----
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From, Apostolakl"e'eorge
Sent: Monday, April 04, 2011 2:30 PM
To: Sosa, Belkys; Snodderly, Michael; Davis, Roger

Blake, Kathleen; Smiroldo, Elizabeth
)bject: FW: ICAPP 2011- France/Nice- May 2 to 5

Should I accept this invitation?

GA W VftW
..... Original Message -----
From: CARRE Frank 086652 [mailto:franck.carre@cea.fr]
Sent: Monday, April 04, 2011 1:17 PM
To: Apostolakis, George
Cc: Bernard Jolly; Georges SERVIERE; GAUTHIER Jean Claude (AREVA);

b.fourest@nucsafeconsulting.com; SAFA Henri 137483; Samim Anghaie

Subject: RE: ICAPP 2011- France/Nice- May 2 to 5

Dear Dr. Apostolakis, Dear George,

As Program Chair of ICAPP-2011 I was delighted to learn in late December 2010 that you

confirmed your participation in the first plenary session at the upcoming conference in Nice.

Today, I wish to extend the invitation of ICAPP's organizing Committee to a special session

on the Fukushima accident that will be added to the program at 6:30 pm on Tuesday evening

(May 3, right after Plenary Session 1).
As seen from today, this -2 hour session will involve 4 or 5 panellists:

- Akira Omoto (JAEC) and another Japanese panellist who will report on facts about
,--•.,kushima accident and impacts (-45' in total)

- Yourself who could report on the impact in the US and NRC's plans for follow-up
\--.tions on the accident (-20')

- One representative of the French Safety Authority (ASN) who would address the same
issues for France and possibly one representative of ASN's Technical Support Organization who

would report on technical work done in France to support the analysis of the accident
conducted in Japan (1 or 2 x 20').
The panel may be chaired by the Conference's Honorary Chair from France (to be confirmed).

ICAPP's organizing Committee very much looks forward to your active participation in this key

event of the conference and thanks you very much in advance for considering this invitation.
Sincerely yours.
Frank

Frank Carre
CEA/DEN
Direction de l'Energie Nucldaire / Nuclear Energy Division
Directeur scientifique / Scientific Director
Tel.: + 33 1 69 08 63 41

-----Message d'origine--...
De : Apostolakis, George [mailto:George.Apostolakis@nrc.gov]
Envoy6 : lundi 27 d6cembre 2010 18:33
A: 'Bernard Jolly'

Georges SERVIERE; GAUTHIER Jean Claude (AREVA); CARRE Frank 086652;
-fourest~nucsafeconsulting.com; SAFA Henri 137483; Samim Anghaie; Sylvie Delaplace; Marie-

-. el~ne Lavergne

Objet : RE: ICAPP 2011- France/Nice- May 2 to 5
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Dear Mr. Jolly:

.- , will be pleased to participate in the first plenary session at ICAPP 2011.

am looking forward to receiving more information as it becomes available.

Thank you.

Commissioner George Apostolakis
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
One White Flint North, MS 016 G4
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852

(301) 415-181e

----- original Message -----
From: Bernard Jolly [mailto:bjolly@sfen.fr]
Sent: Thursday, December 23, 2010 11:40 AM
To: CMRAPOSTOLAKIS Resource
Cc: apostola@rnit.edu; Georges SERVIERE; GAUTHIER Jean Claude (AREVA); CARRE Frank 086652;
b.fourest~nucsafeconsulting.com; SAFA Henri 137483; Samim Anghaie; Sylvie Delaplace; Marie-
H6lne Lavergne
Subject: ICAPP 2011- France/Nice- May 2 to 5

Dear Dr.George Apostolakis,

,----Nrther to preliminary contacts between MM Ashok Thadani and Bernard Fourest, please find
closed a letter of invitation to participate to the first plenary session of ICAPP 2011 due

--.o be held in France/Nice on Tuesday afternoon May 3rd, 2011.
Awaiting your confirmation to accept our invitation, I remain, Yours very faithfully.

Bernard Jolly
Executive Director
French Nuclear Society
Tel:+33 1 53 58 32 25
Fax:+33 1 53 58 32 1L
Cell:(b )(6)
e-mail: bjolly~sfen.fr
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Apostolakis, George

'-oG: Apostolakis, George

1nt: Monday, April04, 2011 2:30 PM
Sosa, Belkys; Snodderly, Michael; Davis. Roger

Cc: Blake, Kathleen; Smiroldo, Elizabeth
Subject: FW: ICAPP 2011- France/Nice- May 2 to 5

Should I accept this invitation? -Sfl9O 8WIMMIOM

GA

-____Original Message -----
From: CARRE Frank 086652 [mailto:franck.carre@cea.fr]
Sent: Monday, April 04, 2011 1:17 PM
To: Apostolakis, George
Cc: Bernard Jolly; Georges SERVIERE; GAUTHIER Jean Claude (AREVA);
b.fourest~nucsafeconsulting.com; SAFA Henri 137483; Samim Anghaie
Subject: RE: ICAPP 2011- France/Nice- May 2 to 5

Dear Dr. Apostolakis, Dear George,

As Program Chair of ICAPP-2011 I was delighted to learn in late December 2010 that you

confirmed your participation in the first plenary session at the upcoming conference in Nice.

Today, I wish to extend the invitation of ICAPP's organizing Committee to a special session
•n the Fukushima accident that will be added to the program at 6:30 pm on Tuesday evening

aY 3, right after Plenary Session 1).
\,'_jseen from today, this -2 hour session will involve 4 or 5 panellists:

- Akira Omoto (JAEC) and another Japanese panellist who will report on facts about

Fukushima accident and impacts (-45' in total)
- Yourself who could report on the impact in the US and NRC's plans for follow-up

actions on the accident (-20')
- One representative of the French Safety Authority (ASN) who would address the same

issues for France and possibly one representative of ASN's Technical Support Organization who
would report on technical work done in France to support the analysis of the accident
conducted in Japan (1 or 2 x 20').
The panel may be chaired by the Conference's Honorary Chair from France (to be confirmed).

ICAPP's organizing Committee very much looks forward to your active participation in this key
event of the conference and thanks you very much in advance for considering this invitation.

Sincerely yours.
Frank

Frank Carre
CEA/DEN
Direction de l'Energie Nucldaire / Nuclear Energy Division Directeur scientifique /
Scientific Director
Tel.: + 33 1 69 08 63 41

. --. Message d'origine -----
Apostolakis, George [mailto:George.Apostolakis@nrc.gov]

-+ývoyd : lundi 27 ddcembre 2010 18:33
A : 'Bernard Jolly'
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Cc :- Georges SERVIERE; GAUTHIER lean Claude (AREVA); CARRE Frank 086652;

b.fourest@nucsafeconsulting.com; SAFA Henri 137483; Samim Anghaie; Sylvie Delaplace; Marie-

H6lkne Lavergne Objet : RE: ICAPP 2011- France/Nice- May 2 to 5

ar Mr. Jolly:

I will be pleased to participate in the first plenary session at ICAPP 2011.

I am looking forward to receiving more information as it becomes available.

Thank you.

Commissioner George Apostolakis

US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
One White Flint North, MS 016 G4

11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852

(301) 415-1810

----- Original Message -----

From: Bernard Jolly [mailto:bjolly@sfen.fr]
Sent: Thursday, December 23, 2010 11:40 AM

To: CMRAPOSTOLAKIS Resource
Cc: apostola~mit.edu; Georges SERVIERE; GAUTHIER Jean Claude (AREVA); CARRE Frank 086652;

b.fourest@nucsafeconsulting.com; SAFA Henri 137483; Samim Anghaie; Sylvie Delaplace; Marie-

H6lbne Lavergne
Subject: ICAPP 2011- France/Nice- May 2 to 5

/1 ar Dr.George Apostolakis,

Further to preliminary contacts between MM Ashok Thadani and Bernard Fourest, please find

enclosed a letter of invitation to participate to the first plenary session of ICAPP 2011 due

to be held in France/Nice on Tuesday afternoon May 3rd, 2011.

Awaiting your confirmation to accept our invitation, I remain, Yours very faithfully.

Bernard Jolly
Executive Director
French Nuclear Society
Tel:+33 1 53 58 32 25
Fax:+33 1 53 58 32 11
Cell (b(6)
e-mall-: bjolly@sfen .fr
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Apostolakis, George

, -•om: Apostolakis, George
nt: Tuesday, April05, 2011 5:09 PM

0: Blake, Kathleen; Sosa, Belkys; Davis, Roger
Subject: Fw. Courtesy Visit, Blue Castle Holdings

Can we accommodate the former Chairman?

George Apostolakis
Commissioner, US NRC
Blackbe (b)(6)

From: Nils Diaz <nilsdiaz(&bluecastIeproject.com>
To: Apostolakis, George
Sent: Tue Apr 05 15:50:25 2011
Subject: Courtesy Visit, Blue Castle Holdings

Dear George,

I hope you are beginning to breathe better (surely not easier) from the accidents in Japan. I do not cease to be

amazed at the response. Lots of work from it.

I would like to respectfully request a slot in your schedule for a short drop-in visit with the principals of Blue

Castle Holdings (BCH), now that we have commenced pre-application activities for the Blue Castle Project ESP

'oplication. The purpose of the visit is to introduce you to BCH's CEO and COO, to the Company and the

•ensing plan.

\•.ie will be in the White Flint Area next week, with an already scheduled visit with the staff at 2 PM on

Thursday, April 14, 2011. Thursday would be ideal but we could also do Wednesday, April 13. I apologized for

the short noticed but Fukushima disturbed our scheduling.

I would also be available for a separate discussion, as needed.

Please have your staff contacted me at this additional email address or a' (b)(6)

Best regards,

Nils Diaz
Chief Strategic Officer
Blue Castle Holdings, Inc.
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Apostolakis, George

Apostolakis, George
Wednesday, April 06, 2011 7:34 AM

,--o: Baggett, Steven; Sosa, Belkys; Snoddedy, Michael; Davis, Roger
Subject: Re: NMSS Staff Interests

Let's discuss this at the staff meeting tomorrow.

George Apostolakis
Commissior~r. US NRC
Blackbe" (b)(6)

From: Baggett, Steven
To: Sosa, Belkys; Apostolakis, George
Cc: Blake, Kathleen; Savoy, Carmel
Sent: Wed Apr 06 05:23:29 2011
Subject: FW: NISS Staff Interests

Commissioner, Belkys,

For awareness.

qteve

'•,n:- Doolittle, Elizabeth
Sent.: Friday, April 01, 2011 3:42 PM
To: Baggett, Steven
Cc* Haney, Catherine
Subject: NMSS Staff Interests

Hi Steve,

Here are some thoughts expressed by our staff that Commissioner Apostolakis might consider commenting on
as our featured speaker at the NMSS All Staff Meeting on April 13. We are very much looking forward to his
joining us here in EBB for the meeting, and will benefit from any and all topics he would like to talk to us about.

What are your perspectives on the impacts the events in Japan will have on the U.S. nuclear industry, both in

the short term and over the long run? Will new seismic vulnerability assessments need to be performed for
existing licensed reactor facilities? Will new reactor plant construction in the U.S. be effected?

For fuel cycle facilities, how have your views evolved over recent months on the need for PRAs as a regulatory
tool? What should be our policy with regard to addressing external events in these risk assessments?

In terms of revising the fuel cycle oversight process, what cornerstones are most significant in your mind?

-What are your thoughts about incorporating the PRA into the licensing process for reprocessing facilities when

"d if the time comes? How should human performance be addressed?

if you need more information, don't hesitate to give me a call. Looking forward to seeing you in EBB the week

after next!
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Beth Doolittle

.abeth L. Doolittle
, .-.hnical Assistant to the Office Director•,iffice of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(301) 492-3238

)
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Apostolakis, George

.om: Apostolakis, George
-int: Monday, April 04, 2011 10:10 PM

-<0: Sosa, Belkys
Subject: Re: Query: Friday interview?

We are in a bus to Knoxville. Don't know when we'll get there.

George Apostolakis
Commissioner US NRC
Blackber (b)(6)

From: Sosa, Belkys
To: Apostolakis, George; Blake, Kathleen; Davis, Roger; Snodderly, Michael
Sent: Mon Apr 04 21:12:23 2011
Subject: Re: Query: Friday interview?

Ok. I'll let him know you are interested. I'll ask Elliott for intell..
I hope the travel delays are not too bad. Let me know if I can do anything to help.

Sent from an NRC Blackberry
Belkys Sosa

(b)(6)

6Om: Apostolakis, George
- o: Sosa, Belkys; Blake, Kathleen; Davis, Roger; Snodderly, Michael
Sent: Mon Apr 04 19:00:10 2011
Subject: Re: Query: Friday Interview?

I suppose we can do it this Friday.

PS: We are in Asheville, NC. The Knoxville airport is closed due to weather. We are waiting for updates from UA.

George Apostolakis
Commissioner, US NRC
Blackber (b)(6)

From: Sosa, Belkys
To: Blake, Kathleen; Apostolakis, George; Davis, Roger; Snodderly, Michael
Sent: Mon Apr04 18:01:51 2011
Subject: Query: Friday interview?

Commissioner, are you interested in the interview request from the NY Times editorial writer? This one is a
little different and unusual. Roger mentioned that both Diaz and Klein were interviewed while Chairman. We
could negotiate a different date, if you are interested.

( ~anks,
1ýl>li-kys
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From: Boffty, Philip rmailto:ohboff@nyVtimes.com]
Sent: Monday, April 04, 2011 4:01 PM
To: Sosa, Belkys
.. , -: CMRAPOSTOLAIUS Resource

.__,bject: Friday interview?

Hi Belkys:
I'm the primary editorial writer at the Times dealing with nuclear issues. In the wake of the Japanese nuclear plant

accident, it seems clear that I will need to follow the nuclear safety issue in this country and abroad closely for the
forseeable future.

I'm wondering if it would be feasible for me to interview Dr. Apostolakis and you or other appropriate staff
members for, say, half an hour on this coming Friday, April 8th. The interview would be on background, would seek your
views on the key issues to keep my eye on, and mostly just let you size me up for future reference. I'm hoping to establish
enough mutual confidence that I can bounce questions off of Dr. Apostolakis and you and and get background replies as
key issues arise. I've done that with mutually satisfactory results on health care reform issues, mostly because key
officials recognize that I'm not looking for breaking news or direct quotes but rather for guidance on how to interpret
information that is publicly available.

I'll be making a similar request of other commission members and their chiefs of staff.

Philip M. Boffey
Editorial Writer
The New York Times
620 Eighth Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10018
Phone: (212) 556-4485
Fax: 212-556-3815
Email: phboff@nytimes.com

/ ..
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Apostolakis, George

.. "-ore: Achilles Adamantiades [aadaman@icgaeolian.com]
nt: Thursday, April 07. 2011 11:11 AM

X: CMRAPOSTOLAKIS Resource
Subject: Presentation by Prometheas

Dear George,

The Prometheas Society, a cultural organization in our area for many years, has decided to organize a panel discussion

on the Japanese earthquake/tsunami and nuclear accident at Fukushima. Naturally, your name came up as a potential

and most suitable panelist to which we would be pleased to invite you. We understand, of course, the sensitivity of the

matter and especially the delicate position of a Commissioner of the government and we would be prepared to accept

you position if you decline the invitation. The event is being organized for the beginning of May.

If you have a private e-mail address and wish to continue our communication this way, please, let me have it.

Best regards,

Achilleas

Achilles G. Adamantiades, Ph.D.
Consultant
Energy and the Environment

, 00 K Str., NW, Ste. 650 I Washington, DC 20006

1 .i: 202-783-4700 (x824) Fax: 202-783-4701
--Direct: 202-719-8824

Cell b)(6)
aadama nicgaeolian.com

(1
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Anostolakis. Georae
A ostolakis eorae

, nt:

Cc:

Subject:
Attachments:

kiyoshi.yamauchi@mnes-us. com
Friday, April 08, 2011 4:10 PM
Apostolakis, George
frankgillespie@mnes-us.com; masayuki fujisawa@mnes-us.com; shinji kawanago@mnes-
us.com
Mitsubishi Statement on Northeastern Earthquake and Tsunami in Japan
MNES Statement on North Eastern Earthquake and Tsunami in Japan.pdf

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commision
C(ommisioner
Dear Mr. George Apostolakis

I highly appreciate the efforts taken by the strong leadership of the NRC to support current nuclear energy fleet
with high safety and reliability following the Fukushima Daiichi event caused by the northeastern Japan
earthquake and resulting tsunami.

We at Mitsubishi Nuclear Energy Systems(MNES),subsidiary to Mitsubishi Heavy Industries(MHI), posted
our statement on our home page attached below (http://www.mnes-us.comf) expressing our sympathies to all
victims affected by the desaster and also describing Mitsubishi contribution our technology and experience
wherever possible to help resolve the situation at the Fukushima Daiichi site. It is noted that Mitsubishi is also

-.... ,ntinuing to give complete technical support to the clients of the 24 PWR units in Japan, which Mitsubishi
pplied, in order to immediately implement the new highest safety measures required by the Japanese

government.

We also emphasize that we have formed the "MNES Response & Support Team for Fukushima Event",
collecting and sharing related information, investigating US-APWR design considering the NRC instructions,
supporting US customers and enhancing public relations.

We think co-operation with the same direction between US and Japan to overcome this event is quite important
not onit in the area of government but also in the area of industries. Lessones learned should be shared timely
and good results should be obtained as the best practice by the co-operated activities.

Our responsibility is quite large in continuing to provide the highest level of safety and reliable nuclear plants

here in the USA.

We will be pleased to be advised if you have any comments or you need any support.

Best Regards, Kiyoshi Yamauchi
President and CEO
Mitsubishi Nuclear Energy Systems, INC.

1001 19th Street North, Suite 2000
Arlington, VA 22209

Tel:703.908.4340
Celll(b)(6)
Fax:703.908 .4399:

1
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cc:Frank Gillespie, MNES
Shinji Kawanago, MNES

.- Masayuki Fujisawa, MNES
~ 0 GGLoB~R~

This e-mailn chments are intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which they are addressed and
contain information that is legally pnr-lege fidential and exempt from disclosure. If you are not th ipient, you are
hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution, or &0c oae en?, is strictly prohibited. If you have
received this message in error, please notify the o'n in a eManaofe tbi shi clear Energy Systems, Inc.,
Arlington Office immediate e 3-908-8040) or by return e-mail and delete this messa n i n c t

-bxn-YG u er. Thank you.
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-r "Rt S
Mitumbishi Nuclear Energy Systems

MNES Statement on North Eastern Earthquake and Tsunami in Japan

We at Mitsubishi Heavy Industries (MHI) and Mitsubishi Nuclear Energy Systems (MNES) send
our deepest sympathies to all victims affected by the earthquake and the resulting tsunami that
devastated the coast of northeastern Japan on Friday, March 11th.

Since the day of the events, the Japanese Government and Tokyo Electric Power Company
have been making every possible effort to ensure plant safety for the Fukushima Daiichi site
that was severely impacted by the earthquake and tsunami.

As an expression of our grave concern and strong desire to offer our utmost assistance at this
tragic time, MHI, which is a leading pressurized water reactor (PWR) nuclear power plant
supplier, and its group companies including MNES pledged on Monday, March 14th, to
contribute an amount equivalent to $6 million to support relief and recovery efforts in the
affected areas.

Mitsubishi will continue to contribute our technology and experience wherever possible to help
resolve the situation at the Fukushima Daiichi site. In addition, on Thursday, March 30th, the

Japanese government ordered all utilities operating nuclear power plants in Japan to implement
emergency safety measures by the end of April based on the Fukushima incidents. Mitsubishi
has supplied 24 PWR units in Japan and although these units were not impacted by the
earthquake and tsunami, Mitsubishi is continuing to give its complete technical support to its
client utilities in order to immediately implement the new emergency safety measures.

Through these activities, MNES, as MHI's U.S. affiliate, will ensure that US-APWR plants
planned for construction in the United States are of the highest level of safety and reliability.

PRESS CONTACTS:
Patrick Boyle
703-528-5493
Patrick@longbottomcommunications.com
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Apostolakis, George

..-om: Neil Todreas [todreas@MIT.EDU]
I nt: Monday, April 11. 2011 1:02 PM
X.. nse-prof; Hanninen Hannu; Michael Podowski Z

Subject: Ninokata: Japan Times News Article

FYI neil

Begin forwarded message:

From: "Hisashi NINOKATA" <hninokatt.nr.tiech.ac.ip>
Date: April 11, 2011 10:00:02 AM EDT
To: "Woody Epstein" <sepOascandpower.com>
Cc: "'Neil Todreas" itodreasOMlT.EDU>, "Dr Jason Chao ([b)(6) -Shchanpqc@kaist.ac.kr>, "Xiaodong Sun"
<sun.200)osu.edu>, <ricottime(&.teletu.it>, "Hisashi NINOKA " <hninokat(,nr.ttech.ac.1p>
Subject: Japan Times News Article

Woody,

I have been in TEPCO all day and in JSC (Japan Science Council in NOGI-ZAKA). I attended two consecutive meetings
on current NPP status and on the long term mitigation strategy. With so much information to confirm our thinking and to
share with a technical group of representatives from TEPCO, together with Hitachi, Toshiba, NISA, and JAEA, I will talk to
you tomorrow afternoon.

Japan Times has interviewed me the last Saturday and put a special report on one month of the Fukushima Daiichi
,--:.Zuclear Accident. They have skipped mentioning I am sharing information as well as working together with you. Except

it and a few misunderstandings I found, I m impressed the article is well written. The following is included in the article
.morrow:

-'The leakage (from the reactors) has to be stopped. Leaking means the water inside

the reactors is decreasing. So the water has to be replenished, and then it leaks again.

This cycle has to be stopped,'' said Hisashi Ninokata, professor of nuclear reactor

engineering at Tokyo Institute of Technology.

But now some experts, including Ninokata, have started floating the idea of adding a

brand new external cooling system to the reactors as a temporary measure, given the

daunting task of removing the highly contaminated water from the building housing the

RHRS.
"'It will probably take half a year or a year to restart the RHRS, so the external cooling

system needs to be used during that period of time," he said, adding that the work to set

up an external cooling system could be finished in a few weeks once such a decision has

been made.

Ninokata added that there is a chance the existing RHRS was severely damaged by the

tsunami, so it might even be better, in addition to a new external cooling system, to set

up a brand new RHRS outside the turbine building. This could be completed in a couple of

months, Ninokata said.

Ninokata said it is true the Fukushima accident has proven that safety measures for

4ý--•unami are not enough, but he said the accident will not be a Chernobyl repeat.

3 chances of another hydrogen explosion at the facility is low, as Tepco has instigated

"'number of measures, including injecting nitrogen into the troubled reactors in order to

purge hydrogen from them. (W< mistake--- too late to correct)
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But even if another explosion occurs, the containment vessel will not blow up, although
it might be damaged to some extent, he said.
h-Wat's more, unlike the Chernobyl accident, where the graphite moderator burned and
',leased massive amounts of radioactive materials into the air, there are no flammable

.,aterials inside the Fukushima reactors.
-The leakage of radioactive material has been far less," Ninokata said.

Best regards,
Hisashi

Neil E. Todreas
KEPCO Professor of Nuclear Science and Engineering and Professor of Mechanical Engineering (Emeritus)
MIT, 24-205
Tel. 617t253-5296
Fax. 617/258-8863
todreasfmit.edu
****.*S.*.* * **** **** *** *5*5* e t
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Apostolakis, George

... -om:
nt:

Cc:
Subject:

Apostolakis, George
Monday, April 18, 2011 11:46 AM
Blake, Kathleen
Sosa, Belkys
RE: Presentation by Prometheas

Yes, I did. The presentation is on May 19.

Commissioner George Apostolakis
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
One White Flint North, MS 016 G4
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852

(301) 415-1810

From: Blake, Kathleen
Sent: Monday, April 18, 2011 11:39 AM
To: Apostolakis, George
Cc: Sosa, Belkys
Subject: FW: Presentation by Prometheas

Cmr: Did you reply to Dr. Achilles? kb

'"-Aministrative Assistant
to Commissioner Apostolakis
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, Maryland 20852
301-415-1810

From: CMRAPOSTOLAKIS Resource
Sent: Thursday, April 07, 2011 11:35 AM
To, Blake, Kathleen
Subject: FW; Presentation by Prometheas

From: Achilles Adamantiades fmailto:aadaman(icgaeolian.com]
Sent: Thursday, April 07, 2011 11:11 AM
To: CMRAPOSTOLAKIS Resource
Subject: Presentation by Prometheas

Dear George,

I Prometheas Society, a cultural organization in our area for many years, has decided to organize a panel discussion

,the Japanese earthquake/tsunami and nuclear accident at Fukushima. Naturally, your name came up as a potential

.d most suitable panelist to which we would be pleased to invite you. We understand, of course, the sensitivity of the

I
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matter and especially the delicate position of a Commissioner of the government and we would be prepared to accept
you position if you decline the invitation. The event is being organized for the beginning of May.

'u have a private e-mail address and wish to continue our communication this way, please, let me have it.

Best regards,

Achilleas

Achilles G. Adamantiades, Ph.D.
Consultant
Energy and the Environment

1600 K Str., NW, Ste. 650 I Washington, DC 20006
Tel: 202-783-4700 (x824) I Fax: 202-783-4701
Direct: 202-719-8824
Cel(l 6)
aadamanto~ic~aeoian.com
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Apostolakis, George

Michael Corradini [corradini@engr.wisc.edu]
nt: _Sunday, Anril 17. 201118:38 PM

i(b)(6)
Cc: nlpmw, uug, uures•
Subject: Re: Fwd: RE: UPDATE#2: OUR NEAC MEETING - APRIL 20th
Attachments: NRC Transparancy.docx

I am copying Doug and Neil too. I personally do not see violations be ignored.

I think NRDC sees a chance to push an agenda.

The NRC task force is taking their job VERY seriously - not due to violations!

Michael Corradini, Chair
Engineering Physics
University of Wisconsin
(608)263-1648 [Fax: 3-7451]
corradini@engr.wisc.edu
http://www.engr.wisc.edu/ep

Quoting ý(b)(6)

What is causing Cochran and Markey to believe that the observed
,,Fukushima plant
accident progressions were due to components not being in compliance?

"-'Granted, the NRC may see some components that could be moved to 'less
> risky'
> locations or
> 'some' additional components required. In addition, efforts to pack
> the fuel in the SFPs will probably cease (and maybe someone should
> revisit Yucca), but he seems fixated on the key aspect of the
> accident being that they were in violation of some rules...

)

> Joy

> NRC Transparancy.docx (12.8 Kb) attached
>

> ----- Original Message -----
> From: 'Cochran, Tom' <tcochran@nrdc.org>
> To: 'Michael Corradini' <corradin@cae.wisc.edu>,
> 'Neil Todreas' <todreas@MIT.EDU>, 'Doug Chapin' <dchapin@mpr.com>,
> 'Harold.Ray' <Harold.Ray@sce.com),
> 'JOY REMPE' I(b)(6)
> 'Ashok Bhatnagar' <asbhatnagar~tva.gov>
> Sent: Sun Apr 17 9:20
> Subject: Fwd: RE: UPDATE#2: OUR NEAC MEETING - APRIL 28th

1
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>

> Mike,A Thanks for your thoughts. A I have a little different view of
/ -. some of these matters, particularly with respect to the Gen IIs.A I

iave lost confidence in the NRC process. A What I am hearing and
.... reading (see attached) is that the majority of Commissioners were

> oppose to any transparency in the 90-day review, they have taken steps
> to minimize production of discoverable documents and A they will hide
> behind national security exemptions (9/11) to avoid publicizing any
> discrepancies they find. Moreover, you cannot ask the NRC to be the
> primary group to investigate its own regulatory failings. A Among
> other tasks, NRC staff should review every operational reactor to
> identify and list every departure from current safety regulations,
> regulatory guides, information bulletins, best practices, etc.R12;
> every wavier, every unresolved safety issue, every grandfathered
> practice that is no longer appropriate. A NRC staff is the only group
> that could do this well.A In the meantime we should be calling for a
> truly independent technical review by a group that can engender public
> confidence. The Administration has dropped the ball here. We should
> see whether NEAC can pick it up. A I think there are a lot of folks
> who donR17;t fully appreciate the implications of what happened at
> Fukushima.A BestR12;A TomA From:
> Michael Corradini
> [mailto:corradin@cae.wisc.edu] Sent: Saturday, April 16, 2011 7:11
> PMTo: Neil Todreas; Doug Chapin; Harold.Ray; JOY REMPE; Ashok Bhatnagar; Cochran, TomCc:
> Chuck WadeSubject: UPDATE#2: OUR NEAC MEETING - APRIL 20thA A Tom -A A
> I have been giving more thought to your comment. We can discuss it in
> person, but I think that the NRC and DOE as well as the international
--,community is fully engaged in determining appropriate lessons from the
;61 accident. Here is some of my thinking on this.A Current reactors

-- '(so-called GenII): The NRC task force is taking the lead (with DOE et
> al) on determining what occurred, what are the radiological dose
> implications and what are the relevant issues for US reactors.A A
> Advanced LWRs (Gen III): The lessons-learned from the NRC task force
> will be applied here, since DOE will work with the vendors to scrub
> certified designs (or those to be certified). Also, the IAEA is taking
> a large role in working with the Japanese.A A Lastly, Gen IV reactors:
> These will be reviewed and that will likely be part of our job with
> NEAC. I expect that our own letter will be delayed somewhat for this,
> but I want to keep moving on what we have been discussingA MikeA A A
> Folks -- My concern is that the letter was drafted prior to
> Fukushima.Secretary Chu and the Congress may want to know what we
> believe are theimplications of Fukushima for this project. I do not
> have an immediateanswer/suggestion, but we should at least think about
> it and discuss howto address this issue.Tom ----- Original
> Message ----- From: Michael Corradini [mailto:corradin@cae.wisc.edu]
> Sent: Friday, April 15, 2011 12:46 PMTo: Neil Todreas; Doug Chapin; Harold.Ray; JOY REMPE;
Ashok Bhatnagar;Cochran, TomCc:
> Chuck WadeSubject: UPDATE#2: OUR NEAC MEETING - APRIL 20thFolks -A A
> Joy has been very helpful in revising the "living" letter fromNEAC to
> Sec. Chu on NGNP. Here is a version for you to look at forWednesday.
> It takes some pretty strong positions on Design andimplications for
> site and licensing. Clearly this is a strawman. Iexpect we will

liscuss this initially on Wednesday but will need moretime to chew on
-his and our R&D impressions for our final letter.A Thanks, MIkeA

Msg s(b)(6)
> ---- 21sent via
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Apostolakis, George

Apostolakis, George
S it: Saturday, April 23, 2011 1:06 PM

Snodderty, Michael
Subject: Re: Worthwhile Slide Presentation by Tepco

Thanks, Mike. I read the WSJ article. Very good. GA

George Apostolakis
Comm issinnr HIS rNRr
BlackberrtJ(b)(6)

From: Snodderly, Michael
To: Apostolakis, George
Cc: Sosa, Belkys; Gilles, Nanette; Baggett, Steven; Monninger, John; Davis, Roger; Cubbage, Amy
Sent: Sat Apr 23 12:24:37 2011
Subject: Worthwhile Slide Presentation by Tepco

Commissioner,

Attached please find a very worthwhile slide presentation that Tepco released on April 1 8 'h. It is one of the
best summaries of the Fukushima event that I have seen.

'know that you are not a big fan of the Wall Street Journal but there was an excellent article on today's front
l>e concerning the venting of Fukushima Daiichi Unit 1 based on testimony by Tepco Executives to the
j anese Parliament last week. The article states that Tepco did not vent the containment until it had reached

-iouble the containment design pressure. Tepco said that this was done on purpose because of their fear of
releasing radioactive material from the plant to the public and that they believed the containment was capable
of handling twice the design pressure. This belief may have come from testing that the Japanese sponsored at
Sandia National Laboratory where they pressurized a steel containment until failure and found that it failed at a
pressure greater than twice design pressure. Please recall from our conversation last week that Mark I
containments in the U S have design pressures ranging from 56 to 62 psigJ-For the sake of argument, let's
assume that they vented at 120 psig. I don't think the hardened vent installed in most U S plants could handle
that pressure which is why our severe accident management guidelines recommend venting at pressures
closer to containment design pressure.

The article goes on to contend that the hardened vent leaked at this elevated pressure which allowed hydrogen
gas and steam to build up in the Reactor Building. After the steam condensed, the resulting hydrogen burn
failed the building and resulted in a more energetic release than would have occurred had it happened through
an intact hardened vent and out the stack when winds were blowing off shore earlier in the accident. I am
going to check with John Monninger and the staff but to me this seems like a very plausible scenario.

See you Monday,

Mike Snodderly
Technical Assistant for Reactors
to Commissoner Apostolakis
JI S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

•~ne: 301-415-2241
.-mail: michael.snodderdy(c.nrc.pov
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Apostolakis, George

Apostolakis, George
! It: Tuesday, April 26, 2011 8:48 AM

Stratos Tavoulareas
Subject: RE: Xronia Poila

Strato:

It's a bit early for me to know exactly what I will talk about. The events are still unfolding in Japan.

Here is a broad overview. I am cognizant of the fact that the audience knows nothing about nuclear power.

1. Brief introduction to nuclear power.
2. Safety philosophy (defense in depth)
3. Mark 1 BWRs
4. Description of the Fukushima accident.
5. Implications for US reactors.

If I think of anything else, I'll let you know.

George

Commissioner George Apostolakis
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission

/,i•-",e White Flint North, MS 016 G4
>55 Rockville Pike

Rockville, MD 20852

(301) 415-1810
From: s-atos Tavoulareas- mail ..(b)(6)

Sent: Monday, April 25, 2011 5:58 Fn "
To: Apostolakis, George
Subject: Xronia Polla

George

Best wishes for your nameday and Easter.

When you get a chance (and if you time allows it) we would greatly appreciate it if you could send us an outline

of your talk (the key topics you will discuss) so the panelist can prepare appropriately.

Best regards

Stratos Tavoulareas
,',--''ergy Technologies Enterprises Corp (EnTEC)

)4 Perry William Dr.
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McLean VA 22101

Tel: 703 506 3948

"-.. __ail Address: stavoulareas@enteconline.com

¾ "!
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Apostollakis, George

it:

Subject:
Attachments:

Apostolakis, George
Wednesday, April 27, 2011 9:19 AM
Stratos Tavoulareas
RE: Xronia Polla
George Apostolakis-27Apr 11.pdf

Here it is.

Commissioner George Apostolakis
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
One White Flint North, MS 016 G4
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852

(301) 415-1810

From: Stratos Tavoulareas magto:()
Sent: Tuesday, April 26, 2011 5:47
To: Apostolakis, George
Subject: RE: Xronia Polla

1I- . . .

Many thanks.

'.-',Then you get a chance (no rush), I appreciate if you can send me your CV or a brief bio to introduce you.

-ivany thanks

Stratos Tavoulareas
Energy Technologies Enterprises Corp (EnTEC)
1204 Perry William Dr.

McLean VA 22101

Tel: 703 506 3948

Email Address: stavoulareas@enteconline.com

From: Apostolakis, George [mailto:Georqe.Apostolakis()nrc.qov1
Sent: Tuesday, April 26, 2011 8:48 AM
To: Stratos Tavoulareas
Subject: RE: Xronia Polla

Strato:

"I-'a bit early for me to know exactly what I will talk about. The events are still unfolding in Japan.

-e is a broad overview. I am cognizant of the fact that the audience knows nothing about nuclear power.

I
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1. Brief introduction to nuclear power.
2. Safety philosophy (defense in depth)

3. Mark 1 BWRs
4. Description of the Fukushima accident.

5. Implications for US reactors.

If I think of anything else, I'll let you know.

George

Commissioner George Apostolakis

US Nuclear Regulatory Commission

One White Flint North, MS 016 G4

11555 Rockville Pike

Rockville, MD 20852

(301) 415-1810

From: Stratos Tavoulareas ma (b)(6)
Sent: Monday, April 25, 2011 5:58
To: Apostolakis, George
Subject: Xronia Polla

George

Rest wishes for your namneday and Easter.

"'hen you get a chance (and if you time allows it) we would greatly appreciate it if you could send us an outline
of your talk (the key topics you will discuss) so the panelist can prepare appropriately.

Best regards

Stratos Tavoulareas
Energy Technologies Enterprises Corp (EnTEC)
1204 Perry William Dr.

McLean VA 22101

Tel: 703 506 3948

Email Address: stavoulareas@enteconline.com
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George Apostolakis

The Honorable George Apostolakis was sworn in on April 23, 2010 as a Commissioner
of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) after he was nominated by President
Obama and confirmed by the US Senate. His term ends on June 30, 2014.

Dr. Apostolakis has had a distinguished career as an engineer, professor and risk
analyst. Before joining the NRC, he was the Korea Electric Power Corporation
professor of Nuclear Science and Engineering and a professor of Engineering Systems
at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

In 2007, Dr. Apostolakis was elected to the US National Academy of Engineering for
"innovations in the theory and practice of probabilistic risk assessment and risk
management" He was elected as a corresponding member of the Academy of Athens
in 2011.

He has served as the Editor-in-Chief of the International Journal Reliability Engineering
and System Safety and is the founder of the International Conferences on Probabilistic
Safety Assessment and Management. He received the Tommy Thompson Award for
his contributions to improvement of reactor safety in 1999 and the Arthur Holly Compton
Award in Education in 2005, both from the American Nuclear Society.

Dr. Apostolakis received his diploma in electrical engineering from the National
Technical University in Athens, Greece in 1969. He earned a masters degree in
engineering science in 1970 and a Ph.D. in engineering science and applied
mathematics in 1973, both from the California Institute of Technology.
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Mike, Linda

rom:
ant:

go:
Subject:

1(b)(6)
VW•dnesday, April 27, 2011 11:34 AM
NRCExecSec Resource
Lessons Learned From Chernobyl, Fukushima

Chairman Dale E. Klein
Via Annette L. Vietti-Cook
Secretary of the Commission
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Mail Stop O-16G4
Washington, DC 20555-0001
(301) 415-1969, 1-800-368-5642, 301-415-7000
TTD: 301-415-5575
E-mail: NRCExecSec(8,nrc.,ov

Re: Lessons Learned From Chernobyl, Fukushima

Dear Chairman:

There lessons to draw from the nuclear disaster last month in Japan and the one 25 years ago in Ukraine. Nuclear energy
expert Matthew Bunn, of Harvard's Belfer Center for Science and International Affairs, makes some comments about
things that need to be improved.

I draw your attention to:

,_--<essons Learned From Chernobyl, Fukushima
tp:/www, npr.org/2011/04/27/1357607811chemobyl-nuclear-disaster-has-lessons-for-iapan

I hope you will take the time to review these remarks and give them the weight they deserve.

Thank you for the opportunity to bring this audio file to your attention.

Yours sincerely,
Robert E. Rutkowski

cc: The White House

(b )(6)

E-mail (b)(6)

CQv. Apogloial

(BelkSosa

Roe ai

M~s6eaftty

4/27 ... Copy to: Chairman, Comrs, EDO, OGC,
'ITE: The video mentioned in the attached e-mail can be accessed by the provided link (see attached).
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Apostolakis, George

Apostolakis, George
. t: Wednesday, May 04, 2011 3:45 AM

Snodderly, Michael
Cc: Blake, Kathleen; Savoy, Carmel; Sosa, Belkys; Baggett, Steven; Davis, Roger; Gilles, Nanette
Subject: Re: Friendly Reminder (GBJ, GEA & WDM) - CORR-1 1-0057 & CORR-1 1-0058

The letters are fine.

George Apostolakis
Commissione , US NRC
Blackberf(b)(6)

From: Snodderly, Michael
To: Apostolakis, George
Cc: Blake, Kathleen; Savoy, Carmel; Sosa, Belkys; Baggett, Steven; Davis, Roger; Gilles, Nanette
Sent: Tue May 03 17:25:01 2011
Subject: RE: Friendly Reminder (GB], GEA & WDM) - CORR-11-0057 & CORR-11-0058

Commissioner,

Attached are my and Steve's comments on CORR 11-0057 and 11-0058 for your consideration.

-CORR-1 1-0057 - Letter to SEN Barbara Boxer, responds to letter urging NRC to ensure transparency and
openness in NRC's review and evaluation of recent events in Japan; and

CORR-1 1-0058 - Letter to SEN Maria Cantwell, responds to letter posing a number of questions regarding the
potential impacts of the events in Japan on the citizens of the State of Washington

Commissioner comments on the subject correspondence (2 CORRs) are due tomorrow, May 4, 2011.

Keep in mind that if required, up to an additional 2 business days for review will be granted to a Commissioner
who is on short-term absence from the Office. If a Commissioner is unavailable for comment for an extended
period of time, and has delegated authority for his or her staff to respond in his or her absence, Commissioner
staff comments will be taken into consideration (Internal Commission Procedures, dated 08104/2006, page V-
7).

'•14
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Gilles, Nanette

1.'m: Gilres, Nanette
.:nt: Tuesday, May 10, 2011 3:28 PM
0: Schmidt, Rebecca

Cc: Combs, Thomas; Powell, Amy; Davis, Roger, Baggett, Steven; Savoy, Carmel
Subject: Brian Sheron Draft Testimony for 5/13 House Hearing

Commissioner Apostolakis has the following comments on Brian Sheron's testimony for the Hearing on Friday,
May 13, 2011 before the House Committee on Science, Space and Technology, Subcommittee on Energy and
Environment and Subcommittee on Investigation and Oversight.:

(b)(5)

(b)(5)

1
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(b)(5)

Nanette V. Gilles
Technical Assistant for Reactors
to Commissoner Apostolakis
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Phone: 301-415-1180
Email: nanette.qiIres(c.nrc.qov

/ \

\ /
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Gilles, Nanette

Sub.tom:P, nt:

Subject:

Gilles, Nanette
Thursday, May 12, 2011 5:05 PM
Baggett, Steven
Commissioners Assistants Briefing Notification

Steve - Here is the number for the HOO Call on Tuesday.

From: Snodderly, Michael
Sent: Tuesday, May 03, 2011 12:53 PM
To: Gilles, Nanette
Subject: Fw: Time Change: 1330 EDT Commissioners Assistants Briefing Notification

See below for call in number

Sent from my NR Blackberry
a b)(6) 7
From: ANS.HOCEnrc.oov <ANS.HOC• nrc.cov>
Sent: Tue May 03 09:36:32 2011
Subject: Time Change: 1330 EDT Commissioners Assistants Briefing Notification

There will be a Commissioners Assistants Briefing given by the NRC HQ at 1330 EDT concerning the Reactor
.,-',:-.ents in Japan. Cal (b)(6) pproximately 5 minutes before the scheduled start time. When

impted, enter security o tlX --- oumay call 301-816-5164 at this time and follow the voice prompts if
you do not wish to receive this no ication from our Automatic Notification System.

,.."2-

I
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Apostolakis, George

.. )--m: Apostolakis, George
it: Friday, May 13, 2011 11:02 AM

Gilles, Nanette
Cc: Sosa, Belkys; Davis, Roger; Baggett, Steven
Subject: Re: Chairman's Office Interaction on 4/28 Commission Meeting SRM

(b)(5)

George Apostolakis
Commissioner US NRC

Blackberr r ()(6)

From: Gilles, Nanette
To: Apostolakis, George
Cc: Sosa, Belkys; Davis, Roger; Baggett, Steven
Sent: Fri May 13 10:55:33 2011
Subject: Chairman's Office Interaction on 4/28 Commission Meeting SRM

(b)(5)

Nan

Nanette V. Gilles
Technical Assistant for Reactors
to Commissoner Apostolakis
U.- S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Phone: 301-415-1180
Email: nanette.qillesc1.nrc.oov

25
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Apostolakis, George

m: Apostolakis, George
,.Jt: Tuesday, May 17, 2011 10:58 AM

Blake, Kathleen
Subject: Re: Chuck Casto Periodic re Japan on May 19 at 2:30

Please do.

George Apostolakis
Commissioner US NRC
Blackberr (b)(6)

From: Blake, Kathleen
To: Apostolakis, George
Cc: Baggett, Steven; Sosa, Belkys
Sent: Tue May 17 09:31:59 2011
Subject: RE: Chuck Casto Periodic re Japan on May 19 at 2:30

Cmr -you can invite anyone you like to this meeting with Chuck. Shall I invite all staff? kb

Administrative Assistant

.,..-. - Commissioner Apostolakis
Nuclear Regulatory Commission

•"•-> 55 Rockville Pike
Rockville, Maryland 20852
301-415-1810

From: Apostolakis, George
Sent: Monday, May 16, 2011 6:36 PM
To: Blake, Kathleen
Cc: Baggett, Steven; Sosa, Belkys
Subject, RE: Chuck Casto Periodic re Japan on May 19 at 2:30

Yes, if Chuck agrees.

Commissioner George Apostolakis
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
One White Flint North, MS 016 G4
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852

(301) 415-1810

From: Blake, Kathleen
,"'it: Monday, May 16, 2011 10:02 AM

A,,__omostolakjs, George
Baggett, Steven; Sosa, Belkys

subject: Chuck Casto Periodic re Japan on May 19 at 2:30

16
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Cmr: Chuck Casto will be in town on Thursday, May 19, and will be giving you a one-on-one meeting/periodic re the
events in Japan. Did you want the staff to be included as well? kb

.iinistrative Assistant
to Commissioner Apostolakis
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, Maryland 20852
301-415-1810

17
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Apostolakis, George

Apostolakis, George
mt: Saturday, May 21, 2011 11:33 AM

'Stratos Tavoulareas'; 'Achilles Adamantiades'; Traiforos, Spyros (b)(6)
ikessides@woddbank.org

Cc: 'ELEFTHERIOS KARMIRIS'
Subject: RE: Fukushima

Strato:

Everything went well last Thursday; no need to accept responsibility for anything, except for the event's success.

I enjoyed the meeting and learned from my fellow panelists and the audience's questions.

George

Commissioner George Apostolakis
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
One White Flint North, MS 016 G4
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852

(301) 415-1810

"' •m-" Stratos Tavoulareas [mailto:stavoulareas@enteconline.com]
t Friday, May 20, 2011 5:19 PM

.. °: 'Achilles Adamantiades'; Traiforos, Spyros; Apostolakis, George; (b)(6) kessides@worldbank.org
Cc: 'ELEFTHERIOS KARMIRIS'
Subject: Fukushima

Dear Friends

On behalf of Prometheas, I would like to thank you for your participation and important contribution in last
night's event. The feedback we received was very positive; I am sure that the presentations and discussion

helped the audience understand better what happened in Japan and why nuclear is an essential energy option.
accept responsibility if everything was not perfect, but it was the first time we used this facility and we have
more complications that usual.

Best regards and a good weekend

Stratos Tavoulareas
Tel (b)(6)

t/ N •

K;s
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Apostolakis, George

Int:

Subject:

Woody Epstein [sep@scandpower.com]
Tuesday, May 31, 2011 5:56 PM
Apostolakis, George
RE: Fukushima: Earthquake and Tsunami Report

Importance: High

Dear George,

I am the guy ... just using the name I am known by in Japan and Europe.

Thanks for the note. I do know how busy you are.

The important finding Is that the mean value of the probability of a tsunami >= Sm and an earthquake >=
Shindo +6 was about 1.02e-3 ... much bigger than CDF and LERF limits. Moreover, the tsunami wall at
Daiichi was built in 1966, yet miraculously was up to standards In the 2002 guideline.

Steve

Weedy Steve Epstein
Senior Principal Consultant
Manager of Risk Consulting, Japan

Japan +81 (0)80-4401-5417
'sA: (b)(6)
- ~ype

From: Apostolakis, George [GeorgeApostolakis@nrc.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, June 01, 2011 05:29
To: Woody Epstein
Subject: RE: Fukushima: Earthquake and Tsunami Report

Thanks. I knew you under a different first name. However, I trust you are the same fun guy that I knew.

I'll read your report as soon as time permits.

Commissioner George Apostolakis

US Nuclear Regulatory Commission

One White Flint North, MS 016 G4

11555 Rockville Pike

.", .. ckvwIle, MD 20852

NOT FOR PUBOUC DIBLOGURE
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(301) 415-1810 I&TFRPUBU6SCLOSUR_

"'•-•m: Woody Epstein [mallto:sep@scandpower.com]
Sent: Monday, May 30, 2011 8:54 PM
To: apostola@mit.edu
Subject: Fukushima: Earthquake and Tsunami Report
Importance: High

Dear Don Glorgio,

As you might I have heard, I am now working for Scandpower, managing our operations In Japan.

I have also been named Visiting Research Sdentist at Tokyo Institute of Technology, and I have been working for
Professor Ninokata in his lab, helping the students understand PRA.

To April, I wrote a white paper for the lab examining the earthquake and tsunami at Fukushima Daiichi from the PRA
.'• int of view. I am attaching it for you; you can also share this with any colleauges.

The white paper was expanded as a confidential report for EDF. I delivered it this week. It is quite a comprehensiv.
study (25,000 words) from the PRA viewpoint of the accident at Dailchi by asking the three fundemental questions: What
went wrong? How likely was it? What are the consequences?

If you are interested in the report, I will ask EDF.

Epstein

Woody Epstein

Senior Prindpal Consultant

Manager of Risk Consulting, Japan

Japan +81 (0)80-4401-5417

NOT ~QR PUBLIC DISC~o~ty~-.,
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Apostolakis, George

: It:

Cc:
Subject:

Apostolakis, George
Tuesday, June 07, 2011 12:50 PM
Baggett, Steven
Sosa, Belkys; Gilles, Nanette
RE: ACTION - Draft SRM regarding June 6th ACRS meeting

(b)(5)

Commissioner George Apostolakis
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
One White Flint North, MS 016 G4
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852

(301) 415-1810

From: Baggett, Steven
Sent: Tuesday, June 07, 2011 9:11 AM
To: Apostolakis, George
Cc Sosa, Belkys; Gilles, Nanette
Subject: ACTION --- Draft SRM regarding June 6th ACRS meeting

Commissioner,
(b)(5)

Thanks

Steve

5
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Apostolakis, George ,O..E iIS(•LQ_ 'JR_
Apostolakis, George
Tuesday, June 07, 2011 12:35 PM
Gilles, Nanette; Baggett, Steven: Davis, Roger, Sosa, Belkys: Blake, Kathleen; Savoy.
Carmel; Lui, Christiana

Subject: RE: 6/7 EA Meeting Summary

Nan:

I will need a summary of where the Fukushima accident stands today. I will need it for MIT next week, but will not
include it in the slides.

Commissioner George Apostolakis
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
One White Flint North, MS 016 G4
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852

(301) 415-1810

From: Gilles, Nanette
Sent: Tuesday, June 07, 2011 11:35 AM
To: Baggett, Steven; Davis, Roger; Sosa, Belkys; Apostolakis, George; Blake, Kathleen; Savoy, Carmel; Lul, Christiana
0.-.-",iect: RE: 6/7 EA Meeting Summary

'--.-"ie report that Japan provided to IAEA, Reactor TAs should be receiving it today. It was discussed in the
wveekly HOO call this morning. It will also be shared with the Japan Task Force.

Nanette V. Gilles
Technical Assistant for Reactors
to Commissoner Apostolakis
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Phone: 301-415-1180
Email: nanette.ailles(c.nrc._ov

From: Baggett, Steven
Sent: Tuesday, June 07, 2011 11:14 AM
To: Gilles, Nanette; Davis, Roger; Sosa, Belkys; Apostolakis, George; Blake, Kathleen; Savoy, Carmel; Lul, Christiana
Subject: 6/7 EA Meeting Summary

• . . lOutside of Scope

* OUO information -01 investigation
, Fort Calhoun has 4 weeks of onsite fuei and will switch to onsite power when waxei mvl reaches 1006

feet. With the temporary berm, the plant will have not issues until the water reaches 1012 feet, per
weather service the river not likely to crest that high.
Bechtel has provided its report to Progress on options to repair containment at Crystal River plant.

\_.> Progress to decide on the approach sometime next week. Progress is working under 50.59 provisions.
Japan has provided a report on the event to the IAEA. Staff does not have a copy as of this time and
no indication of the content of the report.
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Gilles, Nanette

Sosa, Belkys
i nt: Thursday, June 09, 2011 10:13 AM

Gilles, Nanette: Baggett, Steven; Davis, Roger; Lui, Christiana
Subject: FYI: U.S. Industry Leadership in Response to the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Accidents
Attachments: The Way Forward 060611 (public) FinalA2.pdf; FSC Charter 060811 .docx

fyi

From: PIETRANGELO, Tony [maiIto:arD)nei.org1
Sent: Thursday, June 09, 2011 10:10 AM
To: Jaczko, Gregory; CMRSVINICKI Resource; Apostolakis, George; CMRMAGWOOD Resource; CMROSTENDORFF
Resource; Borchardt, Bill; Virgilio, Martin
Cc: Batkin, Joshua; Sharkey, Jeffry; Bubar, Patrice; Nieh, Ho; Pace, Patti; Lepre, Janet; Blake, Kathleen; Crawford, Carrie;
Herr, Linda; Taylor, Renee; Sosa, Belkys
Subject: U.S. Industry Leadership in Response to the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Accidents

In the aftermath of the March nuclear accident in Japan, the leadership of the U.S. nuclear energy industry has
developed a comprehensive plan to guide and coordinate industry efforts. Attached for your information is The
Way Forward. U.S. Industry Leadership in Response to the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Accidents. This
document provides a description of our strategic goals, guiding principles, key stakeholders, and the structure
and governance for the effort, which includes the related activities of NEI, INPO, EPRI and the NSSS Owners
Groups.

Also attached for your information is the charter of the industry's Fukushima Response Steering Committee,
- 41ich developed The Way Forward document and will provide direction and oversight of industry

).lementation. The Steering Committee is chaired by Chip Pardee of Exelon and the membership includes
',--,enior executives and chief nuclear officers from the industry organizations and several utilities.

We look forward to interactions with the NRC as we apply the lessons learned from Fukushima to our plants. If
you have any questions regarding the attached documents, please contact me.

Anthony R. Pietrangelo
Senior Vice President and Chief Nuclear Officer

Nuclear Energy Institute
1776 I Street NW, Suite 400
Washington, DC 20006
www.nei.orng

P: 202-739-8081
F: 202-533-0182

E: a5ra(nei.org
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The earthquake and tsunami in Japan on March 11, 2011 and subsequent nuclear accident at
Tokyo Electric Power Co.'s Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant have resulted in worldwide
attention toward nuclear energy safety. The leadership of the U.S. commercial nuclear industry

is dedicated to gaining a deep understanding of the events at Fukushima Daiichi and to taking

the necessary actions to improve safety and emergency preparedness at America's nuclear
energy facilities.

The Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI), Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO),
and Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI), in conjunction with senior utility executives, have created
a joint leadership model to integrate and coordinate the U.S. nuclear industry's response to

events at the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear energy facility. This will ensure that lessons learned are
identified and well understood, and that response actions are effectively coordinated and
implemented throughout the industry. This must be accomplished while electric companies
continue to ensure that the safe and reliable operation of commercial reactors is our highest
priority. This effort will not diminish the independent roles of the industry support groups, such
as the role of INPO to promote the highest levels of safety in U.S. commercial reactors, as
actions are taken to fulfill their missions.

An important and integral aspect of the industry's response is the awareness and involvement

of the industry's many stakeholders, including industry vendors, architect-engineering
companies, industry owners' groups and national consensus nuclear standards organizations.
This will ensure that the interests of each stakeholder group are considered, understood and
communicated to the public and policymakers.

A comprehensive investigation of the events at Fukushima Daiichi will take considerable time.
Yet, there is also a need to act in a deliberate and decisive manner. Recognizing this, America's

nuclear energy industry is taking action based on a preliminary understanding of the events.
The industry's response is structured to ensure that emergency response strategies are
updated based on new information and insights learned during subsequent event reviews.

Separately, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is conducting an independent
assessment and will consider actions to ensure that its regulations reflect lessons learned from
the Fukushima events. The industry's response will ensure that the NRC and industry remain
informed of each other's respective activities so that any new regulatory requirements are
implemented in the most efficient and effective manner.

This strategic overview describes how the industry will approach this challenge and is intended
to serve as a reference point for the future. It articulates strategic goals and key stakeholders

for the industry's integrated response. In addition, this overview describes the respective roles and
, ... coordination of industry organizations in managing the discrete elements of a comprehensive

U.S. industry response plan.
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-2. • ATTEC1C GOALS

The primary objective is to improve nuclear safety by learning and applying the lessons from
the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear accident. In response, the U.S. nuclear industry has established
the following strategic goals to maintain, and where necessary, provide added defense in depth
for critical safety functions, such as reactor core cooling, spent fuel storage pool cooling and
containment integrity:

1. The nuclear workforce remains focused on safety and operational excellence at all
plants, particularly in light of the increased work that the response to the Fukushima

event will represent.

2. Timelines for emergency response capability to ensure continued core cooling,
containment integrity and spent fuel storage pool cooling are synchronized to preclude

fuel damage following station blackout.

3. The U.S. nuclear industry is capable of responding effectively to any significant event in

the U.S. with the response being scalable to support an international event, as
appropriate.

4. Severe acddent management guidelines, security response strategies (B.5.b), and
.,,, external event response plans are effectively integrated to ensure nuclear energy

facilities are capable of a symptom-based response to events that could impact multiple
reactors at a single site.

5. Margins for protection from external events are sufficient based on the latest hazards

analyses and historical data.

6. Spent fuel pool cooling and makeup functions are fully protective during periods of high
heat load in the spent fuel pool and during extended station blackout conditions.

7. Primary containment protective strategies can effectively manage and mitigate
post-accident conditions, including elevated pressure and hydrogen concentrations.
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To achieve our strategic goals, the industry has established principles to guide the development
of its response actions. These principles will be used to guide the resolution of issues and plant
improvements and will ensure that a consistent expectation is established for incorporating
lessons into the operations at each site. The strategic response actions will be designed to:

1. Ensure equipment and guidance, enhanced as appropriate, result in improvements in
response effectiveness.

2. Address guidance, equipment and training to ensure long-term viability of safety
improvements.

3. Develop response strategies that are performance-based, risk-informed and account
for unique site characteristics.

4. Maintain a strong interface with federal regulators to ensure regulatory actions are
consistent with safety significance and that compliance can be achieved in an efficient
manner.

5. Coordinate with federal, state and local government and their emergency response
organizations on industry actions to improve overall emergency response
effectiveness.

6. Communicate aggressively the forthright approach the U.S. industry is taking to
implement the lessons from the Fukushima Daiichi accident.

)
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The industry's strategic goals will be achieved by proactively engaging a variety of stakeholders.

The industry will ensure that the general public is well-informed of the collective approach in

response to the Fukushima accidents. Special attention will be paid to engaging stakeholders

(residents, elected officials and other stakeholders) immediately surrounding nuclear energy

facilities to maintain confidence in their plant's continued safe operations and ability to protect

public health and safety.

The industry will provide information to its employees to understand the operating experience

from Fukushima as part of their training to execute their jobs with excellence and be advocates

for nuclear safety.

The industry will continue to communicate and cooperate with federal, state and local

emergency response organizations and government entities to ensure that emergency
response plans reflect the lessons learned from the Fukushima Strategic Response Plan. These

organizations include, but are not limited to, state and local police; fire officials; health

officials/paramedics; federal, state and local governments; and transportation companies.

Interactions will be focused on increasing confidence in the industry's and local government

emergency preparedness programs.

Utilities, industry vendors and owners groups, architect-engineers, manufacturers and

companies and organizations involved in the nuclear fuel cycle, working as a collective
worldwide industry, will continue to strive for operational excellence. These actions and goals

will continue the ongoing contribution to the legacy of safe, reliable, environmentally
responsible production of electricity at nuclear energy facilities. The industry will work with all

interested parties to ensure the benefits of nuclear energy for future generations.

The industry will maintain relationships with federal and state regulators to ensure the industry

participates in the regulatory process and can effectively implement any regulatory changes.

The industry will continue to collaborate with technical associations and organizations to ensure

information is disseminated and understood by all interested parties so that the benefits and

positions of nuclear energy are appreciated and support the industry's long-term objectives.

/
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The industry will proactively communicate lessons learned and industry actions such that policy
and opinion leaders at the local, state and national level recognize the proactive, unwavering
industry response to the Fukushima accident. The industry will continue to focus on improving

confidence in the safety of U.S. nuclear energy facilities and assuring support for industry
legislative proposals and programs that enhance safety.

The U.S. nuclear industry will interact with international nuclear energy companies and
organizations to compile and assess recommendations and actions for applicability to U.S.
facilities and to make the international industry aware of U.S. improvements.
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5. LEADERSHIP 1"r"1DEL OVERVIEW

The nuclear industry has successfully demonstrated the ability to identify and manage the
response to various issues in a coordinated manner. Under normal circumstances, the
structures are in place to successfully coordinate the response to significant issues among key
industry groups. For the response to the Fukushima event, however, there is a need for a
greater level of coordination with the number and complexity of potential issues that are
identified by each of the key industry groups. As a result, we have developed a coordinating
framework for the development and execution of actions in response to the lessons of the
Fukushima event.

The leadership model is based on the following elements:

Organization - clear division of responsibilities among the involved parties. An
industry steering committee will provide strategic direction and oversight. Ownership
for analysis and execution will be organized around the industry's seven building blocks
based on the type of issue being addressed.

Event Response Process - each industry organization (see chart on page 9) is
responsible for identifying issues, plant and process improvements, and regulatory

reviews of the Fukushima events. Issue descriptions, including action plans and
recommendations, will be developed to implement improvements. The steering
committee will approve the actions and designate an industry organization and building
block to lead and implement the action to resolution.

Issue Action Plans - action plans with schedules and resource management tools
will be developed and executed for each issue within its assigned building block.

Strategic Response Plan - all issues assigned to the seven building blocks constitute
the nuclear industry's response. The action plans will be summarized by building block
to form the strategic response plan.

Execution Oversight and Status Tracking - each industry organization and its
building block(s) will regularly report the status of all issues to the steering committee.

The leadership model is organized around seven areas called building blocks. Building blocks
are temporary organizations created to develop and execute action plans for issues assigned to
them by the steering committee. Building blocks led by an individual assigned by the industry

organization will consist of assigned managers and designated personnel from the industry

organizations, utilities, and suppliers. Building block oversight is provided by the steering
- committee, lead industry organization, and the assigned steering committee sponsor.
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The seven building blocks along with the lead organization(s) and focus are identified below:

1. Maintain Focus on Excellence in Existing Plant Performance (INPO): focus on

continued performance improvement of U.S. reactors.

2. Develop and Issue Lessons Learned from the Fukushima Events (INPO):
focus on comprehensive analysis of the Fukushima event and that lessons learned are

applied to the U.S. nuclear industry and shared with the World Association of Nuclear

Operators (WANO).

3. Improve the Effectiveness of U.S. Industry Response Capability to Global

Nuclear Events (INPO/NEI): focus on identified lessons learned from the U.S.

industry response to the Fukushima event, allowing for more effective integrated

response to future events.

4. Develop and Implement a Strategic Communications Plan (NEI): focus on

managing the industry's strategic communications and outreach campaigns to recover
policymaker and public support for nuclear energy.

5. Develop and Implement the Industry's Regulatory Response (NEI): focus on

managing the industry's regulatory interactions and resolution of applicable industry

regulatory issues from the incident.

6. Participate and Coordinate with International Organizations (INPO/EPRI):

focus on ensuring the results from international investigations are captured and

effectively used to inform actions with the other building blocks.

7. Provide Technical Support and R&D Coordination (EPRI/NSSS Owners'

Groups): focus on existing technical solutions and research and development activities

and deliverables necessary to address recommended actions of this plan.

Each building block will be supported by nuclear and, in specific instances, non-nuclear industry

organizations and companies, where specific technical, operational or other expertise is
required.
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,-,. I'DPRS,, RESPONSE ORGANIZATIJN AND BU[LL DNG BLOCIKS

The leadership model structure involves many industry participants and is outlined below:

Fukushima Response
Steerng Committee
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Fukushima Response Steering Committee Charter

The U.S. nuclear industry has formed a Fukushima Response Steering Committee to coordinate the
industry's overall response to the accident at Japan's Fukushima Daiichi nuclear plant. The steering
committee is comprised of the chairpersons of the principal advisory groups to the industry
associations (EPRI, INPO and NEI), a representative cross section of chief nuclear officers and
executives from EPRI, INPO and NEI.

Member
a Chip Pardee, Chief Operating Officer, Exelon Generation Company, NEI NSIAC Chair,

Fukushima Response Steering Committee Chairman
a Randy Edington, Executive Vice President and Chief Nuclear Officer, Arizona Public Service

Company, INPO EAG Chair
0 Maria Korsnick, Chief Nuclear Officer and Chief Operating Officer, Constellation Energy

Nuclear Group, EPRI NPC Chair
V John Herron, President, Chief Executive Officer and Chief Nuclear Officer, Entergy Nuclear
a Ed Halpin, President and Chief Executive Officer, 5TP Nuclear Operating Company
a Dave Heacock, President and Chief Nuclear Officer, Dominion Nuclear
• Dennis Koehl, Vice President and Chief Nuclear Officer, Xcel Energy
. Mike Pacilio, Chief Nuclear Officer, Exelon Corporation
* Bill Webster, Senior Vice President, Industry Evaluations, INPO
a Rick Purcell, Senior Vice President, Industry Performance Improvement, INPO
9 Neil Wilmshurst, Vice President and Chief Nuclear Officer, EPRI
a Tony Pietrangelo, Senior Vice President and Chief Nuclear Officer, NEI

The steering committee is chartered to:

1. Develop a strategic plan that articulates the strategic goals, structure and process for

defining the industry's overall response to Fukushima;

2. Ensure that identified issues are appropriately coordinated between industry organizations
and that lead and supporting roles are established; and

3. Monitor the status of action plans on key issues to ensure priorities and schedules are
consistent with the strategic plan and that the overall impact on operating plants is balanced
and appropriate to the industry's prime focus, excellence in safe operations.

Notes:

1. The development and management of actions plans for identified issues will be implemented

under the purview and governance of the lead industry organization.
\€
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2. The formation of this steering committee shall in no way diminish the independent roles of

the industry support groups as they take the actions necessary to fulfill their missions.

3. The steering committee chairman will assess the continued need for the steering committee
at the conclusion of 2011, and every six months thereafter. A report will be made to the
leadership of INPO, EPRI and NEI.

N
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.bject:
Attachments:

Blake. Kathleen
Monday, June 13, 2011 4:48 PM
Sosa, Belkys; Davis, Roger
Cmr GA's Edits to Chairman's Draft EPW Testimony for Senate Hearing
[Untitled] pdf

----- Original Message-----
From: KATHLEEN.BLAKEPNRC.GOV rmailto:kathleen.blakeiinrc.gov]
Sent: Monday, June 13, 2011 4:47 PM
To: Blake, Kathleen
Subject:

-

*
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'"N, Commissioner,

A few questions for your consideration

(b)(5)

x'-J

1
Commission Brief June 2011 JapanTask Force (60d).doc
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Gilles, Nanette

/ . -om: Gilles, Nanette
nt: Thursday, June 23, 2011 12:26 PM

Sosa, Belkys; Davis, Roger, Baggett, Steven
Cc: Blake, Kathleen; Apostolakis, George
Subject: RE: Danger of long-term Station Blackout.

How about something like:

Thank you for your comments on the activities of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). As you
mentioned, the NRC's station blackout requirements have been the subject of much discussion
following the events at Japan's Fukushima nuclear power plants. At the direction of the Commission,
the NRC staff formed a task force to consider the lessons learned from those events through both a
short-term and longer-term review. The short-term task force recently briefed the Commission on their
activities and they have identified the mitigation of a long-term station blackout as one of their areas of
focus. The task force will provide the conclusions of its short-term review in a report to the
Commission in mid July and they will brief the Commission on their findings at a July 19 public
Commission briefing. The recommendations from the short-term review will help the Commission to
determine what issues should be pursued in the longer-term, and I expect that issues associated with
long-term station blackout will continue to be examined. I appreciate your interest in the NRC.

Nanette V. Gilles
Technical Assistant for Reactors
to Commissoner Apostolakis
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

.one: 301-415-1180
\ hmail: nanette.gillesanrc._ov

From: Sosa, Belkys
Sent: Thursday, June 23, 2011 11:37 AM
To: Davis, Roger; Gilles, Nanette; Baggett, Steven
Cc: Blake, Kathleen; Apostolakis, George
Subject: FWý Danger of long-term Station Blackout.

Here is an informed member of the public and very perceptive.... I recommend we write him back something short and
sweet, your thoughts?

From: Trent Sikes [mailt (b)(6)
Sent: Monday, June 20, 2U± V:uZ MA
To: CMRAPOSTOLAKIS Resource
Subject- Danger of long-term Station Blackout.

Commissioner Apostolakis,

My name is Trent Sikes, I hope that it is not too presumptuous for me, an ordinary citizen to write you. I do not wonr

1'ustry but I have studied a lot about it. I'm not sure that I am what the NRC calls a "stakeholder", but I live about 1

-_\/Ction of the prevailing winds, from Plant Hatch(GE MKI) in Georgia, so I personally believe that I have a huge s
.1othing goes wrong at the plants.
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(.Flor some time now, well before Fukushima, I have been concerned about the NRC's approach to station black out ev
rite to you because I have been reading the transcripts of the NRC meetings lately, and you, out of all the commissi

"_.ive the greatest level of understanding about what a problem we are facing. Chairman Jaczko seems to grasp the pi(
he does not ask the same too the point questions of the industry regulators that you do.

The crux of the matter is this; the coping time for these plants in a SBO event is much too short. There are several ev.
flare, EMP attack, or cyber-attack .that can disrupt commercial grid power for months or even years. The NRC cannol
power infrastructure being able to handle one of these events, every plant must have technologies on-site to deal with
Grid destroying solar flares happen on average once per century, there were major ones in 1921 and 1859. These hap
when electric power was in it's infancy, and there were no nuclear power plants, so the effects on daily life were rini
not be the case today. EMP and Cyber attack have been discussed in Congress and their grid destroying capability ha
and attested too by government and industry scientists. Several nations possess these capabilities now and more are e
them by the time the latest license extensions on our older nuclear plants expire. These weapons have the potential to
anonymously, greatly increasing their appeal to potential adversaries.

Any technological fix coping for SBO that does not take into account a large blackout lasting months is totally inade(
documented that the potential for a situation like this exists, just as the risks to the Fukushima area were documented
earthquake.

/SThe use of the term "defense-in-depth" is a bit of a misnomer. All of your defenses, with the exception of the four ho
the petroleum industry for diesel fuel, which in turn relies on the electric grid to run refineries. If the grid is down

resupply of fuel and cooling will cease once on-site supplies of fuel are exhausted, the current 7 day supply is totally
of your defenses must be independent of the petroleum industry and electric grid. From what I understand there is cu)
(PRM-50-96) on file and open for public comment until 7-20-11, that addresses this issue, it was written and filed be:

hope it is adopted. But even if it is, it is like a Band-Aid on a gushing wound, in the sense that it only concentrates on
term cooling for the spent fuel pools and not the reactor core.

In conclusion, I would like to add that you brought up a good point at the last NRC meeting on 6-6-2011 about the us
"voluntary". From the way the question was answered it gave me the impression that the nuclear industry identifies p
"volunteers" to fix them, but with no regulatory oversight on the fix. This could create a situation where a serious prc
but the industry takes a half-hearted cost saving approach to fix it and then there is no verification that the problem h,

I'm sorry to have taken so much of your time. I just wanted to point out the potential for long term SBO that has beer
leading researchers, in case you were not aware of it. Granted the risk of these events is rare, but well within the realr

Please keep up the line and manner of questioning that you have been displaying at past meetings. I hope you undersi
long term black out will be catastrophic, but the country will come back. If you add the possibility of multiple meltdc
fires at multiple locations then you have a situation that can render North America uninhabitable for centuries. The' U

(>\resources to deal with a situation like this, prevention is the only cure. You have the power to do something aboui

K-•_.J you will use it.

2 ~~O1~
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_-Thank you for your time.

Trent Sikes

P.S After I wrote you this letter I saw this scathing article about the NRC from the Associated Press. I suspect the NR
fall back over this. Here is what the article says about the plant down the road from my house , I hope that you can d•
these issues.

http://hosted.ap.org/dynamic/stories/U/US AGING NUKES PART I?SITE=TXMID&SECTTON=HOME&TEMP

Operators have repeatedly violated leakage standards for valves designed to bottle up radioactive steam in the event'
and other accidents at boiling water reactors.

Many plants have found they could not adhere to the general standard allowing each of these parts - known as maji

valves - to leak at a rate of no more than 11.5 cubic feet per hour. In 1999, the NRC decided to permit individual pi,
amendments of up to 200 cubic feet per hour for allfour steam valves combined

But plants keep violating even those higher limits. For example, in 2007, Hatch Unit 2, in Baxley, Ga., reported coý,
574 cubic feet per hour

( '~
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Apostolakis, George

,7 '"i: Apostolakis, George
Monday, June 27, 2011 9:58 AM

C-. Blake, Kathleen; Sosa, Belkys
Cc: Sexton, Kimberly; Gilles, Nanette; Baggett, Steven
Subject: RE: Danger of long-term Station Blackout.

Not yet.

Commissioner George Apostolakis
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
One White Flint North, MS 016 G4
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852

(301) 415-1810

From: Blake, Kathleen
Sent: Monday, June 27, 2011 9:57 AM
To: Sosa, Belkys; Apostolakis, George
Cc: Sexton, Kimberly; Gilles, Nanette; Baggett, Steven
Subject: RE: Danger of long-term Station Blackout.

Cmr: ok for me to send? kb

Zzi

A-dministrative Assistant
to Commissioner Apostolakis
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, Maryland 20852
301-415-1810

From: Sosa, Belkys
Sent: Thursday, June 23, 2011 3:59 PM
To: Apostolakis, George; Blake, Kathleen
Cc: Davis, Roger; Gilles, Nanette; Baggett, Steven
Subject:. RE: Danger of long-term Station Blackout.

Commissioner if you are ok with the response below, we recommend a reply email from Kathleen on your
behalf to the individual. Thanks, - Belkys

Mr. Sikes,

On behalf of Commissioner Apostolakis, I would like to thank you for your interest in NRC activities and your
y'Iws on station blackout. As you mentioned, the NRC's station blackout requirements have been the subject
( i'ch discussion following the events at Japan's Fukushima nuclear power plants. The Task Force tbr the

of NRC processes and regulations following the events in Japan identified the mitigation of a long-term
station blackout as one of their areas of focus and issues associated with long-term station blackout will

7
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continue to be examined. The task force will brief the Commission on their findings at a July 19 public
Commission meeting. The recommendations ftom the Task Force review will help the Commission determine
what issues should be pursued in the longer-term. Citizen views are very important to Commissioner

" ostolakis and he appreciates your interest in the NRC.

Please note NRC's response to the AP article can be found at http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-
collections/news/201 I/FTR 06-21-2011 oped.pdf

Thank you,

From: Sosa, Belkys
Sent: Thursday, June 23, 2011 11:37 AM
To: Davis, Roger; Gilles, Nanette; Baggett, Steven
Cc: Blake, Kathleen; Apostolakis, George

-Subject: FW: Danger of long-term Station Blackout.

Here is an informed member of the public and very perceptive.... I recommend we write him back something short and
sweet, your thoughts?

From: Trent Sikes- [maito (b)(6)..................
Sent: Monday, June 20, 2011 9:02 AM
To: CMRAPOSTOLAKIS Resource
Subject: Danger of long-term Station Blackout.

--missioner Apostolakis,

My name is Trent Sikes, I hope that it is not too presumptuous for me, an ordinary citizen to write you. I do not worl
industry but I have studied a lot about it. I'm not sure that I am what the NRC calls a "stakeholder", but I live about
direction of the prevailing winds, from Plant Hatch(GE MKI) in Georgia, so I personally believe that I have a huge ,1
nothing goes wrong at the plants.

For some time now, well before Fukushima, I have been concerned about the NRC's approach to station black out e',
write to you because I have been reading the transcripts of the NRC meetings lately, and you, out of all the commiss:i
have the greatest level of understanding about what a problem we are facing. Chairman Jaczko seems to grasp the pr!

he does not ask the same too the point questions of the industry regulators that you do.

The crux of the matter is this; the coping time for these plants in a SBO event is much too short. There are several eN
flare, EMP attack, or cyber-attack that can disrupt commercial grid power for months or even years. The NRC cannc
power infrastructure being able to handle one of these events, every plant must have technologies on-site to deal wit]
c-.-rd destroying solar flares happen on average once per century, there were major ones in 1921 and 1859. These hat

p electric power was in it's infancy, and there were no nuclear power plants, so the effects on daily life were mii
~'•be the case today. EMP and Cyber attack have been discussed in Congress and their grid destroying capability hi

and attested too by-government and industry scientists. Several nations possess these capabilities now and more are c
them by the time the latest license extensions on our older nuclear plants expire. These weapons have the potential t(
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anonymously, greatly increasing their appeal to potential adversaries.

,Anýy technological fix coping for SBO that does not take into account a large blackout lasting months is totally inade
;umented that the potential for a situation like this exists, just as the risks to the Fuklushima area were documented

'\:.-thquake.

The use of the term "defense-in-depth" is a bit of a misnomer. All of your defenses, with the exception of the four h(
on the petroleum industry for diesel fuel, which in turn relies on the electric grid to run refineries. If the grid is down
resupply of fuel and cooling will cease once on-site supplies of fuel are exhausted, the current 7 day supply is totally
of your defenses must be independent of the petroleum industry and electric grid. From what I understand there is cu
(PRM-50-96) on file and open for public comment until 7-20-11, that addresses this issue, it was written and filed lx
hope it is adopted. But even if it is, it is like a Band-Aid on a gushing wound, in the sense that it only concentrates oi
term cooling for the spent fuel pools and not the reactor core.

In conclusion, I would like to add that you brought up a good point at the last NRC meeting on 6-6-2011 about the u
"voluntary". From the way the question was answered it gave me the impression that the nuclear industry identifies j
"volunteers" to fix them, but with no regulatory oversight on the fix. This could create a situation where a serious pr,
but the industry takes a half-hearted cost saving approach to fix it and then there is no verification that the problem h

-sorry to have taken so much of your time. I just wanted to point out the potential for long term SBO that has bee

----ling researchers, in case you were not aware of it. Granted the risk of these events is rare, but well within the real
Please keep up the line and manner of questioning that you have been displaying at past meetings. I hope you unders'

long term black out will be catastrophic, but the country will come back. If you add the possibility of multiple meltd,
fires at multiple locations then you have a situation that can render North America uninhabitable for centuries. The I.
the resources to deal with a situation like this, prevention is the only cure. You have the power to do something abou
hope you will use it.

Thank you for your time.

Trent Sikes

P.S After I wrote you this letter I saw this scathing article about the NRC from the Associated Press. I suspect the NI
fall back over this. Here is what the article says about the plant down the road from my house, I hope that you can d
these issues.

http://hosted.ap.org/dynamic/stories/UfUS AGING NUKES PART I?SITE=TXMID&SECTION=HOME&TEMI

uperators have repeatedly violated leakage standards for valves designed to bottle up radioactive steam in the eve4,
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and other accidents at boiling water reactors.

Many plants have found they could not adhere to the general standard allowing each of these parts - known as mai
" es - to leak at a rate of no more than 11.5 cubic feet per hour. In 1999, the NRC decided to permit individual p

'.•jlndments of up to 200 cubic feet per hour for all four steam valves combined

But plants keep violating even those higher limits. For example, in 2007, Hatch Unit 2, in Baxley, Ga., reported co,
574 cubic feet per hour
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SUBJECT: Commissioners' Assistants Note - Draft Charter and
Timeline for Transition to the NRC's Longer-Term Review of the Events
in Japan

7

1 Belkys Sosa, EA DATE:

2 Roger Davis, LA DATE: K1 f 3(\- -

-1 Steve Baggett, MA DATE:

-4 Nan Gilles (has copy) DATE: 7l

5 Christiana Lui DATE:

Cmr Apostolakis DATE:

Kathleen Blake, AA DATE:

6 Carmel Savoy, AA DATE:
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555-0001

June 28, 2011

NOTE TO COMMISSIONERS' ASSISTANTS

OCM/GBJ
cc Josh Batkin
cc John Monninger
X Angela Coggins

Lisa Clark
X Tom Hipschman

Michael Marshall
Anna Bradford
Nehi Dhir
Roberta Warren
Melody Fopma
Susan Loyd
David Montes
Patti Pace
Herald Speiser
Catina Gibbs

OCM/KLS
X Jeffry Sharkey

Darani Reddick
X Patrick Castleman
-- John Thoma

Janet Lepre
.Carolyn Harves

OCMNVDM

X Patrice Bubar
X Bill Orders

Rebecca Tadesse
Margaret Bupp
Carrie Crawford

OCM/GEA
X Belkys Sosa

Roger Davis
X Michael Snodderly

Steve Baggett
Kathleen Blake

-- Carmel Savoy

OCMNVCO

X Ho Nieh
X Michael Franovich

Andrea Kock
Jason Zorn
Linda Herr
Sunny Bozin

FROM: Nader L. Mamish
Assistant for Operations, OEDO

N. ! SUBJECT- DRAFT CHARTER AND TIMELINE FOR TRANSITION TO THE NRC'S
LONGER-TERM REVIEW OF THE EVENTS IN JAPAN

(b)(5)

- . 1 71 1 - , , , .-
Enclosures:
As stated
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/ ' cc: R. W. Borchardt, EDO
M. Virgilio, DEDR
M. Weber, DEDMRT
D- Ash, DEDCM
N. Mamish, AO
K. Brock, OEDO
G. Bowman, OEDO
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CHARTER FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION (NRC)
STEERING COMMITTEE TO CONDUCT A LONGER-TERM REVIEW

OF THE EVENTS IN JAPAN

(b)(5)
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Japan Near-Term Task Force Report Timeline

ActionDate'
:b)(5)
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ENCLOSURE 2
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Gilles, Nanette

',om: Gilles, Nanette
nt: Tuesdav. Julv 12 20113:11 PM"'• •J'j: t~~(b) (6) • to lcot

Subject: R•: anger ng-term •abon Blackout.

Mr. Sikes,

On behalf of Commissioner Apostolakis, I would like to thank you for your interest in NRC activities and your
views on station blackout. As you mentioned, the NRC's station blackout requirements have been the subject
of much discussion following the events at Japan's Fukushima nuclear power plants. The Task Force for the
review of NRC processes and regulations following the events in Japan identified the mitigation of a long-term
station blackout as one of their areas of focus and issues associated with long-term station blackout will
continue to be examined. The task force will brief the Commission on their findings at a July 19 public
Commission meeting. The recommendations from the Task Force review will help the Commission determine
what issues should be pursued in the longer-term. Citizen views are very important to Commissioner
Apostolakis and he appreciates your interest in the NRC.

Please note NRC's response to the AP article can be found at

http:L/pbadupws.nrc.gov/docs/ML1 I 17/ML I 174A232.pdf

Thank you,

,--Nanette V. Gilles
_hnical Assistant for Reactors

"•.__-Commissoner Apostolakis
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

From: Trent Sikes [mailtol (b)(6)
Sent: Monday, June 20, 2O[ij V:uZ AM
To: CMRAPOSTOLAKIS Resource
Subject: Danger of long-term Station Blackout.

Commissioner Apostolakis,

My name is Trent Sikes, I hope that it is not too presumptuous for me, an ordinary citizen to write you. I do not wvorl
industry but I have studied a lot about it. I'm not sure that I am what the NRC calls a "stakeholder", but I live about 1
direction of the prevailing winds, from Plant Hatch(GE MKI) in Georgia, so I personally believe that I have a huge s
nothing goes wrong at the plants.

For some time now, well before Fukushima, I have been concerned about the NRC's approach to station black oui ev
-te to you because I have been reading the transcripts of the NRC meetings lately, and you, out of all the commissi

ie the greatest level of understanding about what a problem we are facing. Chairman Jaczko seems to grasp the pr(
, does not ask the same too the point questions of the industry regulators that you do.
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,-,The crux of the matter is this; the coping time for these plants in a SBO event is much too short. There are several ev,
-' are, EMP attack, or cyber-attack that can disrupt commercial grid power for months or even years. The NRC cannol

,-,.I ower infrastructure being able to handle one of these events, every plant must have technologies on-site to deal wiih
Grid destroying solar flares happen on average once per century, there were major ones in 1921 and 1859. These hap
when electric power was in it's infancy, and there were no nuclear power plants, so the effects on daily life were min
not be the case today. EMP and Cyber attack have been discussed in Congress and their grid destroying capability ha
and attested too by government and industry scientists. Several nations possess these capabilities now and more are, e
them by the time the latest license extensions on our older nuclear plants expire. These weapons have the potential to
anonymously, greatly increasing their appeal to potential adversaries.

Any technological fix coping for SBO that does not take into account a large blackout lasting months is totally inade(
documented that the potential for a situation like this exists, just as the risks to the Fukushima area were documented
earthquake.

The use of the term "defense-in-depth" is a bit of a misnomer. All of your defenses, with the exception of the four ýo
on the petroleum industry for diesel fuel, which in turn relies on the electric grid to run refineries. If the grid is dovyn
resupply of fuel and cooling will cease once on-site supplies of fuel are exhausted, the current 7 day supply is totally
of your defenses must be independent of the petroleum industry and electric grid. From what I understand there is cui
(PRM-50-96) on file and open for public comment until 7-20-1 1, that addresses this issue, it was written and filed be:
hope it is adopted. But even if it is, it is like a Band-Aid on a gushing wound, in the sense that it only concentrates on
term cooling for the spent fuel pools and not the reactor core.

In conclusion, I would like to add that you brought up a good point at the last NRC meeting on 6-6-2011 about the uE
"voluntary". From the way the question was answered it gave me the impression that the nuclear industry identifies p
"volunteers" to fix them, but with no regulatory oversight on the fix. This could create a situation where a serious prc
but the industry takes a half-hearted cost saving approach to fix it and then there is no verification that the problem h,

I'm sorry to have taken so much of your time. I just wanted to point out the potential for long term SBO that has beei
leading researchers, in case you were not aware of it. Granted the risk of these events is rare, but well within the reah
Please keep up the line and manner of questioning that you have been displaying at past meetings. I hope you undersi
long term black out will be catastrophic, but the country will come back. If you add the possibility of multiple meltda
fires at multiple locations then you have a situation that can render North America uninhabitable for centuries. The U
the resources to deal with a situation like this, prevention is the only cure. You have the power to do something abou•
hope you will use it.

Thank you for your time.

.rent Sikes
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IP.S After I wrote you this letter I saw this scathing article about the NRC from the Associated Press. I suspect the NiI

fall back over this. Here is what the article says about the plant down the road from my house, I hope that you can d(
these issues.

1,A,.ittp://hosted.ap.or2p/dynamic/storiesU/IJS AGING NUKES PART I?SITE=TXMID&SECTION=HOME&TE P

Operators have repeatedly violated leakage standards for valves designed to bottle up radioactive steam in the event
and other accidents at boiling water reactors.

Many plants have found they could not adhere to the general standard allowing each of these parts - known as mini
valves - to leak at a rate of no more than 11.5 cubic feet per hour. In 1999, the NRC decided to permit individual ,L
amendments of up to 200 cubic feet per hour for allfour steam valves combined.

But plants keep violating even those higher limits. For example, in 2007, Hatch Unit 2, in Baxley, Ga., reported cp?,
574 cubic feet per hour
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Sosa, Belkys

Subject:

Baggett, Steven
Tuesday, July 12, 2011 4:42 AM
Apostolakis, George; Sosa, Belkys; Gilles, Nanette; Davis, Roger
RE: Orders

Commissioner,

Steve

-- Original Message-
From: Apostolakis, George
Sent: Monday, July 11, 2011 11:00 PM
To: Sosa, Belkys; Gilles, Nanette; Baggett, Steven; Davis, Roger
Subject: Orders

(b)(5)

George Apostolakis
Commissioner US NI•_
Blackber (b)(6)

' /

1
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Apostolakis, George

It:

Cc:
Subject:

Apostolakis, George
Tuesday, July 12, 2011 2:02 PM
Gilles, Nanette; Blake, Kathleen; Sosa, Belkys
Baggett, Steven; Davis, Roger
RE: Danger of long-term Station Blackout

Nan: Please go ahead and respond along the lines of Belkys's recommendation. GA

Commissioner George Apostolakis
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
One White Flint North, MS 016 G4
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852

(301) 415-1810

From: Gilles, Nanette
Sent: Tuesday, July 12, 2011 1:31 PM
To: Apostolakls, George; Blake, Kathleen; Sosa, Belkys
Cc: Baggett, Steven; Davis, Roger
Subject: RE: Danger of long-term Station Blackout.

Nan

Nanette V. Gilles
Technical Assistant for Reactors
to Commissoner Apostolakis
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Phone: 301-415-1180
Email: nanette.gillesPonrc.gov

From: Apostolalds, George
Sent:. Monday, June 27, 2011 9:58 AM
To: Blake, Kathleen; Sosa, Belkys
Cc: Sexton, Kimberly; Gilles, Nanette; Baggett, Steven
Subject: RE: Danger of long-term Station Blackout.

Not yet.

-~
I IJ

Commissioner George Apostolakis

US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
-- ne White Flint North, MS 016 G4

3 355 Rockville Pike
,_J/:kville, MD 20852 oR~uu~ui~ctu~URr

(301) 415-1810
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From: Blake, Kathleen
-Sent: Monday, June 27, 2011 9:57 AM

Sosa, Belkys; Apostolakis, George
>• Sexton, Kimberly; Gilles, Nanette; Baggett, Steven
aubject: RE: Danger of long-term Station Blackout.

Cmr: ok for me to send? kb

Administrative Assistant
to Commissioner Apostolakis
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, Maryland 20852
301-415-1810

From: Sosa, Belkys
Sent: Thursday, June 23, 2011 3:59 PM
To: Apostolakis, George; Blake, Kathleen
Cc: Davis, Roger; Gliles, Nanette; BaggeR, Steven
Subject: RE: Danger of long-term Station Blackout.

Commissioner if you are ok with the response below, we recommend a reply email from Kathleen on your
behalf to the individual. Thanks, - Belkys

, Sikes,

On behalf of Commissioner Apostolakis. I would like to thank you for your interest in NRC activities and your
views on station blackout. As you mentioned, the NRC's station blackout requirements have been the subject
of much discussion following the events at Japan's Fukushima nuclear power plants. The Task Force for the
review of NRC processes and regulations following the events in Japan identified the mitigation of a long-term
station blackout as one of their areas of focus and issues associated with long-term station blackout will
continue to be examined. The task force will brief the Commission on their findings at a July 19 public
Commission meeting. The recommendations from the Task Force review will help the Commission determine
what issues should be pursued in the longer-term. Citizen views are very important to Commissioner

Apostolakis and he appreciates your interest in the NRC.

Please note NRC's response to the AP article can be found at http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rn/doc-
collections/news/2011/FTR 06-21-2011 oped.pdf

Thank you,

From: Sosa, Belkys
Sent:. Thursday, June 23, 2011 11:37 AM

, Davis, Roger; Gilles, Nanette; Baggett, Steven
\.Blake, Kathleen; Apostolakis, George

,aJect: FW: Danger of long-term Station Blackout.
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Here is an informed member of the public and very perceptive.... I recommend we write him back something short and
sweet, your thoughts?

t(b)(6)
im: Trent Sikes [ma ()6)Oltd...~

:...Jnt: Monday, June 20, 2011 9:02 AM
ro: CMRAPOSTOLAKIS Resource
Subject: Danger of long-term Station Blackout

Commissioner Apostolakis,

My name is Trent Sikes, I hope that it is not too presumptuous for me, an ordinary citizen to write you. I do not wor
industry but I have studied a lot about it. I'm not sure that I am what the NRC calls a "stakeholder", but I live about;
direction of the prevailing winds, from Plant Hatch(GE MKI) in Georgia, so I personally believe that I have a huge i
nothing goes wrong at the plants.

For some time now, well before Fukushima, I have been concerned about the NRC's approach to station black out e'
write to you because I have been reading the transcripts of the NRC meetings lately, and you, out of all the commispý
have the greatest level of understanding about what a problem we are facing. Chairman Jaczko seems to grasp the pr
he does not ask the same too the point questions of the industry regulators that you do.

Ni

,e crux of the matter is this; the coping time for these plants in a SBO event is much too short. Therd are several e,
"-•re, EMP attack, or cyber-attack that can disrupt commercial grid power for months or even years. The NRC cannc
power infrastructure being able to handle one of these events, every plant must have technologies on-site to deal witi
Grid destroying solar flares happen on average once per century, there were major ones in 1921 and 1859. These hty
when electric power was in it's infancy, and there were no nuclear power plants, so the effects on daily life were mir
not be the case today. EMP and Cyber attack have been discussed in Congress and their grid destroying capability hi
and attested too by government and industry scientists. Several nations possess these capabilities now and more are c
them by the time the latest license extensions on our older nuclear plants expire. These weapons have the potential! t(
anonymously, greatly increasing their appeal to potential adversaries.

Any technological fix coping for SBO that does not take into account a large blackout lasting months is totally inadie
documented that the potential for a situation like this exists, just as the risks to the Fukushima area were documented
earthquake.

The use of the term "defense-in-depth" is a bit of a misnomer. All of your defenses, with the exception of the four hc
on the petroleum industry for diesel fuel, which in turn relies on the electric grid to run refineries. If the grid is down
resupply of fuel and cooling will cease once on-site supplies of fuel are exhausted, the current 7 day supply is totally
of your defenses must be independent of the petroleum industry and electric grid. From what I understand there is Cu
(PRM-50-96) on file and open for public comment until 7-20-1l, that addresses this issue, it was written and filed bc

-"--e it is adopted. But even if it is, it is like a Band-Aid on a gushing wound, in the sense that it only concentrates ol
/i cooling for the spent fuel pools and not the reactor core.
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A. conclusion, I would like to add that you brought up a good point at the last NRC meeting on 6-6-2011 about the u
S '?luntary". From the way the question was answered it gave me the impression that the nuclear industry identifies 1

'-,A-blunteers" to fix them, but with no regulatory oversight on the fix. This could create a situation where a serious pr,
but the industry takes a half-hearted cost saving approach to fix it and then there is no verification that the problem h

I'm sorry to have taken so much of your time. I just wanted to point out the potential for long term SBO that has bee
leading researchers, in case you were not aware of it. Granted the risk of these events is rare, but well within the real
Please keep up the line and manner of questioning that you have been displaying at past meetings. I hope you unders!
long term black out will be catastrophic, but the country will come back. If you add the possibility of multiple meltd,
fires at multiple locations then you have a situation that can render North America uninhabitable for centuries. The I
the resources to deal with a situation like this, prevention is the only cure. You have the power to do something abou
hope you will use it.

Thank you for your time.

Trent Sikes

/l- After I wrote you this letter I saw this scathing article about the NRC from the Associated Press. I suspect the NIl

-)back over this. Here is what the article says about the plant down the road from my house, I hope that you can d!
these issues.

http://hosted.ap.org/dynamic/stories/U/US AGING NUKES PART I?SITE=TXMID&SECTION=HOME&TEMI1

Operators have repeatedly violated leakage standards for valves designed to bottle up radioactive steam in the eveni

and other accidents at boiling water reactors.

Many plants have found they could not adhere to the general standard allowing each of these parts - known as mai
valves- to leak at a rate of no more than 11.5 cubic feet per hour. In 1999, the NRC decided to permit individualp'.
amendments of up to 200 cubic feet per hour for all four steam valves combined

But plants keep violating even those higher limits. For example, in 2007, Hatch Unit 2, in Baxley, Ga., reported co
574 cubic feet per hour
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Apostolakis, George

kApostolakis, George
lit: Wednesday, July 13, 2011 7:29 PM

Sosa, Belkys; Gilles, Nanette; Baggett, Steven; Davis, Roger
Subject: Fw: NEI SPEAKS

George Apostolakis
Commissioner, US NRC
Blackberr(b)(6)

From: Michael Corradini <corradln@cae.wisc.edu>
(b)(6)

Sent: Wed Jul 13 1:15:4AU z11
Subject: NEI SPEAKS

4S REQUESTED - READ ALL OF IT

Nuclear Eneray Industry Comments on 90-Day Report
From NRC's Fukushima Task Force

WASHINGTON, D.C., July 13, 2011--The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission's Fukushima Daiichi task
force has provided a report on the first 90 days of its nuclear power plant review to congressional oversight
committees. The task force report confirms the safety of U.S. nuclear energy facilities and recommends actions
to enhance U.S. nuclear plant readiness to safely manage severe events. Following is a statement from the
Nuclear Energy Institute's senior vice president and chief nuclear officer, Tony Pietrangelo.

"The Nuclear Regulatory Commission task force report is the first step in the agency's process to review safety
and preparedness at America's nuclear energy facilities and proposed changes to the agency's regulations.
Implementation of the full scope of recommendations in the report, if approved by the NRC commissioners,
would require clear policy direction from the commission on reshaping the agency's regulatory framework.

"The nuclear energy industry has taken seriously the accident at Fukushima Daiichi and continues to both

support recovery efforts in Japan and compile lessons learned that can be applied to U.S. reactors. We have
undertaken significant work in the past 90 days to examine our facilities and take the steps necessary to enhance
safety. We will continue to work with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission to identify potential enhancements
jn.safety that should be made.

' ¢ task force report does not cite significant data from the Fukushima accident to support many of its
recommendations. Given the mammoth challenge it faced in gathering and evaluating the still-incomplete
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information from Japan, the agency should seek broader engagement with stakeholders on the task force report
to ensure that its decisions are informed by the best information possible.

y ,en though there are clear differences between the Japanese and U.S. approaches to the operation of nuclear

".-,/_irgy facilities, every company operating a U.S. nuclear plant has verified its ability to safely manage a severe
event, regardless of its cause, and the industry is coordinating our ongoing response to the Fukushima accident.

"Consistent with the NRC's principles of good regulation and consistent with President Obama's announcement
this week that wise regulatory decisions depend on public participation and careful analysis of the likely
consequences of regulation, we look forward to participating in a broad stakeholder dialogue on the task force
report. The NRC has always supplemented regulatory requirements based on operating experience and
significant events. The industry expects that this NRC practice will continue with a focus on those aspects that
are most important to plant safety.

"The industry reiterates our commitment to make nuclear plant safety our top priority. Even as the NRC and
industry separately have taken steps to identify additional layers of protection to enhance nuclear plant safety,
the NRC and many of our nation's leaders have recognized that U.S. reactors are safe. We certainly agree."

The Nuclear Energy Institute is the nuclear energy industry's policy organization. This news release and
additional information about nuclear energy are available at www.nei.org.

I Comments on NRC Post-Fukushima Report

July 13, 2011

- Tony Pietrangelo, NEI's senior vice president and chief nuclear officer, conducted a teleconference with the media today on the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff rep~ort recommending steps the agency should take in light of the accident at Fukushima Daiichi.
Earlier in the day, Pietrangelo appeared in an interview on Reuters television. NEI also issued a statement on the report. The NRC task
force that wrote the report has issued a press release on the report, and will bref the commissioners on its recommendations in a
webeast meeting July 19.

Plant Status

- Tokyo Electric Power Co. has measured high levels of radioactivity inside reactor building 2 at the Fukushima Dalichi nuclear energy
facility. The company believes the source of the radioactivity is steam from the reactor. TEPCO has been using robotic measuring
devices to conduct radiation surveys inside three reactor buildings and in areas surrounding the buildings since early this month.

* New water cooling systems are planned for the spent fuel storage pools at reactors 1 and 4 at Fukushima Daiichi. The fuel storage
pools at reactors 2 and 3 already have new cooling systems and water temperatures are in the normal range.

- Structures su2oorti, the usgd fuel storage pool of reactor 3 at Fukushima Daiichi are seismically sound, TEPCO reported. The
analysis was ordered by Japan's Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency.

.. try/Regulatory/Pollitlcal Issues

.'"ials in Fukushima prefecture will inspect cattle after cesium was detected In cattle shipped from Minamisoma city. Livestock in the
evacuation zone around the Fukushima Dailchi nuclear energy facility will be inspected, along with at least one head of cattle from other
farms.
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- Fukushima prefecture plans to test its population of 2 million people for internal radiation. Screening for residents from the evacuation

zone is in progress.

Ilia Highlights

* NEI President and CEO Marvin Fertel has a comment on the National Journal Expert Bloa on Energy and Environment, responding to

the question 'Should America follow Europe's lead on energyr Fertel writes: "We should take a measured approach to global events

based on what's right for America." He cites the nuclear energy industry's experience, referencing its response to events in Japan.

* N
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ApToUBUCaSu R G----
Apostolakis, George

,.f-•'m Apostolakis, George

Wednesday, July 13, 2011 12:13 PM
Sosa, Belkys

Cc: Davis, Roger;, Gilles, Nanette; Baggett, Steven
Subject: RE: Chairman Jaczko's vote on COMWDM-1 1-O001/COMWCO-1 1-0001 (Engagement of

Stakeholders Regarding the Events in Japan)

OK

Commissioner George Apostolakis
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
One White Flint North, MS 016 G4
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852

(301) 415-1810

From: Sosa, Belkys
Sent: Wednesday, July 13, 2011 12:02 PM
To: Apostolakis, George
Cc: Davis, Roger; Gilles, Nanette; Baggett, Steven
Subject: FYI: Chairman Jaczko's vote on COMWDM-11-OO0l/COMWCO-11-0001 (Engagement of Stakeholders Regarding
the Events in Japan)

(b)(5)

Thanks,
Belkys

From: Speiser, Herald
Sent: Wednesday, July 13, 2011 11:13 AM
To: Baggett, Steven; Batkin, Joshua; Blake, Kathleen; Bozin, Sunny; Bradford, Anna; Bubar, Patrice; Bupp, Margaret;
Chairman Temp; Clark, Usa; Coggins, Angela; Cordes, John; Crawford, Carrie; Davis, Roger; Fopma, Melody; Franovich,
Mike; Gibbs, Catina; Hart, Ken; Herr, Unda; Hipschman, Thomas; KLS Temp; Kock, Andrea; Lepre, Janet; Loyd, Susan;
Mamish, Nader; Marshall, Michael; Monninger, John; Orders, William; Pace, Patti; Poole, Brooke; Reddick, Darani; Laufer,
Richard; Bavol, Rochelle; Rothschild, Trip; Savoy, Carmel; Sharkey, Jeffry; Shea, Pamela; Sosa, Belkys; Spelser, Herald;
Svlnidck, Kristine; Temp, WCO; Temp, WDM; Warren, Roberta; Apostolakis, George; Temp, GEA; Tadesse, Rebecca;
Castleman, Patrlck Montes, David; Dhir, Neha; Adler, James; Jimenez, Patricia; Nleh, Ho; Ostendorff, William; Lul,
Christiana; Usann, Elizabeth; Gilles, Nanette; Le, Hong; Sexton, Kimberly; Beasley,. Benjamin; Riddick, Nicole
Cc: Mitchell-Funderburk, Natalie; Wright, Darlene
Subject: Chairman Jaczko's vote on COMWDM-11-001/COMWCO-11-O001 (Engagement of Stakeholders Regarding the
Events In Japan)

Attached please find Chairman Jaczko's vote.

8
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.- -.Krald M. Speiser - (301) 415-1830
ministrative Assistant

..- Jfice of the Chairman
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
11555 Rockville Pike
Mailstop: 0-16G4
Rockville, MD 20852

9
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NOT OR UBUCDISLOSRE-
Davis, Roger

nt:

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Gilles, Nanette
Wednesday, July 13, 2011 4:32 PM
Sosa, Belkys
Davis, Roger, Baggett, Steven; Lui, Chrstiana
Rough Draft Vote on Near-Term Task Force Report
Vote-SECY-1 1-0093.docx

Nan

Nanette V. Gilles
Technical Assistant for Reactors
to Commissoner Apostolakis
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Phone: 301-415-1180
Email: nanette.gillesA(nrc.gov

I N

1
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0MUtfOPBUCOMMOR
Commissioner Apostolakis' Comments on SECY-11-0093

Near-Term Report and Recommendations for Agency Actions
Following the Events in Japan

(b)(5)

N

/
\ I
•....j,.v
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Sosa, Belkys

,-om: Blake, Kathleen
nt: Thursday. July 14, 2011 5:28 PM

Sosa, Belkys
Subject- FW: Japan Nuclear Accident - NRC Actions

Administrative Assistant
to Commissioner Apostolakis
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, Maryland 20852
301-415-1810

From: CMRAPOSTOLAKIS Resource
Sent: Thursday, July 14, 2011 5:01 PM
To: Blake, Kathleen
Subject: FW: Japan Nuclear Accident - NRC Actions

.--.!.,om: Rebecca Chirll(b)(6)
l nt: Thursday, July m-, Lv..

\j>: CHAIRMAN Resource
Cc: CMRAPOSTOLAKIS Resource; C4RMAGWOOD Resource; CMROSTENDORFF Resource; CMRSVINICKI Resource
Subject: Japan Nuclear Accident - NRC Actions

Dear Chairman Jaczko,

On Tuesday, July 19, when the NRC Commissioners meet to discuss the 60 day report by
your Task Force,

the Town of Duxbury Nuclear Advisory Committee urges the Commissioners to take
definitive action now to better

protect the public. Duxbury is within the 10 miles EPZ for Pilgrim Nuclear Power Plant in
Plymouth,

Massachusetts, that is the same design as Fukushima.

': agree with Congressman Markey who has emphasized that the NRC first take interim
ý\-'.asures (such as issuing
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orders), and then implement additional regulations, to ensure that there are:

* requirements to upgrade nuclear reactor protections for severe events (and
combinations of events)

such as earthquakes, tsunamis, fires or floods;

requirements to strengthen protections against the sort of catastrophic loss of
electricity that caused the

meltdowns in Japan, including a requirement for reactor cores and spent nuclear fuel
to be cooled for up to 72 hours

following such a blackout;

" requirements for technologies to prevent or mitigate against the sort of hydrogen
explosion that occurred in Japan;

* requirements to strengthen the currently voluntary emergency mitigation procedures
for nuclear crises; and

" increased NRC oversight and enforcement of these regulations.

Among the 34 recommendations, we support the Task Force urging tougher standards for
back-up power supplies, back-up

water supplies for pools holding plant waste, and improvements in reactors that share the

same design as Japan's

Fukushima Daiichi plant.

We expect you to adopt the recommendations of this report before the issuance of any
relicensing application.

As the NRC will next embark on a six-month broader review, don't forget the public needs
to participate.
Sincerely,
Rebecca J. Chin, Co-Chair, Duxbury Nuclear Advisory Committee

(' 9Deerpath Trail North
jc._,):bury, MA 02332

4-837-0009
CC:
Commissioner Apotolakis

2
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Commissioner Magwood
Commissioner Ostendorff
Commissioner Sznicki

N,
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-MfWnUWoOQUMRrDavis. Roaier

-ý7rom:
Jent:
0:

Subject:

Sosa, Belkys
Thursday, July 14. 2011 1:32 PM
Lui, Christiana; Gilles, Nanette; Baggett, Steven; Davis, Roger
RE: Vote-SECY-11-0093a.docx Rev

(b)(5)

From: Lui, Christiana
Sent: Thursday, July 14, 2011 12:32 PM
To: Gilles, Nanette; Sosa, Belkys; Baggett, Steven; Davis, Roger
Subject: RE: Vote-SECY-11-O093a.docx Rev

From: Gilles, Nanette
Sent: Thursday, July 14, 2011 12:19 PM
To: Sosa, Belkys; Baggett, Steven; Davis, Roger; Lul, Christlana
Subject: RE: Vote-SECY-11-0093a.docx Rev

(b)(5)

,anette V. Gilles
._j'echnical Assistant for Reactors

to Commissoner Apostolakis
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Phone: 301-415-1180
Email: nanette.eilles(anrc.gov

From: Sosa, Belkys
Sent: Thursday, July 14, 2011 12:15 PM
To: Gilles, Nanette; Baggett, Steven; Davis, Roger;
Subject: Vote-SECY-11-OO93a.docx Rev

Lui, Christiana

(b)(5)
rhanks, - Belkys

I

gfrPUBUM I"*
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Gilies, Nanette

~ubject:
Attachments:

Gilles, Nanette
Thursday, July 14, 2011 1:54 PM
Apostolakis, George
Sosa, Belkys; Davis, Roger; Baggett, Steven; Lui, Christiana
FW: Vote-SECY-1 1-0093a.docx Rev
RE: Vote-SECY-1 1-0093a.docx Rev; Vote-SECY-1 1-0093a.docx

Nan

Nanette V. Gilles
Technical Assistant for Reactors
to Commissoner Apostolakis
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Phone: 301-415-1180
Email: nanette.gilles(nrc.gov

From: Sosa, Belkys
Sent: Thursday, July 14, 2011 12:15 PM

-N: Gilles, Nanette; Baggett, Steven; Davis, Roger; Lui, Christiana
bject: Vote-SECY-11-0093a.docx Rev

"-hJan, this is a great start, please note my recommendations on the latest rev. Thanks, - Belkys

r •SURE

1
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Commissioner Apostolakis' Comments on SECY-11-0093
Near-Term Report and Recommendations for Agency Actions

Following the Events in Japan

(b)(5)

[(b)(5)
\~.. -~-,
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Davis. Roaer

)ent:

Subject:

Davis, Roger
Friday, July 15, 2011 10:13 AM
Apostolakis, George; Sosa, Belkys; Baggett, Steven; Lui, Christiana
RE: Near-Term Task Force

(b)(5)

-- Original Message--
From: Gilles, Nanette
Sent: Friday, July 15, 2011 9:22 AM
To: George Apostolakis; Sosa, Belkys; Baggett, Steven; Lui, Christiana; Davis, Roger

K-,3c: Apostolakis, George
I \I);ubject: RE: Near-Term Task Force

(b)(5)

Nan

Nanette V. Gilles
Technical Assistant for Reactors
to Commissoner Apostolakis
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Phone: 301-415-1180
Email: nanette.gilles(Znrc.Qov

--Original Message--
rom: George Apostolakis Tmailto:apostola(,MIT.EDUI

Sent: Friday, July 15, 2011 12:30 AM

~~tQ~UR~

I
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To: Gilles, Nanette; Sosa, Belkys; Baggett, Steven; Lui. Christiana; Davis, Roger
Cc: Apostolakis, George
Subject: Near-Term Task Force

(b)(5)

GA

I

/
-&I Inf,
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Gilles, Nanette

Subject:
Attachments:

Apostolakis, George
Friday, July 15, 2011 5:12 PM
Gilles, Nanette
FW: Correspondence about the design wave height at Fukushima Daiichi
2008PAGEOPHPStandards. pdf; ATT00002.htm

I asked Prof. Synolakis for documents regarding the tsunami and here is what he sent.

Commissioner George Apostolakis

US Nuclear Regulatory Commission

One White Flint North, MS 016 G4

11555 Rockville Pike

Rockville, MD 20852 _mnlaaaOfftt -

(301) 415-1810 3S iT-. ' -... .

From: costas@usc.edu [mailto:costas@usc.edu]
Sent: Friday, July 15, 2011 5:06 PM
To: Apostolakis, George
Subject: Fwd: Correspondence about the design wave height at Fukushima Daiichi

Dear George,

-~,>lnks for your message. i had penned a correspondence piece for Nature that was returned without going to
~jr review, but the conclusions stand and do answer your questions. I am prepping a more lengthy piece for

-i sewhere.

Yes, it is entirely true that the design basis had been underestimated given the historic record. Even assuming
their design earthquake, it is equally true that their design wave was underestimated. Double whammy. This is
why the NRC has adopted or is about to adopt standards for numerical models used for estimating tsunami
design wave heights for NPPs.

I am in the US for a counle of weeks, my US cell is (b)(6) . From mid-week next week I will be in
Greece, (b)(6)

I remain at your service,

Co.il'R

From: Corres <correspondence(,nature.com>r__ . Date: March 25, 2011 8:07:34 AM PDT
To: Costas Synolakis <costas•,usc.edu>

I
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E ....

Subject: RE: Correspondence about the design wave height at
Fukushima Daiichi

Dear Dr Synolakis

Thank you for your submission to Correspondence. A decision regarding your submission will be made
shortly

Kind Regards,

Roseann Campbell

Correspondence Assistant

nature

From: Costas Synolakis [mailto:costas@usc.edu]
Sent: 25 March 2011 14:06
To: Corres
Cc: Emile Okal; NiKOq KaAAiy.prqj
Subject: Correspondence about the design wave height at Fukushima Daiichi

Sir,

In the aftermath of the March 11, 2011 Japan tsunami, debate has raged about
whether an earthquake and tsunami of this size might had been anticipated. While the
NPP at Fukushima Daiichi withstood the magnitude 9.0 tremor, the tsunami knocked
out the backup diesel generators (reportedly located at 6m elevation) resulting in the
eventual shutdown of the cooling system.

According to reports, regulators had asked review panels in 2009 to focus on the
earthquake hazard and not the tsunami. Power plant spokesmen have asserted that
"there was little reason to predict a quake the size of March 11" and that the company
made "a good faith effort last year to learn more" about the tsunami.

We examined a Tokyo Electric Power Company report presented on 26 November 2010
in the aftermath of the 2010 Chilean tsunami. It estimates 4.4m as the design

tsunami height (presumably at the power plant) and concludes "we assessed and
confirmed the safety of nuclear power plants". There is no specific reference to the
design earthquake, but publicly available information suggest it was less than 8.4
versus the 9.0 that just materialized. It is unclear if the analysis included overland
inundation computations, now standard worldwide. Threshold models of the kind we
presume was used in the TEPCO report stop hydrodynamic computations at the
shoreline and are known to substantially underestimate coastal impacts. An interesting
question is whether anyway the 4.4m estimate was reasonable, given field
observations of tsunamis. From 2001-2010, 12 tsunamis have been extensively

2
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documented, 10 of which were triggered by events of magnitude less or equal to 8.4.
Among them, six had maximum overland flow depths > 5m, and two > 10m.

Was it defensible to assume an 8.4 maximum probable earthquake? Difficult as is to
predict future earthquakes before they happen, we note that it has been repeated
claimed that any incomplete, under-sampled database of historical events
could conceivably miss the maximum expectable event in any subduction zone. In the
Nankai trough, Ando (1975) identified four possible blocks in the Nankai trough (A, B, C
and D) supporting the rupture, and documented from Japanese archives that major
earthquakes occurred in an essentially random way, with the rupture involving

anywhere from a single block (e.g. @AO) to two (e.g. OCODO), and up to all four

(OAB- C-DO), with a corresponding growth in the seismic moment and tsunami

damage. To wit, the 1960 Great Chilean earthquake had a significantly longer rupture
zone than several of its predecessors, and similar results have been inferred and
repeatedly cited along the Southern Kuril arc and the Pacific northwest.

Earthquake rupture and tsunami inundation are complex processes. The "good faith
effort" of regulators, consultants and plant engineers would had benefited from a
higher dose of common sense, in this avoidable nuclear drama.

Costas Synolakis, University of Southern California, costasausc.edu
Emile Okal, Northwestern University, ernile@earth.northwestern.edq
Nikos Kalligeris, Technical University of Crete, GreeceqR(b)(6)

We understand that no references are encouraged, but we provide them for the
benefit of the editors. We also have a table of tsunami overland flow depths and runup
and citations for tsunamis in the past decade, if the editors require it for verification.

Ando, M., 1975. Source mechanism and tectonic significance of historical earthquakes along the
Nankai trough, Japan, Tectonophysics, 27, 1190140.
Okal, E.A & Synolakis, C.E., 2008. Farfield tsunami hazard from mega-thrust earth- quakes in the
Indian Ocean, Geophysical Journal International, 172, 995-1015.
Takao M. , 2010. Tsumami assessment of nuclear powerplants in Japan, Tokyo
Electric Power Company, First International Symposium on seismic safety of nuclear
installations, 24-26 November 2010, Nigata Institute of Technology, Japan,
http://www.ines.go.jp/seismic-symosiuml O1
Synolakis et al, 2008. Validation and Verification of Tsunami Inundation Models, Pure
and Applied Geophysics, 165, 2197-2228.

http://www. washingtonpost.com/world/japanese-nuclear-plants-evaIuators-cast-aside-
threat-of-tsunami/2011/03/22/AB7Rf2KB story.html

Costas Synolakis
Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering,

..---'irector. Tsunami Research Center
'erbi School of Engineering, University of Southern California\ ._ s Angeles, California 90089-2531

.,ww.usc.edu/dept/tsunamis
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Beauty is truth, truth beauty
this is all you know on earth,
and all you need to know.

John Keats.

I)
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Pure appl. geophys. 165 (2008) 2197-2228 P Birkhiuser Verlag, Basel, 2008
"•';-•003 3-45531081l 12 197-320033-4553/08/112197-32I Pure and Applied GeophysicsDo]1 I0.1007IsOO24-OO4-O427-y

Validation and Verification of Tsunami Numerical Models

C. E. SYNOLAKIS,' E. N. BERNARD,
2 

V. V. TITvO31 U. KANNO(LU,
4 and F. I. GONZALEZ

2

Abstract-In the aftermath of the 26 December, 2004 tsunami, several quantitative predictions of

inundation for historic events were presented at international meetings differing substantially from the
corresponding well-established paleotsunami measurements. These significant differences attracted press
attention, reducing the credibility of all inundation modeling efforts. Without exception, the predictions were

made using models that had not been benchmarked. Since an increasing number of nations are now developing
tsunami mitigation plans, it is essential that all numerical models used in emergency planning be subjected to
validation-the process of ensuring that the model accurately solves the parent equations of motion-and
verification--he process of ensuring that the model represents geophysical reality. Here, we discuss analytical.

laboratory, and field benchmark tests with which tsunami numerical models can be validated and verified. This
is a continuous process; even proven models must be subjected to additional testing as new knowledge and data
are acquired. To date. only a few existing numerical models have met current standards, and these models
remain the only choice for use for real-world forecasts, whether short-term or long-term. Short-term forecasts
involve data assimilation to improve forecast system robustness and this requires additional benchmarks, also

discussed here. This painstaking process may appear onerous, but it is the only defensible methodology when
human lives are at stake. Model standards and procedures as described here have been adopted for

implementation in the U.S. tsunami forecasting system under development by the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration, they are being adopted by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission of the U.S. and by
the appropriate subcommittees of the Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission of UNESCO.

Key words: Tsunami, benchmarked tsunami numerical models, validated and verified tsunami numerical

models.

1. Introduction

Following the Indian Ocean tsunami of 26 December, 2004, there has been substantial

interest in developing tsunami mitigation plans for tsunami prone regions worldwide

(SYNOLAKIS and BERNARD, 2(A)0). While UNESCO has been attempting to coordinate

capacity building in tsunami hazards reduction around the world, several national

agencies have been making exceptional progress towards being tsunami-ready.

1 Viterbi School of Engineering, University of Southern California, Los Angeles, CA 90089, USA.

2 NOAA/Pacific Marine Environmental Laboratory. Seattle. WA 98115, USA.

NOAA/Pacific Marine Environmental Laboratory, Seattle, WA 98115, USA and Joint Institute for the

Study of the Atmosphere and Ocean (JISAO), University of Washington, Seattle, WA 98195, USA.

Department of Engineering Sciences, Middle East Technical University, 06531 Ankara. Turkey.
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The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) is the federal agency

charged with mitigating tsunami hazards in the United States. Tsunami models are
prominent in two components of the NOAA strategy: Short-term forecast products in

support of Tsunami Warning Centers (TWCs) operated by the National Weather Service

and long-term forecast products such as inundation maps for hazard assessment and
planning by Member States of the National Tsunami Hazard Mitigation Program

(NTHMP). The NTHMP was formed through a directive of the U.S. Senate Appropri-
ations Committee in 1994 to develop a plan for a tsunami warning system that reduces

the risk to coastal residents. After the Indian Ocean tsunami, the U.S. expanded the role
of NTHMP to serve as the organizational framework to implement the recommendations
of the NATIONAL SCIENCE and TECHNOLOGY COUNCIL (2'105).

One of the recommendations was to "Develop standardized and coordinated tsunami
hazard and risk assessments for all coastal regions of the U.S. and its territories."
Standards for modeling tools do not currently exist, yet an increased number of states

either are developing or will need to develop tsunami mitigation plans. There is risk that
forecast products may be produced with older or untested methodologies. This is a
worldwide problem, as the Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission (10C) of
UNESCO has found out in its efforts to help member nations develop tsunami hazard
maps. Unrealistic estimates can be costly both in terms of lives lost, or in unnecessary

evacuations that sometimes put lives at risk and reduce the credibility of the world
system. Standards are urgently needed to ensure a minimum level of quality and

reliability for real-time forecasting and inundation mapping products. Further, unrealistic
estimates can lead to panic. Examples include the 30 m runup estimates for Cascadia
tsunamis (THE SEATTLE TwMEs, 2f(X15 NEw SCIENTIST, 2005; ASSOCIATED PRESS, 2005) and
large runup estimates for islands in the Eastern Mediterranean in 2007 (ETHNos, 2007); in
both instances, an inordinate effort took place to restore common sense.

In the past ten years, the process of model validation and verification has shown that

coastal effects of tsunamis can be described by a set of depth-averaged hydrostatic
equations of motion, also known as the shallow-water wave (SW) equations. Compar-
isons with both large-scale laboratory data and field data have demonstrated a compelling

and not always expected capability to describe complex evolution phenomena, and to
estimate the maximum runup and inundation, over wide ranges of tsunami waves. In the
current state of knowledge, the main uncertainty arises from the ambiguities of the initial

condition, assuming the solution methodology solves the equations of motion satisfac-
torily. The increasing deployment of Deep-ocean Assessment and Reporting of Tsunamis
(DART) buoys-tsunameters or tsunamographs-that monitor tsunami evolution in the

deep ocean, allows for real-time updates of the characteristics of the source and thus leads
to better definition of the initial conditions, at least for tectonic tsunamis (SATAKE et al.,
20(07). Realistic initial data as input in benchmarked computational tools lead to focused

and reliable forecasts.
While equation solvers of higher-than-the-SW approximations of the parent Navier-

Stokes equations now exist, they are presently too computationally intensive for
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inundation mapping or operational forecasting, and are generally used for free-surface
flows of very limited geographical extent. These models remain largely unvalidated over
wide ranges of tsunami events and in fact many of them work only in one propagation

direction. Yet, the rapid developmeni of packaged numerical modeling tools facilitates
their application by untrained users.

In the next section, we discuss model evaluation with state-of-the-art benchmark tests

for validating and verifying computational tools for predicting the coastal effect of
tsunamis. Then, we recommend standards and guidelines for operational codes used for
inundation mapping and tsunami forecasting.

2. Model Evaluation Standards

Tsunami models have evolved in the last two decades through careful and explicit
validation/verification by comparing their predictions with benchmark analytical

solutions, laboratory experiments, and field measurements. While there is in principle
no assurance that a numerical code that has performed well in all benchmark tests will
always produce realistic inundation predictions, validated/verified codes largely reduce
the level of uncertainty in their results to the uncertainty in the geophysical initial
conditions. Furthermore, when coupled with real-time free-field tsunami measurements
from tsunameters, validated/verified codes are the only choice for realistic forecasting of

If 'inundation.
Here we develop recommendations for national agencies approval of modeling tools.

their further development, and their transfer to operations. These steps can be classified
into four categories: basic hydrodynamic considerations, benchmarking, scientific

evaluations, and operational evaluations.

2.1. Basic Hydrodynamic Consideralions

Mass conservation: While the equation of conservation of mass is solved in all
numerical computations of water-wave motions, cumulative numerical approximations can
sometimes produce results that violate the principle. This is particularly true when the
model employs friction factors or smoothing to stabilize inundation computations. For a
closed domain within reflective boundaries, conservation of mass can be checked by

calculating the water volume at the beginning and end of the computation, derived upon
integration of the disturbed water surface ?7(x. y, r) over the entire solution domain up to the
maximum extend of inundation. The integral of the entire flow depth h(x, y. ), where
h(x, y, t) = il(x, y, 1) + d(x, y, t) and d(x, y, t) is the undisturbed water depth, should not be

used; typically, 7 <« d offshore, and integrating h will tend to mask errors. For a domain
with open or absorbing boundaries, the net volume flux across each such boundary must be

considered in the estimate of total displaced volume. Numerical errors in such computations
can be highly additive, and mass invariably might not be conserved in long numerical
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computations. Nonetheless, the initial total displaced volume should agree with the
displaced volume at the end of the computation within a prespecified margin of error. If the

difference is not acceptable, then the code numerics must be examined for errors or
inadequacies, and/or the grid must be readjusted. Improvements can usually be achieved
with a few changes in grid size(s) and time step. Obviously the process must be shown to

converge to increasingly smaller mass losses.
Convergence: Extreme runup/rundown locations are optimally suited for checking

convergence of the numerical code used to a certain asymptotic limit, presumably the

actual solution of the equations solved. A graph needs to be prepared presenting the
variation of the calculated runup/rundown (ordinate) with the step size (abscissa). As the
step size is reduced, the numerical predictions should be seen to converge to a certain
value, with further reductions in step size not appreciably changing the results. One
excellent example is given in PEDERSEN (21OlX).

2.2. Benchmark Solutions

Benchmarking of numerical models can be classified into analytical, laboratory, and
field benchmarking. Some of the benchmarks we will describe here have been used in the
1995 and 2004 Long-Wave Runup Models Workshops in Friday Harbor, Washington
(YEH et al., 19t)96) and Catalina, California (Liu et al., 2(H)8), respectively. More detailed

descriptions of these benchmarks are given in SYNOLAKis et al. (2t0)07).

) 2.2.1 Analytical benchmarking. The real usefulness of analytical calculation is its
identification of the dependence of desired results (such as runup) on the problem

parameters (such as offshore wave height, beach slope, depth variation). Numerical
solutions will invariably produce more accurate specific predictions, but will rarely
provide useful information about the problem scaling, unless numerical computations are

repeated ad nauseam. Comparisons with exact solutions can identify systematic errors
and are thus useful in validating the complex numerical methods used in realistic
applications.

Here, we present analytical solutions to certain common 1+1 (one directional and

time) propagation problems. The results are derived for idealized initial waveforms often
used in tsunami engineering to describe the leading wave of a tsunami. Generalization to
more realistic spectral distributions of geophysical tsunamis is trivial, given that results
are shown in closed-form integrals.

It is important to note that validation should always take place with non-periodic
waves. During runup, individual monochromatic waves reflect with slope-dependent
phase shifts (SYNoLtAKIS, 1986). Whereas a particular code may model a periodic wave
well, it may not model superposition equally well. This was a problem of earlier SW

computations that did not account for reflection. While their predictions for the Carrier-
Greenspan (CARRIER and GREENSPAN, 1958) sinusoids appeared satisfactory, they
exhibited significant errors when modeling solitary waves or N-waves.
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Figure I
Definition sketch for a canonical consideration.

Linear solutions on a simple beach: We consider a solitary and N-wave propagation
first over the constant-depth region then sloping beach--canonical problem (Fig. I). The
topography is described by ho(x) = x tanfl when x < Xo and ho(x) = I when x > Xo

where X0 = cotfi. The origin of the coordinate system is at the initial position of the

shoreline and x increases seaward. Even though dimensionless variables are not preferred

in numerical calculations and engineering practice, in analytical solutions they
have distinct advantages as everything scales simply with an offshore characteristic

depth or a characteristic length. Here dimensionless variables are introduced as:

x = "x/d, (h, 7, ho, R) = (h, ý,ho, T4/d. u = W1\/ , and t = T/ Jl provided the

depth d of the constant-depth region is chosen as the characteristic scale. Quantities with
tilde are dimensional and r is the amplitude, u is the depth-averaged horizontal velocity,

ho is the undisturbed water depth, and ý is the gravitational acceleration.

Consider a tsunami evolution problem described by the 1 + I nonlinear shallow-
water wave (NSW) equations:

h, + (u h), = O, u, -+uu,+'=0, (!)

with h(x, t) = ,q(x, t) + ho(x). Neglecting nonlinear terms, through elementary manipu-

lations. (I) reduces to an equation n/, - (j. ho),, = 0 known as the linear shallow-water
wave (LSW) equation. SYNOLAKIS (19Q86, 19,7) matched the linear theory solution at the

constant-depth region with the linear solution over the sloping beach as derived by KELLER

and KELLER (1964) to determine the solution for the wave height I(x. t) over the sloping

beach,

+-00, JO o(2 a) /'x-o) e -kffXo+i)r(x, ) = 2 J t o(2w,)e -1(Xo+I) do). (2)

-f JP(O)(2 XO c) - U I (2Xo t)

Here, eD(cu) is the spectrum of the incoming wave offshore. This solution is only valid
when-0 < x < Xo, LSW equation does not reduce to Bessel's equation when x < 0.

Notice that the integral (2) can be evaluated with standard numerical methods; however,
the advantage of this form is that ii allows calculation of the solution for many physically
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realistic tsunami waveforms simply by using the (D(w) of the incoming wave in (2),

hopefully known at some offshore location.
SolitarY wave evolution and runup: An initial solitary wave centered offshore at

x = X, has the surface profile. r7(x, t = 0) = H sech 2y(x - X,) where y = V/3"H-/4 and H
is the dimensionless wave height, i.e., H = Hid. Upon substituting its spectrum in

equation (2), SYNOLAtIS (199)l) showed that the maximum local value of the wave
amplitude rlma is given explicitly by qm.,,H = (Xo/x)114 (I/ho)" 4 , an amplitude

variation usually referred to as Green's law. The region over which this amplitude
variation applies is the region of gradual shoaling; the region of rapid shoaling is often
identified with the Boussinesq result, i.e., qmax?. ho. The fact that both evolution laws

may coexist was first identified by SHutro (1973). SYNOLAKIS and S.JELBREIA (1993) also
present results which show that Green's law type evolution is valid over a wide range of
slopes and for finite-amplitude waves at least in the region of gradual shoaling.

In the LSW theory, the shoreline does not move beyond x = 0. The maximum value

of R(t) = 1(0, t) is the maximum runup R, arguably the most important parameter in the
long-wave runup problem, and it is the maximum vertical excursion of the shoreline. The
result (2) can be readily applied to derive the maximum runup of a solitary wave climbing

up a sloping beach. Per SYNOLAKIS (19,6), the integral (2) with the solitary wave spectrum
(!c(w) can be reduced into a Laurent series using contour integration. The series can be

simplified further by using the asymptotic form for large arguments of the modified
Bessel functions, making it possible to obtain its extremum. leading to the following
expression for the maximum runup R:

\•--: •7?R = 2.831 V Ht / H (3)

This result is formally correct when v >> 0.288 tan#i, the assumption implied when
using the asymptotic form of the Bessel functions. The asymptotic result (3) is valid for
waves that do not break during runup. Equation (3) was derived by SYNOLAKIS (1986) and
has since been referred to as the runup law and shown in Figure 2. As will be apparent in
later sections, this methodology is quite powerful to find the maximum runup and it
allows calculation of the runup of other waveforms such as N-waves, not to mention the
runup of waves evolving over piecewise-linear bathymetries.

N-wave runup: Most tsunami eyewitness accounts suggest that tsunamis are N-wave
like, i.e., they are dipolar, which means they appear as a combination of a depression and an
elevation wave, and frequently as a series of N-waves, sometimes known as double
N-waves. Until the late 1990s, the solitary wave model was used exclusively to evaluate the
runup of tsunamis. Even though it was suspected that the leading tsunami wave might be a
depression wave (MEi, 1983), before 1992, these waves were believed to be hydrodynam-

ically unstable; the crest was assumed to quickly overtake the trough. The N-wave model
was motivated by observations from a series of nearshore-triggered tsunamis starting in
1992 (TADEPALLI and SYNOLAKIS, 1994; SYNOLAKIS and OKAL, 2t()15), all of which produced
tsunami waves which caused nearby shorelines to first recede before advancing. The most
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Figure 2
Laboratory data for maximum runup of nonbreaking waves climbing up different beach slopes: 1:19.85

(SYNOLAKIS, 'I,): 1:11.43. 1:5.67. 1:3.73, 1:2.14. and 1:1.00 (HALL and WATTS. PA.3); 1:2.75 (PEDERSE-N and
GJCvm, 19S,3). The solid line represents the runup law (3).

spectacular account was during the 9 October, 1995 Manzanillo, Mexico earthquake.
Minutes after the earthquake, one eyewitness saw the shoreline retreat beyond a rock
outcrop which was normally submerged in over 4 m depth and at a distance of about 400 m
from the shoreline (BORRERO et al., 1997), suggesting a leading-depression N-wave (LDN).

Before the megatsunami of 26 December, 2004, this had been the only photographic
evidence of LDN. Recall that the megatsunami manifested itself first with a rapid
withdrawal in most locales east of the rupture zone, and as a leading-elevation N-wave

(LEN) west of it (SYNoIAKis and KONG. 2(.C)f,).
To reflect the fact that tsunamigenic faulting in subduction zones is associated with

both vertical uplift and subsidence of the sea bottom, TADEPALL) and SYNOLAKIS (1994,
1996) conjectured that all tsunami waves at generation have an N-wave or dipole shape.

TADEPALU and SYNOLAKIS (109%) proposed a general function as a unified model for both
nearshore and farfield tsunamis as generalized N-waves, i.e., a wave propagates with the
trough first is referred to as an LDN and the crest arrives first is referred to as an LEN. For
a special class of N-waves with elevation and depression waves of the same height H,

referred to as isosceles N-waves, PI(x, 0) = 7' sech2[y(x - XN)Itanh(y(x - XN)] with

? = 'výN and y = 1 H, using contour integration and the same asymptotic

approximation methodology as used in the solitary wave results, TADEPALLI and

SYNOLAKIS (1994) showed that
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7ZLEN = 3.86Vc/-oif H114. (4)

Because of the symmetry of the profile, this is also the minimum rundown of an isosceles
LDN. TADEPALLU and SYNOLAKIS (1994) also showed that the normalized maximum runup
of nonbreaking isosceles LEN is smaller than the runup of isosceles LDN, and that both
are higher than the runup of a solitary wave with the same wave height. The latter became
known as the N-wave effect (Fig. 3).

Nonlinear solutions on a simple beach: Calculation of the nonlinear evolution of a

wave over a sloping beach is theoretically and numerically challenging due to the moving
boundary singularity. Yet, it is important to have a good estimate of the shoreline velocity
and associated runup/rundown motion, since they are crucial for the planning of coastal
flooding and of coastal structures. To solve the nonlinear set (I) for the single sloping
beach case, ho(x) = x (Fig. 4), CARRIER and GREENSPAN (1958) used the characteristic
length I as a scaling parameter and introduced the dimensionless variables as:

x 3 /I1, (h, q, ho, R) = (h, ý, h0 , 7Z)/(/tan#3), u = W/1 ltanfl, and I- /

l/(, tanfl). CARRIER and GREENSPAN ( 1958) defined a hodograph transformation known

as Carrier-Greenspan transformation

0.1

7Z 0.01

0.001 1
0.001 0.01 0.1

3.86 V'o H-

Figure 3
Maximum runup of isosceles N-waves and solitary wave. The top and lower set of points are results for the
maximum runup of leading-depression and -elevation isosceles N-waves. respectively. The dotted line
represents the runup of solitary wave (3). The upper and lower insets compare a solitary wave profile to a

leading-depression and -elevation isosceles N-waves. respectively. After TADEPALrU and SYNOLAKiS (1994).
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Figure 4
Definition sketch for an initial value problem.

o2 ) u ¢
16 -q 2'-• rt 4 2' = -, ()

thus reducing the NSW equations to a single second-order linear equation:

(aWv,)L - a001ý = 0. (6)

Here V/(a. ;) is a Carrier-Greenspan potential. Notice the conservation of difficulty.
Instead of having to solve the coupled nonlinear set (I), one now has to solve a linear
equation (6), however the transformation equations (5) which relate the transformed
variables to the physical variables are nonlinear, coupled, and implicit. Yet, a redeeming
feature is that in the hodograph plane, i.e., in the (a, .)-space, the instantaneous shoreline

is always at a = 0. This allows for direct analytical solutions without the complications
of the moving shoreline boundary.

In general, it is quite difficult to specify boundary or initial data for the nonlinear
problem in the physical (x, t)-space coordinates without making restrictive assumptions; a
boundary condition requires specification of (Xo, Vt) while an initial condition requires
specification at (Vx. to). Even when boundary or initial conditions are available in the
(x, t)-space, the process of deriving the equivalent conditions in the (a, ;)-space is not
trivial. These difficulties have restricted the use of Carrier-Greenspan transformation,
and this is why they are discussed here again, in an attempt to demystify them.

Boundary value problem (B VP) for the constant depth/beach topography: Using the

solution (2) of the equivalent linear problem, at the seaward boundary of the beach, i.e., at
x = X0 = cotf corresponding to a = ao = 4 based on characteristic depth scale.
SYNOLAKIS (I 9)86, 1987) was able to show that the Carrier-Greenspan potential is given by

16if+ O(K)Jo(aKXo/2)e-iI-'(lt4)

i = -'i--, c Jo(2KXo) - iil(22ZXo)

Note that the hodograph transformation includes cot#i as coefficient because the scaling

used in SYNOLAYIS (1986, 1987), i.e., x = cotp( j- - and t = cotfl(u - 4). Then the

amplitude q(x, t) can be calculated directly from equation (5), so comparisons with
numerical simulations for any given )(Kc) is possible and straightforward. One example

of the application of the BVP solution of SYNOLAKJS (1986, 1987) is given in Figure 5.
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Figure 5
Time evolution ofa a/i= 0.0185 solitary wave upa 1:19.85 beach (Fig. I). While the markers show different
realizations of the same experiment, the solid lines show boundary value problem solution of the nonlinear

shallow-water wave equations. Refer to SYNOLAxts (IL)9S6. V)87) for details.

Initial value problem (IVP) for a sloping beach: For the initial condition where

•f(u) = uA(u, 0) = 4qo(7 , 0)/u, CARRJER and GREENSPAN (IQ5S) presented the following

potential in the transform space,
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A) - r jl 2 (ý)J.(wa)Jj (wcý) sin(w).) dwdt. (8)

Note that a characteristic length scale is used to define dimensionless variables. KANOILU

(2004) proposed that the difficulty of deriving an initial condition in the (a, ;)-space is
overcome by simply using the linearized form of the hodograph transformation for a
spatial variable in the definition of initial condition. Once an IVP is specified in the (x, I)-
space as r/(x, 0), the linearized hodograph transformation x ý- " is used directly to define

the initial waveformn in the (a, ;.)-space, tj oZ'). Thus 'P(a 4r,~ E!, 0) /is found,

and •'j(a, 2) follows directly through a simple integration.
Once Oj(a, ).) is known, one can investigate any realistic initial waveform such as

Gaussian and N-wave shapes as employed in CARRIER ei a/. (2003). While KAN0LU
(2tXt4) does not consider waves with initial velocities, later, KANO"'LU and SYNOLAKIS

(20X)6) solved a more general initial condition, i.e., initial wave with velocity.

Since it is important for coastal planning, simple expressions for shoreline runup/

rundown motion and velocity are useful. Considering that the shoreline corresponds to
a = 0 in the (a, ;)-space, the runup/rundown motion can be evaluated. Here, note that the

mathematical singularity of the u = ý',Ja, i.e., J,(woa)l/r, at the shoreline (a = 0) is
removed with the consideration of the lim O[JI(oU)/a -- -= (SYNOLAKIS, 1986;
KANOOLU, 200-1). An example is provided in Figure 6 for IVP (KANOCLLU, 20(W).

Solitay wave on a composite beach: I+ I models that perform well with the single

, /beach analytical solutions must still be tested with the composite beach geometry, for

which an analytical solution exists, with solitary waves as inputs. Most topographies of

engineering interest can be approximated by piecewise-linear segments allowing the use
of LSW equation to determine approximate analytical results for the wave runup in closed

form. In principle, fairly complex bathymetries can be represented through a combination
of positively/negatively sloping and constant-depth segments. Solutions of the LSW

equation at each segment can be matched analytically at the transition points between the

0 .10.06 0 3 ICo003 ..... .

00

.. 0.o0
-0.03 -0.15

-0.02 -0060 -0.3
0 2 4 6 8 0 1 2 3 4 5 0 1 2 3 4 5

x t t

Figure 6
Initial value problem solution of the nonlinear shallow-water wave equations. (a) The leading-depression initial

waveform presented by C,,.aa•E et al. (2103). I(x, 0) = H, exp (-c 1 (x - x) 2) - H2 cxp (-cz(x - x2)') with
H, = 0.006, c, = 0.4444, .r = 4.1209. H. = 0.018, c2 = 4.0. and x2 = 1.6384 (solid line) compared with the one
resulting from approximation (dots), using the linearized form of the transformation for the spatial variable.

(b) shoreline position, and (c) shoreline velocity. After KANo0LU (2004).
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Figure 7
Definition sketch for the Revere Beach topography. hý = A,/d is the water depth at the foot of the seawall. i.e..

there were h'- = 1.7 cm and 4.7 cm depths at the seawall whend = 18.8 cm and 21.8 cm. respectively. Not to
scale.

segments, and then the overall amplification factor and reflected waves can be determined,
analytically. As an example, KANOOLU and SYNOLAKIS (N%,g) considered three sloping

segments and a vertical wall at the shoreline, as in Revere Beach in Massachusetts (Fig. 7).

They were able to show that the maximum runup of solitary waves with maximum wave

height H can be calculated analylically and is given by the runup law,
7Z = 2h , ""H. (9)

The runup law above suggests that the maximum runup only depends on the depth at the

seawall h., fronting the beach, and it does not depend on any of the three slopes in front of

the seawall. Laboratory data exist for this topography and the runup law (9) predicts the

nonbreaking data surprisingly well (Fig. 8). The laboratory data are discussed briefly in

section 2.2.2 and in greater detail in Y_.t et al. (1996). KiNOet!U (199R), and KANOXLU and

SYNOLAK1S (1998).

Subaerial landslide on a simple beach: Inundation computations are exceedingly
difficult when the beach is deforming during a subaerial landslide. Liu et al. (200.)3)

considered tsunami generation by a moving slide on a uniformly sloping beach, using the

forced LSW equation of TUCK and HWANG (1 9.72). and were able to derive an exact solution.

Let 3 and E be the maximum vertical thickness of the sliding mass and its horizontal length

respectively, and y = 3/L. Tilde representing dimensional quantities, Liu et al. (20X03)

normalized the forced LSW equation with (q,ho,'TZ)= ( TZ,ho,1)/3, x = ,//, and

t= / ( k//I) I i.e.. q,, - (tanfi/p) (,?I x), = ho,, where ho(x. t) is the time-dependent
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Figure 8
Comparison of the maximum runup values for the linear analytical solution (+) and the laboratory results for two
different depths, i.e., d 18.8 cm and 21.8 cm. h,. is the nondimensional depth at the toe of the seawall. and it

varies with d. After KANOULU and SYNOLMJUS (1998).

perturbation of the sea floor with respect to the uniformly sloping beach. The focus in their

analysis is on thin slides where ju = 6/L < 1.

Consider a translating Gaussian-shaped mass, initially at the shoreline, given by
ho(x, r) = exp[-(6-i) 2] with ý = 2 px/tanf. Once in motion, the mass moves at

constant acceleration. The free surface wave height is given by

1(,) = 0 Jo( P [o(p) cos(pt) + -lb(p) sin(p)d (10)+1(h -c 1. P,) (0)

where a(p) and b(p) can be determined by the initial conditions, i.e., unperturbed water
surface and zero velocity initially. Details can be found in Liu el al. (2•1•13), nevertheless
it is clear that once the seafloor motion is specified, the wave height can be calculated
explicitly. Figure 9 shows one example of the solution. Comparisons of the maximum
runup estimates of this solution with a nonlinear numerical computation are shown in
Figure 10, as an example of the validation process.

2.2.2 Laboratory benchmarking. Long before the availability of numerical codes,

physical models at small scale had been used to visualize wave phenomena in the lab-
oratory and then predictions were scaled to the prototype. Even today, when designing

harbors, laboratory experiments-scale model tests-are used to confirm different flow
details and validate the numerical model used in the analysis.

F
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Figure 9
Spatial snapshots of the analytical solution at four different times for a beach slope. = 50, and landslide aspect
ratio. M = 0.05 (tanfl/p = 1.75). The slide mass is indicated by the light shaded area. the solid beach slope by

the black region, and r by the solid line (Liu et a.. 2•5 I).
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Figure 10
Maximum runup as a function of log(tanf/p). The analytical solutions are shown by the solid line, and the
various symbols are from nonlinear shallow-water wave simulations of Lru et al. (2003). corresponding to

different slopes ranging from 20 to 200.
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Numerical codes developed in the last decade that consistently produce predictions in

excellent agreement with measurements from small-scale laboratory experiments have

been shown to also model geophysical-scale tsunamis well. For example, a numerical

code that adequately models the inundation observed in a 1-m-deep laboratory model is

also expected to compute the inundation in a i-km-deep geophysical basin, as the grid

sizes are adjusted accordingly and in relationship to the scale of the problem. While scale

laboratory models, in general, do not have bottom friction characteristics similar to real
ocean floors or sandy beaches, this has proven not to be a severe limitation for validation

of numerical models. It is a problem when the laboratory results are used for designing

prototype structures by themselves and without the benefit of numerical models. For

example, sediment transport cannot be extrapolated from the laboratory to geophysical

scales because the dynamics of sand grain motions do not scale proportionally to the
geometric scales of the model, and it is otherwise impossible to achieve dynamic
similarity.

The results from five laboratory experiments are described as laboratory benchmark-

ing: Solitary wave experiments on a 1:19.85 sloping beach (SYNOLAr5s, 1986, 1987), on a

composite beach (KANo0LU, 998; KANOdLU and SYNOLAKIS, 199K), and on a conical
island (BRIcGs et at, 1995; Liu et al., 1095; KANO6LU, 1998; KNO(LU and SYNOLAKIS,

199); tsunami runup onto a complex three-dimensional beach (TAKAHASHi, 1906): and

tsunami generation and runup due to a three-dimensional landslide (LIU et al., 20105).

For the solitary wave experiments, the initial location, X, in the analysis changes with

( \, different wave heights; solitary waves of different heights have different effective
Nwavelengths. A measure of the wavelength of a solitary wave is the distance between the

point xf on the front and the point x, on the tail where the local height is 1% of the

maximum, i.e., q(xf,t = 0) = q(x,,t = 0) = (H/d)/lO0. The distance X, is at an

offshore location where only 5% of the solitary wave is already over the beach, so that

scaling can work. Therefore, in the laboratory experiments initial wave heights are

identified at a point X, = X0 + (l/y) arccoshv/2-0 with y = V3(H/d)/4. In the

laboratory, even idealized solitary waveforms dissipate. If the wave height is measured

far offshore and used as an initial condition for non-dissipative numerical models, the

comparisons will be less meaningful, as the solitary wave will slightly change as it

propagates towards the beach in Ihe laboratory. By keeping the same relative offshore
distance for defining the initial condition, meaningful comparisons are assured.

Solitary wave on a simple beach: Given that a small number of 2+1 wave basin

laboratory measurements exists, 1+1 versions of the 2+1 numerical models should be
first tested with I + I directional laboratory models. The solitary wave experiments on the

canonical model should be used first (SYNOLAKis, 1987). In this set of experiments, the

36.60-m-long, 0.38-m-wide, and 0.61-m-deep California Institute of Technology.
Pasadena, California wave tank was used with water at varying depths. The tank is

described by HAMMACK (1972), GORING (1978), and SYNOLAKIS (1986). A ramp with a
slope of 1:19.85 was installed at one end of the tank to model the bathymetry of the
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canonical problem of a constant-depth region adjoining a sloping beach. The toe of the

ramp was 14.95 m distant from the rest position of the piston used to generate waves.

A total exceeding 40 experiments with solitary waves running up the sloping beach
was performed, with depths ranging from 6.25-38.32 cm. Solitary waves are uniquely

defined by their maximum height H to depth d ratio and the depth, i.e., Hid and d are

sufficient to specify the wave. I/ld ranged from 0.021 to 0.626. Breaking occurs when

H/d > 0.045, for this particular beach.

This set of laboratory data has been used extensively for code validation: Refer to
SYNOLAKIS (1097), ZELT (1991), TiTov and SYNOLAKIS (l'A)5; 1997; 1998). Trrov and

GONZALEZ (I 997), GRILLU era[. (1997), Li and RAICHLEN (2t)00, 2(00t1; 200112). In particular, the

data sets for the Hid = 0.0185 (Fig. 5) nonbreaking and Hid = 0.3 (Fig. I1) breaking
solitary waves seem the most often used and most appropriate for code validation.

Solitay wave on a composite beach: 1+1 models that perform well with the solitary
wave on simple beach experiments must still be tested with the Revere Beach composite

beach geometry. Revere Beach is located approximately 6 miles northeast of Boston in
the City of Revere, Massachusetts. To address beach erosion and severe flooding

problems, a physical model was constructed at the Coastal Engineering Laboratory of the

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Vicksburg, Mississippi facility, earlier known as Coastal

Engineering Research Center. The model beach consists of three piecewise-linear slopes

of 1:53, 1:150, and 1:13 from seaward to shoreward with a vertical wall at the shoreline

(Fig. 7). In the laboratory, to evaluate the overtopping of the seawall, the wavemaker was

S ) located at 23.22 m and tests were done at two depths, 18.8 cm and 21.8 cm.
In the experiments, solitary waves of different heights HId were generated at the

location X, for the reason explained. In terms of specific measurements, time histories of

the water surface elevations exist at the locations X,, midway in each sloping segment,

and at the transition points. One example of the time histories of water surface elevations

is given in Figure 12 and compared with the analytical solution of KANOdLU and
SYNOLAKIS (199)8). A comparison of numerical results with a laboratory case near the

breaking limit offshore will ensure that the code remains stable, even for extreme waves.

The runup variation for solitary waves striking the vertical wall was also determined. The
maximum runup values on the vertical wall were measured visually and are presented in

Figure S for the whole experimental parameter range.
Solitary wave on a conical island: 2+1 dimensional calculations should be tested with

the conical island geometry. Motivated by the catastrophe in Babi Island, Indonesia (YEH
et al., 1994), during the 1992 Flores Island tsunami, large-scale laboratory experiments
were performed at the Coastal Engineering Research Center, Vicksburg, Mississippi, in a

30-m-wide, 25-m-long, and 60-cm-deep wave basin (Fig. 13). An initial solitary wave-like

profile was created in the basin by a Directional Spectral Wave Generator (DSWG) located
at x = 12.96 m from the center of the island. The particular 27.42-m-long DSWG consisted

of sixty 46 cm x 76 cm individual paddles, each driven independently. Allowing

generation of waves with different crest lengths.
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Figure I I
Time evolution of a H/,4 = 0.30 solitary wave up a 1:19.85 beach (Fig. 1). The markers show different

realizations of the same experiment of SYNOLAKIS (1986). Refer to SYNOiAKIS ( I;.t•: ;(W) for details.

In the physical model, a 62.5-cm-high, 7.2-m toe-diameter, and 2.2-m crest-diameter
circular island with a 1:4 slope was located in the basin. Experiments were conducted at
32 cm and 42 cm water depths. Each experiment was repeated at least twice. The
wavemaker trajectories were recorded to allow the assignment of the same boundary
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Figure 12

Comparison of the time histories of the free surface elevations midway in each sloping segment for the

analytical solution (solid line) of KANOCLU and SvNotArss (1998) and the laboratory data (dotted line) for a
fl/d = 0.038, d = 21.8 cm. solitary wuve. Refer to KANOGLU and SYOL,,AKI$ (1998) for details.

Figure 13
Views of the conical island (top) and the basin ftbotom). After KANOCLU and SYNOLAKIS (1998).
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Figure 14
Laboratory data for the time histories of surface elevation for a /'id = 0.045, 4 = 32 cm. solitary wave at four
gages. Gage 6 is located at the toe of the conical island on the 00 radial line. i.e., incoming wave direction. Gages
9. 16, and 22 are the gages closest to the shoreline on the 00. 900, and 1800 radial lines respectively. Refer to

Liu ef al. (I'195) and KANoCLu and SYNOLAKS (1998) for experimental details.

motion in numerical computations. Water-surface time histories were measured with 27
wave gages located around the perimeter of the island. One example is provided here and
time histories of the surface elevation around the circular island are given at four locations
(Fig. 14). Maximum runup heights around the perimeter of the island were measured at 24
locations (Fig. 15). Any numerical computation of two-dimensional runup should stably
model two wave fronts that split in front of the island and collide behind it.

The conical island experiments provided runup observations for validating numerical
models and supplemented comparisons with analytical results (KANOdLu and SYNOLAKtS,
1996). The experiments are described in greater detail in Liu et al., 1995; BRIGGS et al.,

1995; KANOOLU, 1998; KANO4tu and SYNOLAKIS, 1998.

Complex three-dimensional runup on a cove; Monai Valley: 2+1 numerical

computations should also be benchmarked with the laboratory model of Monai Valley,
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Figure 15
Maximum runup heights from the laboratory data for three solitary waves Hid = 0.045, 0.091. and 0.181,

j = 32 cm.

Okushiri Island, Japan. The Hokkaido-Nansei-Oki (HNO) tsunami of 1993 struck

Okushiri resulting in 30 m extreme runup heights and currents of the order of 10-18 m/

sec, (HOKKAiDO TSLNAM1 SURVEY GROUP, 19 93). The extreme tsunami runup mark was
discovered at the tip of a very narrow gulley within a small cove at Monai. High

resolution seafloor bathymetry existed before the event and, when coupled with

bathymetric surveys following it. allowed meaningful characterization of the seafloor

deformation that triggered the tsunami.
A 1/400 laboratory model closely resembles the actual bathymetry and topography of

Monai Valley and was constructed in a 205-m-long, 6-m-deep, and 3.5-m-wide tank at

the Central Research Institute for Electric Power Industry (CRIEPI) in Abiko, Japan

(Fig. 16a). The incident wave from offshore was an LDN with a -2.5 cm leading-

depression and a 1.6 cm crest following it (Fig. 16b). The vertical sidewalls were totally
reflective. Waves were measured at 13 locations, as shown in Figure 16c for one location.

Comparing model output for this benchmark with the laboratory data shows how well a
given code performs in a rapid sequence of withdrawal and runup.

Three-dimensional landslide: Landslide wave generation remains the frontier of

numerical modeling, particularly for subaerial slides. The latter not only involves the

&
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Figure 16
(a) Bathymetric and topographic profile for the Monai Valley experimental setup. Light to dark shading shows
deep to shallow depth Not to scale (b) Input wave profile. (c) Time series of surface elevation at (4.521 m.

1.696 m).

rapid change of the seafloor, but also the impact with the still water surface. Numerical
codes that will be used to model subaerial-landslide triggered tsunamis need to be tested
against three-dimensional landslide benchmarks.

Large-scale experiments have been conducted in a wave tank with a 104-m-long, 3.7-
m-wide, and 4.6-m-deep wave channel with a plane slope (1:2) located at one end of the
tank; part of the experimental setup is shown in Figure 17, after RAjcHLEN and SYNOLAKIS
(2(03). A solid wedge was used to model the landslide. The triangular face had a

horizontal length of 91 cm, a vertical face with a height of 45.5 cm, and a width of 61 cm
(Fig. 17). The horizontal surface of the wedge was initially positioned either a short
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Figure 17
A picture of pan of the experimental setup. After RAoiLL-. and SYNO.AKIS (.'0!)
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Figure 18

ia) Time histories of the block motion, (b) time histories of the surface elevation, and (c) runup measurements
for the submerged case with A = -0.1 m. Gage 2 and runup gage 3 are located approximately one wedge-width
awvy from the center cross-section, i.e.. 0635 in and 0.61 m, respectively. While gage 2 is located 1.245 m
away from the shoreline, the runup gage 3 is located at the shoreline. Refer to Lw et at (2•1,1S) for details.

distance above or below the still water level to reproduce a subaerial or submarine

landslide. The block was released from rest, abruptly moving downslope under gravity.
rolling on specially designed wheels (with low friction bearings) riding on aluminum
strips with shallow grooves inset into the slope. The wedge was instrumented with an

accelerometer to measure the acceleration-time history and a position indicator to
independently determine the velocity and position time histories which can be used for
numerical modeling (Fig. 18).

A sufficient number of wave gages were used to determine the seaward propagating

waves, the waves propagating to either side of the wedge, and for the submerged case, the
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water surface-time history over the wedge. In addition, the time history of the runup on the
slope was accurately measured. Time histories of the surface elevations and runup
measurements for the case with submergence A = -0.1 m are presented in Figure I S. A

total of more than 50 experiments with moving wedges, hemispheres, and paralleliped

bodies were conducted, and the wedge experiments were used as benchmark tests in
the 2004 Catalina Island, Los Angeles, California workshop (Lu et al., 20(lS). Details and

more experimental results can be found in RAJCHLEN and SYNOLAKJS (2003) and Liu et al.
(2t.(15).

2.2.3 Field data benchmarking. Verification of any model in a real-world setting is
essential, after all computations are presumed to model geophysical reality, especially for
operational models. Benchmark testing is a necessary but not a sufficient condition. The
main challenge of testing a model against real-world geophysical data is to overcome the
uncertainties inherent in the definition of the tsunami source. While the source of the
wave is deterministic in the controlled setting of the laboratory experiment and can

usually be reproduced with precision in computations, the initialization of the numerical

computation of a prototype tsunami is not as well constrained. It has not been uncommon
for modelers to introduce ad hoc amplification factors in standard source solutions a ]a
OKADA (1985) to obtain better agreement between their runup predictions and observa-

tions. Clearly such comparisons are circuitous, and fortunately with the further deploy-
ment of DART buoys-tsunamographs-they will be obsolete. For tsunamis, deep-ocean
measurements (BERNARD et al., 2W06) are the most unambiguous data quantifying the
source of a tsunami. One example of tsunami source quantification through deep-ocean

measurements is given in WEi et al. (2(4,4).
No DART buoys--tsunameters--existed in the Indian Ocean at the time of the

megatsunami. since DART buoys then had only been deployed in the Pacific Ocean.
Satellite altimetry measurements of the Indian Ocean tsunami provide insufficient quality
and coverage to constrain the tsunami source. Hydrodynamic inversion remains an

ill-posed problem and criteria for its regularization are lacking. Hence, the 2004 event is
not as yet one of the better operational benchmarks in terms of forecasting inundation.

given the still raging debate as to the details of the seafloor deformation.
Deep-ocean measurements allow for more defensible inversions, since they are not

affected by local coastal effects. Several events have been recorded by both deep-ocean
and coastal gages in the Pacific and allow reasonably constrained comparison with
models. The expanded DART system array will be providing more tsunami measure-
ments for future events, expanding the library of well-constrained propagation
scenarios for model verification. NOAA's National Geophysical Data Center
(lp://www. ngdc .ntaa.gov/hazard/tu .sh ml), NOAA's Tsunami Warning Centers
(h ltp:il/ww.prh .noaa.go\]pwcl and hiup:!wc itwe.:irh.nnaa.g&i/), and NOAA's Center
for Tsunami Research (http:/nctr.lnel.noaa.goxP) websites provide updated information
on the latest tsunami data. Here, we first present field data for the 1993 HNO tsunami then
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---- Subsidence

Figure 19
(Left inset) Fault plane constructed by the Disaster Control Research Center. Japan. (Right inset) Maximum

runup measuremenis around Okushiri Island. Refer to TAAHASHI (1996) for details.

present the data used for the first real-time model forecast test as an example of data
which might be used for model verification.

Okushiri Island: 2+1 numerical computations should be tested with the field runup

measurements from the HNO tsunami around Okushiri. Japan. The bathymetry data set
and the initial condition formulated a benchmark problem for the 2nd International Long-

Wave Runup Models Workshop and are thoroughly explained in TAKAHASHI (I C)9(6). The
magnitude M. = 7.8 HNO earthquake occurred on 12 July, 1993 with a depth of 37 km

hypocenter located off the southwestern coast of Hokkaido. There are several field
observations which need to be explained by numerical modeling. First, the computation

should estimate the wave arrival at Aonae 5 min after the earthquake. The numerical

model should generate two waves at Aonae approximately 10 min apart; with the first
wave arriving from the west and the second from the east. In addition, the tide gage

records as presented in TAKAHASHI (1996) need to be estimated. Maximum runup
predictions should then be compared with the measurements (Fig. 19). The runup high at
Hamatsumae, east of Aonae needs to be illustrated, as the locale is sheltered against the
direct attack of the tsunami by Aonae point.

The Rat Islands tsunami: For operational codes, benchmark testing should invert the
tsunameter signal of the 17 November, 2003 Rat Islands tsunami to improve the initial

estimate of sea-surface displacement derived from a seismic deformation model. It should

then use the results as input to a Hilo, Hawaii inundation model to hindcast the tide gage
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Figure 20

Propagation of the 17 November. 2003 Rat islands tsunami. Star indicates epicenter location of the earthqiake.

Yellow d'ts are locations of DART buoys. White lines near the DART locations show recorded tsunami signal

(d&-tided) at corresponding tsunameter. arrows indicate tsunami arrival on the recordings. Filled colors show

example of computed maximum tsunami amplitudes of a model propagation scenario.

record observed during the tsunami at Hilo. This is the most difficult but most realistic
test for any operational model, for it involves a forecast (now hindcast) and needs to be
done much faster than real time.

The magnitude M, = 7.8 parent earthquake was located near Rat Islands, Alaska.
This tsunami was detected by three tsunameters located along the Aleutian Trench and
was also recorded at many coastal locations (TITov et al., 2005). The combined use of
tsunami propagation and inundation models is required for simulation of tsunami
dynamics from generation to inundation. The test requires matching the propagation
model data with the DART recording to constrain the tsunami source model (Fig. 20). If
a finite-difference method on a structured grid is used, several nested numerical grids
would allow telescoping from a coarse-resolution propagation model into a high-

resolution inundation model with a model grid of at least 50 m resolution. If an
unstructured grid method is used, a single grid may include enough resolution near the

coast. The data-constrained propagation model should drive a high-resolution inundation
model of Hilo Harbor. The inundation model being tested should reproduce the tide gage
record at Hilo (Fig. 2;). Since this benchmarking is required for the forecasting models, it
is essential to model four hours of Hilo Harbor tsunami dynamics in 10 min of

computational time.

2.3. Scientific Evaluation

Peer-review documentation: Any model used for inundation mappings or operational

forecasts must be published in peer-reviewed scientific journals. One or more of these
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Figure 23
Location of Hilo tide gage and the recording of the 17 Novembu. 2003 Rat Islands tsunami.

publications should include either the benchmark comparisons described here or their
equivalents. However, it must be stressed that a single comparison is not sufficient.

Formal scientific evaluation: To identify best available practices and set standards

based on these practices, a formal evaluation process of individual models needs to be

established. This process may include solicitation of additional reviews of the model's

veracity by experts.

2.4. Operational Evaluation

To ensure consistency in interpretation, the same model(s) should be used to produce
inundation map and operational forecast products. If a tsunami inundation model is under
consideration to generate operational forecast products, then an additional evaluation
should be conducted to determine the suitability of the model for operational

applications. This evaluation should be conducted in a test-bed environment consisting
of research and operational parts, in order to assess a number of model features that bear

on important operational factors, such as special implementation hardware/software
issues, ease of use, computation time, etc. In particular, the operational evaluation of
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candidate models for real-time forecasting and inundation mapping should include the
following steps:

Step I-Meet operational forecasting and inundation mapping requirements and
objectives: Operational requirements include: Basic forecasting and inundation compu-

tation; analysis and visualization tools; integration with operations (vs. separate, stand-
alone applications); basic data assimilation techniques; computational resources needed
to meet milestones; etc. If a candidate model does not meet specified forecasting or

inundation mapping requirements and objectives, it should be rejected at this point.
Step 2-Meet modular development requirements: Various pieces of the forecast

model must be developed in parallel, based on the overall objectives defined in step 1.

Step 3-Meet test bed and model standards: In this step, the candidate model is tested

against operational standards, with special attention given to its ability to simulate

previous major tsunamis with the required speed and accuracy. Based on these test

results, forecast model development may return to step 2, proceed, or the candidate model

may be rejected for operational use.

Step 4-Meet operational testing requirements: The candidate model is integrated
into the operational selling for testing. Potential sources are defined and the model is
tested in a forecasting mode on an operational platform. Graphical interfaces are
developed and forecast models are applied to a few cases to test operational integration
and important individual factors such as speed, accuracy, and reliability (see section 3).
Operational testing and feedback is provided by the TWCs at this point, and adjustments

are made as necessary.
Step 5-Implement operationally: The model is fully integrated into the operational

setting and procedures.

3. Criteria for Evaluating Operational Forecasting and Inundation Mapping Models

Given the accumulated experience in the tsunami community in the past 50 years, it
is now possible to describe the requirements for an ideal tsunami model. Given an

earthquake fault mechanism and tsunameter data, the ideal model should satisfactorily
predict tsunami inundation at-risk coastlines in a sufficiently short time. Sufficiently short
is defined as any time interval between the initiation of the tsunami and the calculation of
the inundation forecast that allows for evacuation of the target communities. For

example, the State of Hawaii needs about three hours for a complete and orderly
evacuation. An ideal model would accurately forecast inundation at least three hours
before the tsunami impact is expected anywhere in Hawaii.

3.1. Model Computational Time Constraints

Computational speed standards for inundation mapping and real-time forecasting

are different. Inundation mapping can safely be conducted over months. An effective
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short-term forecast must be produced faster than real-time. It should be available a few

minutes before the tsunami strikes the nearest community, to allow sirens to trigger the
evacuation of beach and coastal residents and give emergency personnel time to mobilize
resources and prepare for search and rescue. Furthermore, a forecast must correctly
predict the duration of the series of waves that comprise the tsunami event, to identify
when it will be safe for search and rescue operations to begin without endangering the
lives of responders. Tsunamis often became trapped in closed bays or on the continental
shelf, resulting in sea-level oscillations that may persist for several hours. During the
1993 HNO tsunami, bay oscillation at Aonae trapped the tsunami for over 30 min, and a

large portion of Aonae remained submerged for much of this time. The Crescent City,
California harbor oscillated for several hours following the 15 November, 2006 tsunami

(UsLu et at., 20017).

3.2. Model Accuracy Constraints

The accuracy of any given model depends on how well the computational procedure
represents the correct solution of the parent equations of motion. When exact solutions

exist (as, for example, for certain cases of the LSW and NSW equations), the
determination of the accuracy of a solution algorithm is straightforward, i.e., through
comparisons of the numerical results with the analytical predictions. Determining
maximum runup numerically within 5% of the analytical solution is now possible with a
handful of models.

For most bathymetries of geophysical interest, analytical solutions do not exist, and it
is unlikely that they will ever be determined, due to the complexity of the physical

terrain. However, a few laboratory models at smaller scale than the prototype exist. The
Catalina Island, Los Angeles, 2004 model validation workshop of the National Science

Foundation identified a handful of models that could predict the laboratory measurements
within 10%. While greater compliance with measurements is hoped for in the next

decade, 10% accuracy with respect to laboratory experiments is achievable now and
should be considered a standard. In addition, for operational forecast models, propagation
accuracy of 10% and an error in estimating arrival times for farfield events of 3 min, both

are now possible (TITOv er al., 2005).
An associated accuracy constraint is grid resolution. This depends on the complexity

of the shoreline. On a fairly plane, wide, and very long beach such as those of Southern
California, a 100-m-grid resolution may be sufficient. The smallest offshore and onshore
features likely to affect tsunami impact on a coastal community should be reflected in the
numerical grids. If a community is fronted by a sand spit of width 100 m, at least four

grid points are needed to provide accurate resolution of the flow over the spit.
We emphasize again that laboratory and analytical benchmarks are necessary but not

sufficient conditions for confidence for extrapolation of the methodology at geophysical

scales. One example is wave-breaking. While a numerical model may realistically
approximate the solution of the Navier-Stokes equations at laboratory scales, it may not do
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so at large scales. Calculating the evolution of breaking waves involves calculating
turbulent shear terms and invoking turbulence closure constraints which are scale-

dependent. Therefore a reliability constraint needs to be applied, and this is discussed next.

3.3. Model Reliability and Reality Constraints

Model reliability refers to how well a given model predicts inundation consistently and
realistically at geophysical scales. Linear theory may predict wave evolution consistently,
but not always realistically. For example, linear theory predicts that the height of shoaling
waves will grow continuously; in reality, however, waves will eventually break, if they

exceed threshold height-to-depth and height-to-wavelength ratios.
Reliability is a crucial issue. Several widely-used numerical models include ad hoc

friction factors. These factors were not developed to model the physical manifestation of
frictional dissipation but to stabilize what is by its very nature a marginally stable

computation. It is therefore not possible to know a priori how well a model that has been
fairly successful in a small number of cases performs in general. For example, a model
developed and calibrated to provide stable computations along steep coastlines for which

inundation distances are less than 200 m may not perform equally well when forecasting
inundation penetration of more than 3 km inland, as in the case of Banda Aceh during the

26 December, 2004 Boxing Day tsunami.
Clearly, any numerical model must be tested over a variety of scales from the

laboratory to prototype to ensure both reliability and realism. Ideally, inundation models
' ... ' should be continuously tested with every new set of laboratory data or tsunami field data

that becomes available. This will also allow for their further improvement.

4. Conclusions

State-of-the-art inundation codes in use today have evolved through a painstaking
process of careful validation and verification. Operational forecast models based on these
codes have been developed through extensive additional verification with measurements

from real tsunamis. Mining this experience, procedures for approval and application of
numerical models for operational uses are proposed as: establishment of standards for
model validation and verification; scientific evaluation of individual models; operational
evaluation of individual models; development of operational applications for forecasting;
and procedures for transfer of technology to operations. Only through parallel testing of
models under identical conditions, as when there is a tsunami emergency and an operational
forecast is performed, can the community determine the relative merits of different

computational formulations, an important step to further improvements in speed, accuracy,

and reliability.
NOAA has adopted the standards and procedures discussed here for the development

and evaluation of operational models for the Pacific and the West Coast/Alaska TWCs
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(SYNOLAKIS et al., 2007; htip:/liucirprnl.nnaa.gov/beiichni:rk/). In addition to NOAA,
UNESCO's Intergovernmental Coordination Group (ICG) for the Indian Ocean Tsunami

Warning and Mitigation System (ICG/IOTWS) adapted a similar document based on

SYNOLAKiS et al. (2007) during its fourth session at Mombasa, Kenya on 28 February-2

March, 2007 with additional field benchmarking for Sumatra, 26 December, 2004; Nias, 28
March, 2005; Tonga, 3 May, 2006; and Java, 17 July, 2006 events. Also, again UNESCOs
ICG for the Northeastern Atlantic, the Mediterranean and Connected Seas Tsunami Early
Warning and Mitigation System (ICGINEAMTWS) is considering adoption of a similar

document as well.
It is again emphasized that model testing must be a continuous process. Operational

products produced in real time during an actual event must be thoroughly reviewed, and
the operational models must be systematically tested in hindcast mode after each tsunami

strike. The results must be documented and reported to the community in order to
develop and implement improvement through the identification and resolution of any
serious problems or inadequacies of the models and/or products. While this process may
appear onerous, it does reflect our current slate of scientific knowledge. This process is

thus the only defensible methodology when human lives are at stake.
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Davis, Roger

----7rom:
3nt:

Subject:
Attachments:

Sosa, Belkys
Friday, July 15, 2011 8:05 PM
Apostolakis, George; Gilles, Nanette; Davis, Roger, Baggett, Steven
Fw: Letter from Rep Issa
2011-07-15 Letter from Chairman Issa.pdf

Sent from an NRC Blackberry
B3elkvs Sosa(b)(6

From: Vietti-Cook, Annette
To: Sharkey, .Jeffry; Sosa, Belkys; Bubar, Patrice; Nieh, Ho
Cc: Champ, Billie; Mike, Linda; Lewis, Antoinette
Sent: Fri Jul 15 19:04:50 2011
Subject: FW: Letter from Rep Issa

Attached is an advance copy of a letter from Congressman Issa regarding the SECY-11-0093 NEAR-TERM
REPORT AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR AGENCY ACTIONS FOLLOWING THE EVENTS IN JAPAN.
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Gilles, Nanette

Gilles, Nanette
,nt: Friday, July 15, 2011 9:29 AM

Apostolakis, George; 'apostola@mit.edu'; Sosa, Belkys; Baggett, Steven; Lui, Christiana;
Davis, Roger

Subject: RE: Near-Term Task Force

I will see what information I can find on this

Nanette V. Gilles
Technical Assistant for Reactors
to Commissoner Apostolakis
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Phone: 301-415-1180
Email: nanette.aillesC•nrc.Qov

-Original Message--
From: Apostolakis, George
Sent: Friday, July 15, 2011 9:27 AM
To: Gilles, Nanette; 'apostola@mit.edu'; Sosa, Belkys; Baggett, Steven: Lui, Christiana; Davis, Roger
Subject: Re: 'Near-Term Task Force

(b)(5)

George Apostolakis
Commissioner, US NRC
Blackberry (b)(6)

- Original Message
From: Gilles, Nanette
To: George Apostolakis <apostolaQMIT.EDU>; Sosa, Belkys; Baggett, Steven; Lui, Christiana; Davis. Roger
Cc: Apostolakis, George
Sent: Fri Jul 15 09:22:11 2011
Subject: RE: Near-Term Task Force

(b)(5)
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Nanette V. Gilles
Technical Assistant for Reactors

<>•Commissoner Apostolakis
S,. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Phone: 301-415-1180
Email: nanette.,illes.nrc.aov

-- Original Message-
From: George Apostolakis rmailto:apostolaOMIT.EDUl
Sent: Friday, July 15, 2011 12:30 AM
To: Gilles, Nanette; Sosa, Belkys; Baggett, Steven; Lui, Christiana; Davis, Roger
Cc: Apostolakis, George
Subject: Near-Term Task Force

(b)(5)
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Gilles, Nanette ,

,' ,om: Gilles, Nanette
.nt: Friday, July 15, 2011 9:56 AM

Apostolakis, George
Cc: 'apostola@mit.edu'; Sosa, Belkys; Baggett, Steven; Lui, Christiana; Davis, Roger
Subject: RE: Near-Term Task Force

Commissioner - These two articles describe TEPCO's considerations for setting the Fukushima design basis in
a fair amount of detail. The first one makes reference to the Jogan tsunami of 869 and indicates that TEPCO
discounted information from events earlier than 1000 years ago as "unreliable." I have also asked the NRR
Japan team what information we have and am waiting to hear back. --

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2011/03t27/fukushima-tsunami-plan-iapan n 841222.html

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2011/05/27/fukushima-nuclear-plan-sinqle-pace n 867897.htmi

Nan

Nanette V. Gilles
Technical Assistant for Reactors
to Commissoner Apostolakis
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Phone: 301-415-1180
Email: nanette.gillesO-nrc..ov

"-

-'--Z-Onginal Message--
From: Apostolakis, George
Sent: Friday, July 15, 2011 9:27 AM
To: Gilles, Nanette; 'apostola@mit.edu'; Sosa, Belkys; Baggett, Steven; Lui, Christiana; Davis, Roger
Subject: Re: Near-Term Task Force
(b)(5)

George Apostolakis
Commissioner, US NRC
Blackberrýý)[6 ZZZ

- Original Message
From: Gilles, Nanette
To: George Apostolakis <apostola(&MlT.EDU>; Sosa, Belkys; Baggett, Steven; Lui, Christiana; Davis, Roger
Cc: Apostolakis, George
Sent: Fri Jul 15 09:22:11 2011
Subject: RE: Near-Term Task Force

(b)(5)
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(b)(5)

Nan

Nanette V. Gilles
Technical Assistant for Reactors
to Commissoner Apostolakis
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Phone: 301-415-1180
Email: nanette.giillesOnrc.gov

-- Original Message-
From: George Apostolakis fmailto:apostolaO-MIT.EDUI
Sent: Friday, July 15, 2011 12:30AM
To: Gilles, Nanette; Sosa, Belkys; Baggett, Steven; Lui, Christiana; Davis, Roger
Cc: Apostolakis, George
Subject: Near-Term Task Force

(b)(5)

What do you think?
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Davis, Roger . .. .. ,,, , ,u ,wurn&

.Xj:
Subject:

Apostolakis, George
Sunday, July 17, 2011 2:03 PM
Gilles, Nanette; Sosa, Belkys; Davis, Roger, Baggett, Steven
RE: Draft Speech

(b)(5)

From: Gilles, Nanette
Sent: Sunday, July 17, 2011 2:02 PM
To: Apostolakis, George; Sosa, Belkys; Davis, Roger; Baggett, Steven
Subject: Re: Draft Speech

Sent from my NRC Blackberry

From: Apostolakis, George
To: Sosa, Belkys; Gilles, Nanette; Davis, Roger; Baggett Steven

A:Sat Jul 16 16:40:17 2011
,-_,ýjct:Re: Draft Speech

I(b)(5)I

George Apostolakis
Commissioner, US NRC-
Blackberr i (b)(6)

From: Sosa, Belkys
To: Gilles, Nanette; Apostolakis, George; Davis, Roger; Baggett, Steven
Sent: Sat Jul 16 15:24:48 2011
Subject: Re: Draft Speech

(b)(5)

Sent from an NRC Blackberry
Belkys Sosa

I(b)(6)

"om: Gilles, Nanette
'Sosa, Belkys; Apostolakis, George; Davis, Roger, Baggett, Steven

• - t: Sat Jul 16 12:54:08 2011
_-..ject: Re: Draft Speech
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,1 .- -'nt from my NRC Blackberry

From: Sosa, Belkys
To: Apostolakis, George; Gilles, Nanette; Davis, Roger; Baggett, Steven
Sent: Fri Jul 15 20:07:01 2011
Subject: Fw: Draft Speech

Sent from an NRC Blackberry
Belkys Sosa
(b)(6)

From: Montes, David
To: Bubar, Patrice; Nleh, Ho; Sosa, Belkys; Sharkey, Jeifry
Cc: Batkln, Joshua; Coggins, Angela; Loyd, Susan; Monninger, John
Sent: Fn Jul 15 18:05:19 2011
Subject: Draft Speech

Attached is the draft speech for Monday.

David
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Davis, Roger
GONEww~

S•nt:

Subject:
Attachments:

Davis, Roger
Monday, July 18, 201.1 3:11 PM
McMillan, Joseph; Raspa, Rossana
FW: Memorandum to Commission on Fukushima Task Force and KI
2011 .Juýy.NRCFukushimaTaskForceFinal.rtf

Joe and Rossana,

(b)(5)

Roger ,fl9._-_.-,, ,,n,

;'mm:"• r•__•r• • (b)(6) ' .........
From: Peter Cranef m1 ~ I
Sent: Monday, July 18,i20 rz-:-
To: Vietti-Cook, Annette

cC: Davis, Roger
Subject: Memorandum to Commission on Fukushima Task Force and Kl

Hi Annette -

The attached memorandum is directly relevant to the briefing that the Commission will be getting tomorrow on the report
issued last week, of the Fukushima Task Force. It is time-critical. Could you please see that it is printed out and
delivered to Commission offices as soon as possible? Thanks.

v the way, in it I mention that there is a March 27, 2006, letter from HHS Secretary Leavitt to Chairman Diaz that I was
able to find on ADAMS, except as an attachment to a letter from Professor Frank von Hippel of Princeton and me to
iator Lieberman, with copies to the NRC. Maybe I missed it somehow with the search terms I used. In any event, if

viat letter is not on ADAMS, it should be, and it is puzzfling that it isn't.

Thanks -
Peter

A'
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Peter Crone (b)(6) (b)(6) .1 (b)(6) Eo,, (cel)

July 18, 2011

MEMORANDUM FOR: Chairman Gregory B. Jaczko
Commissioner Kristine L. Svinicki
Commissioner George Apostolakis
Commissioner William D. Magwood, IV
Commissioner William C. Ostendorff

FROM: Peter Crane
Counsel for Special Projects, USNRC (retired)

On July 13, the NRC issued press announcements on two unrelated matters: the public release of
the report of the NRC staff's Task Force on the Fukushima accident (news release No. 1 -127),
and the Commission's directive to the staff "to examine feasibility and need of study on radiation
doses to public from nuclear medicine" (news release No. 11-128).

The Task Force report touches on, though only very minimally, the use of potassium iodide (KI)
as a thyroid blocking agent; the directive on nuclear medicine relates directly to the issue of the

release of patients with high doses of radioactive iodine- 131 in their systems. Both as an NRC
I ( employee and as a retiree, I have been involved with these two subjects for many years - nearly

._ 30 years, in the case of KI, and almost 20 years, with respect to radioactive patients - and I have
considerable institutional knowledge in these areas.' I feel obligated to the current
Commissioners, the agency, and the public, to share some of this history with them, and explain
why the July 13 issuances are problematic. Since I see that the schedule calls for the Task Force
to brief the Commission on July 19, 1 will in the interest of time deal with the first today and the
second in a memorandum to be submitted in the near future.

The charter of the NRC staff Task Force on Fukushima was set forth in a March 23, 2011,
tasking memorandum from Chairman Jaczko to R. W. Borchardt, the Executive Director for
Operations (Appendix B to the report, p. 77), and the March 30,2011, memorandum from Mr.
Borchardt to Martin Virgilio and Charles Miller (Appendix C to the report, p. 79). The Task
Force was given the specific task of considering, among other things, "Emergency preparedness
(e.g. emergency communications, radiological protection, emergency planning zones, dose
projections and modeling, protective actions)." [Emphasis added.]

.in an appendix, I will describe my 27-year serviye at NRC.
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Protective actions include, as the report acknowledges, potassium iodide. The following seem
like obvious questions: How widely was potassium iodide distributed in Japan? How far away
from Fukushima did radioactive iodine show up in foodstuffs, water, and air? What kind of
radiation doses to the thyroid were received by Japanese citizens, especially children, and at what
distances from the reactors? What does this suggest about the need for K! beyond the 10 mile
radius in which the NRC now offers it?

These are all questions that can be answered, to a greater or lesser extent, by any informed citizen
who reads the newspapers and has access to a computer, but anyone whose only source of
information is the NRC Task Force, which was in theory addressing such issues, would be out of
luck. Indeed, such a person would not even realize that these issues existed, for the Task Force
has tiptoed around them.

The Task Force must surely be aware that the NRC has come under sharp criticism for its role in
preventing the implementation of a law, Section 127 of the Public Health Security and
Bioterrorism Preparedness and Response Act of 2002, which would have extended the

availability of KI out to a 20-mile radius. A January 2008 decision by the President's Science
Advisor, Dr. John H. Marburger III, declined to implement that portion of the Act. The Task
Force must also know that a bipartisan group of some- 30 Members of Congress, including Rep.
Ed Markey, the law's sponsor, has called on the President to revisit that decision and authorize
the broader stockpiling and distribution of the drug, and that this issue is under reconsideration
by the Administration.

But no reader of this report would realize any of that, or find a scintilla of information that might
shed light on the question of whether current policy needs revision. What is more, an Associated
Press story on March 31, 2011, quoted Patricia Milligan, the NRC's senior expert on KI matters,
as saying that the NRC was "absolutely confident" that the 10 mile radius for stockpiling of KI
was sufficient. Considering that the accident was still unfolding rapidly at that time, this was
highly premature. It was only on March 23, after all, that Chairman Jaczko had directed the staff
to examine, among other things, "emergency planning zones" and "protective actions." If the

staff had completed its review of the 1( issue in the intervening eight days, this was quick work
indeed.2

2 Normally the NRC's consideration of K! policy is measured in years. When the NRC Commissioners, over the
fierce opposition of the NRC staff, granted my petition for rulemaking on KI in early 2001, changing the NRC's
regulations and also offering supplies of KI to states, it was the culmination of a process that had begun with a

-. 4 Differing Professional Opinion that I had filed 12 years earlier.

\2
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<- -.- - The Marburger decision and the NRC's role in it deserve further discussion here. As the
, , Commission is probably aware, the legislation authorizing the expansion of KI distribution from

10 to 20 miles from nuclear power plants was passed by an overwhelming margin in 2002 and

signed into law by President Bush. The White House, in a 2002 statement, hailed the result,
saying that henceforth, KI, which it called "crucial" and "critical," would be available wherever

needed, not just within what it termed the "artificial ten-mile barrier." The Department of Health

and Human Services was given the task of implementing the law, which NRC had opposed.

But to begin distribution of KI, which HHS was eager to do, for it saw a plain need to improve
protection for America's children, it was required to publish guidelines. Opponents of the law

prevailed on the Office of Management and Budget to withhold its approval of those guidelines,

and thereby delay implementation of the law, to the great frustration of HHS.

The same law directed the National Academies of Science to perform a study of KI. Published in

2004 under the title Distribution and Administration of Potassium Iodide in the Event ofa
Nuclear Incident, it made clear, inter alia, that "children are most likely to benefit from KI

prophylaxis" (p. 4); that thyroids are at risk in a nuclear incident from "inhalation of
contaminated air or ingestion of contaminated food or milk" (p. 3); that "KI should be available

to infants, children, and pregnant and lactating women" (p. 5); that though KI distribution to date

focused only on the 10-mile Emergency Planning Zone utilized by the NRC, the variation from

site to site meant that "no single best solution exists," and that a specific incident might require

KI "beyond the EPZ as well" (p. 161); and that as a result, "KI distribution programs should

consider predistribution, local stockpiling outside the emergency planning zone (EPZ), and

national stockpiles and distribution capacity." (p. 160, emphasis in the original)

In a November 1, 2005, letter to Hi-IS, the NRC brazenly misrepresented the findings of the NAS

report. Writing to Dr. Robert Claypool of HHS, William F. Kane, NRC Deputy Executive
Director for Reactor and Preparedness Programs, asserted - purportedly on the basis of the NAS
report - that the only pathway of concern beyond the 1 0-mile radius would be ingestion, which
could be controlled by interdiction of foodstuffs, and, in a particularly egregious distortion,

declared that "the Academy raised questions about the usefulness of expanded distribution of
KJl.t3

HIIS Secretary Michael Leavitt responded with a letter to NRC Chairman Nils Diaz4, dated

3 This letter may be found on the NRC's ADAMS system, using accession no. ML052790498.

4 I have so far been unable to find this letter on ADAMS, except as an attachment to a letter that Professor Frank von
"/ ippel of Princeton University and I sent to Senator Joseph Lieberman on September 26, 2007, with a copy to the

3
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March 27, 2006, which though couched in superficially civil terms was an acid rebuke that made
' clear that NRC had quoted snippets of the NAS report out of context to produce a misleading

impression. He quoted the actual words of the NAS report back to Diaz: "A specific incident

might call for protective actions to be restricted to a small part of the EPZ or require that they

be implemented beyond the EPZ as well," boldfacing the last I I words for emphasis.5

NRC, which may be found as LTR-07-0685 on the ADAMS system. If Secretary Leavitt's letter is not on the system
in its own right (and if not, one may ask why not), it should be added.

SSecretary Leavitt also wrote:

Section 127 of the Bioterrorism Preparedness and Response Act of 2002 requires the President to
make KI available to State and local governments for stockpiling and distribution, and to establish
guidelines for the stockpiling of KI and for its distribution and utilization in the event of a nuclear
incident. Additionally, subsection 127(f) states that these requirements "cease to apply as
requirements if the President determines that there is an alternative and more effective
prophylaxis or preventive measures for adverse thyroid conditions... " The President has not made
the necessary determination here. Rather, as the President stated in 2002 when forming the
Department of Homeland Security, "...one Department would be responsible for distributing
Potassium Iodide to citizens xposed - no matter where they lived There would no longer be an
artificial ten-mile barrier to treatment." Currently, we do not believe there are "alternative and
more effective.., measures" than to make K] available up to 20 miles from a nuclear facility, in

f! conjunction with the protective measures established by the NRC. [Emphasis in the original.]

Unaware at the time of HHS Secretary Leavitt's letter to NRC, I drew the Kane letter's mischaracterization
of the NAS report to the attention both of the Commission, by email, and the NRC's Office of Inspector General.
This was, as usual, fruitless. The EDO, Luis Reyes, replied a few weeks later with a short note that neither mentioned
the NAS report nor gave a direct answer to the charge that the Kane letter had mischaracterized its findings. Instead,
he wrote that "the Commission believes that Mr. Kane's letter reflected the NRC's well-considered, scientifically-
based position on expanded distribution of KI." Apparently, it was a matter of indifference whether the Kane letter
was factual, so long as it supported the Commission's position.

OIG declined to investigate. Its Allegations Coordinator, George Mulley, explained to me on the telephone
that the first thing that OIG did, when examining an allegation, was to ask what federal law had been broken, and
that there was nothing in the U.S. Code that made it illegal to deceive another federalagency. This was, I submit, an
unduly pinched view of OIG's mandate.

But it was hardly surprising. OIG's record of mishandling allegations concerning the staffs treatment of KI
matters goes back many years, and includes one occasion on which, contrary to OIG procedures, Inspector General
David Williams disposed of an allegation with no written record, and without even informing his head of
investigations, Leo Norton, that the allegation had been received. Norton, an honorable and candid person, agreed
with me that this was an "off the books" handling of an allegation, and said that I could quote him to that effect. It
was unique in his experience, he said, and "no way to do business." For more on OIG and KI, see also the joint letter
from Professor Frank von Hippel and me to Senator Joseph Lieberman, dated 9/26/2006, with copies to the NRC,
cited above, and accessible through ADAMS as LTR-07-0685.

I might add that though the concurrence page on the Kane letter, as it appears on the NRC website, indicates
that the originator of the document was Patricia Milligan, the responsibility for it extends to all who reviewed and
signed off on it. The same applies to those who, after seeing Secretary Leavitt's letter, nevertheless approved the
response to Senator Isakson's question, which will be discussed shortly.

4
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f'• Secretary Leavitt's letter plainly did not faze the NRC, however, which in an April 10, 2006,
. letter to Senator George Voinovich, responding to questions arising from a recent oversight

hearing, repeated the assertion that the NAS supported the NRC position on the undesirability of

stockpiling KI beyond ten miles, and attached the Kane letter.6 (The answer came in response to

a question from Sen. Isakson.) By now, there was no excuse for inaccuracy. If the staff had

somehow contrived to misread the NAS report at the time it wrote to Dr. Claypool in November

2005, any such misunderstanding had been cleared up by Secretary Leavitt, in his letter of March
27, 2006.

With his declared intention of implementing the law and providing KI in the 10 to 20- mile
radius, Secretary Leavitt was on a collision course with the NRC and the nuclear industry. The

White House was persuaded to forget or ignore what it had said in 2002 about eliminating the

"artificial 10 mile barrier" to the distribution of this "crucial" and "critical" drug. On July 2,
2007, President Bush signed an order that stripped Leavitt of his authority over the law and

transferred it to the NRC and to his own Science Advisor, Dr. Marburger, who would have the

6 The relevant section of the letter, at pp. 29-30, reads as follows, and may be found on the NRC website using

accession no. ML060930353:

N QUESTIONS FROM SENATOR ISAKSON:

During the hearing, I brought up the issue of potassium iodide, but didn't get a chance to pursue my question with
the Commission. It is my understanding that the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) has made a
recommendation to expand the stockpiling of potassium iodide beyond the 10-mile radius around a nuclear facility
which is the current requirement Please provide the Commission's position on the HHS's recommendation for the
record.

ANSWER:

Based on the NRC's decades of experience with nuclear power plant emergency preparedness and radiological
protection of the public, it is the NRC's conclusion that expanded distribution of potassium iodide (KI) is
unnecessary. Expanded distribution of KI is unnecessary because of the current, well-established, and scientifically
sound framework of the NRC's emergency preparedness regulations. This framework includes predetermined
protective actions for populations within the 10- and 50-mile ingestion exposure pathway Emergency Planning Zones
(EPZs) to provide the necessary protection of public health and safety. These predetermined protective actions
include interdiction of contaminated milk food, and water, as well as protective measures for livestock. NRC's
conclusion is supported by . January 2004 study by the National Academy of Sciences, which found that food
testing and interdiction programs in place throughout the United States are more effective preventive strategies than
expanded distribution of KI for ingestion pathways. Additionally, many States and other interested entities,
including Federal agencies, have expressed opposition to the distribution of KI beyond the existing I0-mile EPZs.
Additional detail on the Commission's position on HHS's draft guidelines for expanded KI distribution are [sic]
provided in the November i, 2005 letter from Mr. William Kane, NRC's Deputy Executive Director for Reactor and
Preparedness Programs, to Dr. Claypool of HHS's Office of Mass Casualty Planning, which is attached
(Attachment 7) for your convenience.
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... final say on whether to implement the law.

At Marburger's request, a technical evaluation paper on KI was prepared by the Potassium Iodide
(KI) Subcommittee of the Federal Radiological Preparedness Coordinating Committee (FRPCC),

an interagency group. On October 23, 2007, FRPCC Chair Vanessa Quinn, of FEMA,

transmitted the paper to Marburger, with a cover letter that made plain the leading role of the

NRC staff in the effort.
7

Marburger's decision, issued on January 22, 2008, predictably found no need to implement the

2002 law. This is not the place to get into the legal question of whether his refusal to do so was

consistent with Congressional intent and a proper reading of the statute, though I have strong

views on that point; I would like instead to stay with the technical and policy bases for his

decision.

Perhaps the most extraordinary thing about the Marburger decision was that the President's

Science Advisor felt able to issue a 13-page decision on a drug for the prevention of cancer

without ever using the word "cancer." Instead, he referred euphemistically to "adverse thyroid

conditions." From the chief scientist in the United States Government, this defies

comprehension. Is it conceivable that any Government official would issue a decision on the use

of Sabin vaccine without ever employing the word "polio"? Of course not. But when the subject

is KI and thyroid cancer, this happens again and again.8

Let us now look at the important question of what exactly Marburger was relying on. At p. 12 of

'7Quinn wrote: "I would be remiss ifI did not specifically mention the hard work and effort put into this project by
Trish Milligan, K!JSubcommittee Co-Chair. Her technical knowledge and willingness to spearhead the overall
coordination of this technical evaluation paper was invaluable." Just the day before, October 22, 2007, an article in
USA Today, entitled "White House may stop plan for anti-radiation pills," included the following: "Patricia Milligan,
the NRC's senior adviser for preparedness, says the commission opposes broad distribution of the pills because the
best way to eliminate risk is to make sure people don't eat contaminated food. She also says the NRC is concerned
about undermining the reputation of the nuclear industry. 'It's always a concern that if you expand the distribution
(of the pills), you don't have confidence in the plants,' she says. 'We have studies that show the safety of our
Vlants."'

This is certainly true at NRC as well. For example, at NRC headquarters, on Julyl, 1997, anyone whose office
windows faced west might have seen a television crew, with the familiar eye of the CBS Evening News on its
videocarnera, interviewing me in front of the building. Four hours later, the NRC, under Chairman Shirley Jackson,
issued a press release stating that agency would buy KI for any state that wanted it. (At the time, the matter had been
pending for seven years.) But the news release was careful not to use the word "cancer," and therefore was less
helpful to readers than it might have been. It probably made little difference, however, for the NRC did nothing to
implement this commitment, and two years later, still under Chairman Jackson, the Commission retacted its
promise, saying that budget constraints did not allow expenditures on new initiatives of this kind.

6
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his decision, he wrote:
-I

Some concerned citizens groups criticize meteorological analyses that assume a wind

that blows constantly in a single direction, suggesting that variable trajectory models
would better account for complex wind patterns, leading to accident consequences

extending beyond current projections. In fact the opposite is true. The NRC and FEMA
outline their strategies for emergency planning in the 2002 study Assessment of tMe Use
of Potassium Iodide (KI) as a Supplemental Public Protective Action during Severe

Reactor Accidents (NUREG 1633)P', which addresses the effect of meteorology on
accident consequences, specifically its effect on where the offsite release goes....

The footnote included a citation to this document, which states on its cover page that it was
"Prepared by P. A. Milligan/NRR." 9

What Marburger evidently did not know was that officially, this document was in the dumpster.
In November 2002, the Commission had decided, on a 4-1 vote, with Commissioner Dicus the

lone dissenter, that it was unfit for publication, and that no more resources should be spent on

bringing it up to standard. Commissioners' comments on it were not gentle. Commissioner
McGaffigan noted that although it was the 9/l1 attacks that had spurred states' interest in KI
stockpiling, "the draft NUREG is silent on the subject." Commissioner Diaz wrote:

The draft NUREG now before us is the third version we have been asked to review since
mid1998. (The first version was withdrawn by the Commission and we disapproved the
second one.) ... In my opinion, it's time to pull the plug.)0

9http:/A/www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/conmmission/secys/2002/secy2DO2-0089/attachment 1 .pdf

10The story of the three rejected versions of NUREG-1633 is a curious one. The first version managed not

to include, in its 37 pages, the fact that the Food and Drug Administration had found KI to be "safe and
effective." (This was comparable to the FDA issuing a report casting doubt on the safety of a particular
nuclear power plant without mentioning that there was an organization called the NRC that had found this
plant to be safe.) The document strove to raise anxieties about the safety of the drug, and to warn of the
lawsuits that would be faced by any state that gave it out in an emergency. It also asserted that American
can authorities cautioned against giving the drug to children and pregnant women, whereas in reality, it is
universally recognized, here and abroad, that the principal benefit of the drug is to children and pregnant
women. (I should in fairness mention that NUREG-1633 was not wrong about everything, however. For
example, it said of Chernobyl, at p. 14: "[I]nhalation most like was a major source of the dose received in
some areas near the plant." This contradicts an assertion often made by opponents of KI: that virtually all
the post-Chemobyl thyroid cancers resulted from drinking contaminated milk.)

The Commission soon received scathing comments from state health officials and others. Dr.
Karim Rimawi, director of the Bureau of Environmental Radiation Protection in the New York State Health
Department, wrote on September 29, 1998, that the Department "had looked forward to NRC's report in the

7
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, > I do not know where Dr. Marburger got his copy of the draft NUREG - perhaps it was not from

the NRC at all - but surely he could and should have been warned by his NRC advisor that the

document had been rejected by the Commissioners and therefore had no place in his decision.

Relying as it did on an invalid document, Marburger's decision must therefore be considered at

least partially tainted. Its pernicious effects, moreover, have extended far beyond the question of

implementing the 2002 law. After its issuance, the interagency group that maintains the Strategic

National Stockpile removed KI from the arsenal of protective drugs that comprise that stockpile,

to which it had been added after 9/1 ."L I am told that the group felt that it had no choice, in light

of the Marburger decision.

At a time at which in every other sphere of life, America is increasing its preparedness against.

terrorism, the NRC has thus been instrumental in diminishing our country's preparedness to deal

with acts of nuclear terrorism or other nuclear catastrophes. It must be borne in mind what the

consequences of insufficient preparedness will be, if such a disaster occurs: an increased

incidence of thyroid cancer, especially in children who were very young, or still in the womb, at

the time of exposure.'
2

I would be the last person to argue that KI is a panacea for protection against radiological

hope that it would assist us," but found that it had been "prepared to justify a position advocating against
the use of KI for public protection, rather than as an objective review of the relevant information." "This
bias," he wrote, "raises doubt as to the value of the document." He also commented: "It selectively
references sources that support that point of view and ignores others that tend to justify the use of KI."

Shortly afterwards, the Commission ordered NUREG-1633 withdrawn. Commissioner Ed
McGaffigan, in a memorandum quoted in the October 12, 1998, issue of Inside NR.C., wrote: "As I
admitted at the public meeting, I had not read enclosure 8 [draft NUREG-1633] in any detail when I agreed
to put it out for public comment and peer review as the SRM was drafted. I made the mistake of thinking
no harm could come from just putting a document out for public comment. I was wrong." (At p. 8.)

Revision of the NUREG was entrusted to a large Core Group, headed by Aby Mohseni. It was on

his watch that the entire Core Group, during a particularly a cold February in Rockville, spent a week at

NRC expense in Tempe, Arizona. This second version was also rejected, and the project then passed into
the hands of Patricia Milligan, who produced the third and final version. By the time the Commission
rejected it in 2002 and "pulled the plug." in Commissioner Diaz's words, the NRC had spent a small fortune

on NUREG-1633, with nothing of value to show for it.

I I http://www.washingtonpost~cm/nationaV/us-heath-areý-system-unprepared-for-major-nuclear-emergency-

officials-say/20 ! 1/04/07/AF6ZSavCstory.htmi

12If the example of Chernobyl is an accurate guide, we will begin seeing the first post-Fukcushima childhood thyroid

cancers in about five years.
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disasters. Indeed, in the early days of the Fukushima accident, I went on television in Seattle to
say that it would "irresponsible scaremongering" to suggest that anyone in the U.S. should now

be taking KI to protect against the releases from Japan. But it is likewise irresponsible in the

extreme not to have adequate supplies on hand in this country, for accidents or acts of terrorism

occurring here, and of all the possible reasons for failing to stockpile it, protecting the public

image of the nuclear power industry is surely the rock-bottom worst.1 3

The real question is whether KI would be useful in the event of a major release, for if not, there is
no point in having it, regardless of its low cost. The opponents of KI stockpiling have long

maintained that KI is unnecessary, because the whole problem of thyroid protection can be
solved by instructing people to refrain from drinking milk after a major nuclear release. For

example, in the early days of the Fukushima accident, a March 13 article in the New York Times

quoted a radiation expert at Columbia, Dr. David Brenner:

Dr. Brenner said the iodine pills were protective, but were "a bit of a myth" because their
use is based on the belief that the risk is from inhaling radioactive iodine. Actually, he
said, 98 percent of people's exposure comes from milk and other dairy products.

"The way radioactive iodine gets into human beings is an indirect route," he said. "It
' falls to the ground, cows eat it and make milk with radioactive iodine,.and you get it

from drinking the milk. You get very little from inhaling it. The way to prevent it is just
to stop people from drinking the milk." He said that the epidemic of thyroid cancer
around Chernobyl could have been prevented if the government had immediately stopped
people from drinking milk.

I have no idea where Dr. Brenner got this 98% figure; most sources I have seen think that 70 or
80 percent of the Chernobyl exposures came from the milk pathway, not more. At any rate, once

1-131 began showing up in Tokyo's tap water, I wrote a letter to the New York Times, published
on March 26, that was implicitly a slap at Dr. Brenner and the reporter who had so uncritically
relied on him.14

13Even if we assume for purposes of argument that stockpiling KI would cause Americans to worry about the safety
of nuclear power plants (and after Fukushima, it seems unlikely that KI would play any significant role in any such
worries they may have), that is separate from the question of whether we should have the drug on hand as pat of
preparedness for acts of lerrorism. The public relations needs of the nuclear power industry regarding power plant
safety should have no bearing on whether we are ready to cope with a nuclear device exploded by terrorists.

14 To the Editor:

The detection of radioactive iodine 131 in Tokyo's drinking water ("Anxiety Up as Tokyo Issues Warning
on Its Tap Water," front page, March 24), in amounts considered unhealthy for children, makes clear that potassium
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~,I_. Whether for that reason or some other, Dr. Brenner's public position on KI changed almost

instantaneously. On the afternoon of the same day, March 26, a glowing profile of him,

"Countering Fears With Just the Facts," was posted on the New York Times website (it appeared

in print on March 29), which included the following:

Potassium iodide pills are widely recommended to protect the thyroid gland from
radioactive iodine, but Dr. Brenner said it was better just to stop drinking milk until the

threat had passed.

His message changed, however, when radioactive iodine turned up in tap water in Tokyo.
Though the public was advised that babies, children and pregnant women should not

drink the water, Dr. Brenner conceded that some exposure might still be hard to avoid,
and that using potassium iodide was a reasonable precaution.

"I've been maybe a little overstrong in saying that potassium iodide doesn't have a role
to play," he said. "But usually the problem is milk. To me, the levels in water came as a

surprise."

*,-- But is it really a "myth," as Dr. Brenner suggested in the earlier article, that inhalation of 1-131

_! ) after a radiological release is a danger?

Nearly 20 years ago, the Environmental Protection Agency issued a "Manual of Protective

Action Guides and Protective Actions for Nuclear Incidents," EPA 400-R-92-001 (May 1992)' s,

that included the following, at p. 5-20: "If a major release of radioiodine or respirable particulate

iodide must be administered if children are to be adequately protected against thyroid cancer caused by ingested and
inhaled iodine 131. Interdiction of milk supplies, though important, is plainly insufficient.

Japan's apparent preparedness with potassium iodide contrasts With the situation in the United States. In
response to 9/11, Congress passed a law to create stockpiles of potassium iodide for populations within a 20-mile
radius of nuclear reactors, rather than the 10-mile radius within which the Nuclear Regulatory Commission offers it
to states that request it.

But the N.R.C., which had opposed the law, fought successfully to keep it from taking effect. In 2008
President George W. Bush's science adviser, John H. Marburger III, declared that potassium iodide was not needed
beyond the 10-mile radius, and that the law therefore wouid not be implemented.

The events in Japan demand that the Obama administration act quickly to reverse this unjustified rejection
of a sensible law.

Peter Crane
Seattle, March 24, 2011

5http:/www.epa.gov/radiation/docs/er/400-r-92-O01 .pdf
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materials occurs, inhalation dose will be the controlling pathway." [Emphasis added.] It
), recommended, among other things, consideration of the use of KI. It made the point that though

evacuation in an emergency is the ideal option, you can get a radiation dose while evacuating,
and that automobiles offer only about 10% shielding.

The Food and Drug Administration issued guidance on KI in 2001.16 At p. 8, after noting that the
post-Chernobyl exposures to radioiodines came "largely" from the milk pathway, it said:

In this or similar accidents, for those residing in the immediate area of the accident or
otherwise directly exposed to the radioactive plume, inhalation of radioiodines may be
a significant contributor to individual and population exposures, ... The risk depends
on factors such as the magnitude and rate of the radioiodine release, wind direction and
other atmospheric conditions, and thus may affect people both near and far from the
accident site. [Emphasis added.]

There was also a useful report from the International Atomic Energy Agency in 2002.17 At p. 52,
the joint IAEA/WHO committee that prepared it makes the point that "iodine prophylaxis is
intended primarily as a protective action against inhalation," in the short term, and suggests
amending the International Basic Safety Standards to reflect this. [Emphasis added.]

\> In 2003, the Medical Preparedness and Response Sub-Group of the Department of Homeland
Security Working Group on Radiological Dispersal Device Preparedness prepared a report saying

that if terrorists detonated a radiological dispersal device containing radioiodine or a 10-kiloton
improvised nuclear weapon, millions of doses of KJ might be needed to deal with the fallout. It
said, at p. 62: "Urgent consideration for giving KI to pregnant women (especially 2nd and 3rd
trimesters) and children is appropriate.""I

On June 30, 2011, in response to a Freedom of Information Act request, the NRC placed a large
number of documents relating to the Fukushima accident onto the ADAMS system.19 They

'6http://www. fda.gov/downloads/Drugs/GuidanceComplianceRegulatoryinfofrnation/Guidances/ucmOB0542.pdf

17 http'//www-pub.iaea.org/MTCD/publications/PDF/Pub I 133_scr.pdf

IS

http:/Avww.oralLgov/hsc/RadMassCasaties/content/resources/Radiologic-Medical-Countermeaswures051403.pdf

19 For this information, I am indebted to David Lochbaum, an NRC alumnus now with the Union of Concerned
Scientists.
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include a March 25, 2011, email from Elmo Collins, Regional Administrator in NRC's Region
K,.4 IV, to Linda Howell, as he prepared to leave for Japan. The subject line is "Japan," and it reads,

in its entirety, as follows: "I'll need to pick up some KI and make sure I have my dosimetry as
needed - what dose meter would be good for me to take? Thanks, Elmo."

Of course Mr. Collins provided himself with KI, and rightly so. NRC personnel are not reckless
when it comes to their own safety or that of their children, nor should they be. 20 But if ever there

is a nuclear catastrophe in this country, whether caused by terrorism or an accident, and
Americans living more than 10 miles from a nuclear power plant discover that their children
have been inadequately protected against radioactive iodine owing to the NRC's unremitting, no-
holds-barred battle to prevent or limit KI stockpiling - a battle that has included misrepresenting,
including to Congress, the findings of a Congressionally mandated study of the issue by the
National Academies of Science, and working to ensure that the sensible recommendations of the
NAS were rejected by the President - the consequences would be devastating, not only for the
affected children, but also for the NRC.

What would the country say when it learned that KI had been removed from the Strategic
National Stockpile, with the result that we are less well prepared to cope with the medical effects

20By the same token, consider a March 4, 1994, letter from Jim Martin, an NRC retiree, to Hugh Thompson, then
Deputy Executive Director for Operations, which was placed in the Public Document Room at that time:

Please hold the bottom line: do not require that utilities distribute KI to the general public as a
license condition. This was my bottom line over many years of discussions of the subject at the
staff and the commission levels. As I said to Peter Crane at one dime: If I lived near a nuclear
plant, I'd have some KI for my family (it's so cheap!), but I think it would be legally obscene to
require KI predistribution to the public as a condition of a license. If Peter wants KI available in
the schools, then let the PTAs run car washes and buy some! At the time, they cost only 2-3 cents
apiece.

I recall this meeting well; Mr. Martin made the point that for the price of the pack of cigarettes in his shirt
pocket (at the time, in 1983, they sold for about S.75 a pack in the D.C. area), he could protect his whole family with
KI, and he would be "crazy" not to do so. Please understand: I do not by any means intend to demonize Mr. Martin,
whose letter, if read in its entirety, which I recommend, is more thoughtful and balanced than this one passage, taken
in isolation, might suggest. The problem with his proposed solution, however, is that unless people are told that KI
is desirable, the PTA's of America are not going to know to hold such bake sales, and in an actual emergency, only
knowledgeable insiders, such as NRC personnel and their families, will be protected.

Incidentally, Mr. Martin made another observation in his letter, from which it can be inferred that the site at
which KI would be of greatest value in preventing cancer is Indian Point (IP): "The major technical basis document
at the time was the Blond & Aldrich report on the efficacy of KI. Indeed, it showed that a 'national' KI
predistribution program would not be cost effective in terms of cancers avoided (half or more of the calculated
cancers arise beyond 50 miles at most sites - all except for IP, as I recall, so the emphasis must be on the area
beyond 50 miles, for the cancer issue)." [Emphasis added.]
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.- • > of a nuclear disaster than we were a few years ago? The NRC Chairman and Commissioners
, • would probably find themselves having to explain their actions not only to Congressional

committees but to grand juries. Under those circumstances, it is hard to imagine that the Nuclear

Regulatory Commission would even survive for long, at least under that name.21 More likely, it
would be abolished and replaced by some new regulatory body, as is currently happening in

Japan.Y

Press reports indicate that radioiodine from Fukushima has turned up in air, water, and foodstuffs
far from the damaged nuclear plants.23To continue to insist that KI stockpiling in this country be
limited to a 10 mile radius around nuclear plants, and then only in states which request the drug,
would be irresponsible beyond measure. The sooner the NRC faces up to this reality, the better,

and not only for the American public, but also for its own sake. The Task Force should be told to
address the KI issue thoroughly and promptly. In addition, the Inspector General should be asked

to investigate the staff's handling of KI matters in recent years, including, but not limited to, the
appearance of NUREG-1633 in the Marburger decision, the accuracy of the 2005 Kane letter to

21 After 9/1l, Commissioner McGaffigan called me to tell me that I had "saved the NRC from itself," through the

-- efforts that resulted in the NRC's rule change on K1, a few months earlier.

22 http://mdn.mainichi.jp/mdnnews/newst20110717p2gOOm0dmO54000c.html

23 Consider this excerpt from an article carried by National Public Radio on March 20, at
http://www.npr.org/2011/03/20/134705754/japans-efforts-to-ease-nuke-crisis-hit-setback:

Government Admits Mistake

Officials have begun distributing protective potassium iodide pills to people from the area around
the power planL But one official in Fukushima, Kazuma Yokota, told reporters that the
government now realizes it should have distributed the pills earlier last week.

Potassium iodide protects people against thyroid cancer if they have been exposed to radioactive
iodine, but it must be taken promptly.

The pills help reduce chances of thyroid cancer, one of the diseases that may develop from
radiation exposure, by preventing the body from absorbing radioactive iodine. The official,
Kazuma Yokota, said the explosion that occurred while venting the plantfs Unit 3 reactor last
Sunday should have triggered the distribution. But the order came only three days later.

"We should have made this decision and announced it sooner," Yokota told reporters at the
emergency command center in the city of Fukushima. "It is true that we had not foreseen a disaster
of these proportions. We had not practiced or trained for something this bad. We must admit that
we were not fully prepared."
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. , HHS, and the 2006 response to Senator VoinoVich. 24

/

What I have described in this memorandum are facts as I understand them,as informed by nearly

30 years of observing the NRC's handling of the KI issue. It has been prepared in a spirit of

trying to be of service both to the American people and to the NRC. In this case,dealing as it

does with a medication, a quotation from Gotthold Lessing's 1 Sth Century play "Nathan the
Wise" is particularly apposite: "It is medicine, not poison, that I am handing you."

/s/

Peter Crane, Counsel for Special Projects (retired)

cc: Senator George Voinovich
Senator Johnny Isakson
Senator Thomas Carper
Representative Ed Markey
Representative Henry Waxmnan

24 If need be. the Commission should explain to the Inspector General that his office's mandate in conducting

investigations of"fiaud, waste, and abuse" is not confined, as Mr. Mulley of OIG appeared to believe, to cases in
which a federal crime appears to have been committed. Of course, federal law requires NRC communications to
Congress to be accurate.
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Appendix - My Service with NRC

For the benefit of Commissioners who do not know me, I joined the NRC in early 1975, when it was 10
weeks old, and spent 27 years serving the agency in various capacities. I had been hired as a legal

assistant, GS-! 2, by Commissioner (later Chairman) Marcus A. Rowden. In those days, it was standard

for Commissioners to have two assistants, one technical and one legal, and two secretaries. (The

Chairman at the time had a staff of seven: one technical assistant for reactors, another for materials, a

legal assistant, an executive assistant, and three secretaries.) For the first year I was there, however,

Commissioner Rowden made do with just a single assistant, me, until he added Hugh Thompson as a

technical assistant in 1976.

I moved to the Office of General Counsel on the expiration of Chairman Rowden's term in 1977. Over

the next 24 years (there was a one-year break in service, during which I was an administrative judge in
Micronesia), I defended the NRC's actions in court with vigor and conviction. My first case, in the D.C.
Circuit, involved the Mark II containment; my last, in the Sixth Circuit, resulted in a decision upholding

the NRC regulatory scheme for approving the design of dry casks for spent fuel storage.

In the Ninth Circuit, some 30 years ago, I briefed, argued, and won a case defending the adequacy of the

fixes that the NRC ordered in Babcock and Wilcox reactors after the Three Mile Island accident. At one

point in the 1980's, I served very briefly as Acting General Counsel, in which capacity I called on the

Solicitor General, the late Rex Lee, to ask him to take to the Supreme Court a case which I had briefed,

> ' argued, and lost in the D.C. Circuit. It involved the NRC's refusal to treat the "psychological impacts" of
the resumed operation of Three Mile Island Unit I as environmental impacts within the meaning of the
National Environmental Policy Act. Lee was fully in accord, He took the case to the Supreme Court,

which reversed the D.C. Circuit and upheld the NRC position on a unanimous vote.

I was made Counsel for Special Projects in the mid-1980's and retired with that title in 1999. In 2001, 1

was brought on as a contractor to write speeches for then Chairman Meserve, and I continued in that

function under Chairman Diaz until 2005. During my long tenure with NRC, I was privileged, in
addition to my usual legal duties, to write speeches, testimony, and/or personal statements for Chairmen

Rowden, Palladino, Hendrie, Zech, Jackson, Selin, Meserve, and Diaz, including Senate confirmation
testimony for three of those just named.

While at NRC, I was invited to speak at a United Nations conference in Moscow in 1997 on responding
to man-made disasters. In 1998, in my private capacity, I was a speaker at a conference at Cambridge

University in England on the U.S. Government's handling of the KI issue. The conference was co-

sponsored by the university, the European Commission, the National Cancer Institute, and DOE. The
paper I presented may be found in published form in the 1999 volume Radiation and Thyroid Cancer,

edited by G. Thomas, A. Karaoglou, and E. D. Williams.
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Gilles, Nanette

, rorn:
I int.

Subject:
Attachments:

Davis, Roger
Monday, July 18, 2011 3:26 PM
Sosa, Belkys; Gilles, Nanette
FW: Memorandum to Commission on Fukushima Task Force and KI
2011 .July.NRCFukushimaTaskForceFInal.rtf

FYI. This is the email from Peter Crane to SECY, cc to me, that I discussed earlier. As I noted, he faults the
Task Force Report for not emphasizing the issue of stockpiling and distribution of K1 beyond 10 miles. Roger
From: Peter Crane (b)(6)
Sent: Monday, July 18, 2013 .:" Am
To: VWeW-Cook, Annette
Cc: Davis, Roger
Subject: Memorandum to Commission on Fukushlma Task Force and la

Hi Annette -

The attached memorandum is directly relevant to the briefing that the Commission will be getting tomorrow on the report,
issued last week, of the Fukushima Task Force. It is time-critical. Could you please see that it is printed out and
delivered to Commission offices as soon as possible? Thanks.

By the way, in it I mention that there is a March 27, 2006, letter from HHS Secretary Leavitt to Chairman Diaz that 1- was
not able to find on ADAMS, except as an attachment to a letter from Professor Frank von Hippel of Princeton and me to
Senator Lieberman, with copies to the NRC. Maybe I missed it somehow with the search terms I used. In any event, if
that letter is not on ADAMS, it should be, and it is puzzling that it isn't.

l'anks -
)Peter

\--.N

-.

I
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Davis, Roger

Davis, Roger
Monday, July 18, 2011 3:33 PM
Bubar, Patrice

_abject: FW: Memorandum to Commission on Fukushima Task Force and KI
Attachments: 201 1.July.NRCFukushimaTaskForceFinal.rtf

fyi

From: Davis, Roger
Sent: Monday, July 18, 2011 3:32 PM
To: Clark, Usa; Reddic*, Darani; Bupp, Margaret; Sexton, Kimberly
Cc: VLett-Cook, Annette
Subject: FW: Memorandum to Commission on Fukushima Task Force and KI

FYI, attached is a letter emailed mid-day to SECY (cc to me) from a former OGC colleague, Peter Crane,
faulting the Fukushima Task Force for failure to emphasize the issue of distribution and stockpiling of KI
beyond 10 miles. I expect SECY will make distribution promptly but thought I would pass on an advance copy
to the LA's. Roger

From: Peter Crane (b)(6)
Sent: Monday, July 18, 202T EMR Am

To: Vietti-Cook, Annette
Cc- Davis, Roger

,.----ýbject: Memorandum to Commission on Fukushirna Task Force and KI

`.-Annette -

The attached memorandum is directly relevant to the briefing that the Commission will be getting tomorrow on the report,
issued last week, of the Fukushima Task Force. It is time-critical. Could you please see that it is printed out and
delivered to Commission offices as soon as possible? Thanks.

By the way, in it I mention that there is a March 27, 2006, letter from HHS Secretary Leavitt to Chairman Diaz that I was
not able to find on ADAMS, except as an attachment to a letter from Professor Frank von Hippel of Princeton and me to
Senator Lieberman, with copies to the NRC. Maybe I missed it somehow with the search terms I used. In any event, if
that letter is not on ADAMS, it should be, and it is puzzling that it Isn't.

Thanks -
Peter
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Davis, Roger

Cc:
Subject:

Vietti-Cook, Annette
Monday, July 18, 2011 5:59 PM
Davis, Roger, Clark, Usa; Reddick, Darani; Bupp, Margaret Sexton, Kimberly
Bavol, Rochelle; Laufer, Richard
RE: Memorandum to Commission on Fukushima Task Force and KI

Thank you Roger for passing to the Commission offices. I am just ge rouhamemail now.
mp•, l• I -

From: Davis, Roger
Sent: Monday, July 18, 2011 3:32 PM
To: Oark, Lisa; Reddkck, Daranl; Bupp, Margaret; Sexton, Kimberly
Cc: Vietti-Cook, Annette
Subject: FW: Memorandum to Commission on Fukushlma Task Force and Kl

FYI, attached is a letter emailed mid-day to SECY (cc to me) from a former QGC colleague, Peter Crane,
faulting the Fukushima Task Force for failure to emphasize the issue of distribution and stockpiling of KI
beyond 10 miles. I expect SECY will make distribution promptly but thought I would pass on an advance copy
to the LA's. Roger

From: Peter Crane L_•t (b)(6)
Sent: Monday, July 18,20O"1:,M Am
To: Vletti-Cook, Annette
Cc Davis, Roger
--ubject:. Memorandum to Commission on Fukushima Task Force and K1

\-,Annette-

The attached memorandum is directly relevant to the briefing that the Commission will be getting tomorrow on the report,
issued last week, of the Fukushima Task Force. It is time-critical. Could you please see that it is printed out and
delivered to Commission offices as soon as possible? Thanks.

By the way, in it I mention that there is a March 27, 2006, letter from HHS Secretary Leavitt to Chairman Diaz that I was
not able to find on ADAMS, except as an attachment to a letter from Professor Frank von Hippel of Princeton and me to
Senator Lieberman, with copies to the NRC. Maybe I missed it somehow with the search terms I used. In any event, if
that letter is not on ADAMS, it should be, and it is puzzling that it isn't.

Thanks -
Peter

',. N

1.
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I U "1
Peter Crane t (b)(6) : ] (b)(6) (b)(6) (b)(6) elwm'4 (b)(6) (Cell)

July 18, 2011

": MEMORANDUM FOR: Chairman Gregory B. Jaczko

Commissioner Kristine L. Svinicki
Commissioner George Apostolakis
Commissioner William D. Magwood, IV

Commissioner William C. Ostendorff

FROM: Peter Crane
Counsel for Special Projects, USNRC (retired)

On July 13, the NRC issued press announcements on two unrelated matters: the public release of

the report of the NRC staff's Task Force on the Fukushima accident (news release No. I 1-127),
and the Commission's directive to the staff "to examine feasibility and need of study on radiation
doses to public from nuclear medicine" (news release No. 11-128).

The Task Force report touches on, though only very minimally, the use of potassium iodide (Kl)
as a thyroid blocking agent; the directive on nuclear medicine relates directly to the issue of the
release of patients with high doses of radioactive iodine- 131 in their systems. Both as an NRC

-- employee and as a retiree, I have been involved with these two subjects for many years - nearly

,,' / 30 years, in the case of KI, and almost 20 years, with respect to radioactive patients - and I have
considerable institutional knowledge in these areas.' I feel obligated to the current

Commissioners, the agency, and the public, to share some of this history with them, and explain
why the July 13 issuances are problematic. Since I see that the schedule calls for the Task Force

to brief the Commission on July 19, 1 will in the interest of time deal with the first today and the
second in a memorandum to be submitted in the near future.

The charter of the NRC staff Task Force on Fukushima was set forth in a March 23, 2011,
tasking memorandum from Chairman Jaczko to R. W. Borchardt, the Executive Director for
Operations (Appendix B to the report, p. 7 7), and the March 30, 2011, memorandum from Mr.
Borchardt to Martin Virgilio and Charles Miller (Appendix C to the report, p. 79). The Task
Force was given the specific task of considering, among other things, "Emergency preparedness

(e.g. emergency communications, radiological protection, emergency planing zones, dose
projections and modeling, protective actions)." [Emphasis added.]

in an appendix, I will describe my 27-year service at NRC.
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Protective actions include, as the report acknowledges, potassium iodide. The following seem

like obvious questions: How widely was potassium iodide distributed in Japan? How far away
from Fukushima did radioactive iodine show up in foodstuffs, water, and air? What kind of

radiation doses to the thyroid were received by Japanese citizens, especially children, and at what

distances from the reactors? What does this suggest about the need for KI beyond the 10 mile

radius in which the NRC now offers it?

These are all questions that can be answered, to a greater or lesser extent, by any informed citizen

who reads the newspapers and has access to a computer, but anyone whose only source of

information is the NRC Task Force, which was in theory addressing such issues, would be out of

luck. Indeed, such a person would not even realize that these issues existed, for the Task Force

has tiptoed around them.

The Task Force must surely be aware that the NRC has come under sharp criticism for its role in

preventing the implementation of a law, Section 127 of the Public Health Security and
Bioterrorism Preparedness and Response Act of 2002, which would have extended the

availability of KI out to a 20-mile radius. A January 2008 decision by the President's Science

Advisor, Dr. John H. Marburger III, declined to implement that portion of the Act. The Task

N. Force must also know that a bipartisan group of some 30 Members of Congress, including Rep.
Ed Markey, the law's sponsor, has called on the President to revisit that decision and authorize

the broader stockpiling and distribution of the drug, and that this issue is under reconsideration
by the Administration.

But no reader of this report would realize any of that, or find a scintilla of information that might

shed light on the question of whether current policy needs revision. What is more, an Associated

Press story on March 31,2011, quoted Patricia Milligan, the NRC's senior expert on KI matters,
as saying that the NRC was "absolutely confident" that the 10 mile radius for stockpiling of Kl
was sufficient Considering that the accident was still unfolding rapidly at that time, this was
highly premature. It was only on March 23, after all, that Chairman Jaczko had directed the staff

to examine, among other things, "emergency planning zones" and "protective actions." If the

staff had completed its review of the KI issue in the intervening eight days, this was quick work

indeed.2

2 Nomally the NRC's consideration of KI policy is measured in years. When the NRC Commissioners, over the

fierce opposition of the NRC staff, granted my petition for rulemaking on K! in early 2001, changing the NRC's
regulations and also offering supplies of K) to states, it was the culmination of a process that had begun with a
Differing Professional Opinion that I had filed 12 years earlier.

2
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.'- -- The Marburger dcision and the NRC's role in it deserve further discussion here. As the
Commission is probably aware, the legislation authorizing the expansion of KI distribution from

10 to 20 miles from nuclear power plants was passed by an overwhelming margin in 2002 and
signed into law by President Bush. The White House, in a 2002 statement, hailed the result,

saying that henceforth, KI, which it called "crucial" and "critical," would be available wherever
needed, not just within what it termed the "artificial ten-mile barrier." The Department of Health

and Human Services was given the task of implementing the law, which NRC had opposed.

But to begin distribution of KI, which HHS was eager to do, for it saw a plain need to improve

protection for America's children, it was required to publish guidelines. Opponents of the law

prevailed on the Office of Management and Budget to withhold its approval of those guidelines,
and thereby delay implementation of the law, to the great frustration of HHS.

The same law directed the National Academies of Science to perform a study of KI. Published in

2004 under the title Distribution and Administration of Potassium Iodide in the Event of a

Nuclear Incident, it made clear, inter alia, that "children are most likely to benefit from KI
prophylaxis" (p. 4); that thyroids are at risk in a nuclear incident from "inhalation of

contaminated air or ingestion of contaminated food or milk" (p. 3); that "KI should be available

to infants, children, and pregnant and lactating women" (p. 5); that though KI distribution to date

focused only on the 10-mile Emergency Planning Zone utilized by the NRC, the variation from

site to site meant that "no single best solution exists," and that a specific incident might require

KI "beyond the EPZ as well" (p. 161); and that as a result, "KI distribution programs should
consider predistribution, local stockpiling outside the emergency planning zone (EPZ), and

national stockpiles and distribution capacity." (p. 160, emphasis in the original)

In a November 1, 2005, letter to HHS, the NRC brazenly misrepresented the findings of the NAS
report. Writing to Dr. Robert Claypool of HHS, William F. Kane, NRC Deputy Executive

Director for Reactor and Preparedness Programs, asserted - purportedly on the basis of the NAS

report - that the only pathway of concern beyond the I 0-mile radius would be ingestion, which

could be controlled by interdiction of foodstuffs, and, in a particularly egregious distortion,
declared that "the Academy raised questions about the usefulness of expanded distribution of

HHS Secretary Michael Leavitt responded. with a letter to NRC Chairman Nils Diaz2, dated

3 This letter may be found on the NRC's ADAMS system, using accession no. ML052790498.

4 1 have so far been unable to find this letter on ADAMS, except as an aachment to a letter that Professor Frank von
Hippel of Princeton University and I sent to Senator Joseph Lieberman on September 26, 2007. with a copy to the

3
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March 27, 2006, which though couched in superficially civil terms was an acid rebuke that made
• _ clear that NRC had quoted snippets of the NAS report out of context to produce a misleading

impression. He-quoted the actual words of the NAS report back to Diaz: "A specific incident

might call for protective actions to be restricted to a small part of the EPZ or require that they
be implemented beyond the EPZ as well," boldfacing the last 11 words for emphasis.5

NRC, which may be found as LTR-07-06S5 on the ADAMS system. If Secretary Leavitt's letter is not on the system
in its own right (and if not, one may ask why not), it should be added.

5Secretary Leavitt also wrote:

Section 127 of the Bioterrorism Preparedness and Response Act of 2002 requires the President to
make KI available to State and local governments for stockpiling and distribution, and to establish
guidelines for the stockpiling of Kl and for its distribution and utilization in the event of a nuclear
incident. Additionally, subsection 127(f) states that these requirements "cease to apply as
requirements i[the President determines that there is an alternative and more effective
prophylaxis orpreventive measures for aderse thyroid conditions... " The President has not made
the necessary determination here. Rather, as the President stated in 2002 when forming the
Department of Homeland Security, "...one Department would be responsible for distributing
Potassium Iodide to citizens exposed - no matter where they lived There would no longer be an

artbicial ten-mile barrier to treatment." Currently, we do not believe there are "alternative and
more effective.., measures" than to make KI available up to 20 miles from a nuclear facility, in
conjunction with the protective measures established by the NRC. [Emphasis in the original.]

Unaware at the time of HHS Secretary Leavitt's letter to NRC, I drew the Kane letter's mischaracterization
of the NAS report to the attention both of the Commission, by email, and the NRC's Office of Inspector General.
This was, as usual, fruitless. The EDO, Luis Reyes, replied a few weeks later with a short note that neither mentioned
the NAS report nor gave a direct answer to the charge that the Kane letter had mischaracterized its findings. Instead,
he wrote that "the Commission believes that Mr. Kane's letter reflected the NRC's well-considered, scientifically-
based position on expanded distribution of KI." Apparently, it was a matter of indifference whether the Kane letter
was factual, so long as it supported the Commission's position.

OIG decFmed to investigate. Its Allegations Coordinator, George Mulley, explained to me on the telephone
that the first thing that OIG did, when examining an allegation, Was to ask what federal law had been broken, and
that there was nothing in the U.S. Code that made it illegal to deceive another federal agency. This was, I submit, an
unduly pinched view of OIO's mandate.

But it was hardly surprising. OIG's record of mishandling allegations concerning the staff's treatment of KI

matters goes back many years, and includes one occasion on which, contrary to OIG procedures, Inspector General
David Williams disposed of an allegation with no written record, and without even informing his head of
investigations, Leo Norton, that the allegation had been received. Norton, an honorable and candid person, agreed
with me that this was an "off the books" handling of an allegation, and said that I could quote him to that effect. It
was unique in his experience, he said, and "no way to do business." For more on OIG and KI, see also the joint letter
from Professor Frank von Hippel and me to Senator Joseph Lieberman, dated 9/26/2006, with copies to the NRC,
cited above, and accessible through ADAMS as LTR-07-0685.

I might add that though the concurrence page on the Kane letter, as it appears on the NRC website, indicates
that the originator of the document was Patricia Milligan, the responsibility for it extends to all who reviewed and
signed off on it. The same applies to those who, after seeing Secretary Leavitt's letter, nevertheless approved the
response to Senator Isakson's question, which will be discussed shortly.

4
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Secretary Leavitt's letter plainly did not faze the NRC, however, which in an April 10, 2006,
letter to Senator George Voinovich, responding to questions arising from a recent oversight
hearing, repeated the assertion that the NAS supported the NRC position on the undesirability of
stockpiling KI beyond ten miles, and attached the Kane letter.6 (The answer came in response to

a question from Sen. Isakson.) By now, there was no excuse for inaccuracy. If the staff had
somehow contrived to misread the NAS report at the time it wrote to Dr. Claypool in November
2005, any such misunderstanding had been'cleared up by Secretary Leavitt, in his letter of March
27, 2006.

With his declared intention of implementing the law and providing KI in the 10 to 20- mile
radius, Secretary Leavitt was on a collision course with the NRC and the nuclear industry. The
White House was persuaded to forget or ignore what it had said in 2002 about eliminating the
"artificial 10 mile barrier" to the distribution of this "crucial" and "critical" drug. On July 2,
2007, President Bush signed an order that stripped Leavitt of his authority over the law and
transferred it to the NRC and to his own Science Advisor, Dr. Marburger, who would have the

6 The relevant section of the letter, at pp. 29-30, reads as follows, and may be found on the NRC website using

accession no. ML060930353:

.,--. QUESTIONS FROM SENATOR ISAKSON:

*'.I During the hearing, I brought up the issue of potassium iodide, but didn't get a chance to pursue my question with
the Commission. It is my understanding that the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) has made a
recommendation to expand the stockpiling of potassium iodide beyond the 10-mile radius around a nuclear facility
which is the current requirement. Please provide the Commission's position on the HHS's recommendation for the
record.

ANSWER:

Based on the NRC's decades of experience with nuclear power plant emergency preparedness and radiological
protection of the public, it is the NRC's conclusion that expanded distribution of potassium iodide (KI) is
unnecessary. Expanded disf'ibution of K] is unnecessary because of the current, well-established, and scientifically
sound framework of the NRC's emergency preparedness regulations. This framework includes predetermined
protective actions for populations within the 10- and 50-mile ingestion exposure pathway Emergency Planning Zones
(EPZs) to provide the necessary protection of public health and safety. These predetermined protective actions
include inferdiction of contaminated milk, food, and waler, as well as protective measures for livestock. NRC-s
conclusion Is supp-rted by a January 2004 study by the National Academy of Sciences, which found that food
testing and interdiction programs in place throughout the United States are more effective preventive strategies than
expanded distribution of KI for ingestion pathways. Additionally, many States and other interested entities,
including Federal agencies, have expressed opposition to the distribution of KI beyond the existing 10-mile EPZs.
Additional detail on the Commission's position on HHS's draft guidelines for expanded KI distribution are [sic]
provided in the November 1, 2005 letter from Mr. William Kane, NRC's Deputy Executive Director for Reactor and
Preparedness Programs, to Dr. Claypool of HHS's Office of Mass Casualty Planning, which is attached
(Attachment 7) for your convenience.

," 5
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final say on whether to implement the law.

At Marburger's request, a technical evaluation paper on KI was prepared by the Potassium Iodide
(KI) Subcommittee of the Federal Radiological Preparedness Coordinating Committee (FRPCC),
an interagency group. On October 23, 2007, FRPCC Chair Vanessa Quinn, of FEMA,
transmitted the paper to Marburger, with a cover letter that made plain the leading role of the

NRC staff in the effort. 7

Marburger's decision, issued on January 22, 2008, predictably found no need to implement the
2002 law. This is not the place to get into the legal question of whether his refusal to do so was
consistent with Congressional intent and a proper reading of the statute, though I have strong

views on that point; I would like instead to stay with the technical and policy bases for his
decision.

Perhaps the most extraordinary thing about the Marburger decision was that the President's

Science Advisor felt able to issue a 13-page decision on a drug for the prevention of cancer
without ever using the word "cancer." Instead, he referred euphemistically to "adverse thyroid
conditions." From the chief scientist in the United States Government, this defies
comprehension. Is it conceivable that any Government official would issue a decision on the use

of Sabin vaccine without ever employing the word "polio"? Of course not. 'But when the subject
is KI and thyroid cancer, this happens again and again.8

Let us now look at the important question of what exactly Marburger was relying on. At p. 12 of

7Quinn wrote: "I would be remiss if I did not specifically mention the hard work and effort put into this project by
Trish Milligan, KI Subcommittee Co-Chair. Her technical knowledge and willingness to spearhead the overall
coordination of this technical evaluation paper was invaluable." Just the day before, October 22, 2007, an article in
USA Today, entitled "White House may stop plan for anti-radiation pills," included the following: "Patricia Milligan,
the NRC's senior adviser for preparedness, says the commission opposes broad distribution of the pills because the
best way to eliminate risk is to make sure people don't eat contaminated food. She also says the NRC is concerned
about undermining the reputation of the nuclear industry. 'It's always a concern that if you expand the distribution
(of the pills), you don't have confidence in the plants,' she says. 'We have studies that show the safety of our
flants.'"

This is certainly true at NRC as well. For example, at NRC headquarters, on July 1, 1997, anyone whose office
windows faced west might have seen a television crew, with the familiar eye of the CBS Evening News on its
videocamera, interviewing me in front of the building. Four hours later, the NRC, under Chairman Shirley Jackson,
issued a press release stating that agency would buy KI for any state that wanted it. (At the time, the matter had been
pending for seven years.) But the news release was careful not to use the word "cancer," and therefore was less
helpful to readers than it might have been. It probably made little difference, however, for the NRC did nothing to
implement this commitment and two years later, still under Chairman Jackson, the Commnission retracted its
promise, saying that budget constraints did not allow expenditures on new initiatives of this kind.

k - 6
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Some concerned citizens groups criticize meteorological analyses that assume a wind

that blows. constantly in a single direction, suggesting that variable trajectory models

would better account for complex wind patterns, leading to accident consequences

extending beyond current projections. In fact the opposite is true. The NRC and FEMA

outline their strategies for emergency planning in the 2002 study Assessment of the Use

of Potassium Iodide (Kr) as a Supplemental Public Protective Action during Severe

Reactor Accidents (NUREG 1633)p, which addresses the effect of meteorology on

accident consequences, specifically its effect on where the offsite release goes....

The footnote included a citation to this document, which states on its cover page that it was

"Prepared by P. A. Milligan/NRR." 9

What Marburger evidently did not know was that officially, this document was in the dumpster.

In November 2002, the Commission had decided, on a 4-1 vote, with Commissioner Dicus the

lone dissenter, that it was unfit for publication, and that no more resources should be spent on

bringing it up to standard. Commissioners' comments on it were not gentle. Commissioner

McGaffigan noted that although it was the 9/11 attacks that had spurred states' interest in KI

-> stockpiling, "the draft NUTREG is silent on the subject." Commissioner Diaz wrote:

The draft NUREG now before us is the third version we have been asked to review since

mid 1998. (The first version was withdrawn by the Commission and we disapproved the

second one.) ... In my opinion, it's time to pull the plug.'0

9httpJ/www.nrc.gov/rding-rm/doc-clkeftions/onmission/secyS2DO2/secy20O2-0089/5ttachmentl.pdf

l 0The story of the three rejected versions of NUREG-1633 is a curious one. The first version managed not
to include, in its 37 pages, the fact that the Food and Drug Administration had found KI to be "safe and
effective." (This was comparable to the FDA issuing a report casting doubt on the safety of a particular
nuclear power plant without mentioning that there was an organization called the NRC that had found this
plant to be safe.) The document strove to raise anxieties about the safety of the drug, and to warn of the
lawsuits that would be faced by any state that gave it out in an emergency. It also asserted that American
can authorities cautioned against giving the drug to children and pregnant women, whereas in reality, it is
universally recognized, here and abroad, that the principal benefit of the drug is to children and pregnant
women. (I should in fairness mention that NUREG- 1633 was not wrong about everything, however. For
example, it said of Chernobyl, at p. 14: "jl]nhalation most like was a major source of the dose received in
some areas near the plant." This contradicts an assertion often made by opponents of KI: that virtually all
the post-Cbemobyl thyroid cancers resulted from drinking contaminated milk.)

The Commission soon received scathing comments from state health officials and others. Dr.
Karim Rimawi, director of the Bureau of Environmental Radiation Protection in the New York State Health
Department, wrote on September 29,1998, that the Department "had looked forward to NRC's report in the

7
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iI do not know where Dr. Marburger got his copy of the draft NUREG - perhaps it was not from
"- the NRC at all - but surely he could and should have been warned by his NRC advisor that the

document had been rejected by the Commissioners and therefore had no place in his decision.

Relying as it did on an invalid document, Marburger's decision must therefore be considered at
least partially tainted. Its pernicious effects, moreover, have extended far beyond the question of

implementing the 2002 law. After its issuance, the interagency group that maintains the Strategic
National Stockpile removed KI from the arsenal of protective drugs that comprise that stockpile,
to which it had been added after 9/11.111 am told that the group felt that it had no choice, in light

of the Marburger decision.

At a time at which in every other sphere of life, America is increasing its preparedness against
terrorism, the NRC has thus been instrumental in diminishing our country's preparedness to deal
with acts of nuclear terrorism or other nuclear catastrophes. It must be borne in mind what the

consequences of insufficient preparedness will be, if such a disaster occurs: an increased
incidence of thyroid cancer, especially in children who were very young, or still in the womb, at
the time of exposure.12

I would be the last person to argue that KI is a panacea for protection against radiological

hope that it would assist us," but found that it had been "prepared to justify a position advocating against
the use of KI forpublic protection, rather than as an objective review of the relevant information." "This
bias," he wrote, "raises doubt as to the value of the document." He also commented: "It selectively
references sources that support that point of view and ignores others that tend to justify the use of Kl."

Shortly afterwards, the Commission ordered NUREG-1633 withdrawn. Commissioner Ed
McGaffigan, in a memorandum quoted in the October 12, 1998, issue of Inside MRC., wrote: "As I
admitted at the public meeting, I had not read enclosure 8 [draft NUREG-1633] in any detail when I agreed
to put it out for public comment and peer review as the SRM was drafted. I made the mistake of thinking
no harm could come from just putting a document out for public comment I was wrong." (At p. 8.)

Revision ofthe NUREG was entrusted to a large Core Group, headed by Aby Mohseni. It was on
his watch that the entire Core Group, during a particularly a cold February in Rockville, spent a week at
NRC expense in Tempe, Arizona. This second version was also rejected, and the project then passed into
the hands of Patricia Milligan, who produced the third and final version. By the time the Commission
rejected it in 2002 and "pulled the plug," in Commissioner Diaz's words, the NRC had spent a small fortune
on NUREG-1633, with nothing of value to show for it.

htup./www.washngtonpostcom/nationaVus-health-care-system-unprepared-for-major-nuclear-emnergency-
officials-say/2011/04/07/AF6ZSavC-story.html
12f the example of Chernobyl is an accurate guide, we will begin seeing the first post-Fukushima childhood thyroid

cancers in about five years.
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disasters. Indeed, in the early days of the Fukushima accident, I went on television in Seattle to
say that it would "irresponsible scaremongering" to suggest that anyone in the U.S. should now
be taking KI to protect against the releases from Japan. But it is likewise irresponsible in the

extreme not to have adequate supplies on hand in this country, for accidents or acts of terrorism
occurring here, and of all the possible reasons for failing to stockpile it, protecting the public

image of the nuclear power industry is surely the rock-bottom worst.13

The real question is whether KI would be useful in the event of a major release, for if not, there is
no point in having it, regardless of its low cost. The opponents of KI stockpiling have long

maintained that KI is unnecessary, because the whole problem of thyroid protection can be
solved by instructing people to refrain from drinking milk after a major nuclear release. For
example, in the early days of the Fukushima accident, a March 13 article in the New York Times

quoted a radiation expert at Columbia, Dr. David Brenner:

Dr. Brenner said the iodine pills were protective, but were "a bit of a myth" because their
use is based on the belief that the risk is from inhaling radioactive iodine. Actually, he
said, 98 percent of people's exposure comes from milk and other dairy products.

"The way radioactive iodine gets into human beings is an indirect route," he said. "It
,fN falls to the ground, cows eat it and make milk with radioactive iodine, and you get it

from drinking the milk. You get very little from inhaling it. The way to prevent it is just
to stop people from drinking the milk." He said that the epidemic of thyroid cancer
around Chernobyl could have been prevented if the government had immediately stopped
people from drinking milk.

I have no idea where Dr. Brenner got this 98% figure; most sources I have seen think that 70 or
80 percent of the Chernobyl exposures came from the milk pathway, not more. At any rate, once

1-131 began showing up in Tokyo's tap water, I wrote a letter to the New York Times, published
on March 26, that was implicitly a slap at Dr. Brenner and the reporter who had so uncritically
relied on him. ' 4

13Even if we assume for purposes of argument that stockpiling KI would cause Americans to worry about the safety
of nuclear power plants (and after Fukushima, it seems unlikely that KI would play any significant role in any such
worries they may have), that is separate from the question of whether we should have the drug on hand as part of
preparedness for acts of terrorism. The public relations needs of the nuclear power indstry regarding power plant
safety should have no bearing on whether we are ready to cope with a nuclear device exploded by terrorists.

14 To the Editor
The detection of radioactive iodine 131 in Tokyo's drinking water ("Anxiety Up as Tokyo Issues Warning

on Its Tap Water," front page, March 24), in amounts considered unhealthy for children, makes clear that potassium
9
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Whether for that reason or some other, Dr. Brenner's public position on KI changed almost

instantaneously. On the afternoon of the same day, March 26, a glowing profile of him,

"Countering Fears With Just the Facts," was posted on the New York Times website (it appeared

in print on March 29), which included the following:

Potassium iodide pills are widely recommended to protect the thyroid gland from

radioactive iodine, but Dr. Brenner said it was better just to stop drinking milk until the

threat had passed.

His message changed, however, when radioactive iodine turned up in tap water in Tokyo.
Though the public was advised that babies, children and pregnant women should not

drink the water, Dr. Brenner conceded that some exposure might still be hard to avoid,
and that using potassium iodide was a reasonable precaution.

"I've been maybe a little overstrong in saying that potassium iodide doesn't have a role

to play," he said. "But usually the problem is milk. To me, the levels in water came as a

surprise."

But is it really a "myth," as Dr. Brenner suggested in the earlier article, that inhalation of 1-131

) after a radiological release is a danger?

Nearly 20 years ago, the Environmental Protection Agency issued a "Manual of Protective

Action Guides and Protective Actions for Nuclear Incidents," EPA 400-R-92-001 (May 1992)'s,

that included the following, at p. 5-20: "If a major release of radioiodine or respirable particulate

iodide must be administered if children are to be adequately protected against thyroid cancer caused by ingested and
inhaled iodine 13 1. Interdiction of milk supplies, though important, is plainly insufficient.

Japan's apparent preparedness with potassium iodide contrasts with the situation in the United States. In
response to 9/11. Congress passed a law to create stockpiles of potassium iodide for populations within a 20-mile
radius of nuclear reactors, rather than the I 0-mile radius within which the Nuclear Regulatory Commission offers it

to states that request it.
But the N.R.C., which had opposed the law, fought successfully to keep it from taking effect. In 2008

President George W. Bush's science adviser, John H. Marburger Il, declared that potassium iodide was not needed
beyond the 10-mile radius, and that the law therefore would not be implemented.

The evects in Japan demand that the Obarna administration act quickly to reverse this unjustified rejection
of a sensible law.

Peter Crane
Seatule, March 24, 2011

Ihttp.//www.ep gov/raditon/docs/er/400-r.92-0 ].pdf

10
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recommended, among other things, consideration of the use of KI. It made the point that though

evacuation in an emergency is the ideal option, you can get a radiation dose while evacuating,

and that automobiles offer only about 10% shielding.

The Food and Drug Administration issued guidance on KI in 2001.I6 At p. 8, after noting that the

post-Chernobyl exposures to radioiodines came "largely" from the milk pathway, it said:

In this or similar accidents, for those residing in the immediate area of theaccident or
otherwise directly exposed to the radioactive plume, inhalation of radiolodines may be
a significant contributor to individual and population exposures. ... The risk depends
on factors such as the magnitude and rate of the radioiodine release, wind direction and
other atmospheric conditions, and thus may affect people both near and far from the
accident site. [Emphasis added.]

There was also a useful report from the International Atomic Energy Agency in 2002. " At p. 52,

the joint IAEA/WHO committee that prepared it makes the point that "iodine prophylaxis is

intended primarily as a protective action against inhalation," in the short term, and suggests

amending the International Basic Safety Standards to reflect this. [Emphasis added.]

In 2003, the Medical Preparedness and Response Sub-Group of the Department of Homeland

Security Working Group on Radiological Dispersal Device Preparedness prepared a report saying

that if terrorists detonated a radiological dispersal device containing radioiodine or a 10-kiloton
improvised nuclear weapon, millions of doses of KI might be needed to deal with the fallout. It

said, at p. 62: "Urgent consideration for giving KI to pregnant women (especially 2nd and 3rd

trimesters) and children is appropriate."' 8

On June 30, 2011, in response to a Freedom of Information Act request, the NRC placed a large

number of documents relating to the Fukushima accident onto the ADAMS system.19 They

'6bttp'//www. fda.gov/downloads/Drgs/GuidanceComplianceRegulatoryln formation/G uidances/ucm080542.pd f

17 http'//www-pub.iaea.org/MTCD/publications/PDF/Pub I 133_scr.pdf

18

http://www.orau.gov/hsc/RadMassCasualties/content/rewucesfRadiologicMedicalCountenneasures_051403.pdf
19 For this information, I am indebted to David Lochbaum, an NRC alwnmus now with the Union of Concerned

Scientists.
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.,- include a March 25,2011, email from Elmo Collins, Regional Administrator in NRC's Region

IV, to Linda Howell, as he prepared to leave for Japan. The subject line is "Japan," and it reads,
in its entirety, as follows: "I'll need to pick up some KI and make sure I have my dosimetry as
needed - what dose meter would be good for me to take? Thanks, Elmo."

Of course Mr. Collins provided himself with KI, and rightly so. NRC personnel are not reckless

when it comes to their own safety or that of their children, nor should they be.20 But if ever there
is a nuclear catastrophe in this country, whether caused by terrorism or an accident, and

Americans living more than 10 miles from a nuclear power plant discover that their children

have been inadequately protected against radioactive iodine owing to the NRC's unremitting, no-

holds-barred battle to prevent or limit KI stockpiling - a battle that has included misrepresenting,

including to Congress, the findings of a Congressionally mandated study of the issue by the
National Academies of Science, and working to ensure that the sensible recommendations of the

NAS were rejected by the President - the consequences would be devastating, not only for the

affected children, but also for the NRC.

What would the country say when it learned that KI had been removed from the Strategic

National Stockpile, with the result that we are less well prepared to cope with the medical effects

S 20By the same token, consider a March 4, 1994, letter from Jim Martin, an NRC retiree, to Hugh Thompson, then
Deputy Executive Director for Operations, which was placed in the Public Document Room at that time:

Please hold the bottom line: do not require that utilities distribute KI to the general public as a
license condition. This was my bottom line over many years of discussions of the subject at the
staff and the commission levels. As I said to Peter Crane at one time: If I lived near a nuclear
plant, I'd have some KI for my family (it's so cheap!), but I think it would be legally obscene to
require KI predistribution to the public as a condition of a license. If Peter wants KI available in
the schools, then let the PTAs run car washes and buy some! At the time, they cost only 2-3 cents
apiece.

I recall this meeting well; Mr. Martin made the point that for the price of the pack of cigarettes in his shirt
pocket (at the time, in 1983, they sold for about S.75 a pack in the D.C. area), he could protect his whole family with
KI, and he would be "crazy" not to do so. Please understand: I do not by any means intend to demonize Mr. Martin,
whose letter, if read in its entirety, which I recommend, is more thoughtful and balanced than this one passage, taken
in isolation, might suggest. The problem with his proposed solution, however, is that unless people are told that KI
is desirable, the PTA's of America are not going to know to hold such bake sales, and in an actual emergency, only
knowledgeable insiders, such as NRC personnel and their families, will be protected.

Incidentally, Mr. Martin made another observation in his letter, from which it can be inferred that the site at
which KI would be of greatest value in preventing cancer is Indian Point (IP): "The major technical basis document
at the time was the Blond & Aldrich report on the efficacy of KI. Indeed, it showed that a 'national' KI
predistribution program would not be cost effective in terms of cancers avoided (half or more of the calculated
cancers arise beyond 50 miles at most sites- all except for LP, as I recall, so the emphasis must be on the area
beyond 50 miles, for the cancer issue)." [Emphasis added.]

- 12
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of a nuclear disaster than we were a few years ago? The NRC Chairman and Commissioners

would probably find themselves having to explain their actions not only to Congressional
committees but to grand juries. Under those circumstances, it is hard to imagine that the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission would even survive for long, at least under that name.21 More likely, it
would be abolished and replaced by some new regulatory body, as is currently happening in

22Japan.

Press reports indicate that radioiodine from Fukushima has turned up in air, water, and foodstuffs

far from the damaged nuclear plants.2To continue to insist that KI stockpiling in this country be
limited to a 10 mile radius around nuclear plants, and then only in states which request the drug,
would be irresponsible beyond measure. The sooner the NRC faces up to this reality, the better,
and not only for the American public, but also for its own sake. The Task Force should be told to
address the KI issue thoroughly and promptly. In addition, the Inspector General should be asked
to investigate the staff's handling of KI matters in recent years, including, but not limited to, the
appearance of NUREG-1633 in the Marburger decision, the accuracy of the 2005 Kane letter to

21 After 9/11, Commissioner McGaffigan called me to tell me that I had "saved the NRC from itself," through the

efforts that resulted in the NRC's rule change on KI, a few months earlier.

22 http://mdn.mainichi.jphndnnews/newsI20 110717p2g00m0dm054000c.htrn

23 Consider this excerpt from an article carried by National Public Radio on March 20, at
http://www.npr.org/20ll/03/20/1 34705754/japans-efforts-to-ease-nuke-crisis-hit-setback:

Government Admits Mistake

Officials have begun distributing protective potassium iodide pills to people from the area around
the power plant. But one official. in Fukushima, Kazuma Yokota, told reporters that the
government now realizes it should have distributed the pills earlier last week.

Potassium iodide protects people against thyroid cancer if they have been exposed to radioactive
iodine, but it must be taken promptly.

The pills help reduce chances of thyroid cancer, one of the diseases that may develop from
radiation exposure, by preventing the body from absorbing radioactive iodine. The official,
Kazuma Yokota, said the explosion that occurred while venting the plants Unit 3 reactor last
Sunday should have triggered the distribution. But the order came only three days later.

"We should have made this decision and announced it sooner," Yokota told reporters at the
emergency command center in the city of Fukushima. "It is true that we had not foreseen a disaster
of these proportions. We had not practiced or trained for something this bad. We must admit that
we were not fully prepared."

' '; -13
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HHS, and the 2006 response to Senator Voinovich. 24

What I have described in this memorandum are facts as I understand them, as informed by nearly

30 years of observing the NRC's handling of the KI issue. It has been prepared in a spirit of

trying to be of-service both to the American people and to the NRC. In this case, dealing as it

does with a medication, a quotation from Gotthold Lessing's I 8'h Century play "Nathan the

Wise" is particularly apposite: "It is medicine, not poison, that I am handing you."

/s/

Peter Crane, Counsel for Special Projects (retired)

cc: Senator George Voinovich
Senator Johnny Isakson

Senator Thomas Carper
Representative Ed Markey

Representative Henry Waxman

24 If need be, the Commission should explain to the Inspector General that his office's mandate in conducting

investigations of '"aud, waste, and abuse" is not confined, as Mr. Mulley of OIG appeared to believe, to cases in
which a federal crime appears to have been committed.. Of course, federal law requires NRC communications to
Congress to be accurate.
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Appendix - My Service with NRC

For the benefit of Commissioners who do not know me, ljoined the NRC in early 1975, when it was 10
weeks old, and spent 27 years serving the agency in various capacities. I had been hired as a legal

assistant, GS-12, by Commissioner (later Chairman) Marcus A. Rowden. In those days, it was standard

for Commissioners to have two assistants, one technical and one legal, and two secretaries. (The

Chairman at the time had a staff of seven: one technical assistant for reactors, another for materials, a

legal assistant, an executive assistant, and three secretaries.) For the first year I was there, however,

Commissioner Rowden made do with just a single assistant, me, until he added Hugh Thompson as a

technical assistant in 1976.

I moved to the Office of General Counsel on the expiration of Chairman Rowden's term in 1977. Over

the next 24 years (there was a one-year break in service, during which I was an administrative judge in
Micronesia), I defended the NRC's actions in court with vigor and conviction. My first case, in the D.C.

Circuit, involved the Mark II containment; my last, in the Sixth Circuit, resulted in a decision upholding

the NRC regulatory scheme for approving the design of dry casks for spent fuel storage.

In the Ninth Circuit, some 30 years ago, I briefed, argued, and won a case defending the adequacy of the

fixes that the NRC ordered in Babcock and Wilcox reactors after the Three Mile Island accident. At one

point in the 1980's, I served very briefly as Acting General Counsel, in which capacity I called on the

Solicitor General, the late Rex Lee, to ask him to take to the Supreme Court a case which I had briefed,

argued, and lost in the D.C. Circuit. It involved the NRC's refusal to treat the "psychological impacts" of

the resumed operation of Three Mile Island Unit I as environmental impacts within the meaning of the

National Environmental Policy Act. Lee was fully in accord. He took the case to the Supreme Court,

which reversed the D.C. Circuit and upheld the NRC position on a unanimous vote.

I was made Counsel for Special Projects in the mid-1980's and retired with that title in 1999. In 2001, 1

was brought on as a contractor to write speeches for then Chairman Meserve, and I continued in that

function under Chairman Diaz until 2005. During my long tenure with NRC, I was privileged, in

addition to my usual legal duties, to write speeches, testimony, and/or personal statements for Chairmen

Rowden, Palladino, Hendrie, Zech, Jackson, Selin, Meserve, and Diaz, including Senate confirmation

testimony for three of those just named.

While at NRC, I was invited to speak at a United Nations conference in Moscow in 1997 on responding

to man-made disasters. In 1998, in my private capacity, I was a speaker at a conference at Cambridge

University-in England on the U.S. Government's handling of the KI issue. The conference was co-

sponsored by the university, the European Commission, the National Cancer Institute, and DOE. The

paper I presented may be found in published form in the 1999 volume Radiation and Thyroid Cancer,

edited by G. Thomas, A. Karaoglou, and E. D. Williams.
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Davis, Roger

Cc:
Subject

Vietti-Cook, Annette
Monday, July 18, 2011 6:25 PM
Peter Crane
Davis, Roger
RE: Memorandum to Commission on Fukushima Task Force and KI

Just getting to emails and have printed your letter and am having it walked around. Roger got to it before me
and forwarded to the Commissioner offices this afternoon so they will have received twice.

From: Peter Crane MOO (b)(6)
Sent: Monday, July 18, 20i1 1:",A
To: Vietw-Cook, Annette
Cc: Davis, Roger
Subject. Memorandum to Commission on Fukushima Task Force and Ia

Hi Annette -

The attached memorandum Is directly relevant to the briefing that the Commission will be getting tomorrow on the report,
issued last week, of the Fukushima Task Force. It is time-critical. Could you please see that it is printed out and
delivered to Commission offices as soon as possible? Thanks.

By the way, in it I mention that there is a March 27, 2006, letter from HHS Secretary Leavitt to Chairman Diaz that I was
not able to find on ADAMS, except as an attachment to a letter from Professor Frank von Hippel of Princeton and me to
Senator Lieberman, with copies to the NRC. Maybe I missed it somehow with the search terms I used. In any event, if
i!ý,.t letter is not on ADAMS, it should be, and it is puzzling that it isn't.

nks-
Peter

1
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Davis, Roger

0om:
f!nt:

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Vietti-Cook, Annette
Monday, July 18,2011 6:43 PM
Batkin, Joshua; Coggins, Angela; Monninger, John; Clark, Lisa; Sharkey, Jeffry; Reddick,
Darani; Sosa, Belkys; Davis, Roger;, Bubar, Patrice; Nleh, Ho
Bavol, Rochelle; Laufer, Richard; Wright, Darlene; Lewis, Antoinette
FW: Memorandum to Commission on Fukushima Task Force and KJ
2011.July.NRCFukushimaTaskForceFinal.rtf

Just in case you have not seen yet, I am forwarding. Roger forwarded t
assistants. Angie of my staff made copies and walked around this eveni "WJI

From: Peter Crane. (b)(6)
Sent: Monday, JUly 18, 20h-x1A rn-m--
To: Vlettl-Cook, Annette
Cc: Davis, Roger
Subject: Memorandum to Commission on Fukushima Task Force and K)

Hi Annette -

The attached memorandum is directly relevant to the briefing that the Commission will be getting tomorrow on the report,
issued last week, of the Fukushima Task Force. It is time-critical. Could you please see that it is printed out and
delivered to Commission offices as soon as possible? Thanks.

By the way, in it I mention that there is a March 27, 2006, letter from HHS Secretary Leavitt to Chairman Diaz that I was
._2ot able to find on ADAMS, except as an attachment to a letter from Professor Frank von Hippel of Princeton and me to

N, nator Lieberman, with copies to the NRC. Maybe I missed it somehow with the search terms I used. In any event, if

.. Jletter is not on ADAMS, it should be, and it is puzzling that it isn't.

Thanks -
Peter

[ N

/.jo

I
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Gilles, Nanette

...- ore:
( 'nt:

Subject:
Attachments:

George Apostolakis [apostola@MIT.EDUJ
Monday, July 18, 2011 8:43 AM
Gilles, Nanette
Fwd: TEPCO study
ATT00004.htm; TEPCO_tsunami_NPPStudy.pdt; ATT00005.htm; 2007
_Pageoph_Japanese_NPPs.pdf; ATTOOOO6.htm

-- Forwarded message from costas.usc.edu
Date: Sun, 17 Jul 2011 17:59:34 -0700
From: Costas Synolakis <costastusc.edu>

Reply-To: Costas Synolakis <costasOusc.edu>
Subject: TEPCO study

To: apostolamfit.edu

-George, I am afraid I didn't send you the TEPCO study, presented in Nov 2010 "we assessed and confirmed
the safety..." I attach it

I am also attaching another paper on the Japanese methodology about tsunami assessment, followed in the
TEPCO study - it is essentially the journal version of their standards and guidelines. At the outset it says
"Earthquakes of magnitude 8 would periodically occur in and around Japan". The last author is Nobu Shuto,
the most senior Japanese tsunamista, and ex-Professor at Tohoky University. What I found interesting is that
they don't discuss anything about benchmarking numerical models, but only describe how scenario modeling

r-hould produce results that exceed historical events. Yes, thank you. However, in the example they provide
ir a M=7.8 earthquake in the Sea of Japan, the max tsunami height they calculate is about 20m. Why the

\x-.:PCO engineers who were aware of this paper didn;t question their results where a M=8.4 event produces a
<6m runup, hopefully Hollywood will eventually find out.

Take care,

Costas

Costas Synolakis
Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering, Director, Tsunami Research Center Viterbi School of
Engineering, University of Southern Califomia Los Angeles, California 90089-2531
www, usc. edu/deptltsunainis

Beauty is truth, truth beauty
this is all you know on earth,
and all you need to know.

John Keats.

- End forwarded message --

(
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Tsunami' Assessment for Nuclear
Power Plants in Japan.

Makoto TAKAO, PE
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TEpm

TOKYO ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY

All rights reserved. Tokyo Electrc Power Co., Inc,
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Agenda

1. Tsunami assessment for NPP on the
Pacific coast.

2. Operational status of NPP after the Feb.
28, 2010 tsunami from Chile.
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Agenda

1. Tsunami assessment for NPP on the
Pacific coast.

All rights reserved. Tokyo Electric Power Co., Inc. 2
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JSCE Method

"Tsunami Assessment Method for Nuclear Power
Plants in Japan (2002)

published by

Tsunami Evaluation Subcommittee,
Nuclear Civil Engineering Committee,
JSCE (Japan Society of Civil Engineers)

J

USA 07
Ph1j**N* 101111

English version
hsplcommittee/ceofnp/Tsunami/eng/tsunami eng.html

All rights reserved. Tokyo Electric Power Co., Inc. 3
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Parametric Study of Tsunami Source

Parametric

Fault Models for Scenario
Earthquakes

Scenario
Tsunamis

The Design
Tsunami

.4-'

(U
C

C',
I-.

N Plane Figure

The design tsunami is the highest among
scenario tsunamis at the target site.

direction of a coastline
Idlyu U
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TEPCO's Nuclear Power Stations
Kashiwazaki Kariwa NPS 8,212MWe

Higashidori Nuclear Power Construction
Preparation Office

Nol '85/9/18 1,100 0

W '90/9/2 BWR-5 1,100

NO '93/8/11 BWR-5 1,100

W4 '94/8/11 BWR-5 1,100

No.5 '90/4/10 BWR-5 1,100

No. '96/11[7 ABWR 1,356

NO '97/7/2 ASWR 1,356

Fukushima Daiichi NPS 4,696MWe

-I-llm-mI

pref.

Fukushima DainiNPS 4,40OMWe

7 jNO '82/4/20 1,100
B

No,2 '84/2/3 BWR-5 1,100

No.3 '85/6/21 BWR-5 1,100

LN4 '87/8/25 BWM-5 1,100
U - mn-'-

we
tymmugJ

All rights reserved. Tokyo Electric Power Co., Inc. 5
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Numerical Model for the near field

1Non-linear long wave
theory (shallow water)

VStaggered mesh

VLeap frog method

y~1~

4,

(A~ r\
I ~~

.4

I ~

..1
Nb

I-',

E, F, G

A

Fukushima Daiichi NPS

Area Size of Grid
A 4320m
B 2160m
C 720m
D 240m
E 80m
F 40m
G 20m

All rights reserved. Tokyo Electric Power Co., Inc. 6
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i nearGeneral parametric study in the nearfield ...

44

42

0'V

38'

34'

Fukushima Daiichi NPS

0*O
J
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Detailed parametric study in the near field

Detailed parametric study
- location
- strike
- depth
- dip angle
- slip angle

Fukushima Dalichi NPS

*9O
/.I

All rights reserved. Tokyo Electric Power Co., Inc. 8
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Tsunami from far field

[N

/ Linear dispersive theory for far
field (spherical.-coordinate system)

/ Non-linear long wave theory for
near field (Cartesian coordinate
system)

/ Staggered mesh

/ Leap frog method

4.,

0)
0"
E

3.0

2.0

1.0

0.0

-1.0

-2.0

-3,0

Observed at Enoshima in Miyagi pref. in 1960
-- Calculation

0 60 120 180 240 300 360 420 480 540 600

Time [mini
"V
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Parametric study in the far field
L-III

I

I

Standard fault model
1960 Chilean earthquake

W 11211hVMM All rights reserved, Tokyo Electric Power Co., Inc. 10
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Location of assessment points
I IMIIIIIn I N ... . . .w w.. .% i

Fukushima Daiichi NPS

200m

All rights reserved. Tokyo Electrc Power Co., Inc. 11
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Time History of the design tsunamis

O.P.[n]
4
2
01

Near Field
Tsunami

A A1

-2
-4

1 2 3 hour

elapsed time since earthquake occurred

O.P.[m]
4

Far Field
Tsunami
-Chili-

2
0
-2
-4

20 22 24 26 28 hour

elapsed time since earthquake occurred
*0Of~ I~t
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Consideration of tide and safet evaluation

The Design Tsunami

KD Tidal Conditions

Design High Water Level

- Maximum water rise + Mean of high tides

Design Low Water Level

- Maximum water fall + Mean of low tides

Evaluation of the safety of NPP
#0()In

All rights reserved. Tokyo Electric Power Co., Inc. 13.
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Summary of Evaluation

\

........... i

Maximum water level = 4.4m + O.P. + 1.3m = O.P.+5.7m
Minimum water level = -3.6m - O.P.+O.Om = O.P.-3.6m

O.P.+1O'V13m
Maximum water level

O.P.+5.7m

Mean tide level
O.P.+O.8m

O.P.-3.6m
Minimum water level

Fukushima Daiichi NPS

We assessed and confirmed the safety of the
nuclear plants based on the JSCE method
which was published in 2002.

Iwo /J
All rights reserved, Tokyo Electric Power Co., Inc. 14.
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Agenda

2. Operational status of NPP after the Feb.
28, 2010 tsunami from Chile.
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SOperational status of NPP on Feb.28

Fukushima Daiichi NPS
unit 1 in operation 459 MWe
unit 2 in operation 786 MWe
unit 3 in operation 789 MWe
unit4 in operation 789 MWe
unit 5 in operation 823 MWe
unit 6 in operation 1,152 MWe

Fukushima Daini NPS
unit 1 in operation 1,113 MWe
unit 2 in operation 1,116 MWe
unit 3 regular maintenance
unit 4 in operation 1,117 MWe

All rghts reserved. Tokyo Electric Power Co., Inc. 16
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Feb. 28th NPS Correspondence (1/2)

A manual containing emergency and restoration protocol in the
event of a major disaster has been created.

In the event that the Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA) issues
a "Tsunami Warning" for the coastline near the NPS, the
following measures are to be executed:

1. The Central Control Room Operators are to maintain
vigilance in monitoring plant operations.

2. The Site Superintendent is to contact employees who are on
standby in a separate office room or at home.

3. If necessary, an emergency headquarter is to be set up.

~) IIt~
'mu

I'
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Feb. 28th NPS Correspondence (2/2)

Both Fukushima Daiichi NPS and Fukushima Daini NPS
executed the below measures in response to a "Tsunami
warning" issued by JMA on Feb.28.

VDiscontinued the work and inspection of the area facing the
ocean.

VMeasured the sea level utilizing a tide gauge and via several
installed TV cameras monitored the ocean conditions.

-/Contacted employees to ready them for the execution of
emergency disaster measures.

0*O~) II1~
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Correspondence based on Sea Level Measurements

'I

Acquiring tsunami information from JMA

< Z,
/Utilizing the JSCE method, we

assessed the ability of the NPP to
withstand potential tsunamis.

/ Based on the assessment results,
the level of the seawater pumps
was improved.

V "Accident Operating Procedure
(AOP)" for tsunamis was
established.

Monitoring of relevant parameters

In case relevant parameter abnormalities
continue, one of the circulating water

pumps should be stopped.

In case relevant parameter abnormalities
continue, the other circulating water

pumps should be stopped and the plant
shut down.

Flowchart on the basis of AOP

f • All rights reserved. Tokyo Electnic Power Co., Inc. 19
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Tide gauge at Fukushima Daiichi NPS

V

I I i

A float-type tide gauge is set up inside the
harbor of the NPP.
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Wave gauge at Fukushima Daini NPS

1 '~"'~

An ultrasonic-type tide gauge is installed inside
the harbor of the NPP.
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Observational result of Chile tsunami on Feb.28

Seawall
level 5400

300

E
o 200

> 100

"0

-100

-200

Fukushima Daiichi NPS
This deviation from the
astronomical tide level
refers to the tsunami
component

astronomical tide level

v' Deviation from the astronomical
tide was observed.

V The highest sea level did not reach
the seawall level.

,/The lowest sea level did not fall
below the intake water level of the
circulating pumps.

/ Normal operations were not
impacted.
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Daini II

-200
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Summary

, We assessed and confirmed the safety of the
nuclear power plants based on the JSCE
method which was published in 2002.

$ On Feb. 28, in response to the "Tsunami
warning" issued by the Japan Meteorological
Agency, appropriate measures in accordance
with "Accident Operating Procedures (AOP)"
were executed.

, Daily operations were NOT impacted.

wo, All rights reserved. Tokyo Electric Power Co., Inc. 23
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Thank you very much for your kind attention.

RNA
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Davis, Roger

!•>,c: Gilles, Nanette
__1,1t: Tuesday, July 19, 2011 10:24 PM

0: Sosa, Belkys; Apostolakis, George; Davis, Roger
Subject: Re: TF recommendations and timetable to respond

OK

Sent from my NRC Blackberry

From: Sosa, Belkys
To: Apostolakis, George; Gilles, Nanette; Davis, Roger
Sent: Tue Jul 19 21:40:15 2011
Subject: Re: TF recommendations and timetable to respond

Ok

Sent from an NRC Blackberry
Belkys Sosa
(b)(6)

From: Apostolalds, George
-. : Sosa, Belkys; Gilles, Nanette; Davis, Roger

't: Tue Jul 19 21:39:00 2011
,-LJject: Re: TF recommendations and timetable to respond

8:30 am?

George Apostolakis
Commission,. US NRCN,
Blackberry (b)(6)

From: Sosa, Belkys
To: Gilles, Nanette; Apostolakis, George; Davis, Roger
Sent: Tue Jul 19 20:50:21 2011
Subject: Re: TF recommendations and timetable to respond

Yes

Sent from an NRC Blackberry
Belkvs Sosa

From: Gilles, Nanette
Apostolakis, George; Sosa, Belkys; Davis, Roger

Tue Jul 19 20:48:10 2011
<-•'Ject: RE: TF recommendations and timetable to respond

OK. 1 ftP B tq E
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From: Apostolakis, George
,nt: Tuesday, July 19, 2011 8:46 PM
- Gilles, Nanette; Sosa, Belkys; Davis, Roger

abJect: Re: TF recommendations and timetable to respond

Shall we do it toi itorrow morning before the TF meeting?

George Apostolakis
Commissioner US NRC
BlackberrW4(b)(6)

From: Gilles, Nanette
To: Sosa, Belkys; Apostolakis, George; Davis, Roger
Sent: Tue Jul 19 20:33:53 2011
Subject: RE: TF recommendations and timetable to respond

I agree with Belkys' suggestion about explaining the U.S. design requirements. You could follow this up with a
statement that this is further evidence to support the task force's conclusion that an event similar to the
Fukushima event is highly unlikely in the U.S.

From: Sosa, Belkys
Sent: Tuesday, July 19, 2011 7:50 PM
To: Apostolakis, George; Davis, Roger; Gilles, Nanette
icubject: Re: TF recommendations and timetable to respond

ýommend explaining the US design requirement for external events such as earthquake and flooding accounts for the
worst event ever historically recorded for the site. Clearly the design limits for Diachi didn't account for Tsunamis as recent
as 10yrs earlier than the plant was built...or something to that effect...

S~nt from an NRC Blackberry
Belkys Sosa(b)(6)I

From: Apostolakis, George
To: Sosa, Belkys; Davis, Roger; Gilles, Nanette
Sent: Tue Jul 19 19:16:55 2011
Subject: Fw: IF recommendations and timetable to respond

George Apostolakis
Commissioner. US NRC !HflSisIU ueA LeO
Blackberry(b)(6) I

From: Boffey, Philip <phboff@nytimes.com>
To: Apostolakis, George

t: Tue Jul 19 18:22:02 2011
- ject: RE: TF recommendations and timetable to respond

I'm not sure what you are driving at with your point that the tsunami was not "unthinkable." What does it mean in the U.S.

context? That we should take a harder look at things we thought improbable?

2
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You may recall that I interviewed you on background in Rockville three months ago. These questions, too,
can be answered on background.

, I need To write-an edltonal - possibly on Wednesday or possibly later in the week -- focusing on the Task
Force's 90-day report and what if anything the Commission should do in response to it.

Could you give me some quick impressions as to whether you think the task force recommendations should
be approved more or less as they are now or require much more rigorous analysis before moving forward, as the
industry, contends.

Also, your thoughts on Chairman Yaczko's proposed 90-day period for the commission to vote on the task
force recommendations. Is that feasible, or not?

I realize that more information needs to be gathered about the Fukushima incident and from stakeholders at
further meetings but I assume you have heard enough by now to have at least preliminary thoughts on what the
commission should do in response to the TF report, and on what timetable..

Thanks for any help you can give,

Philip M. Boffey
Editorial Writer
The New York Times
620 Eighth Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10018
Phone: (212) 556-4485
Fax: 212-556-3815
Email: phboff@nytimes.com
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Gilles, Nanette

.. n: Sosa, Belkys
, A nt: Tuesday, July 19, 2011 5:09 PM
"__-~: Apostolakis, George; Davis, Roger, Gilles, Nanette; Baggett, Steven

Subject: FYI: NGO letter regarding Task Force's recommendations
Attachments: 20110719-ngo-group-letter-to-nrc.pdf

From: CMVRAPOSTOLAKIS Resource
Sent: Tuesday, July 19, 2011 8:31 AM
To: Blake, Kathleen
Subject: FW: NGO letter regarding Task Force's recommendations

From: Dave Lochbaurn [maiftD:DLochbaumftucsusaoM1
Sent: Tuesday, July 19, 2011 8:17 AM
To: CHAIRMAN Resource; CIVMRSVINIOU Resource; CMRAPOSTOLAKIS Resource; CMRMAGWOOD Resource;
CMROSTENDORFF Resource
Subject: NGO letter regarding Task Force's recommendations

Good Morning:

On behalf of 15 national, regional, and local public interest groups, I am submitting the attached electronic copy of a letter regarding the Task
Force's recommendations. Hard copies of this letter will be in the mail today.

.vid Lochbaun

,,-.,rector, Nuclear Safety Project
Union of Concerned Scientists
PO Box 15316
Chattanooga, TN 37415
(423) 468-927 office
(b)(6) .ell
diochbaumn•f csusa.orK

( 1
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July 19, 2011
Gregory B. Jaczko, Chair
Kristine L. Svinicki, Commissioner
William D. Magwood IV, Commissioner
George Apostolakis, Commissioner
William C. Ostendorff, Commissioner

Dear Commissioners:

We the undersigned respectfully urge you to provide the NRC staff with the resources and direction
necessary to fully implement the recommendations from the July 12, 2011, report by the Near-Term Task
Force titled "Enhancing Reactor Safety in the 21 Century" as expeditiously as possible. Based on its
assessment of the accident at Fukushima Daiichi and its consequences, the Task Force made numerous
recommendations to better protect the American public from low probability, high consequence events by
reducing vulnerabilities at U.S. reactors and upgrading mitigation measures. While we have significant
concerns about the scope of the review undertaken and the adequacy of some of its recommendations, the
Task Force's report provides a starting point for improving nuclear safety in the U.S. and should be acted
upon by the Commission. Now that these issues have been identified and their resolution outlined,
Americans are unnecessarily at elevated risk until the NRC successfully implements these
recommendations.

We recognize and appreciate that the scope and complexity of some recommendations means they will
take some time to address, even if the full resources of the agency were applied to that effort. We
understand that the recommendations made by the NRC's 90-day review cannot be implemented within
90 days, We request that you set a deadline for the adoption of each recommendation, and take
appropriate steps to ensure that robust public participation is an int-insic element of this process. We also
suggest you consider how you might answer the following question from Congress when scheduling these

'•> deadlines:

Commissioner, wasn't the safety issue that led to this accident specifically raised by the Task
Force in July 2011? Why had you not resolved that very issue by the time _ . occurred?

If you have an honest, solid answer, you will be able to look the Congress and the American public in the
eyes and say that you took every reasonable action to protect against the tragic outcome. But when such
an answer is lacking, there is clearly work to be done with deliberate baste to prevent the low probability
event from causing its high consequences.

We commend the Task Force for dedicating their report to the people of Japan, especially those who
responded to the accident at Fukushima. The Task Force concluded its dedication with this expression:

It is our strong desire and our goal to take the necessary steps to assure that the resul of our
.labors will prevent the needfor a repetition of theirs.

We admire and respect this sentiment. Now it's time for the Commission to do its part and take the steps
necessary for this commendable goal to be achieved.

Sincerely (arranged alphabetically by organization name),

Rochelle Becker, Executive Director Sandra Gavutis
Alliance for Nuclear Responsibility Executive Director

" PO Box 1328 C-10 Foundation
./ San Luis Obispo, CA 93406 44 Merrimac St.

Newburyport, MA 01985
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Deb Katz
Executive Director
Citizens Awareness Network
P.O. Box 83
Shelburne Fall, MA 01370

Ray Shadis
Executive Director
Earth Day Commitment
Friends of the Coast-Opposing Nuclear Pollution
Post Office Box 98
Edgecomb, Maine 04556

Manna Jo Greene, Environmental Director
Hudson River Sloop Clearwater, Inc.
724 Wolcott Ave.
Beacon, NY 12508

Edward Childs, President
New England Coalition on Nuclear Pollution
Post Office Box 545
Brattleboro, Vermont 05302

David A. Kraft, Director
Nuclear Energy Information Service (NEIS)
3411 W. Diversey # 16

\... Chicago, IL 60647

Phillip Musegaas, Esq.
Hudson River Program Director
Riverkeeper, Inc.
20 Secor Road
Ossining, NY 10562

Michael J. Keegan
Don't Waste Michigan
PO Box 463
Monroe, Michigan 48161

Jim Riccio
Greenpeace
Washington, DC

Geoffrey H. Fettus
Senior Project Attorney
Natural Resources Defense Council

Jim Warren, Executive Director
North Carolina Waste Awareness & Reduction
Network (NC WARN)
Durham, NC

Michele Boyd
Physicians for Social Responsibility
Washington, DC

Jane Swanson, spokesperson
San Luis Obispo Mothers For Peace
San Luis Obispo, CA

David Lochbaum
Director, Nuclear Safety Project
Union of Concerned Scientists
PO Box 15316
Chattanooga, TN 37415 I.
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Gilles, Nanette

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Gilles, Nanette
Wednesday, July 27, 2011 9:47 AM
Apostolakis, George
Sosa, Belkys
Time Line for Action on NTTF Report
Time Line.docx

(b)(5)

Nan

Nanette V. Gilles
Technical Assistant for Reactors
to Commissoner Apostolakis
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Phone: 301-415-1180
Email: nanette.gilles(@nrc.gov
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Davis, Roger

,•'•rom: Biggins, James
nt: Wednesday, July 27, 2011 5:00 PM

Sosa, Belkys; Apostolakis, George; Gilles, Nanette
Cc: Blake, Kathleen; Davis, Roger
Subject: RE: Query: Action on recommendations of the Task Force review of Fukushima

Belkys,

(b)(5)

-Jim

From: Sosa, Belkys
Sent: Wednesday, July 27, 2011 4:53 PM
To: Apostolakis, George; Gilles, Nanette; Biggins, James
Cc: Blake, Kathleen; Davis, Roger
Subject: Query: Action on recommendations of the Task Force review of Fukushima

From: Robert R. Holt rm ab( it
.- 'cnt: Wednesday, July 27, 2

CMRAPOSTOLAKIS Resource
\_.,bjed:: Action on recommendations of the Task Force review of Fukushima

Dear Commissioner Apostolakis,

I hope that the Commission has not already reached a decision about the July 12
document, Recommendations for Enhancing Reactor Safety in the 21st Century: The Near Term
Task Force Review of Insights from the Fukushima Dai-ichi Accident. Stories in the press indicate
that a majority of the five of you favor deferring any action on any of its recommendations until the
whole matter can be studied further. Let me respectfully urge that there are important reasons to take
some actions now, on the basis of the work the Task Force has done, while further study
continues. Several very important recommendations, based on good data, have time-urgency, and
any delay might have serious consequences.

I personally believe that the Task Force correctly urged that the Commission issue "orders to
ensure that licensees take [the 12] near-term actions" specified in Appendix A. Enough has been
factually established to back them up conclusively. Consider, for example, the undeniable fact that
none of the spent fuel cooling pools in American nuclear plants have monitoring devices that can
provide the control room with immediate information about the integrity of the pool, the temperature
of the water and its level. It should be immediately evident that no reactor, especially not those of the
GE Mark I boiling water design, should be allowed to continue operating until such instrumentation

been installed. That is particularly urgent in view of the fact that American pools are several times
,.,__-re densely packed than those in Japan. And this is only one such problem or design deficiency,
-,,me of which-e.g., the defective vents for hydrogen-have long been known but have been

1
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ignored. Now we know that it was a mistake merely to recommend the vent change instead of
mandating it, and they should be fixed at once.

Let me add one strong recommendation of my own: that the licensing and license-extension
\t.'.,,ocess be suspended until the stations in question have fully complied with all 12 recommended

orders. It would be intolerable to go ahead and grant a 20-year extension of an operating license
before knowing that the worst dangers in design and practice had been successfully addressed, an
abdication of your basic mission: Protecting people and the environment, not the nuclear industry.
The matter is especially urgent to me, because I can see the Pilgrim plant only 23 miles away across
Cape Cod Bay from my house in Truro, and I know that Entergy is pushing hard for a quick decision
to extend their license, which ends in a few months. It seems incredible that the NRC would relicense
this leaking, rusty, poorly managed plant of an obsolete design that could no longer be approved for
new construction, especially after the recent disaster at Fukushima.

Sincerely yours,

Robert R. Holt, Ph.D.
Professor Emeritus, New York University

2
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Davis, Roger

...ubject:

Biggins, James
Friday, July 29, 2011 4:23 PM
Sosa, Belkys; Apostolakis, George; Gilles, Nanette; Baggett, Steven; Davis, Roger
RE: Query: New NRC Daily Notes for July 29, 2011

-Jim

From: Sosa, Belkys
Sent: Friday, July 29, 2011 4:17 PM
To: Apostolakis, George; Gilles, Nanette; Baggett, Steven; Biggins, James; Davis, Roger
Subject: Query: New NRC Daily Notes for July 29, 2011

~2~aA1AL~ZIJ A U W~CNK t~IL'I ~.~ '~~:~ir'i~.'~ 'ya~f~~j)%r 4 z ~ ~ 134 ~'~*

i 1Y~ ZAL L'rr iVN~ ~~jTIii 2 v ix'~.. ~ ~ 4 V I

Daily Notes for July 29, 2011

ADM

On July 26, 2011, the NRC received six petitions for rulemaking (PRMs) based on the
Fukushima Task Force Report (the Report) from the Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc.
Each PRM has been docketed separately. The Office of Administration plans to publish a
consolidated Federal Register notice (FRN) acknowledging receipt of the PRMs. The FRN
will not request public comment at this time, but will include the docket ID for each PRM for
the public to track further agency actions on the PRMs. IRC 'i1 .•'mt.ii.te F to
pbo ohsecondnthtowill statetheNCpan, or resnrving•, th etbpon the

Commissioh w dlingo therecommendatiqnsinteR or

I)
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Davis, Roger

P-rn): Peter Cranel
..nt: Monday, Augus u i, zui I Iu: IoA
o: Peter Crane

Subject: Those lucky Japanese!

In an article by Jerry Cuttler and Myron Pollycove, published in 2009, we get the real scoop on accidents, radiation, and
thyroid cancer: radiation emissions from major accidents are not harmful and may even be beneficial; thyroid cancer in
Belarus after Chemobyl may not have been caused by Chemobyl at all; it is not appropriate to conclude that persons who
developed thyroid cancer after receiving x-rays to the head and neck as children did so as a result of the radiation; and
radiation does not appear to be a cause of thyroid cancer.

These statements speak for themselves. (See actual quotations below.) BEIR VII, published by the National Research
Council of the National Academies of Science in 2006, spent a couple of pages explaining why the views of Pollycove and
a frequent co-author of his, Feinendegen, were scientifically worthless.

Yet for 11 years, Pollycove was the staffs principal advisor on radiation and health, and it was on his assurance that the
NRC declared in 1997 that internal dose from released patients was not an issue, something it acknowledged in 2008 was
a mistake. By then, the deregulation had taken place, and reversing course would have been extremely difficult.

If you read Pollycove's resume on line, you will find him represented, as of 2007, as "special assistant to the Deputy
Executive Director for Operations" of the NRC. To those who saw the NRC Weekly Information Report for October 12,
2001, reporting the departure from the NRC of Myron Pollycove, described as a "consultant," this will come as a surprise.
(He was certainly a Visiting Medical Fellow, but not to my knowledge ever Special Assistant to the DEDO.) I'll paste in
one such site at the bottom of this message.

-. yone who wants to know how the NRC got itself into the morass it now finds itself in with respect to the regulation of
."liation in medicine should read the full article, to get a clearer idea of Dr. Pollycove's thinking. This would also preclude

.& notion that I am quoting him out of context.

- Peter Crane

What if an accident occurs? In spite of the extraordinary care taken to avoid such events, an accident could happen and a
release of radioactivity is possible. As with any industrial accident, people living near the plant would be informed promptly
and emergency measures would be taken to prevent anyone from receiving a significant dose of radiation. No immediate
deaths in the surrounding population would be expected. The question is whether there might be adverse health effects
that might shorten life expectancy. Research has shown that a low dose or a low dose rate of ionizing radiation in living
organisms is generally stimulatory rather than inhibitory (UNSCEAR 1994, Kondo 1993, Academie des Sciences 1997,
Pollycove and Feinende.en 2001, Mitchel 2007a). This means that the radiation exposure would not be harmful and
might even be beneficial.

Based on the relatively few fatalities (31), the Chemobyl accident will be remembered as a validation that nuclear power is
probably the safest means of large-scale energy production, as was also demonstrated by the Three Mile Island accident
(Jaworowski 2007).

Similarly, other studies of many children given large doses of radiation for enlarged tonsils and adenoids identified
relatively few thyroid cancers. Because of the high rate of natural occurrence of thyroid cancer, it is not appropriate to
attribute such thyroid cancer cases to radiation exposure (Lenihan 1993).

The effects of better reporting, heightened awareness, and screening after the Chemobyl accident may be a cause of the
observed increase of thyroid cancer in Belarus; it might not be an effect of radiation at all (Jaworowski 2008b).

"as been claimed that thyroid cancer is the most common long-term effect of low dose radiation exposure in children.
,:;clear safety regulations are based on tight radioiodine dose limits. A review of many recent scientific publications does

not support this concern. Thyroid cancer is not an uncommon occurrence in most populations; it does not appear to be
related to radiation exposure.
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Nuclear Energy and Health: And the Benefits of Low-Dose Radiation Hormesis
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School of Medicine, University of California San Francisco, San Francisco, CA
Address correspondence to Jerry M. Cuttler, Cuttler & Associates Inc., 1781 Medallion Court,

PMCID: PMC2664640

Myron Pollycove, MD Named Two-Time Cambridge Who's Who Professional of the Year in Radiation Oncology Research

Rockville, MD, July 04, 2007 -(PR.com)- Myron Pollycove, MD, Chairman of Radiation, Science and Health, Inc. has
been named Cambridge Who's Who Professional of the Year in Radiation Oncology Research for 2007-2008, the second
year Pollycove has been honored. The Cambridge Who's Who selection. committee hand picks these special Who's Who
honorees based on accomplishments, academic achievement, leadership and service.

Pollycove has been practicing clinical pathology and nuclear medicine for 57 years. As Chairman of Radiation, Science
and Health (http://www.radscihealth.orglrsh), Pollycove performs research on the effects of high and low doses of
radiation on health, cancer prevention and DNA structure. As Special Assistant to the Deputy EDO, Materials, Research,
State Programs for the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission since 1991, Pollycove provides expertise in the medical use
and regulation of radioisotopes and research in the biological effects of exposure to low-dose ionizing radiation.
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GEA Comments

MEMORANDUM TO: R. W. Borchardt
Executive Director for Operations

Edwin M. Hackett, Executive Director
Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards

FROM:

SUBJECT

Annette L Vietti-Cook, Secretary

STAFF REQUIREMENTS - SECY-11-0093 - NEAR-TERM
REPORT AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR AGENCY ACTIONS
FOLLOWING THE EVENTS IN JAPAN

/

NO: ~ ~4! L.~4
\ /
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cc. Chairman Jaczko
Commissioner Svinicki
Commissioner Apostolakis
Commissioner Magwood
Commissioner Ostendorff

OGC
CFO
OCA
OPA
Office Directors, Regions. ACRS, ASLBP (via E-Mail)

PDR

"'....~..jJ

'I
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(b)(5)

Additional Commissioner Comments to be Included in the SRM
if Agreed to by a Majority of the Commission

(b)(5)

/
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Gilles, Nanette

" ->,•om: Gilles, Nanette
Monday, August 01, 2011 5:11 PM'ghalnon@firstenergycorp.com'

Subject: RE: Follow up

Greg - Thank you for getting back to us on this issue. I will pass this on to the Commissioner.

Nan

Nanette V. Gilles
Technical Assistant for Reactors
to Commissoner Apostolakis
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Phone: 301-415-1180
Email: nnriette.gilles(nrc.gov

From: ghalnoncfirstenernycorp.com FmaiIto:ghalnon@firstenemvycorp.com1
Sent: Monday, August 01, 2011 11:30 AM
To: Gilles, Nanette
Subject: Follow up

Hi Nan,
The end of last month FirstEnergy executive met with Commissioner Apostolakis and yourself for a chat about First

1ergy. The commissioner asked if the NEI/INPO organization in response to the Fukushima event would be issuing a
-dblic report. Jim Lash (FirstEnergy Generation President) committed to getting back with your office with the answer. As

-it turns out, much has happened since the end of June, however, Mr Lash communicated to me that Chip Pardee, the
industry's lead for the response, said he would consider the concept and in future meetings with the Commission, the path
forward would become more clear. In short, the answer to his question (I know the commissioner likes direct answers) is
that the Industry group will consider a public report out in some forum and Mr Pardee would be communicating plans to
the Commission in the future.
I know this does not fully answer the question, we played some phone tag but I thought an email would communicate
what we did to follow up from our visit. Call if you would like to discuss further.
Respectfully
Greg

Greg Halnon
Director Regulatory Affairs
FirstEnergy Nuclear Operating Company
76 S. Main St
A-GO-2
Akron, OH 44308
Office: 330-384-5638
Cell (b)(6) .I
Fax:'0-315-95

---------------------- The information contained in this message is intende only for e-persial

and confidentia us lent(s) named above. If the reader of this mess e intended recipient
or an agent responsi ble for delivering it o d reci are hereby notified that you have received

/-ýis document in error and that any review ination, distri ing of this message is strictly
Aibited. Iis communication in error, please notify us imme ia te the

ogjnag age.
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Gilles, Nanette

I" m: Gilles, Nanette
... .nt: Monday, August 01, 2011 5:12 PM

a0: Apostolakis, George
Cc: Sosa, Belkys
Subject: FW: Follow up

Commissioner - See the response below from First Energy (they dropped in last month) to a question you had

about the industry's Fukushima Task Force.

Nan

Nanette V. Gilles
Technical Assistant for Reactors
to Commissoner Apostolakis
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Phone: 301-415-1180
Email: nanette.gillesanrc.gov

From: ghalnon(firstenergycorp.com [mailto:ghainoncfirstenergycorp.com]
Sent: Monday, August 01, 2011 11:30 AM
To: Gilles, Nanette
Subject: Follow up

.Nan,

... ,e end of last month FirstEnergy executive met with Commissioner Apostolakis and yourself for a chat about First
Energy. The commissioner asked if the NEI/INPO organization in response to the Fukushima event would be issuing a
public report. Jim Lash (FirstEnergy Generation President) committed to getting back with your office with the answer. As
it turns out, much has happened since the end of June, however, Mr Lash communicated to me that Chip Pardee, the
industry's lead for the response, said he would consider the concept and in future meetings with the Commission, the path
forward would become more clear. In short, the answer to his question (I know the commissioner likes direct answers) is
that the Industry group will consider a public report out in some forum and Mr Pardee would be communicating plans to
the Commission in the future.
I know this does not fully answer the question, we played some phone tag but I thought an email would communicate
what we did to follow up from our visit. Call if you would like to discuss further.
Respectfully
Greg

Greg Halnon
Director Regulatory Affairs
FirstEnergy Nuclear Operating Company
76 S. Main St
A-GO-2
Akron, OH 44308
Office:.30-384-56.

Fax: 330-315-9577
--------------------------------------- The information contained in this message is intended only for theF-cof-dntd jet(s) named above. If the reader of this mnessae neddrcipient

a~n agent responsib" fo deiern it.to..e

••is document in errradta n ei ntodsrbtoo

message. •
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Gilles, Nanette

om:
:';nt:

Subject:
Attachments:

Gilles, Nanette
Thursday, August 04, 2011 5:55 PM
Sosa, Belkys; Davis, Roger
GA Response to Inhofe - Comparison with Japan
Inhofe response - 8July11.docx; 110708 ApostolakisJMI Itr to NRC on reg comparison.pdf

Here is my proposed draft for the response to the July 13I letter from Inhofe requesting that we do a
comparison of U.S. and Japan's regulatory requirements. I've also attached the incoming letter. Recall that
this is one of the letters that was sent to each office individually.

Comments, please.

Nanette V. Gilles
Technical Assistant for Reactors
to Commissoner Apostolakis
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Phone: 301-415-1180
Email: nanette.gilles(nrc.gov

•.jr

-~ ~ JDISCLO3URE

I
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The Honorable James M. Inhofe
United States Senate
Ranking Member, Committee on

Environment and Public Works
Washington, DC 20510-6175

Dear Senator Inhofe:

(b)(5)

<-,,/
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(b)(5)

If I

~FQ~7tt~RE
Sincerely,
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George Apostolakis

( )
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NO VR u~wamOSR
Gilles, Nanette

int:

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Gilles, Nanette
Friday, August 05, 2011 10:37 AM
Apostolakis, George
Sosa, Belkys; Davis, Roger
FW: CORR-1 1-0094 - Upton-Due 8/5
corr 10094.docx

(b)(5)

I

Thanks,
Nan

Nanette V. Gilles
Technical Assistant for Reactors
to Commissoner Apostolakis
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Phone: 301-415-1180
Email: nanette.gillest•nrc.gov

From: Sosa, Belkys
Sent: Thursday, August 04, 2011 5:40 PM
To: Davis, Roger; GIIles, Nanette
s_%.bJec-. RE: CORR-11-0094 - Upton-Due 8/5

in.•cur
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From: Davis, Roger
Sent: Thursday, August 04, 2011 5:21 PM

.,-•-4q Gilles, Nanette; Sosa, Belkys
bject: RE: CORR-11-0094 - Upton-Due 8/5

1~~

I (b)(5)I
From: Gilles, Nanette
Sent: Thursday, August 04, 2011 5:20 PM
To: Sosa, Belkys
Cc: Davis, Roger
Subject: CORR-11-0094 - Upton-Due 8/5

(b)(5)

Nanette V. Giiles
Technical Assistant for Reactors
to Commissoner Apostolakis
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Phone: 301-415-1180
Email: nanette._illest@nrc.gov

2
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The Honorable Fred Upton
Chairman, Committee on Energy and Commerce
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

(b)(5)

\

T j7.. o "KA MINcSUE-
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Sincerely,

Gregory B. Jaczko

.9

2
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Identical letters sent to:

The Honorable Fred Upton
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

The Honorable Joe Barton
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

The Honorable Cliff Steams
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

The Honorable Ed Whitfield
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

The Honorable John Shimkus
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

The Honorable Joseph K. Pitts
United States House of Representatives

- '-. Washington, D.C. 20515

The Honorable Mary Bono Mack
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

The Honorable Greg Walden
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

The Honorable Michael C. Burgess
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

The Honorable Lee Terry
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

The Honorable Marsha Blackburn
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

The Honorable Sue Myrick
United States House of Representatives

--- Washington, D.C. 20515
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The Honorable Brett Guthrie
, United States House of Representatives

Washington, D.C. 20515

The Honorable Tim Murphy
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

The Honorable David B. McKinley
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

The Honorable Cathy McMorris Rodgers
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

The Honorable John Sullivan
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

The Honorable Brian P. Bilbrey
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

The Honorable John Phillip Gingrey
•; United States House of Representatives

Washington, D.C. 20515

The Honorable Steve Scalise
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

The Honorable Leonard Lance
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

The Honorable Peter Olson
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

The Honorable Gregg Harper
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

The Honorable Robert E. Latta
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

,. "
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S', The Honorable Adam Kinzinger
,' j United States House of Representatives

Washington, D.C. 20515

The Honorable H. Morgan Griffith
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

The Honorable Henry A. Waxman
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

The Honorable Diana DeGette
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

The Honorable Bobby L. Rush
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

The Honorable Gene Green
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

-' The Honorable Frank Pallone, Jr.
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

The Honorable G. K. Butterfield
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

The Honorable Anna G. Eshoo
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515
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Aedd Code -hnW
August 10. 2011

MEMORANDUM TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

Chairman Jaczko
Commissioner Svinicki
Commissioner Apostolakis
Commissioner Magwood
Commissioner Ostendorff

Annette L. Vietti-Cook, Secretary Is/

DRAFT STAFF REQUIREMENTS MEMORANDUM
SECY-1 1-0093 - NEAR-TERM REPORT AND
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR AGENCY ACTIONS FOLLOWING
THE EVENTS IN JAPAN

(b)(5)

Attachment:
As stated

cc: EDO
OGC

/
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WOM comnents
(b(5

I(b)(5)I

MEMORANDUM TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

R. W. Borchardt
Executive Director for Operations

Edwin M. Hackett, Executive Director
Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards

Annette L Vietti-Cook, Secretary

STAFF REQUIREMENTS - SECY-1 1-0093 - NEAR-TERM
REPORT AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR AGENCY ACTIONS
FOLLOWING THE EVENTS IN JAPAN

(b)(5)
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cc: Chairman Jaczko
Commissioner Svinicki
Commissioner Apostolakis
Commissioner Magwood
Commissioner Ostendorff
OGC
CFO
OCA
OPA
Office Directors, Regions, ACRS, ASLBP (via E-Mail)
PDR

. - [Fwrmwta: Uft
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Additional Commissioner Comments to be Included In the SRM
If Agreed to by a Majority of the Commission
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Gilles, Nanette

10m:

Subject:
Attachments:

Gilles, Nanette
Wednesday, August 10, 2011 4:51 PM
Davis, Roger
Response to Inhofe
QFRs-lnhofe-EPW Committee Hearingl6Junl1 .docx

Nan

Nanette V. Gilles
Technical Assistant for Reactors
to Commissoner Apostolakis
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Phone: 301-415-1180
Email: nanette.eilles@nrc.gov

II,

I
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Environment and Public Works Committee Hearing
June 16, 2011

Follow-Up Questions for Written Submission

Questions for Apostolakis

, \

\.~. ~-~--

Senator James M. Inhofe

1. Do you believe the Commission would benefit from greater involvement of the ACRS on
the NRC's longer term review rather than merely reviewing the staffs final product? If
not, why not?

(b)(5)

2. Please describe the processes the NRC uses to revise its regulatory requirements
following new information or world events. Notwithstanding the seriousness of the events
in Japan, there doesn't seem to be a reason to alter the Commission's normal processes
to take account of any lessons learned from the events in Japan given the repeated
assurances that U.S. plants are operating safely. Do you agree? If not, why not?

(b)(5)

3. Do the Commission's regulations provide a mechanism for applying lessons learned
from Japan to COLs or certified designs already issued? Is there any material difference
in NRC's ability to apply those lessons to COLs or certified designs as opposed to plants
that are currently licensed and operating?

(b)(5)

4. Given NRC's authority to apply lessons learned from Japan to the operating fleet, and
the state of the art review the COL and design certification applications have undergone,
it doesn't make any sense to delay the licensing process on these applications during
the review of the Japan situation. Do you agree? If not, why not?

NOT fOPU BUG MCELO RE
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Gilles, Nanette
/ om1

nt:

Subject:

Gilles, Nanette
Wednesday, August 10, 2011 5:09 PM
Davis, Roger
RE: CORR-Letter to Markey on NTTF Recommendations

I (b)(5)
Nanette V. Gilles
Technical Assistant for Reactors
to Commissoner Apostolakis
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Phone: 301-415-1180
Email: nanette.eilles(&nrc.gov

From: Davis, Roger
Sent: Wednesday, August 10, 2011 5:04 PM
To: Gilles, Nanette
Subject: RE: CORR-Letter to Markey on N1TF Recommendations

,F-•'>ee WDM introduced

From: Gilles, Nanette
Sent: Wednesday, August 10, 2011 4:27 PM
To: Apostolakis, George
Cc: Sosa, Belkys; Baggett, Steven; Davis, Roger
Subject: RE: CORR-Letter to Markey on NTTF Recommendations

(b)(5)

Nan

Nanette V. Gilles
Technical Assistant for Reactors
to CommissonerApostolakis
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

of 2929(591

/-'hone: 301-415-1180
'nail: nanette.gilles(fnrc.gov -NOT FOR PBI nOLM

I
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From: Apostolakis, George _ _. ,,--
Sent: Tuesday, August 09, 2011 5:19 PM
To: Gilles, Nanette

Sosa, Belkys; Baggett, Steven; Davis, Roger

'Abject- Re: CORR-Letter to Markey on NrTF Recommendations

Eb)5ZI
George Apostolakis
Commissioper, US NRC
Blackbet(b)(6)

From: Gilles, Nanette
To: Apostolakis, George
Cc: Sosa, Belkys; Baggett, Steven; Davis, Roger
Sent: Tue Aug 09 17:09:17 2011
Subject: CORR-Letter to Markey on NTTF Recommendations

Commissioner - I have reviewed CORR-1 1-0098, which is a response to Rep. Markey on applicability of the
Near-Term Task Force recommendations to plants licensed before the GDCs. I recommend the changes
noted below. Our response is due by Thursday, Aug. 11.

Dear Congressman Markey:

(b)(5)

Nan

Nanette V. Gilles
Technical Assistant for Reactors
to Commissoner Apostalakis
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

'lone: 301-415-1180
'•-nail: nanette.gilles(@nrc.gov

~MPUBU~SCLOSURE
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Davis, Roger

Subject:

Davis, Roger
Wednesday, August 10, 2011 5:09 PM
Gilles, Nanette
RE: CORR-Letter to Markey on NTTF Recommendations

From: Gilles, Nanette
Sent: Wednesday, August 10, 2011 5:09 PM
To: Davis, Roger
Subject: RE: CORR-Letter to Markey on NT-F Recommendations

(b)(5)
Nanette v. (alies
Technical Assistant for Reactors
to Commissoner Apostolakis
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Phone: 301-415-1180
Email: nanette.gilles(nrc.gov

From: Davis, Roger
••t. nt: Wednesday, August 10, 2011 5:04 PM

)Gilles, Nanette
'.-Abject: RE: CORR-Letter to Markey on NT'F Recommendations

(b)(5)

From: Gilles, Nanette
Sent: Wednesday, August 10, 2011 4:27 PM
To: Apostolakis, George
Cc: Sosa, Belkys; Baggett, Steven; Davis, Roger
Subject: RE: CORR-Letter to Markey on NT-F Recommendations

(b)(5)

Nanette V. Gilles
Technical Assistant for Reactors
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Gilles, Nanette

ýnt:

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Apostolakis, George
Thursday, August 11, 2011 2:40 AM
Giles, Nanette
Sosa, Belkys; Baggett, Steven; Davis, Roger
RE: Task Force SRM
SECY-1 1-0093 draft srm GA.docx

(b)(5)

From: Gilles, Nanette
Sent: Wednesday, August 10, 2011 5:29 PM
To: Apostolakis, George
Cc: Sosa, Belkys; Baggett, Steven; Davis, Roger
Subject: Task Force SRM

(b)(5)

Nan

Nanette V. Gilles
Technical Assistant for Reactors
to Commissoner Apostolakis
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Phone: 301-415-1180
Email: nanette.gilles~nrc.gov
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Sosa, Belkys M

I nt:

Cc:
Subject:

Apostolakis, George
Thursday, August 11, 2011 11:41 AM
Gilles, Nanette
Sosa, Belkys; Baggett, Steven; Davis, Roger
RE: CORR-Letter to Markey on NTTF Recommendations

OK

From: Gilles, Nanette
Sent: Wednesday, August 10, 2011 4:27 PM
To: Apostolakis, George
Cc: Sosa, Belkys; Baggett, Steven; Davis, Roger
Subject: RE: CORR-Letter to Markey on NTTF Recommendations

I
(b)(5)

Nan

1 )nette V. Gilles
i-.-echnical Assistant for Reactors
to Commissoner Apostolakis
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Phone: 301-415-1180
Email; nanette.gilles(@nrc.gov

From: Apostolakis, George
Sent: Tuesday, August 09, 2011 5:19 PM
To: Gilles, Nanette
Cc: Sosa, Belkys; Baggett, Steven; Davis, Roger
Subject: Re: CORR-Letter to Markey on NTTF Recommendations

OK

George Apostolakis
Commissioner, US NRC
Blackberry (b)(6)

From: Gilles, Nanette
..•Q: Apostolakis, George

f% Sosa, Belkys; Baggett, Steven; Davis, Roger
i_'•It: Tue Aug 09 17:09:17 2011

.Subject: CORR-Letter to Markey on NTTF Recommendations

I

&IAY ~nn m mi m#~ m*~a
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(b)(5)

I

Nan

>-•.nette V. Gilles
.hnical Assistant for Reactors

to Commissoner Apostolakis
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Phone: 301-415-1180
Email: nanette.gilles(nrc.gov

2
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Gilles, Nanette

,nJt:
,o:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Gilles, Nanette
Thursday, August 11, 2011 9:43 PM
Apostolakis, George
Sosa, Belkys; Baggett, Steven; Davis, Roger
RE: Task Force SRM
RE: DRAFT SRM - SECY-1 1-0093 (Near-Term Report - Events in Japan); RE: DRAFT SRM -
SECY-11-0093 (Near-Term Report- Events in Japan)

From: Apostolakis, George
Sent: Thursday, August 11, 2011 2:40 AM
To: Gilles, Nanette
Cc: Sosa, Belkys; Baggett, Steven; Davis, Roger
Subject: RE: Task Force SRM

From: Gilles, Nanette
Sent: Wednesday, August 10, 2011 5:29 PM
To: ApostDlakis, George
Cc: Sosa, Belkys; Baggett, Steven; Davis, Roger
Subject: Task Force SRM

//

mlvi U ~ 0 -- ~

I
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Na

Nan

Nanette V. Gilles
Technical Assistant for Reactors
to Cornmissoner Apostolakis
U1. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Phone: 301-415-1180
Email: nanette.gilles@nrc.gov

,y *)
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... - - Field Code Changed -1
August 10, 2011

MEMORANDUM TO: Chairman Jaczko
Commissioner Svinicki
Commissioner Apostolakis
Commissioner Magwood
Commissioner Ostendorff

Annette L. Vietti-Cook. SecretaryFROM: Is/

SUBJECT: DRAFT STAFF REQUIREMENTS MEMORANDUM
SECY-1 1-0093 - NEAR-TERM REPORT AND
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR AGENCY ACTIONS FOLLOWING
THE EVENTS IN JAPAN

(b)(5)

Attachment:
As stated

cc: EDO
OGC
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(b)(5)

MEMORANDUM TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

R. W. Borchardt
Executive Director for Operations

Edwin M. Hackett, Executive Director

Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards

Annette L. Vietti-Cook. Secretary

STAFF REQUIREMENTS - SECY-1 1-0093 - NEAR-TERM
REPORT AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR AGENCY ACTIONS
FOLLOWING THE EVENTS IN JAPAN

(L -

1~o~e~eO1SCtQSU~E
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cc. Chairman Jaczko
Commissioner Svinicki
Commissioner Apostolakis
Commissioner Magwood
Commissioner Ostendorff
OGC
CFO
OCA
OPA
Office Directors, Regions, ACRS. ASLBP (via E-Mail)
PDR
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AIdditional Commissioner Comments to be Included in the SRM
if Agreed to by a Majority of the Commission

(b)(5)
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August 10, 2011
Field Code Changed_

MEMORANDUM TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

Chairman Jaczko
Commissioner Svinicki
Commissioner Apostolakis
Commissioner Magwood
Commissioner Ostendorff

Annette L. Vietti-Cook. Secretary Is/

DRAFT STAFF REQUIREMENTS MEMORANDUM
SECY-1 1-0093 - NEAR-TERM REPORT AND
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR AGENCY ACTIONS FOLLOWING
THE EVENTS IN JAPAN

(b)(5)

7N

Attachment:
As stated

cc: EDO
OGC
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I AugJust 10, 2011 AWCO edits 8/11/111

MEMORANDUM TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

Chairman Jaczko
Commissioner Svinicki
Commissioner Apostolakis
Commissioner Magwood
Commissioner Ostendorff

Annette L. Vietfi-Cook, Secretary /s/

DRAFT STAFF REQUIREMENTS MEMORANDUM
SECY-1 1-0093 - NEAR-TERM REPORT AND
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR AGENCY ACTIONS FOLLOWING
THE EVENTS IN JAPAN

(b)(5)

(b)(5)

Attachment
As stated

cc: EDO
OGC
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MEMORANDUM TO:

FROM'

SUBJECT:

R. W. Borchardt
Executive Director for Operations

Edwin M. Hackett, Executive Director
Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards

Annette L. Vietti-Cook, Secretary

STAFF REQUIREMENTS - SECY-1 1-0093 - NEAR-TERM
REPORT AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR AGENCY ACTIONS
FOLLOWING THE EVENTS IN JAPAN

(b)(5)
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(SECY Suspense: following submission

of prioritization notation vote paper to the

Commission)

(ACRS)
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cc: Chairman Jaczko
Commissioner Svinicki

Commissioner Apostolakis

Commissioner Magwood
Commissioner Ostendorff

OGC
CFO
OCA
OPA
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MEMORANDUM TO: Chairman Jaczko
Commissioner Svinicki
Commissioner Apostolakis
Commissioner Magwood
Commissioner Ostendorff

FROM: Annette L. Viethi-Cook, Secretary Is/

SUBJECT: DRAFT STAFF REQUIREMENTS MEMORANDUM
SECY-1 1-0093 - NEAR-TERM REPORT AND
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR AGENCY ACTIONS FOLLOWING
THE EVENTS IN JAPAN
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MEMORANDUM TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

.VDrM Ccmments

R. W. Borchardt
Executive Director for Operations

Edwin M. Hackett, Executive Director
Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards

Annette L. Vietti-Cook, Secretary

STAFF REQUIREMENTS - SECY-1 1-0093 - NEAR-TERM
REPORT AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR AGENCY ACTIONS
FOLLOWING THE EVENTS IN JAPAN

(b)(5)
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R. W. Borchardt
Executive Director for Operations

Edwin M. Hackett, Executive Director
Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards

Annette L. Vietti-Cook, Secretary
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FOLLOWING THE EVENTS IN JAPAN
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Sosa, Belkys

Cc:
Subject:

Gilles, Nanette
Friday, August 12, 2011 7:42 AM
Apostolakis, George
Sosa, Belkys; Baggett, Steven; Davis, Roger
Re: Task Force SRM

I(b)(5)

Sent from my NRC Blackberry

From: Apostolakis, George
To: Gilles, Nanette
Cc: Sosa, Belkys; Baggett, Steven; Davis, Roger
Sent: Fri Aug 12 05:10:36 2011
Subject: RE: Task Force SRM

Nan:

From: Gilles, Nanette
Sent: Thursday, August 11, 2011 9:43 PM

.,~o: Apostolakis, George
Sosa, Belkys; Baggett, Steven; Davis, Roger.. 1 - ject: RE: Task Force SRM

-*T"womTWUW
3
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Nan

From: Apostolakis, George
Sent: Thursday, August 11, 2011 2:40 AM
To: Gilles, Nanette
Cc: Sosa, Belkys; Baggett, Steven; Davis, Roger
Subject: RE: Task Force SRM

(
(b)(5)

From: Gilles, Nanette
Sent: Wednesday, August 10, 2011 5:29 PM
To: Apostolakis, George
Cc: Sosa, Belkys; Baggett, Steven; Davis, Roger
Subject: Task Force SRM

(b)(5)

Nan

S Inette V. Gilles

S echnical Assistant for Reactors
to Commissoner Apostolalds
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

,~-New-ORPUBOUcLO~Wsu
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Phone: 301-415-1180
F.rmail: nanette.gilles@nrc.gov
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Sosa, Belkys

," om:

0)n.
Cc:
Subject:

Gilles, Nanette
Friday, August 12, 2011 9:55 AM
Apostolakis, George
Sosa, Belkys; Baggett, Steven; Davis, Roger
RE: Task Force SRM

(b)(5)

Nanette V. Gilles
Technical Assistant for Reactors
to Commissoner Apostolakis
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Phone: 301-415-1180
Email. nanette.giJlesfnrc.go'

From: Apostolakis, George
Sent: Friday, August 12, 2011 9:54 AM
To: Gilles, Nanette
Cc: Sosa, Belkys; Baggett, Steven; Davis, Roger
Subject: Re: Task Force SRM

George Apostolakis
Commissi, Ber t US NRC
Blackbe((b)(6)

From: Gilles, Nanette
To: Apostolakis, George
Cc: Sosa, Belkys; Baggett, Steven; Davis, Roger
Sent: Fri Aug 12 09:43:46 2011
Subject: RE: Task Force SIRM

:b)(5)

Nan

f---anette V. Gilles

'chnical Assistant for Reactors
Commissoner Apostolakis

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

9 :.WMBUWWt8qfflE- -em
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P'hone: 301-415-1180
Email: nanette.gillest)nrc.gov

/mi: Apostolakis, George
'--.eat: Friday, August 12, 2011 5:11 AM
To: Gilles, Nanette
Cc: Sosa, Belkys; Baggett, Steven; Davis, Roger
Subject: RE: Task Force SRM

~mtosUR~

Nan:

(b)(5)

GA

From: Gilles, Nanette
Sent: Thursday, August 11, 2011 9:43 PM
To: Apostolakis, George
Cc: Sosa, Belkys; Baggett, Steven; Davis, Roger
Subject: RE: Task Force SRM

(b)(5)

./"
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From: Apostolakis, George
Sent: Thursday, August 11, 2011 2:40 AM
To: Gilles, Nanette
Cc: Sosa, Belkys; Baggett, Steven; Davis, Roger
Subject: RE: Task Force SRM

(b)(5)

From: Gilles, Nanette
Sent: Wednesday, August 10, 2011 5:29 PM
To: Apostolakis, George
Cc: Sosa, Belkys; Baggett, Steven; Davis, Roger
Subject: Task Force SRM

(b)(5)

K.

Nan

Nanette V. Gilles
Technical Assistant for Reactors
to Commissoner Apostolalds
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Phone: 301-415-1180
Email: nanette.gilles(&tnrc.gov

r,9*TfA ORN8UCUCW8Uke
{ 'I\•=j,
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Subject:

Gilles. Nanette
Friday, August 12, 2011 12:00 PM
Davis, Roger; Sosa, Belkys
RE: Response to Inhofe

(b)(5)

Nan

Nanette V. Gilles
Technical Assistant for Reactors
to Commissoner Apostolakis
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Phone: 301-415-1180
Email: nanette.gilles)nrc.gov

From: Davis, Roger
Sent: Friday, August 12, 2011 11:27 AM
To: Gilles, Nanette
Subject: RE: Response to Inhofe

Roger

From: Gilles, Nanette
Sent: Wednesday, August 10, 2011 4:51 PM
To: Davis, Roger
Subject: Response to Inhofe

Nan

Nanette V. Gilles
Technical Assistant for Reactors
to Commissoner Apostolakis

-/-S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

•ne: 301-415-1180
Email: nanette.gilles~nrc.gov

-NOTFfOkfPULICtMSLO$Sff
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Gilles, Nanette

Gilles, Nanette
Tuesday, August 16, 2011 5:10 PM
Apostolakis, George
Sosa, Belkys; Davis, Roger; Baggett, Steven
RE: DRAFT SRM - SECY-11-0093 (Near-Term Report - Events in Japan)

Cc:
Subject:

(b)(5)

(b)(5)

I
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Nan

Nanette V. Gilles
Technical Assistant for Reactors
to Commissoner Apostolakis
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Phone: 301-415-1180
Email: nanette.glles()nrc.gov

From: Apostolakis, George
Sent: Tuesday, August 16, 2011 7:04 AM
To: Gilles, Nanette
Cc: Sosa, Belkys; Davis, Roger
Subject: DRAFT SRM - SECY-11-0093 (Near-Term Report - Events in Japan)

(b)(5)

I- ;

NOT FOR PUBLIC DISCLOSURE 2
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BaggeRt, Steven

Ww"Oftom

om: Sosa, Belkys
-.,....,nt' Tuesday, August 16, 2011 5:45 PM

To: Baggett, Steven; Apostolakis, George; Davis, Roger; Gilles, Nanette
Subject: FYI: Frontline Interview 8/25

(b)(5)

Below is information from Scott Burnell for your awarness.

Steve

From: ]on Palfreman [mailto:ijalfreman(&pfgmedia.com]
Sent: Tuesday, August 16, 2011 2:02 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Cc: Kate McMahon
Subject: Re: Frontline Interview 8/25

Scott... it will be a two camera interview, with Miles O'Brien as correspondent.

'm aware that Dr Apostolakis will be expressing his own opinions and not speaking for the agency.

The basic objective is to discuss the issues raised by and lessons learned from the Fukushima Daiichi accident and of course to talk
about the recommendations of the NRC Task Force.
This is a great opportunity to engage the audience with some of the nuclear safety issues raised by this nuclear disaster. This was a
beyond design basis natural disaster, one in which a plant proved highly vulnerable to common cause failure. The earthquake/tsunami
led to a prolonged Station Blackout, where onsite and offsite power vanished virtually simultaneously. This rapidly progressed into a
severe accident with multiple hydrogen explosions..., an accident that released radiation into the environment causing considerable
social and economic disruption. Our audience will want to understand what nuclear safety enhancements are being considered in the
US to protect against and mitigate such an event happening here.

One issue, of course, is how adequately the NRCs patchwork of rules, and mandatory and voluntary guidelines deals with such low
probability high consequence events.

Look forward to seeing you on August 25. My colleague Kate McMahon will be in touch with you and Brenda Akstulewicz to
confirm the details.

best,

Jon
On Aug 15, 2011, at 11:32 AM, Burnell, Scott wrote:

Hi Jon;

-,_ ave you had the chance to firm up the questions and/or specific topics for next week? Thanks.

Scott
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----- Original Message -----
.r-kom: Burnell, Scott

nt: Tuesday, August 02, 2011 11:35 AM
'j-o: Jon Palfreman

Cc: Brenner, Eliot
Subject: RE: Hi

Hi Jon;

I'll double-check with the Commissioner's staff on that particular time. Please keep in mind that if the
Commission is still considering the task force recommendations on the 25th, Commissioner Apostolakis might
not be able to have an in-depth conversation on the subject.

Scott

----- Original Message -----
From: Jon Palfreman rmailto: ipalfreman(apfgmedia.com]
Sent: Tuesday, August 02, 2011 11:21 AM
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: Hi

Scott, regarding the interview with Commissioner Apostolakis on August
25, we would like the slot beginning at 3.00 pm if possible and we

-Aviii be likely using a room in the Marriott across the street.

,"garding questions, the focus will be on lessons learned from
"-_,kushima and proposals to enhance nuclear safety in US nuclear plants.

best,

Jon

2
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Sosa, Belkys

\-,rf.(lt:
3:

Cc:
Subject:

Gilles, Nanette
Wednesday, August 17, 2011 5:41 PM
Baggett, Steven; Sosa, Belkys
Davis, Roger
Turnover Notes

Steve/Belkys - I will be checking e-mail daily, so I should be able to respond to any urgent issues that arise this
week. Next week, I will be in class at MIT and will not be able to check e-mail as often. I will be back in the
office on Friday, 8/26. Here are the active items on my plate:

(b)(5)

0

I think thlat's it. See you all next weeK.

Nan

Nanette V. Gilles
Technical Assistant for Reactors
to Commissoner Apostolakis
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Phone: 301-415-1180
Email: nanette.,illes•.nrc.aov

wiftim le rie uswc
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Apostolakis, George

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Importance:

Woody Epstein [sep@scandpower. com]
Wednesday, August 24, 2011 3:07 AM
Yamaguchi, Akirn
Ninokata-sensei; (b)(6) YURAMOTO Takahiro
RE: Kyoto Landslide SympoqPanel discussion
An Open Letter from Woody Epstein to the Genshiryoku.pdf

High

Gentlemen,

Please read my attached letter to everyone. If my English is too difficult, then I will have this translated tomorrow.

I am looking forward to your comments.

Woody

Woody Epstein
Senior Principal Consultant
Manager of Risk Consulting, Japan

Japan
USA:
Skype

+81 (0)80-4401-5417
+1 202-657-5417(b() II

)-n: Yamaguchi, Akira [yamaguchi@see.eng.osaka-u.ac.jp]

'-.it: Wednesday, August 24, 2011 00:40
To: Woody Epstein
Cc: 'Rqil *L'iiJ; Ninokata-sensei; (b)(6)

Subject: Re: Kyoto Landslide Symipo_vanel discussion
KURAMOTO Takahiro

Dear Woody,

We confused the Landslide Sympo and the Tsunami Hazard WS.

This is my personal point. As you say, I insist on the best science and engineering. The AESJ takes any theories and
models if they go through technical discussion. The JSCE method is the only one that accords the condition at present. I
put the priority on the early issuance of AESJ standard.

I wish we would have the the Tsunami hazard WS as soon as possible. But I want to invite Japanese key researchers

such as Satake sensei, Matsuyama san. Also I have an appointment on October 13.

So I appreciate it very much if you would manage things so that we place the Workshop on appropriate date for us.

Best regards,

Akira Yamaguchi, Ph.D.

,A•-Kofessor

0 lartment of Energy and Environment Engineering
\M _..-t'

-saka University
2-1 Yamadaoka Suita, Osaka 565-0871 Japan

1
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Tel: 06-6879-7890
Fax: 06-6879-7891

.,----ai1 v:Yamaguchi@see. eng. osaka-u. ac. Jp

On 2011/08/23 8:57, Woody Epstein wrote:

Dear All,

The eMail from Satake-sensei confirms what I said on Thursday in Tokyo:

1. Dr. Watts has been invited to be on the panel discussion on the Tohoku tsunami at the conference in Kyoto;
2. Satake-sensei cannot attend our proposed workshop if it is on October 13-14.

My questions have not been answered:

1. Will the AESJ consider only the tsunami hazard method from the JSCE?
2. How will the tsunami hazard results be used in a PRA?
3. Will the AESJ review the other methods such as the "Logic Tree Approach", the methods of Dr. Watts, the

historical Bayesian approach, the geological approach, or the EPRI methodology?

We are in a serious situation in Japan. The public does not trust nuclear professionals or the Japanese government.

The AESJ must do the best science possible. We must consider all methods of tsunami hazard and the methods for
putting the hazard results into PRA, both the Large Event Tree Method and the Large Fault Tree Method.

Please consider my opinion.

w\ody Epstein
Senior Principal Consultant
Manager of Risk Consulting, Japan

Japan +81 (0)80-4401-5417
USA: +1 202-657-5417
Skype: I'(b)(6)

From: Kenji Satake [satake@aeri.u-tokyo.ac.ip]
Sent: Monday, August 22, 2011 22:43
To: yamaauchi(isee.ena.osaka-u.ac.ip; tclal to1J
Cc: KURAMOTO Takahiro; Woody Epstein
Subject: Re: Kyoto Landslide Sympo_Panel discussion

LJ•JnQ b, N

1. 10,1 24, 25, 269--'• :yi•, ".-CP Za1oQ9C, (1 -) L_,I) _- ý° 0)---
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At 15:48 11/08/22, Yamaguchi, Akira wrote:

Akira Yamaguchi, Ph.D.
Professor
Department of Energy and Environment Engineering

Osaka University
2-1 Yamadaoka Suita, Osaka 565-0871 Japan

Tel: 06-6879-7890

Fax: 06-6879-7891

E-mail :yamaguchi@see. eng. osaka-u. ac. jp

On 2011/08/19 0:27, KURAMOTO Takahiro wrote:

Dear Woody-san:

The landslide sympo, will be held = on Oct 24,25,26.

'I find = the website of sympo. as follows:
,"t):/www.la ndslide.jp)/

- KURAMOTO Takahiro

3
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Nuclear Engineering, Ltd. (NEL)
Deputy General Manager

- = (Design Group, Safety Group)
-'N =Design Service Division

=. Tel: = +81-6-6446-9361
= e-mail: tkuramotobneltd.co.ip
= Web: http://www.neltd.co.Tp/html/top-enQ.html

The Information contained in this message is intended for the addressee only.
If you are not the addressee, please notify the sender immediately by return e-mail and delete this message.
Thank you.

From: Woody Epstein [maiIto:sep@scandpower.com]
Sent: Thursday, August 18, 2011 6:34 PM
To: yamaquchi(see.enq.osaka-u.ac.ip
Cc: tkuramotoPneltd.co.ip
Subject: FW: Re: Kyoto Landslide Sympo_Panel discussion
Importance: High

Dear Yamaguchi-sensef,

Thank you for the good talk.

Please read below the invitation for Dr. Watts.

, "'oody

" ) Toshiya Kanamatsu <toshivak(ajamstec.qo.jp>
Subject: Kyoto Landslide Sympo_Panel discussion
To0(b)(6)
Cc: "Kenji Satake" <satake eri.u-tokyo.ac.p>
Date: Wednesday, August 3, 2011, 9:39 PM

Dr. Philip Watts

Thank you for your joining ISSMMTC Kyoto symposium in the next October.
We are planning to have three panel discussions during this symposium. = One of them is tentatively entitled "Tsunami
and 2011 Tohoku Earthquake", and I would like to ask you to be one of panelists for that panel, if you are interesting in.

Details are not yet fixed, but
= 1) it is about one hour session, =
= 2) Satake-san will lead this panel
= 3) about 10 minutes presentation for each panelist concerning "Tsunami and 2011 Tohoku Earthquake"
are planed.

We would appreciate it if you could present in the panel discussion.
Thank you for your consideration and I look forward to hearing your intention from you.

sincerely,

,iya Kanamatsu

IFREE/Subduction Geodynamics Research Team

FM 514 of 2929
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Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science and Technology (JAMSTEC)

2-15 Natsushima-cho

S suka, 237-0061 Japan

T113-0032 A VZi' Y .l-:- 1-1-1

'•1j 7-/ -A satakeaeri.u-tokyo.ac.jp
'i-L 03-5841-0219; FAX: 03-3814-5507

/ --
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An Open Letter from Woody Epstein to the Genshiryoku-mura

Gentlemen:

\<_ I understand the words of Yamaguchi-sensei. Respectfully, I must disagree.

In April, 2011, 1 sent to Yamaguchi-sensei my simple, but effective, Bayesian study of tsunami
recurrence.

In May, Yamaguchi-sensei said to me that we must find a tsunami expert because all current
methods in Japan are methods from civil engineers.

In June, Dr. David Johnson recommended Dr. Watts and his work as important for Japan. I
read the papers and researched his expertise. On July 8 h, 2011, I sent to all of you the
papers and CV of Dr. Watts and his methods.

I think that this was enough time to consider methods other than the method of the Japan
Society of Civil Engineers (JSCE). Now, I think that consideration of other methods was not
important for the AESJ.

Yamaguchi-sensei says "I put priority on the early issuance of AESJ Standard". Yamaguchi-
sensei says this because he wants the Standard to be ready for the stress tests.

I put priority on the people of Japan and NPP safety. Everyone in the nuclear world is looking
at Japan. Everyone in the world is concemed that we are honest and take our time doing the
best science available. The Genshiryoku-mura is not only in Japan. Now it is the world. The
ANS, ASME, ACRS, and NRC would never hurry in place of safety. Safety is first, always.

The Japanese people do not trust the nuclear professionals of Japan. We must change this.
,- We cannot let NPP continue to operate if they are at risk of CDF and LERF higher than

regulatory limits. This is our number one job.

Let us take more time to consider other methods which are accepted in many different
countries: PerfectWave, Geowave, Funwave, Topics, and GOTHIC are all examples.

If this means that the AESJ Standard will be late, then this is OK. If this means that the stress
test will be late, then this is OK. It is better to be late than to be un-safe. This is what we
would do in the USA.

We know that the JSCE method underestimated tsunami height at Onagawa, Fukushima
Daiichi, and Fukushima Daini. We know that the JSCE method could not calculate tsunami
force, velocity, inundation distance, and wave effects when the wave hit a tsunami wall or
other buildings. We know that the JSCE method does not consider ground subsidence after
an earthquake.

We should do the proposed benchmarking pilot project immediately, before we issue the
AESJ Standard. Yamaguchi-sensei thinks this exercise might need one year. I think that if
we start now, we could have good results by January, 2012.

You might say that 3 months is impossible for the benchmark because we are all too busy. In
Japan, everyone is always "too busy".

How can we be "too busy" to do good science, make Japan safe from another radiation
accident, make 100% sure that the NPP of Japan are as safe as we can, and insure the good
name of Japan and nuclear power all over the world?

Please consider my words. Let your actions as nuclear professionals become a light for the
, _..world.

I 08/24/11
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Baggett, Steven

;nt:
To:
Subject:

Davis, Roger
Thursday, August 25, 2011 1:41 PM
Apostolakis, George; Baggett, Steven; Sosa, Belkys: Gilles, Nanette
FW: Wall Street Journal article on potassium iodide

fyi

From: Peter Crane- [mailtol (b)(6)
Sent: Thursday, August 25, .Ull 1:.2 PM
To: Magwood, William
Cc: Bupp, Margaret
Subject: Wall Street Journal artide on potassium iodide

Dear Commissioner Magwood:
I thought that the attached article on potassium iodide in the Wall Street Journal might interest you. It's a

further indication of just how entrenched the NRC staff is on the KI issue. A Commissioner may ask serious
questions, and the Fukushima Task Force may make ambiguous promises about taking a fresh look at KI as part
of its longer-range study, but the public face of the NRC remains as rigid and immovable as ever.

It is, regrettably, an old story at NRC: on this one issue, for some reason, the staff seems not to care what the
Commissioners say or do. It has its own agenda and pursues it relentlessly.

Best regards,
Peter Crane

'•-•'y REBECCA SMITH

It has been nearly a decade since Congress passed a law promoting distribution of pills to people living near
nuclear plants that would minimize one potentially lethal effect of accidental radiation exposure. But the law
still hasn't been implemented.

Nuclear Evacuation Zones

View Interactive

'-__,ee what 10-mile and 50-mile evacuation zones around U.S. nuclear power plants would look like, and the population that would be
affected. i

1
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Now, lawmakers and public advocates are once again urging action, citing Tuesday's earthquake in Virginia and
the much larger temblor last March in Japan as evidence that more needs to be done because, in each case,

..----uclear reactors temporarily lost grid power, a condition that poses the threat of radiation release if reactors
-erheat and can't be sufficiently cooled.

In the case of Japan's quake and tsunami, there was massive damage to reactors, which overheated when
electricity was lost for many days, leading to the release of radiation. Virginia's 5.8-magnitude quake caused the
North Anna nuclear power station to trip out of service, but generators kicked in and normal connections were
restored within 24 hours.

U.S. law requires the president to authorize the distribution of pills to people living within 20 miles of reactors
to protect them against a type of cancer caused by radiation exposure. The pills--containing inexpensive
potassium iodide, which is the substance used to iodize common table salt--can prevent thyroid cancer by
saturating the thyroid gland with a harmless type of iodine, keeping it from absorbing radioactive iodine that
might be inhaled or ingested after a radiation release. Each 65mg pill provides about a day's worth of protection.

The law never was implemented because the Bush administration, in early 2008, used a waiver in the law that
allowed the president to skip the distribution in an extended area beyond an existing 10-mile emergency
planning zone if a "more effective prophylaxis or preventive measures" was identified.

John Marburger, Mr. Bush's science advisor, who died last month of complications from lymphoma, exercised
the exemption by ruling then that "avoidance of exposure altogether" was a better prophylaxis than potassium
iodide. He said avoidance could be accomplished "through evacuation" and "interdiction of contaminated food."

- Thus, the executive branch action, in effect, "wiped the law from the books," said Peter Crane, a retired attorney

)Seattle who worked at the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission and strongly supports the law's
-...-tnplementation. He and others, including Rep. Edward Markey (D., Mass.), author of the provision in the 2002

act, now are urging the Obama administration and the NRC to take another look at the issue.

Advocates of the law cite evidence showing that many Japanese citizens, including hundreds of children., were
exposed to radiation in March, though the Japanese government says it believes amounts weren't harmful.

Nevertheless, in Fukushima prefecture, where the crippled reactors are located, some 1.51 million potassium
iodide pills were distributed, enough to dose 750,000 people living within 30 miles, or 50 kilometers, of the
plant. Many of those living closest to the plant already had left the area by the time pills were made available,
Japanese officials said last week.

Mr. Markey said this week that the accident in Japan underscores the need to provide pills as a "comimon-sense
measure" to people living within 20 miles of reactors "in recognition of the probability that rapid evacuation
during a nuclear meltdown may be difficult and time-consuming."

At least 30 members of Congress have asked the Obama White House to take a fresh look, too, even though
President Obama's science adviser said--eight months before the accident in Japan-that no change was
warranted. The Science and Technology Office now supports a reassessment, a spokesman said Tuesday.

Currently, it's up to states to decide whether to stockpile or distribute potassium iodide tablets for those living
.. 'i.thin 10 miles of a reactor. Some 33 states are eligible to receive free pills from the NRC and 23 states have

tten approximately 32 million tablets from the NRC, according to the Department of Homeland Security.
v irginia is one of the participating states.

But, according to a 2010 Federal Emergency Management Agency study, 11 states with reactors still have no
2
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distribution program: Arkansas, Georgia, Iowa, Kansas, Louisiana, Michigan, Missouri, Nebraska, Texas,
Washington and Wisconsin.

dividuals are not dependent on their states for protection, though. Since 1978, the Food and Drug
"--Administration has permitted people to buy potassium iodide as an inexpensive over-the-counter drug.

The NRC, thus far, has shown little interest in reviving the 2002 law. In fact, Dr. Marburger set aside the law
with support from the NRC. At the time, the agency said the public would be notified within 15 minutes of an
accident. Thus "evacuation of the public would begin within 15-30 minutes of their notification" so more pills
weren't needed.

NRC officials say they do not favor expanded distribution because there's a. misconception about potassium
iodide's powers and a fear people might delay in heeding evacuation orders, if they have pills. "It doesn't protect
against damage to organs other than the thyroid," said Patricia Milligan, a certified health physicist in the NRC's
division of preparedness and response. "It's not an anti-radiation pill, as some people seem to think."

-Yuka Hayashi contributed to this article.

Write to Rebecca Smith at rebecca.smith,,wsi.com

'_ebecca Smith

,'itaff Reporter

The Wall Street Journal

(415) 765-8212 office

(b)(6)
cell
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Davis, Roger

In.: Peter Cran.l(b)(6)
',,•,. j1t: Thursday, Atst 25, 2011 1:U7 PM

I o: Davis, Roger
Subject: Fw: Re: WSJ article on potassium iodide

Roger --

Another indication of who really sets KI policy at NRC. It's not the Commissioners, nor the Fukushima Task
Force.

-- Peter

--- On Thu, 8/25/11, Peter Crane I(b)(6) wrote:

From: Peter Cran, (b)(6)I
Subject: Re: WSJ article on potassium iodide
To: "RebeccaSmith" <Rebecca.Smith@wsj.com>
Date: Thursday, August 25,2011,6:21 AM

Thanks, Rebecca. A good article, and one that, at least at this hour of the morning, doesn't have any factual
errors that these bleary eyes can see -- a great rarity for me when I read articles that deal with nuclear matters I
know something about. (The fact that KI comes in both 65 mg and 130 mg doses is a minor detail.) But it was
that quality in an earlier article that caused me to get in touch with you a few months ago.

,->--,Milligan's specious arguments are just what I would expect, lacking only her standard "the American diet is
, ady so full of iodine that we don't need it." Nils Diaz, Commissioner and later Chairman, dealt long ago

vxith the one about how KI might delay evacuation: "Pills or no pills, people are going to get the heck out."
And the argument about protecting just one organ: no one ever pretended othenvise, and by her rationale,
soldiers wouldn't wear helmets and athletes wouldn't use athletic supporters.

Best--
Peter

--- On Wed, 8/24/11, Smith, Rebecca <Rebecca.Smith@wsj.com> wrote:

From: Smith, Rebecca <Rebecca.Smith@wsj.com>
Subject: WSJ article on potassium iodide
To: "'Peter Crane"' X(b)(6)
Date: Wednesday, August 24, 2011, 11:35 PM

By REBECCA SMITH

It has been nearly a decade since Congress passed a law promoting distribution of pills to people living near
nuclear plants that would minimize one potentially lethal effect of accidental radiation exposure. But the law
still hasn't been implemented.

'-uclear Evacuation Zones

View Interactive

1
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See what 10-mile and 50-mile evacuation zones around U.S. nuclear power plants would look like, and the population that would be
affected.

Now, lawmakers and public advocates are once again urging action, citing Tuesday's earthquake in Virginia and
the much larger temblor last March in Japan as evidence that more needs to be done because, in each case,
nuclear reactors temporarily lost grid power, a condition that poses the threat of radiation release if reactors
overheat and can't be sufficiently cooled.

In the case of Japan's quake and tsunami, there was massive damage to reactors, which overheated when
electricity was lost for many days, leading to the release of radiation. Virginia's 5.8-magnitude quake caused the
North Anna nuclear power station to trip out of service, but generators kicked in and normal connections were
restored within 24 hours.

U.S. law requires the president to authorize the distribution of pills to people living within 20 miles of reactors
(----,protect them against a type of cancer caused by radiation exposure. The pills-containing inexpensive

/assium iodide, which is the substance used to iodize common table salt--can prevent thyroid cancer by
"--turating the thyroid gland with a harmless type of iodine, keeping it from absorbing radioactive iodine that

might be inhaled or ingested after a radiation release. Each 65mg pill provides about a day's worth of protection.

The law never was implemented because the Bush administration, in early 2008, used a waiver in the law that
allowed the president to skip the distribution in an extended area beyond an existing 10-mile emergency
planning zone if a "more effective prophylaxis or preventive measures" was identified.

John Marburger, Mr. Bush's science advisor, who died last month of complications from lymphoma, exercised
the exemption by ruling then that "avoidance of exposure altogether" was a better prophylaxis than potassium
iodide. He said avoidance could be accomplished "through evacuation" and "interdiction of contaminated food."

Thus, the executive branch action, in effect, "wiped the law from the books," said Peter Crane, a retired attorney
in Seattle who worked at the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission and strongly supports the law's
implementation. He and others, including Rep. Edward Markey (D., Mass.), author of the provision in the 2002
act, now are urging the Obama administration and the NRC to take another look at the issue.

Advocates of the law cite evidence showing that many Japanese citizens, including hundreds of children, were
exposed to radiation in March, though the Japanese government says it believes amounts weren't harmful.

Nevertheless, in Fukushima prefecture, where the crippled reactors are located, some 1.51 million potassium
,"-jdide pills were distributed, enough to dose 750,000 people living within 30 miles, or 50 kilometers , of the

. Many of those living closest to the plant already had left the area by the time pills were made available,
japanese officials said last week.
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Mr. Markey said this week that the accident in Japan underscores the need to provide pills as a "common-sense
measure" to people living within 20 miles of reactors "in recognition of the probability that rapid evacuation

,- -",ring a nuclear meltdown may be difficult and time-consuming."
i j

\-,_W(least 30 members of Congress have asked the Obama White House to take a fresh look, too, even though
President Obama's science adviser said-eight months before the accident in Japan-that no change was
warranted. The Science and Technology Office now supports a reassessment, a spokesman said Tuesday.

Currently, it's up to states to decide whether to stockpile or distribute potassium iodide tablets for those living
within 10 miles of a reactor. Some 33 states are eligible to receive free pills from the NRC and 23 states have
gotten approximately 32 million tablets from the NRC, according to the Department of Homeland Security.
Virginia is one of the participating states.

But, according to a 2010 Federal Emergency Management Agency study, I I states with reactors still have no
distribution program: Arkansas, Georgia, Iowa, Kansas, Louisiana, Michigan, Missouri, Nebraska, Texas,
Washington and Wisconsin.

Individuals are not dependent on their states for protection, though. Since 1978, the Food and Drug
Administration has permitted people to buy potassium iodide as an inexpensive over-the-counter drug.

The NRC, thus far, has shown little interest in reviving the 2002 law. In fact, Dr. Marburger set aside the law
with support from the NRC. At the time, the agency said the public would be notified within 15 minutes of an
accident. Thus "evacuation of the public would begin within 15-30 minutes of their notification" so more pills
weren't needed.

C officials say they do not favor expanded distribution because there's a misconception about potassium
'dide's powers and a fear people might delay in heeding evacuation orders, if they have pills. "It doesn't protect
against damage to organs other than the thyroid," said Patricia Milligan, a certified health physicist in the NRC's
division of preparedness and response. "It's not an anti-radiation pill, as some people seem to think."

-Yuka Hayashi contributed to this article.

Write to Rebecca Smith at rebecca.smith@wsj.com

Rebecca Smith

Staff Reporter

The Wall Street Journal

(415) 765-8212 office

,,- -1 (b )(6 ) 'IcelI
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Davis, Roger

0:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Gilles, Nanette
Monday, August 29, 2011 6:16 PM
Apostolakis, George
Sosa, Belkys; Davis, Roger
Charter for Japan Longer-Term Review
SP11-0117enclosure l.docx; SP11-0117.docx

(b)(5)

Nan

Nanette V. Gilles
Technical Assistant for Reactors
to Commissoner Apostolakis
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Phone: 301-415-1180
Email: nanette.gilles~nrc.gov
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CHARTER FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
STEERING COMMITTEE TO CONDUCT A LONGER-TERM REVIEW

OF THE EVENTS IN JAPAN

(b)(5)

K -.

"•-J Enclosure
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(b)(5)
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(s

POLICY ISSUE

(NOTATION VOTE)

August 26, 2011 SECY-1 1-0117

FOR:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

The Commissioners

R. W. Borchardt
Executive Director for Operations

PROPOSED CHARTER FOR THE LONGER-TERM REVIEW OF
LESSONS LEARNED FROM THE MARCH 11,2011, JAPANESE
EARTHQUAKE AND TSUNAMI

~1 *~

(b)(5)

CONTACT: Gregory T. Bowman, OEDO
301-415-2939
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The Commissioners -3-
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The Commissioners -2-

(b)(5)
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The Commissioners -4-

- (b)(5)

IRAI

R. W. Borchardt
Executive Director

for Operations

Enclosure:
Charter for the NRC Steering

Committee to Conduct a Longer-Term
Review of the Events in Japan
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The Commissioners -4-
(b)(S)(b)(5)

/RA/

R. W. Borchardt
Executive Director

for Operations

Enclosure:
Charter for the NRC Steering

Committee to Conduct a Longer-Term
Review of the Events in Japan

I

(b)(5)

OFFICIAL RECORD COPY
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POLICY ISSUE

(NOTATION VOTE)

August 26, 2011

FOR:

FROM:

SECY-11-0117

The Commissioners

R. W. Borchardt
Executive Director for Operations

K)
SUBJECT: PROPOSED CHARTER FOR THE LONGER-TERM REVIEW OF

LESSONS LEARNED FROM THE MARCH 11, 2011, JAPANESE
EARTHQUAKE AND TSUNAMI

(b)(5)

CONTACT: GregoryT. Bowman, OEDO
301-415-2939

* /
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The Commissioners -2-

(b)(5)
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The Commissioners -4-

(b)(5)

IRA/

R. W. Borchardt
Executive Director

for Operations

EnlJosure:
Charter for the NRC Steering

Committee to Conduct a Longer-Term
Review of the Events in Japan
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The Commissioners -4-

(b)(5)

/RAI

R. W. Borchardt
Executive Director

for Operations

Enclosure:
Charter for the NRC Steering
Committee to Conduct a Longer-Term
Review of the Events in Japan

( N

(b)(5)

OFFICIAL RECORD COPY
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CHARTER FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

STEERING COMMITTEE TO CONDUCT A LONGER-TERM REVIEW
OF THE EVENTS IN JAPAN

(b)(5)

Enclosure
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- Original Message
Tn: ashok
'lars.skanbera(.ssm.se ; Georae.Apostolokusdnrc.cov ; iuha.poikolainen•ctvo.fl ; Deelalondewanadoofr De

Soeck Benoit
Cc: SCOTT-DE-MARTINVILLE Edouard; CHEIKH-ALI Ahmad (b)(6) PASQUINI H6lene
Sent: Thursday, September 01, 2011 11:57 AM
Subject: Eurosafe 2011

Dear Panel members,

It is indeed a great honour to work with you on an important and complex subject of long term operation. The recent tragic
events in Japan further emphasize the importance of developing sound scientific bases for safety decisions.

The subject of our discussion is long term safe operation. The issues are how long and how safe? We have approximately
1 hour and 15 minutes to address important points. Some of the points to consider:

1) Many of the existing requirements were developed decades ago. How are the lessons from experience and research
used to update safety requirements?

2) Should long term operation approval be based on current rules? Recently approved IAEA NSR-1 revised requirements
for new designs?

3) What is the role of safety goals? Qualitative? Quantitative? Combination? What role should PRA play?

4) How long? 40,60 or 80 years? Bases and necessary information from research? Should Safety Authorities/TSOs
induct selected research? What are the operators doing?

\..jAublic expectations in granting (or not granting) approval for long term operation?

6) Fukushima implications for long term operation?

The panel is composed of a mix of regulators, operators, TSOs and NGO and, thus, it would be useful to have various
perspectives on these and/or other points you consider important. I would very much appreciate a brief bio and your
thoughts on these and any other points of interest to you. Given the limited time, your prepared remarks should be brief
(8-10 minutes) so we have an opportunity for Q and A session. I plan to make brief opening remrks to introduce you and
to context the points for discussion.

Thanks and best regards,

Ashok

Information from ESET NOD32 Antivirus, version of virus signature database 6427 (20110901)

The message was checked by ESET NOD32 Antivirus.

http://www.eset.com

K), Information from ESET NOD32 Antivirus, version of virus signature database 6537 (20111012)
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The message was checked by ESET NOD32 Antivirus.

-,'Lp://www.eset.com

Information from ESET NOD32 Antivirus, version of virus signature database 6538 (20111012)

The message was checked by ESET NOD32 Antivirus.

http://www.eset.com

Information from ESET NOD32 Antivirus, version of virus signature database 6538 (20111012)

The message was checked by ESET NOD32 Antivirus.

http://www.eset.com

Information from ESET NOD32 Antivirus, version of virus signature database 6569 (20111024)

The message was checked by ESET NOD32 Antivirus.

', 5p://www.eset.com
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Apostblakis, George

• m" Apostolakis, George
I'.t:" Thursday, September 01, 2011 1:12 PM

.0: Sosa, Belkys; Blake, Kathleen
Subject: FW: Eurosafe 2011

From: ashok [mailtoi(b)(6)
Sent: Thursday, Septi-ritber 01, 2011 12:18 PMf
To: Apostolakis, George
Subject: Fw: Eurosafe 2011

Used incorrect spelling!

-- Original Message
From: ashok
To: lars.skanbero@,ssm.se ; Georqe.Apostolokus(5,nrc..qov; juha.poikolainen(d, tvo.fi; icdelalonde(,wanadoo.fr De
Boeck Benoit
Cc: SCOTT-DE-MARTINVILLE Edouard ; CHEIKH-ALI Ahmad ((b)(6) PASQUINI H616ne
Sent: Thursday, September 01, 2011 11:57 AM
Subject: Eurosafe 2011

Dear Panel members,

,Jtis indeed a great honour to work with you on an important and complex subject of long term operation. The recent tragic
()nts in Japan further emphasize the importance of developing sound scientific bases for safety decisions.

(he subject of our discussion is long term safe operation. The issues are how long and how safe? We have approximately
1 hour and 15 minutes to address important points. Some of the points to consider:

1) Many of the existing requirements were developed decades ago. How are the lessons from experience and research
used to update safety requirements?

2) Should long term operation approval be based on current rules? Recently approved IAEA NSR-1 revised requirements

for new designs?

3) What is the role of safety goals? Qualitative? Quantitative? Combination? What role should PRA play?

4) How long? 40,60 or 80 years? Bases and necessary information from research? Should Safety Authorities/TSOs
conduct selected research? What are the operators doing?

5) Public expectations in granting (or not granting) approval for long term operation?

6) Fukushima implications for long term operation?

The panel is composed of a mix of regulators, operators, TSOs and NGO and, thus, it would be useful to have various
perspectives on these and/or other points you consider important I would very much appreciate a brief bio and your
thoughts on these and any other points of interest to you. Given the limited time, your prepared remarks should be brief
(8-10 minutes) so we have an opportunity for Q and A session. I plan to make brief opening remrks to introduce you and

-ontext the points for discussion.

Ianks and best regards,

Ashok
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Information from ESET NOD32 Antivirus, version of virus signature database 6427 (20110901)

The message was checked by ESET NOD32 Antivirus.

http://www.eset.com

Information from ESET NOD32 Antivirus, version of virus signature database 6427 (20110901)

The message was checked by ESET NOD32 Antivirus.

http://www.eset.com

Information from ESET NOD32 Antivirus, version of virus signature database 6427 (20110901)

The message was checked by ESET NOD32 Antivirus.

http://www.eset.com
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Staff Assessment of Near-Term Task Force Recommendations
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INmf u.m"WmAM
Gilles, Nanette

OM:
, i•jnt:

ro:

Subject:

Gilles, Nanette
Monday, September 19, 2011 3:59 PM
Lui, Christiana; Sosa. Belkys; Baggett, Steven; Davis, Roger, Apostolakis, George;
Cunningham, Mark
RE: Heads up Questions from Region III during the All Hands Mtg on Wed

(b)(5)

Nanette V. Gilles
Technical Assistant for Reactors
to Commissoner Apostolakis
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Phone: 301-415-1180
Email: nanette.gilles(&nrc.gov

From: Lui, Christiana
Sent: Monday, September 19, 2011 12:36 PM
To: Sosa, Belkys; Baggett, Steven; Davis, Roger; Gilles, Nanette; Apostolakis, George; Cunningham, Mark
Subject: Heads up Questions from Region III during the All Hands Mtg on Wed

(b)(5)

I\
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GleNntRE
Gilles, Nanette

\ /nt:
10:

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Apostolakis, George
Sunday, September 25, 2011 12:53 PM
Gilles, Nanette
Sosa, Belkys; Davis, Roger
SP-11-0124
GEA+.SP-11-0124.docx
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TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

-NOTFOR PUBUCISCLOSURF•

NOTATION VOTE

RESPONSE SHEET

Annette Vietti-Cook, Secretary

COMMISSIONER APOSTOLAKIS

SECY-11-0124 - RECOMMENDED ACTIONS TO BE
TAKEN WITHOUT DELAY FROM THE NEAR-TERM
TASK FORCE REPORT

Approved X Disapproved Abstain

Not Participating _

COMMENTS: Below Attached X None

SIGNATURE

DATE

Entered on "STARS" Yes No

N%,- FOR Pi SLOSURE
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_NOO"SBLIC DISCLMLUE__
Commissioner Apostolakis' Comments on SECY-11-0124

Recommended Actions to be Taken Without Delay from the Near-Term Task Force Report

7f (b)(5)

/t-.
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Sosa, Belkys

om:

Subject:

Gilles, Nanette
Friday, September 30, 2011 10:23 AM
Baggett, Steven; Sosa, Belkys; Davis, Roger
RE: Dr. Philip Watts

(b)(5)

Nanette V. Gilles
Technical Assistant for Reactors
to Commissoner Apostolakis
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Phone: 301-415-1180
Email: nanette.gillesanrc.gov

From: Baggett, Steven
Sent: Friday, September 30, 2011 6:38 AM
To: Sosa, Belkys; Davis, Roger; Gilles, Nanette
Subject: RE: Dr. Philip Watts

Belkys

(b)(5)

(

I

Steve

From: Sosa, Belkys
Sent: Friday, September 30, 2011 2:45 AM
To: Davis, Roger; Gilles, Nanette; Baggett, Steven
Subject: Fw: Dr. Philip Watts

(b)(5)

Sent from an NRC Blackberry
{Belkys Sosa

[(b)(6)I

From: Blake, Kathleen
To: Apostolakis, George; Sosa, Belkys
Sent: Thu Sep 29 16:57:51 2011
Subject: Dr. Philip Watts

(.. I(b)(5)

J
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Iministrative Assistant
'"Commissioner Apostolakis

.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, Maryland 20852

301-415-1810

From: Philip Watts L•_• (b)(6)r
Sent: Thursday, Septemb , u11 4:25 PM
To: Blake, Kathleen
Subject: October 7th Call with the Commissioner

Kathleen,

Thank you for considering scheduling a brief call with Commissioner Apostolakis on October 7 regarding
tsunami risks and a report I am writing for the Garrick Foundation involving detailed simulations of the Tohoku
tsunami striking Fukushima Daiichi.

Attached is a brief bio of my tsunami credentials for your review. You should find them stellar. These days I
tend to have regular tsunami discussions with David Johnson, John Garrick, Woody Epstein, Bob Budnitz, and
Peter Yanev. Good company.

The tsunami story as it were is rather alarming regarding Japan. At issue is the US understanding of tsunami
,ks as well as its regulatory leadership. I'd like to take the pulse of the NRC, find people I can deal with, and

•-'rmulate an NRC plan of action.

Cheers,

Dr. Phili Watts -
Cell:' (b)(6)

C ential Information: The information contained in this electronic mail message is confidential information
intended onf the use of the individual or entity named above. The information herein shall be = by
any non-compete an-dNon-disclosure agreements that may exist between Sender and lent.

Intended Recipient: If the reader of this mess not the intended pient, you are hereby notified that any
dissemination, distribution, or copying of this communic is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful.

SEC Disclaimer: Sender is not a lice nited States Securities Dealer, Bro Investment Advisor, or
Commodities Trader. Thi onic transmission and/or attached documents shall not be ered
solicitation for urpose in any form or content, nor an offer to sell and/or buy securities. All inf"ois
pro so as a request for information.
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NT 111c BofRE- applied fluids engineering, inc.
6216 E. Pacific Coast Highway, #237

Long Beach, CA 90803
www. appliedfluids. corn

Consulting Biography

Dr. Philip Watts earned his PhD in engineering from the California Institute of
Technology in 1997. He holds Bachelors and Masters degrees in mechanical engineering
from McGill University, with a specialty in aeronautics. Dr. Watts is the author of more
than 70 scientific publications on tsunamis during 12 years. Dr. Watts and Prof. Tappin
co-founded the scientific field of "landslide tsunamis" through their work on the 1998
Papua New Guinea tsunami. Dr. Watts was the first scientist to study probability
distributions for landslide tsunamis, and he is the world leader in Probabilistic Tsunami
Hazard Assessment (PTHA), having consulted for years with the insurance, oil & gas,
and nuclear industries. Dr. Watts and two colleagues currently distribute the open source
tsunami simulation model Geowave for free to tsunami scientists around the world - a
veritable community model. Dr. Watts recently designed the tsunami exhibit at the
Imaginarium Discovery Center in Anchorage, Alaska. From his geology experience and
his work on landslide tsunamis, Dr. Watts has a strong history of tsunami hazard
assessment and effective techniques for local tsunami warnings.

Dr. Watts is one of the top tsunami scientists in the world. Dr. Watts and his colleagues
distinguished themselves by studying tsunami generation by many possible tsunami
sources: earthquakes, underwater landslides, debris flows, pyroclastic flows, etc. This
work led to the first tsunami generation software TOPICS, which is designed to enable
multiple tsunami sources from a single geological event. Dr. Watts led another team of
scientists to develop the first fourth order Boussinesq model of tsunami propagation and
inundation, called Geowave, enabling tsunami simulations with fully nonlinear and fully
dispersive wave physics for the first time. In 2004, Dr. Watts began performing
Probabilistic Tsunami Hazard Assessment for earthquake and landslide tsunamis, and
also published the most useful tsunami hazard maps yet devised. These were further
developed with Risk Management Solutions, Inc. on behalf of the insurance industry. Dr.
Watts distributes the tsunami simulation software TOPICS (generation) and Geowave
(propagation and inundation) for free to more than 40 tsunami scientists in 12 countries
around the world. A list of scientific publications is available upon request.

Applied Fluids Engineering, Inc. is a California Corporation founded in 1999. The
founding event was the 1998 Papua New Guinea tsunami, which heralded a new era in
tsunami science, with new tools and new techniques. Applied Fluids Engineering, Inc.
has been contracted to do tsunami consulting work with many institutions, including:
University of Rhode Island, University of Hawaii, University of Southern California, US
Geological Survey, US National Science Foundation, as well as corporations in the
engineering, insurance, oil & gas, and nuclear industries. Ongoing collaborations exist
with the British Geological Survey and the University of Delaware.
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NO fO PU C- L • applied fluids engineering, inc.
6216 E. Pacific Coast Highway, #237

Long Beach, CA 90803
K y,.j www. appliedfluids. corn

MEDIA PRESENCE

Google "Philip Watts Tsunami" and the first few links you get are scientific papers that were
written years ago but are highly relevant to the Japan tsunami.

Here is Dr. Watts' Twitter account: Twitter(@DoctorTsunami!

You can find Dr. Watts on Linkedln under "Phil Watts"

Here is the company web site: htRp://www.appliedfluids.com/

Here is a video of the tsunami exhibit at the Imaginarium Discovery Center:

http://www.youtube.com/watchv=-M5Vzin7TFxM&feature=player-embedded

Here is an appearance March 11, 2011 on KPCC regarding the Japan tsunami:

http://www.scpr.org/programs/airtalk/2011/03/11 /earthquake-and-tsunami/

Here is the PhD thesis of Dr. Watts online at Caltech:

http://thesis.library.caltech.edu/4067/

. jHere is an article from Science News:

http://www.sciencenews.orL/sn arc99/8 14 99/fob2.htm

Here is an article in the LA Times:

http://articles.latimes.con/2001/ian/28/local/me- 17957

Here is an article from New Scientist:

http://www.newscientist.com/article/dn272-underwater-Jandslides-cause-most-tsunamis.htmi

Other media articles archived include:

The Press Telegram, Long Beach
Science and Engineering, Caltech
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Sosa, Belkys

tnt:

Subject:

Sosa, Belkys
Friday, September 30, 2011 4:05 PM
Baggett, Steven
Re: 10/6 international activities briefing.

Thks Steve!

Sent from an NRC Blackberry

From: Baggett, Steven
To: Sosa, Belkys
Sent: Fri Sep 30 11:49:33 2011
Subject: 10/6 international activities briefing.

Belkys,

You likely saw that the staff slides are available. I don't think the summary document I gave to GA will need to
be change. The staff will go into more detail on emerging foreign policy initiatives, NRC's changing
international roll as result of Japan event, bilateral and spend some time on the uranium recover support
activities.

, N
( *1"-§teve
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Sosa, Belkys

Subject:

Sosa, Belkys
Friday, September 30, 2011 4:08 PM
Blake, Kathleen
Re: Is U.S. Nuclear Policy Where It Should Be? RSVP Today for a Discussion With Chairman
of U.S. NRC

No action

Sent from an NRC Blackberry
Belky Sosa

(b)(6)

From: Blake, Kathleen
To: Sosa, Belkys
Sent: Fri Sep 30 08:39:10 2011
Subject: FW: Is U.S. Nuclear Policy Where It Should Be? RSVP Today for a Discussion With Chairman of U.S. NRC

0

Administrative Assistant
to Commissioner Apostolakis
.S Nuclear Regulatory Commission
_ 555 Rockville Pike

"'-•,ockville, Maryland 20852

301-415-1810

From: National Journal LIVE rmailto:rsvop(nationaliournal.comI
Sent: Friday, September 30, 2011 8:37 AM
To: Blake, Kathleen
Subject: Is U.S. Nudear Policy Where It Should Be? RSVP Today for a Discussion With Chairman of U.S. NRC

NATIONAL JOURNAL LIVE POLICY SUMMIT

LESSONS FROM JAPAN
Global Implications of Nuclear Disaster

As we approach-the seven month anniversary of the Great East Japan earthquake and tsunami and the
ensuing nuclear crisis, Americans still question what happened, why, and what an event of this
magnitude means for U.S. nuclear policy and our relative state of preparedness.

:" National Journal will convene experts to discuss the latest on the current nuclear situation, the U.S.
) government's efforts to assist Japan, and the public health and economic lessons learned as a result

of the disaster.

RSVP: nisummitlO051 l.eventbrite.com
5
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FEATURE INTERVIEW:
) Gregory B. Jaczko, Chairman, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

MODERATED BY:
James Kitfield, Senior Correspondent, National Journal

PANEL:

* Richard W. Caperton, Senior Policy Analyst, Energy Opportunity, Center for American
Progress

" Allison Macfarlane, Associate Professor of Environmental Science and Policy, George
Mason University

Wednesday, October 5, 2011
8:00 AM Registration
8:30 - 10:30 AM Program

National Press Club
First Amendment Room
529 14th Street NW
Washington DC

RSVP: nisummit10051 .eventbrite.com

CONNECT WITH NATIONAL JOURNAL LIVE
On Facebook: Facebook.com/njliveevents
On Twitter: Twitter.com/njliveevents
Thoughts about the event? Tweet #njnuclear

WITH SPECIAL THANKS TO OUR UNDERWRITER: FLIR

Note to Government Employees: In deference to the letter and spirit of applicable ethics regulations,
this educational event is not intended for state and local government employees. A description of this
event - written for government ethics office review - may be requested by writing
ihostetternýnationaljoumal.com.

-Clt here to unsubsacr
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Apostolakis, George

t:

Apostolakis, George
Monday, October 03, 2011 11:26 AM
Baggett, Steven; Gilles, Nanette; Davis, Roger, Sosa, Belkys; Blake, Kathleen; Lui, Christiana;
Savoy, Carmel
Re: October 3 EA Meeting SummarySubject:

I just visited UW. I'd rather not go again.

George Apostolakis
Commissioner US NRC
Blackbe rr (b)(

From: Baggett, Steven
To: Gilles, Nanette; Davis, Roger; Sosa, Belkys; Apostolakis, George; Blake, Kathleen; Lui, Christiana; Savoy, Carmel
Sent: Mon Oct 03 11:20:58 2011
Subject: October 3 EA Meeting Summary

Short meeting -

" Prairie Island and Indian Point both tripped without hiccups - reason tech specs
" Davis Besse head replacement process starts this week

', DOE's Chu and Lyons will be visiting GE-H in Wilmington this week

/• USEC's stated that if the DOE loan guarantee was not issued soon it would have to shutter the
centrifuge plant

* OPA - staff(Dave Skeen) to brief a EPW subcommittee on Japan status
* Weber testifying at hearing on Uranium mining and its impact on the Navajo nation

* CFO noted we have enough money through October 14, 2011.
* GBJ ask SECY to poll for early release of the 45 day paper, SECY had not seen the paper as of this

morning.
* All hands meeting apparently. some opposition to the Chairman's proposed agenda. GBJ will make

brief intro remarks and each Commissioner will be give a few minutes to make opening remarks and
then GBJ would open the meeting to questions from the audience

* 1016 EA meeting will occur in the afternoon. 3:00 pm is what Baggett floated to align with Belkys'
calendar.

* Josh to check on the status of the Chairman's vote on the long term charter

* GBJ would like to know if KLS or GEA could speak at the University of Wisconsin on November 16-17
regarding Nuclear Power Post Fukushima and the Renaissance or Reconsideration. GBJ was invited
but has a commitment.

I'. j'
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Sosa, Belkys

Sosa, Belkys
Tuesday, October 04, 2011 12:08 PM

X Gilles, Nanette
Cc: Blake, Kathleen; Davis, Roger
Subject: Re: GA Calendar & Priorities

Concur

Sent from an NRC Blackberry

From: Gilles, Nanette
To: Sosa, Belkys
Cc: Blake, Kathleen; Davis, Roger
Sent: Tue Oct D4 11:08:50 2011
Subject: GA Calendar & Priorities

Belkys - Looking at GA's schedule for the rest of this week and next week, I think we need to rearrange things
a little to ensure he has enough time to prepare for next week's Japan Commission meeting and the Summer
hearing. I think we need to make the following changes:

10/6, 10:00-11:30, Read SECY-1 1-0137, Japan 45-day paper
/.-1)7, 9:00-10:00, Read SECY-11-0115, Summer Mandatory Hearing

"7, 10:00-11:30, Prep for Japan 45-day Commission Meeting
",..--i/,,, 1:30-2:30, Read responses to Summer pre-hearing questions

10/7, 2:30-5:00, Prep for Summer Mandatory Hearing
10/13, 2:00-4:00, Read SECY-11-11-0106, ABWR Amendment Final Rule (Note: time freed up the afternoon
of 10/13 because the hearing ends at 1:00.)

Let me know if you have any objections to these changes.

Nan

Nanette V. Gilles
Technical Assistant for Reactors
to Commissoner Apostolakis
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Phone: 301-415-1180
Email: nanette._illes~nrc.mov

I I. . .. 3
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Apostolakis, George

..: Apostolakis, George
Wednesday, October 05, 2011 4:56 PM

to: Blake, Kathleen; Sosa, Belkys
Cc: Baggett, Steven
Subject: Re: Dr. Philip Watts

OK. A short phone call will do.

George Apostolakis
Commissioner US NRC
Blackbe riY1)() ]

From: Blake, Kathleen
To: Sosa, Belkys; Apostolakis, George
Cc: Baggett, Steven
Sent: Wed Oct 05 16:27:30 2011
Subject: RE: Dr. Philip Watts

Cmr: Dr. Philip Watts just called again to tell you that he spent the afternoon with Mr. Garrick and that he told Dr. Watts
"to tell George to make sure you talk to him".

kb

Administrative Assistant
to Commissioner Apostolakis
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, Maryland 20852
301-415-1810

From: Sosa, Belkys
Sent: Wednesday, October 05, 2011 4:08 PM
To: Blake, Kathleen
Cc: Baggett, Steven
Subject- Re: Dr. Philip Watts

I(b)(5) •

Sent from an NRC Blackberry
Belkvs Sosa :

From: Blake, Kathleen
7W-• Sosa, Belkys

3aggett, Steven
it: Wed Oct 05 15:30:57 2011

Subject: FW: Dr. Philip Watts L

12
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C

(b)(5)

,-,.rK /'L, •l'I. r•' 'J,

iinistrative Assistant
•'Commissioner Apostolakis
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, Maryland 20852
301-415-1810

From: Apostolakis, George
Sent: Wednesday, October 05, 2011 3:22 PM
To: Baggett, Steven; Blake, Kathleen; Sosa, Belkys; Davis, Roger; Gilles, Nanette
Subject. Re: Dr. Philip Watts

My schedule is crowded. The staff should take Eare of him.
PS: just arrived.

George Apostolakis
Commissi.oner. US NRC

Blackbe rr-b)(6) j

From: Baggett, Steven
To: Blake, Kathleen; Sosa, Belkys; Davis, Roger; Gilles, Nanette; Apostolakis, George
.---- t: Wed Oct 05 13:57:25 2011

'ject: RE: Dr. Philip Watts

KB,

Annie K or B Sheron would be in the best position to explain what actions would be needed.

Steve

From: Blake, Kathleen
Sent: Wednesday, October 05, 2011 1:39 PM
To: Sosa, Belkys; Davis, Roger; Baggett, Steven; Gilles, Nanette; Apostolakis, George
Subject: RE: Dr. Philip Watts

(b)(5)

Administrative Assistant
to Commissioner Apostolakis

"'"-5 Nuclear Regulatory Commission

55 Rockville Pike
,'-:ckville, Maryland 20852

301-415-1810

13
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From: Sosa, Belkys
Sent: Wednesday, October 05, 2011 1:36 AM

Davis, Roger; Baggett, Steven; Gilles, Nanette; Apostolakis, George
Blake, Kathleen

'-.'*aject: Re: Dr. Philip Watts

Sent from an NRC Blackberry
Belk e SSosa

I(b)(6)

From: Davis, Roger
To: Baggett, Steven; Sosa, Belkys; Gilles, Nanette
Sent: Tue Oct 04 17:01:11 2011
Subject: RE: Dr. Philip Watts

(b)(5)

To: Sosa, Belkys; Davis, Roger; Gliles, Nanette
Subject: RE: Dr. Philip Watts

Belkys

(b)(5)

JLUvt: NxwMw=Mw
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From: Sosa, Belkys
Sent: Friday, September 30, 2011 2:45 AM

....•.,' Davis, Roger; Gilles, Nanette; Baggett, Steven
jeer: Fw: Dr. Philip Watts

(b)(5)

Sent from an NRC Blackberry
Belkys Sosa
(b)(6)

From: Blake, Kathleen
To: Apostolakis, George; Sosa, Belkys
Sent: Thu Sep 29 16:57:51 2011
Subject: Dr. Philip Watts

(b)(5)

Administrative Assistant
to Commissioner Apostolakis
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
/f.55 Rockville Pike

. .ille, Maryland 20852

From: Philip Watts [mailtoi(b)(6)
Sent: Thursday, September 29, 2011 4:46 PM
To: Blake, Kathleen
Subject: October 7th Call with the Commissioner

Kathleen,

Thank you for considering scheduling a brief call with Commissioner Apostolakis on October 7 regarding
tsunami risks and a report 1 am writing for the Garrick Foundation involving detailed simulations of the Tohoku
tsunami striking Fukushima Daiichi.

Attached is a brief bio of my tsunami credentials for your review. You should frnd them stellar. These days I
tend to have regular tsunami discussions with David Johnson, John Garrick, Woody Epstein, Bob Budnitz, and
Peter Yanev. Good company.

The tsunami story as it were is rather alarming regarding Japan. At issue is the US understanding of tsunami
risks as well as its regulatory leadership. I'd like to take the pulse of the NRC, find people I can deal with, and
formulate an NRC plan of action.

ers,

Dr. Philip Watts

Cell: (b)(6)

15
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_qfxential Information: The nomto otie in this elctronic mail message is confidential inforrna
ndedo" iyf use of the individual or entity named above. ITe information herein shall b by

- non-compete and/orn - iscosure agreements that may exist between Sender an pient.

Intended Recipient: If the reader of this message' the inted ipient, you are hereby notified that any
dissemination, distribution, or copying of this comm ctly prohibited and may be unlawful.

SEC Disclaimer: Sender is not a ' United States Securities Dealer, Broker, tment Advisor, or
Commodities Trader. ectronic transmission and/or attached documents shal not be consi '
solicitation y purpose in any form or content, nor an offer to sell and/or buy securities. All information"
po e• so as a request for information.

/' "

\(_. --

O~PU8UCWS~-
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--NOTF.......

Sosa, Belkys

Blake, Kathleen
nt: Wednesday, October 05, 2011 10:06 AM

... 6: Sosa, Belkys; Davis, Roger; Baggett, Steven; Gilles, Nanette; Apostolakis, George
Subject: RE: Dr. Philip Watts

He called again yesterday wanting to talk to the Cmr. kb

Administrative Assistant
to Commissioner Apostolakis
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, Maryland 20852
301-415-1810

From: Sosa, Belkys
Sent: Wednesday, October 05, 2011 1:36 AM
To: Davis, Roger; Baggett, Steven; Gilles, Nanette; Apostolakis, George
Cc: Blake, Kathleen
Subject: Re: Dr. Philip Watts

r (b)(5)

-:sS
(
\-.ent from an NRC Blackberry

_.•k ys Sosa
I(b)(6)

From: Davis, Roger
To: Baggett, Steven; Sosa, Belkys; Gilles, Nanette
Sent: Tue Oct 04 17:01:11 2011
Subject: RE: Dr. Philip Watts

(b)(5)
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(b)(5)

'-<--- Sosa, Belkys; Davis, Roger; Gilles, Nanette
Subject: RE: Dr. Philip Watts

Belkys

(b)(5)

Steve

From: Sosa, Belkys
Sent: Friday, September 30, 2011 2:45 AM
To: Davis, Roger; Gilles, Nanette; Baggett, Steven
Subject: Fw: Dr. Philip Watts

Any insights on this guy?

Sent from an NRC Blackberry
Relkys Sosa!1(b)(6)I

From: Blake, Kathleen
To: Apostolakis, George; Sosa, Belkys
Sent: Thu Sep 29 16:57:51 2011
Subject: Dr. Philip Watts

(b)(5)

Administrative Assistant
to Commissioner Apostolakis
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, Maryland 20852

301-415-1810

From: Philip Watts [mailtol(b)(6)
,--Sent: Thursday, September 29, 2011 4:46 PM

N i: Blake, Kathleen
\-Abject:- October 7th Call with the Commissioner

Kathleen,

49
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Thank you for considering scheduling a brief call with Commissioner Apostolakis on October 7 regarding
,-ýzunami risks and a report I am writing for the Garrick Foundation involving detailed simulations of the Tohoku

I nami striking Fukushima Daiichi.

Attached is a brief bio of my tsunami credentials for your review. You should find them stellar. These days I
tend to have regular tsunami discussions with David Johnson, John Garrick, Woody Epstein, Bob Budnitz, and
Peter Yanev. Good company.

The tsunami story as it were is rather alarming regarding Japan. At issue is the US understanding of tsunami
risks as well as its regulatory leadership. I'd like to take the pulse of the NRC, find people I can deal with, and
formulate an NRC plan of action.

Cheers,

Dr. Philip Watts
Cell: 1(b)(6)

ntialnformation: The information contained in this electronic mail message is confidential informati
intnde usey of the individual or entity named above. The information herein shalljý b e vr•b
any non-compete and/or n oue gemnts that may exist between edr nd int.

C Disclaimer: Sender is not a e United States Securities Dealer, Broker, US ent Advisor, or
Commodities Trader. e ectronic transmission and/or attached documents shall not be considere
solicitationo y purpose in any form or content, nor an offer to sell and/or buy securities. All information is
pr~ovid-ed so as a request for information.
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Sosa, Belkys
Som:Sosa, Belkys

.nt: Wednesday, October 05, 2011 4:37 AM
o: Gilles, Nanette; Baggett, Steven; Davis, Roger

Cc: Blake, Kathleen
Subject: Re: GA Calendar & Priorities

Please note that there is a good chance we may need to meet on Monday for a few hours to finish preparing GA for
summer and 45day paper.

Sent from an NRC Blackberry
Bllkys SosaL

(b) (6)

From: Gilles, Nanette
To: Sosa, Belkys
Cc: Blake, Kathleen; Davis, Roger
Sent: Tue Oct 04 11:08:50 2011
Subject: GA Calendar & Priorities

Belkys - Looking at GA's schedule for the rest of this week and next week, I think we need to rearrange things
a little to ensure he has enough time to prepare for next week's Japan Commission meeting and the Summer
hearing. I think we need to make the following changes:

,.ý0/6, 10:00-11:30, Read SECY-11-0137, Japan 45-day paper
/7, 9:00-10:00, Read SECY-11-0115, Summer Mandatory Hearing

_..J/7, 10:00-11:30, Prep for Japan 45-day Commission Meeting
10/7, 1:30-2:30, Read responses to Summer pre-hearing questions
10/7, 2:30-5:00, Prep for Summer Mandatory Hearing
10/13, 2:00-4:00, Read SECY-1 1-11-0106, ABWR Amendment Final Rule (Note: time freed up the afternoon
of 10/13 because the hearing ends at 1:00.)

Let me know if you have any objections to these changes.

Nan

Nanette V. Gilles
Technical Assistant for Reactors
to Commissoner Apostolakis
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Phone: 301-415-1180
Email: nanette.gilles(nrc.gov
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Gilles, Nanette

/ ore:
I\ . nt:

•ro:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Gilles, Nanette
Friday, October 07, 2011 9:11 AM
Apostolakis, George
Sosa, Belkys; Davis, Roger
Questions for Japan Meeting
Potential Questions-11Oct 2011.docx

Commissioner - FYI - I drafted some proposed questions for the Japan 45-day meeting on Tuesday (attached
and in G:/Japan Event/Commission Meetings. We still do not have slides for some of the external panelist,
which is why there are no questions for a few of them yet.

Nan

Nanette V. Gilles
Technical Assistant for Reactors
to Commissoner Apostolakis
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Phone: 301-415-1180
Email: nanette.giIles(nrc.gov

'*\

Ji
J
I
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SECY-11-0137, PRIORITIZATION OF RECOMMENDED ACTIONS TO BE TAKEN IN
RESPONSE TO FUKUSHIMA LESSONS LEARNED

Purpose: To provide the staff's proposed prioritization of the Fukushima Near-Term Task Force
(NTTF) recommendations to (1) reflect regulatory actions to be taken by the staff in response to
the Fukushima lessons learned; (2) identify implementation challenges; (3) include the technical
and regulatory bases for the prioritization; (4) identify additional recommendations, if any; and
(5) include a schedule and milestones with recommendations for appropriate stakeholder
engagement and involvement of the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS).

Potential Questions for October 11th Commission Meeting
(b)(5)

. NOT FOR PUBLIC eli8CLOmU
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POLICY ISSUE
NOTATION VOTE

October 3. 2011 SECY-1 1-0137

FOR:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

PURPOSE:

The Commissioners

R. W. Borchardt
Executive Director for Operations

PRIORITIZATION OF RECOMMENDED ACTIONS TO BE TAKEN IN

RESPONSE TO FUKUSHIMA LESSONS LEARNED

(b)(5)

CONTACT. David L. Skeen, NRRIDE
301-415-3298
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The Commissioners -2

(b)(5)
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TeCommssiner 3

(b)(5)
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The Commissioners -4-
The Commissioners -4-
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The Commissioners -5-
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The Commissioners - 6-
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The Commissioners - 7 -
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The Commissioners -8-

(b)(5)

IRA/

Enclosure:
Staff Assessment and Prioritization
of NTTF Recommendations

I TEOR PUBLIC r CL

R. W. Borchardt
Executive Director

for Operations
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The Commissioners - 8 -

(b)(5)

IRA/

(
R. W. Borchardt
Executive Director

for Operations

Enclosure:
Staff Assessment and Prioritization
of NTTF Recommendations

(b)(5)
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Apostolakis, George

.om: ashok 1(b)(6)

Wednes-ay, October 12, 201 1 2"26 PM
lars.skanberg@ssm.se; Apostolakis, George; juha.poikolainen@tvo.fi;
jcdelalonde@wanadoo.fr; ute.blohm-hieber@ec.europa.eu

Cc: SCOTT-DE-MARTINVILLE Edouard; CHEIKH-ALI ahmad; PASQUINI H6l6ne;
RUTSCHKOWSKY Nathalie; De Boeck Benoit

Subject: Fw: Eurosafe 2011

Dear Panel Members,

There has been a change in the panel membership. In my earlier email, I had incorrectly noted Dr. De Santi's
participation. I am very pleased to welcome Mrs. Ute Blohm-Hieber to participate in our panel discussion on Long Term
Operation. We look forward to her perspective on this important subject.

In response to my email below, I have received Bio from Dr. Apostolakis and Dr. De Beck. I will be on travel from October
29 and will return to the US after the Eurosafe conference. Therefore, I would appreciate receiving Bios and any key
points you would make during your planned presentation prior to my departure.

In my introduction of the panelists I was considering noting the issues in my email.

Look forward to your response.

Best regards,

Ashok

Original Message -

From: ashok
To: lars.skanbergssm.se; Georqe.Apostolokusnrc.,ov; 'uha.poikolainen(,tvo.fi ; icdelalonde(,wanadoo.fr; De

Boeck Benoit
Cc: SCOTT-DE-MARTINVILLE Edouard" CHEIKH-ALI Ahmad (b)(6) PASQUINI H6l6ne
Sent: Thursday, September 01, 2011 11:57 AM
Subject: Eurosafe 2011

Dear Panel members,

It is indeed a great honour to work with you on an important and complex subject of long term operation. The recent tragic
events in Japan further emphasize the importance of developing sound scientific bases for safety decisions.

The subject of our discussion is long term safe operation. The issues are how long and how safe? We have approximately
1 hour and 15 minutes to address important points. Some of the points to consider:

1) Many of the existing requirements were developed decades ago. How are the lessons from experience and research
used to update safety requirements?

2) Should long term operation approval be based on current rules? Recently approved IAEA NSR-1 revised requirements
for new designs?

Vhat is the role of safety goals? Qualitative? Quantitative? Combination? What role should PRA play?

4) How long? 40,60 or 80 years? Bases and necessary information from research? Should Safety Authorities/TSOs
conduct selected research? What are the operators doing?

10
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5) Public expectations in granting (or not granting) approval for long term operation?

Fukushima implications for long term operation?

panel is composed of a mix of regulators, operators, TSOs and NGO and, thus, it would be useful to have various
perspectives on these and/or other points you consider important. I would very much appreciate a brief bio and your
thoughts on these and any other points of interest to you. Given the limited time, your prepared remarks should be brief
(8-10 minutes) so we have an opportunity for Q and A session. I plan to make brief opening remrks to introduce you and
to context the points for discussion.

Thanks and best regards,

Ashok

Information from ESET NOD32 Antivirus, version of virus signature database 6427 (20110901)

The message was checked by ESET NOD32 Antivirus.

http://www.eset.com

Information from ESET NOD32 Antivirus, version of virus signature database 6537 (20111012)

- ,message was checked by ESET NOD32 Antivirus.

http://www.eset.com

Information from ESET NOD32 Antivirus, version of virus signature database 6538 (20111012)

The message was checked by ESET NOD32 Antivirus.

http://www.eset.com
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,Sosa, Belkys t FOR rUruC DLOSR -

"om: Sosa, Belkys
t int: Saturday, October 22, 2011 10:03 PM

Gilles, Nanette; Apostolakis, George; Baggett, Steven; Blake, Kathleen
Subject: Fw: Eurosafe 2011

We were originally scheduled to work on this presentation Friday; but didn't get a chance. It looks like we need to put

together a presentation focus on "how long and how safe" refer to the message below for more info.

Kathleen, we need to find Ihr in the calendar next week.

Sent from an NRC Blackberry -_T-T... mn &O•-LUR
Belkvs Sosa., , "-'

1(b)(6)

From: ashok [(b)(6)
To: Sosa, BelkyI
Sent: Fri Oct 21 19:17:48 2011
Subject: Fw: Eurosafe 2011

Hi Belkys,

I expect the panelists to give prepared remarks lasting no more than 10 minutes. In the email below I had suggested
some areas they may want to consider for their prepared remarks. There will be a few minutes for questions from the
audience and me, if necessary. The participants list has changed and current panel members are as follows:

SSM
M. Lars SKANBERG
Head of the Section for Reactor Technology and Structural Integrity
Solna strandvig 96
SE-171 16 Stockholm - Sweden

"rO - TEOLLISUUDEN VOIMA OY
M. Juha POIKOLAINEN
Safety Advisor, eL4 licensing manager
Olkiluoto
FI 27160 Eurajoki - Finland

ANCCLI
M. Jean-Claude DELALONDE
Pr6sident
183, rue de ,'6cole maternelle BP 6371
59385 Dunkerque Cedex

NRC
George APOSTOLAKIS
Commissioner
One White Flint North

5
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11555 Rockville Pike - Mail Stop O-16G4
ROCKVILLE - MD 20852
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

EC
Mrs Ute BLOHM-HIEBER
Chef de l'unit6 6nergie nucl[aire, transports, d6mantblement et gestion des
d6chets
Euroforum building 04/286
10 rue Robert Stumper
2557 LUXEMBOURG

M. Ashok THADANI
Independent consultant
5109 King Charles Way
BETHSEDA
20814 - MARYLAND
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Let me know if I can help further.

Ashok

Original Message -

'/'om: ashok
K ;: Iars.skanberq(,ssm.se ; Georgqe.Apostolakis6,nrc.qov; uha.poikolainentvo.fi cdealondewanadoof
\--fe. bloh rn-h iebera)ec.europa. eu

Cc: SCOTT-DE-MARTINVILLE Edouard; CHEIKH-ALI ahmad• PASQUINI H616ne; RUTSCHKOWSKY Nathalie D.e
Boeck Benoit
Sent: Wednesday, October 12, 2011 2:26 PM
Subject: Fw: Eurosafe 2011

Dear Panel Members,

There has been a change in the panel membership. In my earlier email, I had incorrectly noted Dr. De Santi's
participation. I am very pleased to welcome Mrs. Ute Blohm-Hieber to participate in our panel discussion on Long Term
Operation. We look forward to her perspective on this important subject.

In response to my email below, I have received Bio from Dr. Apostolakis and Dr. De Beck. I will be on travel from October
29 and will return to the US after the Eurosafe conference. Therefore, I would appreciate receiving Bios and any key

• points you would make during your planned presentation prior to my departure.

In my introduction of the panelists I was considering noting the issues in my email.

Look forward to your response.

Best regards,

-- Ashok

Original Message --

6
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From: ashok
To: lars.skanberp.ssm.se; Georne.Apostolokus•,hnrc.qov; Luha.poikolainena-tvo.fi; icdelalonde(cwanadoo.fr ; De
Boeck Benoit

, SCOTT-DE-MARTINVILLE Edouard; CHEIKH-ALI Ahmad (b)(6) PASQUINI Helene
,nt: Thursday, September 01, 2011 11:57 AM

-•-Ijbject: Eurosafe 2011

Dear Panel members,

It is indeed a great honour to work with you on an important and complex subject of long term operation. The recent tragic
events in Japan further emphasize the importance of developing sound scientific bases for safety decisions.

The subject of our discussion is long term safe operation. The issues are how long and how safe? We have approximately
1 hour and 15 minutes to address important points. Some of the points to consider:

1) Many of the existing requirements were developed decades ago. How are the lessons from experience and research
used to update safety requirements?

2) Should long term operation approval be based on current rules? Recently approved IAEA NSR-1 revised requirements

for new designs?

3) What is the role of safety goals? Qualitative? Quantitative? Combination? What role should PRA play?

4) How long? 40,60 or 80 years? Bases and necessary information from research? Should Safety Authorities/TSOs
conduct selected research? What are the operators doing?

5) Public expectations in granting (or not granting) approval for long term operation?

Fukushima implications for long term operation?

ihe panel is composed of a mix of regulators, operators, TSOs and NGO and, thus, it would be useful to have various
perspectives on these and/or other points you consider important. I would very much appreciate a brief bio and your
thoughts on these and any other points of interest to you. Given the limited time, your prepared remarks should be brief
(8-10 minutes) so we have an opportunity for Q and A session. I plan to make brief opening remrks to introduce you and
to context the points for discussion.

Thanks and best regards,

Ashok

Information from ESET NOD32 Antivirus, version of virus signature database 6427 (20110901)
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Apostolakis, George

,..m: Apostolakis, George
it: Monday, October 24, 2011 10:01 AM

,-o: Sosa, Belkys; Blake, Kathleen
Subject: FW: Eurosafe 2011

From: ashok [mailtol(b)(6)
Sent: Monday, Octobi"r 24, 2011 9:41 AM
To: lars.skanberg@ssm.se; Apostolakis, George; juha.poikolainen@tvo.fi; jcdelalonde@wanadoo.fr; uteblohm-
hieber@ec.europa.eu
Cc: SCOTT-DE-MARTINVILLE Edouard; CHEIKH-ALI ahmad; PASQUINI HMne; RUTSCHKOWSKY Nathalie; De Boeck
Benoit
Subject: Fw: Eurosafe 2011

Dear Panel Members,

I am sure that busy schedules have precented us from further coordinating our efforts for the upcoming Eurosafe panel
discussion. I will be leaving the US this Saturday for Korea and plan to come to Paris from Korea for the Panel
discussion. IRSN has recommended that we meet on November 7 from 10 AM to 11:30AM in the salon of David Weill to
prepare for the meeting. The IRSN journalist Jean-Christophe Hedouin will also be there. I look forward to seeing you
there. In the meantime, please send me your Bio, if you have not already done so, and any other relevant information.

Best regards,

.-- hok

'~--- Original Message
From: ashok
To: lars.skanbergclssm.se; George.Apostolakisftnrc.gov; juha. poikolainen(.tvo.fi; icdelalonde('D.wanadoo. fr;
ute. blohm-hieberO.ec.europa.eu
Cc: SCOTT-DE-MARTINVILLE Edouard • CHEIKH-ALI ahmad; PASQUINI HNlene; RUTSCHKOWSKY Nathalie• De
Boeck Benoit
Sent: Wednesday, October 12, 2011 2:26 PM
Subject: Fw:.Eurosafe 2011

Dear Panel Members,

There has been a change in the panel membership. In my earlier email, I had incorrectly noted Dr. De Santi's
participation. I am very pleased to welcome Mrs. Ute Blohm-Hieber to participate in our panel discussion on Long Term
Operation. We look forward to her perspective on this important subject.

In response to my email below, I have received Bio from Dr. Apostolakis and Dr. De Beck. I will be on travel from October
29 and will return to the US after the Eurosafe conference. Therefore, I would appreciate receiving Bios and any key
points you would make during your planned presentation prior to my departure.

In my introduction of the panelists I was considering noting the issues in my email.

Look forward to your response.

,i' "vt regards,

Ashok
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Apostolakis, George

Apostolakis, George
Monday, October 24. 20114:32 PM

IV: Lui, Christiana
Subject: FW: Eurosafe 2011

- Original Message
From: ashok
To: lars.skanbergqcjssm.se; George.ApostolokusLcDnrc..ov ; juha.poikolainen(-tvo.fi; icdelalonde(,wanadoo.fr ; De
Boeck Benoit
Cc: SCOTT-DE-MARTINVILLE Edouard; CHEIKH-ALI Ahmad (b)(6) PASQUINI H&lene
Sent: Thursday, September 01, 2011 11:57 AM
Subject: Eurosafe 2011

Dear Panel members,

It is indeed a great honour to work with you on an important and complex subject of long term operation. The recent tragic
events in Japan further emphasize the importance of developing sound scientific bases for safety decisions.

The subject of our discussion is long term safe operation. The issues are how long and how safe? We have approximately
1 hour and 15 minutes to address important points. Some of the points to consider:

1) Many of the existing requirements were developed decades ago. How are the lessons from experience and research
used to update safety requirements?

iould long term operation approval be based on current rules? Recently approved IAEA NSR-1 revised requirements
"\._,iew designs?

3) What is the role of safety goals? Qualitative? Quantitative? Combination? What role should PRA play?

4) How long? 40,60 or 80 years? Bases and necessary information from research? Should Safety Authoritbes/TSOs
conduct selected research? What are the operators doing?

5) Public expectations in granting (or not granting) approval for long term operation?

6) Fukushima implications for long term operation?

The panel is composed of a mix of regulators, operators, TSOs and NGO and, thus, it would be useful to have various
perspectives on these andfor other points you consider important. I would very much appreciate a brief bio and your
thoughts on these and any other points of interest to you. Given the limited time, your prepared remarks should be brief
(8-10 minutes) so we have an opportunity for Q and A session. I plan to make brief opening remrks to introduce you and
to context the points for discussion.

Thanks and best regards,

Ashok
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Evidence of neutron leakage at the Fukushima
nuclear plant from measurements of
radioactive 35S in California
Antra PriyadarshiK-Gerardo Dominguez, and Mark H. Thiemens'

9500 Gilman Drive, University of California, San Diego, La Jolla, CA 92093

Edited* by Karl K. Turekian, Yale University, North Haven, CT, and approved July 18, 2011 (received for review June 10, 2011)
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A recent earthquake and the subsequent tsunami have extensively
damaged the Fukushima nuclear power plant, releasing harmful
radiation into the environment. Despite the obvious implication
for human health and the surrounding ecology, there are no
quantitative estimates of the neutron flux leakage during the
weeks following the earthquake. Here, using measurements of
radioactive 35S contained in sulfate aerosols and SO2 gas at a coast-
al site in La Jolla, California, we show that nearly 4 x 1011 neutrons
per m2 leaked at the Fukushima nuclear power plant before March
20, 2011. A significantly higher "S0 4

2
- activity as measured on

.• March 28 is in accord with neutrons escaping the reactor core
and being absorbed by the coolant seawater 35CI to produce I5S
by a (n, p) reaction. Once produced, 3Ss oxidizes to "SO2 and
35S04

2
- and was then transported to Southern California due to

the presence of strong prevailing westerly winds at this time.
S Based on a moving box model, we show that the observed activity

enhancement in 35s0"2- is compatible with long-range transport
of the radiation plume from Fukushima. Our model predicts that
.3SO,2-. the concentration in the marine boundary layer at Fukush-
ima, was approximately 2-x 10s atoms per M3

, which is approxi-
mately 365 times above expected natural concentrations. These
measurements and model calculations imply that approximately
0.7% of the total radioactive sulfate present at the marine bound-
ary layer at Fukushima reached Southern California as a result of
the trans-Pacific transport.

gas to particle conversion I radioactive sutfur-35

T he Fukushirna nuclear power plant, situated in northeast-
er Japan, is one of the largest nuclear power stations in

the world, consisting of six boiling water reactors. A recent
massive earthquake (9.0 magtitude) (htr:,earthquake~usgs.vo./
eanrhquakes/eqinthenews.! 2-i IiuscOI0 ::gp,') on March 1], 2011,
followed by a deadly tsunami has extensively damaged the
power plant by disabling the reactor cooling system, which led
to nuclear radiation leaks and activation of a 20-krn evacuation
zone surrounding the plant (http://www.iaea.org). Three weeks
subsequent to the earthquake, evidence surfaced of a partial
nuclear meltdown in units 1, 2, and 3, visible explosions in units
I and 3, and a possible uncovering of spent fuels pool associated
with units 1,3, and 4 (http:/iwww.iaea.org). It is suspected that the
explosions at unit 3 may have damaged the primary containment
vessel. The events at units 1, 2, and 3 have been rated at level 7
(major release of radioactive material with widespread health
and environmental effects requiring implementation of planned
and extended countermeasures) on the International Nuclear
Event Scale (htup://www.iaea.org). The earthquake triggered the
automatic shutdown of the three operating reactors--units 1, 2.
and 3-and the control rods were completely inserted to termi-

nate the nuclear fission reaction occurring within the fuel core.
/-/"\The details of a nuclear reactor design and operations are de-

)'scribed by ref. I. Residual heat produced at the reactor core
due to the radioactive decay of fission products requires extended
time periods to cool. Heat must be removed by cooling the system

www.pnas.orgocgi/doi/70.1073tprsa.1 109449108

to prevent the fuel rods from overheating and causing a core
meltdown, which results in injection of neutrons and other fission
products into the atmosphere. Spent fuel that has been removed
from a nuclear reactor generates intense heat and is continuously
cooled to provide protection from its radioactivity. As reported.
maintaining sufficient cooling to remove the decay heat fTom the
reactor was crucial; consequently, the spent fuel pool was the
main challenge at the affected reactor site after the March II
tsunami.

Because both on- and off-site power to the plant was disabled.
seawater mLxed with boric acid (to reduce the neutron flux in the

core and thus slow down the nuclear reaction) was continuously
pumped into the reactor vessels of units 1. 2, and 3 from March 13
to March 26, 2011 (http:A'wws.iaet.org). On March 17, seawater
was sprayed by helicopters and by concrete pumps on reactor unit
3 and spent fuel containment. The steam generated due to over-
heating was released through the relief valve into the atmosphere
to avoid explosive hydrogen buildup within the reactor vessel.
Approximately a few hundred tons of seawater were used as a
coolant before switching to fresh water. A consequence is that
salts and minerals present in seawater become radioactive by
reaction with thermal neutrons emitted from the reactor. For
example, nuclear detonation in seawater produces 35S by slow
neutron capture by "5C! via the (n. p) reaction (2). As described
by ref. 3, mainly two isotopes, 'H and 3 5C1. present in seawater
absorb the slow neutrons. 350C, which is highly abundant in
seawater (0.55 mol/kg). absorb neutrons to produce radioactive
3"C1 and 12 P via -Cl[n.yj3"Cl and "ClIn.cri]-P reaction, respec-
tively. 35C1 is also converted to radioactive 35 S:

301_, -- (np) - " 
5 S 16 _- .

5
Ct 17 +/3.

35ClInpJ3 -S has a substantial cross-section of 0.44 ± 0.0lb for
thermal neutrons (4. 5). `5S is also produced via 3 -S(n).Y) 5 S.
but approximately 200 times less than 3`Cl(n.p)-5 S (2). The che-
mical state of 35S produced after neutron capture is not known.
but it is expected that 35S is oxidized into "SO, and 3 5SO 4 >- (6).

We assumed that all 35S produced in seawater is transferred to the
atmosphere along with the water steam generated at the reactor
core due to excessive heating.

Radioactive 31S (P3 decay to 35C1, half-life approximately 87 d)
is naturally produced in the atmosphere by cosmic ray spalla-
tion of 'Ar (7). Once produced, 35 S rapidly oxidizes to "sSO2
(approximately I s), which is removed from the atmosphere by
wet and dry deposition. "SO, may undergo gas and aqueous
phase -oxidation to produce 31SSO2- aerosols, which are removed

Author contribujtions' A.P. and M.H.T. designed research: A.P. performed research; G.D.
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I from the atmosphere. 35S is the only radioactive isotope
simultaneously exists in both gas and aerosol phases and ,
suitably short half-life to detect air motions, which renderK )sensitive tracer in understanding boundary layer chemistr)

"Y air mass transport on short time scales (8. 9). 3'S has rec
been measured in sulfate aerosols in the Antarctic atmosr
to understand the boundary layer chemistry and stratospi
tropospheric air mass exchange (10). .. S measurements in su
collected from snow and water samples have been measurt
determine the source and age of the ground water and al

understand the melting of glaciers and their contribution to
and stream water (H1).

fe The simultaneous gas and particle speciation and 5hort
life render 3;S a unique isotope to clock gas to particle ti

i formation and transport. Any 35S produced at the Fukus)
nuclear plant as a result of earthquake-related damage and! water-based cooling, combined with its speciation into both
particle and gas phases, could serve as a point source of artific
made 5S5 and provides an excellent opportunity to unders
gas-to-particle conversion and long-range transport over

A.- ' Pacific.

i Result and Discussion
We report -'S measurements of atmospheric SO, and sul

S aerosols collected at Scripps Institution of Oceanography (S! Pier, La Jolla (32.8N, 117.3W, 10 m amsl) between Marc
and April 12, 2011. As shown in Fig. I (Table 1) 35SO,'- act
typically varies between 180 and 475 atoms m-3. A signifii
increase in -5SO.-- activity (1.501 atoms m- 3 ) was observec

•' March 28, which is the highest activity ever recorded at
sampling site. Similarly, .So, concentrations increased to
atoms m- 3 on March 28 from its background activity of 3C
atoms m-1.
SWe have continuously been measuring 5SO, and '•-SO.7
310 since February 2009, and thus the background 35S acli
' well characterized at the sampling site before the Fukush.
nuclear plant tragedy transpired. The annual average activir
35SO,2- and -5SO, is 458 ± 157 and 72 ±-61 atoms m-3 . resf
tively. Brothers et a]. (9) reported a similar background activir
the Scripps Pier during 2008. At SIO. • 5SO.- (-,.) val
fluctuate between 300 and 500 (100-150) atoms m- 3 through
the year except a few days when -5SO 4 '- (-5SO,) activity spike,
950 (430) atoms m-3. respectively. This sudden spike in acti,

iat is due to stratospheric intrusion events (spring) and the Santa
s a Ana wind events (easterly high pressure drive winds during late
* a fall-winter) (that lead to the mixing of higher altitude air contain-
nd ing higher 35S activity into the marine boundary layer (MBL). The
tly average 35SO42- activity observed during spring is 523-- 190
re (Mar-ApT 2009) and 557 ± 156 (Mar-Apr 2010), whereas for
ic- "5SO, is 72 ± 30 atoms m- 3 . The "`fSO.2- activity observed on
te March 28 is higher (>factor of 2) than the spring average,
to whereas -5SO. values lie within 2o deviation. Even though the
to polar region has the highest 35S production rate, the -`SO.•2- ac-
ke tivi., measured at a coastal site in Antarctica (Dumont D'Urville

station) is significantiv lower (900 atoms m-) than the activity
f- observed on March 28.

is-

a Box Model Calculation
We analyzed two different possible natural scenarios that might
cause -SO.-- concentrations to deviate from the background toe the level observed on March 2&.

d
e Scenario I (Local Stratospheric Intrusion Event). During stratospheric

intrusion, stratospheric air masses containing higher 3-50. 2 and
`5SO, are mixed to the upper free troposphere and are subse-
quentiy downward transported to the lower altitude. A 4-Box

e model, as described by ref. 10. with the model parameters in
) Tab!e SI was used to determine the steady state concentration
9 of "5SO. and 3-SO.'- at Scripps (Table S2) and to calculate
ty the volume fraction of stratospheric air mass mixing into the free
it troposphere during the stratospheric intrusion event. The model
n calculation (see SI T•.t) shows that nearly 40% of stratospheric
s air mass must mix into the free troposphere to increase the
0 -"sSO••- activity to 1.500 atoms m-3 as observed on March 28.
0 This is highly unlikely because most of the stratospheric air

mass (90%) returns back to the stratosphere within 6 h of cross-
I tropopausal exchange (12), and only a small fraction (1-10%)
v is entrained into the free troposphere (10, 12. 13). In addition,
a relative humidity and surface ozone concentrations do not exhibit
n any noticeable change at SIO during the sampling time period
- typically associated with stratospheric incursions. Consequently,
t it is regarded as unlikely that a stratospheric intrusion event
s occurring at Scripps or any region lying in the downwind direction
t from Fukushirna caused the observed enhancement in -5SO.2-

and 35SO, on March 28.

Scenario 2 (Long-Range Transport of the Radiation Plume). Long-
range transport of gases and aerosol from east Asia to Southern
California is most intense during springtime (14. 15) because of
strong midlatitude westerly winds (16). The Fukushima nuclear
plant served as a point source of 35SO2- and 35SO, between
March 13 and 26, and a radiation plume from Fukushima would
be expected to reach Southern California (Scripps) approxi-
mately between March 20 and April 1 if the transport time is
6-7 d (17, 18). A 10-d back trajectory for air masses arriving
at Scripps on March 28 using a HYSPLIT (19) model reveals that
the air mass originated at Japan (Fig. 2) and the long-range trans-
port occurred in the boundary layer with a mean transit altitude
of 0.9 k-m. A moving box model, where a well-mixed box moves
along the air mass back trajectory (Fig. 3), was developed to
calculate 35SO.2- and 35SO, concentrations at La Jolla due to
long-range transport of the radiation plume from Fukushima.
The transit time and corresponding transit altitude of the air mass
were calculated from a HYSPLIT model for the last 10 d before
it arrived at SIO (Table S3). On day 8, the box passes over the
re!6on near Fukushima and subsequently spends 4 d in the marine
boundary layer before reaching La Jolla on March 28. As shown
in Fig. 3, 3sSO2-- aerosol and gaseous 35SO, change their con-
centration through various processes such as dilution due to eddy
diffusion, dry deposition over the ocean, oxidation, and the radio-
active decay during long-range transport. The model parameters

IOaors

.A~ . _3,&

0. 1,0001

E

5 6001

40.

£

.---- ~

1

liart I arl) May15 Uw2Z Uar2liAprl Apr 8 Apr 15
Date

Fig. 1. 35 activity measured in 50% gas and sulfate aerosol collected at S10,

,--:a Jolla. A significant increase in ISO.` co.-wentration was observed on
'arch 28, 2011, from the natural background ISO 4•- activity. The higher

,tivity observed at SIO is due to the presence of higher concentration of
\ SO,2- (365 times higher than the natural abundance) at Fukurshima and

the radiation plume being transported over the Pacific.

2 of 4 I www.pnas.orgtcgi/doitlO.10731pnas.1109449108 Priyadarshi et aL.
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Table 1. The measurements of 3S activity contained in S02 (gas

March-April 2011

Sample Tot
Start dale End date Total air flow, m3  

ri

3SS0 4 2-

3-2-2011 3-9-2011 13,269
3-9-2011 3-15-2011 9.518
3-15-2011 3-17-2011 3,338
3-17-2011 3-22-2011 7,819
3-22-2011 3-24-2011 3,479
3-24-2011 3-28-2011 6,502
3-28-2011 4-1-2011 6,394

K 4-1-2011 4-5-2011 6,511
4-5-2011 4-8-2011 4,802' 4-8-2011 4-12-2011 6,437

3-15-2011 3-17-2011 3,338
3-17-2011 3-22-2011 7,819
3-22-2011 3-24-2011 3.479

P 3-24-2011 3-28-2011 6,502
3-28-2011 4-1-2011 6,394
4-1-2011 4-5-2011 6,511
4-5-2011 4-8-2011 4,802

S 4-8-2011 4-12-2011 6.437

arc described in detail (10) (see Sl Te-t and Tables SI and S3). On
day 10. the initial concentration of '-SO• 2- ('5SO2) in the box is
taken to be 913 (391) atoms m-3. the same as the average activity
in the free troposphere (Table S2). The bidirectional air mass ex-
change from the box occurs depending on the dilution lifetime
O(rdd) of 4.9 d (17). The air mass flux into the box is a ratio of
the background concentration of 'IS, i.e., -5SO0,(z),• and
i~3-SO,~' 2-z)Jb present outside the box at that particular altitude
(z) to the dilution lifetime. In the model, we assumed that 355
was released mainly in the "SO,2- phase at the reactor core. The
model sensitivity test (Table S4) shows that the model results are

- not sensitive to t he dimension of the moving box but is sensitive to
the dilution lifetime (rdd). Other parameters, such as oxidation
lifetime (r,.,) and the initial concentration of 3-5SO,(z)., and
.35S0, 2- (Z:1, in the box had a very small effect on the model
results.

The model predicts that a i-"SO.-'- concentration of 2 x I G
atoms m-3 was present in the buffer layer at Fukushima (TMible S5
and Fig. SI). Table S5 shows the effect on the concentration of
35 SO, and aSO-•- arriving at Scripps due to different propor-
tions of -- SO, and -` SO,-- concentrations in the buffer layer
(BuL) at Fukushima. Even considering the same concentration

) and sulfate aerosol collected at Scripps, La Jolla, California, during

at disintegration per
ninute (measured) 35S, atoms/m

3 Total [S042z-1 ng/m
3

18.0 ± 0.4
12.9 ± 0.3
3.3 - 0.2

10.4 ± 0.3
16.8 t 0.3
53.8 ± 0.4

7.4 ± 0.2
11.5 ± 0.3
12.6 ± 0.3
8.4 ± 0.3

1.2 ± 0.1
3.3 ± 0.1
1.7 ± 0.1
4.3 ± 0.1
1.8 ± 0.1
1.0 ± 01
1 4 ± 0.1
1.4 ± 0.1

246 ± 2
246 ± 3
180 ± 6
241 ± 3
876 ± 7

1501 ± 5
210 ± 3
320 ± 4
475 ± 5
237 ± 4

30 ± 6
80 ± 3

100 ± 6
120 ± 3
50 ± 3
28 ± 2
52 ± 3
41 3

38
6.6
6.1

18.8
4.8
3.9
6.5

10.6
9.3
5.5

1.3
1.4
0.9
0.8
1.9
1.0
1.0
1.2

of 3 5"0, and "SO,2- in the BuL at Fukushima. the model does
not show any increase in '5SO, concentrations at La Jolla- This is
because the air mass spent 55%` of its transit time in the marine
boundary layer where 3'SO, is rapidly lost due to its oxidation to
3 5SO.-2- with dry deposition over the ocean (18). It is estimated
that nearly 2 4 L- of 5SO, is oxidized to '5SO24- in the buffer
layer. In the marine boundary layer. 66% of -5SO, is lost due
to higher dry deposition over the ocean and oxidation to
:-SO04 -, which is in agreement with ref. 20. Based on the model
calculation and the measurements, it is determined that nearly
0.7% of the total [3-SO42- (present at the marine boundary layer
at Fukushima) has been transported to the Scripps Pier. La Jolla,
California. in a trans-Pacific transport.

The model calculated -55O 4>- concentration in the MBL
(2 x IOW atoms m-1) at Fukushima is higher than the strato-
spheric concentration (Table S2) and suggests an additional
source of 35S production due to the -•5Cl(n~p)-5 S reaction. We cal-
culated the total number of neutrons that leaked from the reactor
core to account for our observations. We use leakage for sea
water irradiated by the neutrons produced inside the core. Be-
cause the reactor core was melted, the neutron releasing outside
is termed as leak. The reaction cross-section of -'Cl(np)"S was

e,

3

-a

:1 ~Mar01 26,2011 .

AD I

-X 40 so 100 ISO

Fig. 2. Ten-day back trajectory obtained for the air mass reaching La Jolla, California. on March 28. 2011, from HYSPLIT model indicates that the air mass
originated at Japan.
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Fig. 3. Schematic description of a moving box model developed to calculate the concentration of 3SO.2- and 3Sso at Scripps pier, La Jolla (Calilor-ia) due to

the long-range transport of radiation plume from Fukushima. The atmosphere is divided into four layers: MBL., BuL. free troposphere (FT), and lower strato-

sphere (LS). r-,, is the dilution lifetime of the radiation plume, Y,, is the oxidation lifetime of 35SO , whereas r, and rT are the cloud scavenging and dry
depositional lifetime of 'ISO, respectively. r, is the removal lifetime of 

35
So,- (see 5/ Text). The dotted line (red) represents the mean transit altitude

at which air mass transport occurred, it was calculated from HYSPLIT model The model parameters in the box were changed according to its transit altitude

(Table S3).

taken from ref. 4. The attenuation length of neutrons in water at
room temperature is 2.8 cm and increases at higher temperatures
(21). Because of the high absorption cross-section of -O. sea-
water has more attenuation. The value of the attenuation leneth
of the neutrons in seawater at temperatures higher than 1.000 "C
is not known. For simplicity, the attenuation length was taken to
be 2.8 cm. The concentration of 35SO•-- at the source (reactor
core) was assumed to be 10 times higher than the model-calcu-
lated -5SO,-- concentration in the marine boundary layer. Con-
sidering all the possible reactions of neutrons with seawater (3).
wve estimate that a total of 4 x 10"1 neutrons per m2 were re-
leased before March 20 in which a fraction of 2×x l0
neutrons per m2 reacted with 'Cl to make 15S.
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We report the observation of radioactive i'S produced by second-
ary reactions within the reactor core at the Fukushima power
plant and estimate the total neutron leakage after the earth-
quake. The present work also provides a previously undescribed
estimate of depositional and oxidation time scales of SO, and
sulfate during trans-Pacific transport due to a singular strong
and well-defined 35S source. The sulfur data are unique because
of the coexistence as gas and solid and adds previously unde-
scribed insight into sulfur environmental transformational rates.
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Concerned 0

THE RECENT EVENTS IN
Japan remind us that while the
likelihood of a nuclear power
plant accident is low, irs po-

tential consequences are grave. And an

accident like Fukushima could happen

here. An equipment malfunction, fire,
human error, natural disaster or terrorist
attack could-separately or in combina-

tion-lead to a nuclear crisis.
Our nation will continue to obtain a

significant portion of its electricity from

nuclear power for many years to come,
regardless of how rapidly energy efficiency
measures and other sources of electricity

are deployed. Nuclear reactors currently
account for about 20 percent of U.S.

electricity, and the Nuclear Regulatory

(Commission (NRC hasgranted oris in
the process of granting 20-year license

extensions for most of the country's 104

operating reactors.
Given this reality, the United Stares

must take concrete steps now to address

serious shortcomings in nuclear plant
safety and security that have been evident

for years. No technology can be made

perfectly safe, but the United States can
and must do more to guard against
accidents as well as the threat of terrorist

attacks on reactors and spent fuel pools.

The United States must

take concrete steps

now to address serious

shortcomings in nuclear

plant safety and security

that have been evident

for years.The Responsible Parties
Nuclear power safety and security must

be given the serious attention they

deserve-and have not consistently
received-from the nuclear industry, the
NRC (which oversees the industry),
Congress (which oversees the NRC), and

the president (who appoints the NRC

commissioners and bears ultimate re-

sponsibility for ensuring public safety).
The Industry must address known risks

and ensure that adequate safety margins
are in place to compensate for xnknoum

the pools to maximum capacity rather
than use dry casks.

The NRC must strengthen its safety re-

quirements. For example, it does not re-
quire U.S. reactor owners to plan for and
be able to cope with severe accidents Iike
the one that occurred at the Fukushima
Daiichi plant. Nor does it require new
reactors to be safer than existing ones.
Because additional safety features gener-

ally entail additional costs, safer designs
may lose our in the marketplace to those

that reduce costs by cutting safety fea-
tures.* If the NRC does not change its
regulations, new reactors will nor be sig-
nificantly safer, and as the number of
reactors increases so will the chances of a
catastrophic event.

The NRC must also consistently en-
force its regulations. Even when the agen-
cy has imposed strong standards, serious

safety problems have continued to arise
because of lax enforcement. For example,
following a serious fire at an Alabama

risks. Doing so is in the industry's self-
interest, because nothing would affect
public acceptance of nuclear power in
the United States as much as a serious
accident or terrorist strike. For example,

reactor owners could reduce the safety
and security risks associated with spent
fuel by transferring it from pools to dry

casks once it is cool enough. Yet for

reasons of cost, they have chosen to fill

A current example is the Areva EPR (Evolutionary Power Reactor), which has safety systems not required by the NRC and has attracted much less interest in the

United States and abroad than the Westinghouse API000, which meets but does not exceed NRC requirements.
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plant in 1975, the NRC issued fire pro-
tection regulations in 1980 and again in
2004. Yet today, more than three dozen
reactors still do not comply with either
set of regulations (despite the fact that
fire remains a dominant risk factor for
reactor core damage).

Congress must take its oversight role
seriously and ensure that the NRC does

If the NRC does not

change its regulations,

new reactors will not be

significantly safer, and

as the number of

reactors increases so

will the chances of a

catastrophic event.

new recommendations in response to the
Fukushima crisis.

We strongly urge the NRC to make
U.S. nuclear power safer and more secure
by adopting all the following measures,
and we urge Congress and the adminis-
tration to ensure the NRC follows
through on its commitments.

Key Recommendations
Below we list our top eight recommenda-
tions for changes the NRC should make
in its regulations and actions to improve
U.S. nuclear power safety and security.
The NRC should make these changes its
top priority.

A complete iist of our recommenda-
tions, with additional explanation of
each, can be found on the UCS website
at www.ucsusa.oru/nucLear-power. If the
NRC does not implement these changes
on its own, Congress should exercise
its oversight role and require the agency
to do so.

Extend Regulations to Cover
Severe Accidents
T7e NRC should extend the scope of its
regulations to inchude the prevention
and mitigation of severe accidents.
The NRC defines "severe" accidents as
those more serious than the so-called

"design-basis" accidents that U.S. reactors
are designed to withstand. While unlikely,
severe accidents can occur-as in Fuku-
shima-and can cause substantial dam-
age to the reactor core and failure of the
containment building, leading to large
releases of radiation. However, NRC
regulations are focused on design-basis
accidents and are far less stringent in ad-
dressing severe accidents. For example,
the agency does not evaluate or test the
severe accident management guidelines
that reactor owners have voluntarily de-
veloped, so neither the NRC nor the
public can be confident these guidelines
would be effective. Extending NRC re-
quirements, inspections, and enforce-
ment to cover a wide range of severe
accident conditions would ensure that
effective plans and the equipment need-
ed to deal with such accidents are put
in place.

Strengthen Emergency Planning
Requirements
The NRC should ensure that everyone at
significant risk from a severe accident-
not just people within the arbitrary
JO-mile zone currently used for
em ergency planning-is protectede
In the United States, emergency planning
for a nuclear reactor accident is limited

its job well. Moreover, Congress should
not order the NRC to further "stream-
line" its regulations and processes, which
could result in inadequate technical re-
views of complex issues.

The president must appoint people to
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission who
will make public safety their top priority.
This is not the case today. For example,
four of the five commissioners recently
voted to extend the deadline for nuclear
power reactors to comply with fire pro-
tection regulations until 2016 at the
earliest.

Change Is Needed Now
Since its founding in 1969, the Union
of Concerned Scientists has worked to
make nuclear power safer and more
secure. We have consistently advocated
most of the measures listed below to ad-
dress the serious shortcomings in U.S.
nuclear plant safety and security against
terrorist attack. So although most of
these recommendations are not new, the
situation in Japan underscores their im-
portance. We have also developed several

2 UNION OF CONCERNED SCiEN~iSTS
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The safety and security

risks associated with

spent fuel would be

reduced by transferring

the fuel from pools to

dry casks once it is cool

enough.

to a 10-mile radius around the reactor.
Yet the U.S. government advised Ameri-
cans within 50 miles of the Fukushima
Daiichi reactors to evacuate-a decision
validated by the high contamination lev-
els recorded well beyond 10 miles from
the plant. A severe accident at a U.S.
reactor could similarly require the evac-
uation of people outside the 10-mile
planning zone and other protective mea-
sures to avoid high radiation exposures.
The NRC should therefore require reac-
tor owners to develop emergency plans
for a larger area, based on a scientific
assessment of the populations at risk for
each reactor site.

Move Spent Fuel to Dry Casks
The NRC should requireplant owners
to transfer fuelfrom storage pools to dry
casks when the flel has cooled enough
to do so.
The Fulkushima crisis illustrated the dan-
gers of keeping spent fuel in storage pools
when the plant Jost power needed to cool
its pools. It is still unclear whether cool-
ing was resumed in time to prevent the
spent fuel from overheating and melting,
and releasing radiation. However, the
spent fuel pools at U.S. reactors could
have fared worse, since they are far more
densely packed than those at Fukushima
and pose even greater hazards.

The safety and security risks associated
with spent fuel would be reduced by

transferring the fuel from pools to dry
casks once it is cool enough (i.e., five years
after removal from the reactor). With less
fuel in the pools, the remaining fuel

Sptent nuclear 4Luei stored in pools is rnorev!m ea~ to accidents natural disasters, anvd attack
:.4 zn f~je*1 in the -eat?.or core." andnrv :ýKe~y to re'ease rediatio 7r~c th~e atmospliere.

Cry casks are mome secure than spefyt fuh4 pools, and with a few nodAclat;ons could likely be mnade

a viable storage option for at least 50 Years.

would be easier to keep cool if power is
lost, and less radiation would be released
in the event of an accident or terrorist
arrack. However, because dry casks are
expensive, reactor owners have chosen to
fill their pools to maximum capacity, and

the NRC has not required owners to
transfer their spent fuel to dry casks.

Enforce Fire Protection Regulations
The NRC should compel the owners of
more than three dozen reactors to com-

ply with fire protection regulations they
currently violate.
Because a fire can disable both primary
and backup emergency systems, it is
a leading risk factor for reactor core

damage. Following a 1975 fire at the
Browns Ferry nuclear plant in Alabama,
the NRC issued regulations in 1980 in-
tended to reduce the fire hazard at all re-
actors, and it amended those regulations
in 2004 to provide an alternative option
for compliance. However, more than

J S %, LEARtJ'F A;fýTE F UKLSHIPA 3
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More than three

dozen reactors still do

not comply with fire

protection regulations,

and their owners

have made no firm

commitments to comply

anytime soon.

three dozen reactors still do not comply
with these fire protection regulations, and

their owners have made no firm commit-

ments to comply anytime soon.

Set Timeliness Goals for Safety Issues

The NRC should apply the same type of

timeliness goals to nuclear plant safety
that it does for business-related requests

fTom reactor owners.
The NRC has established goals for com-

'I pleting business dealings in a timely man-
ner, but has not done so for resolving
outstanding safety issues. By treating safe-

ty with the same urgency it gives to busi-
ness dealings, the agency can provide the
robust, timely oversight that is needed.

Improve Protection against
Terrorist Attacks
The NRC should make more realistic
assumptions about the capabilities of
terrorists who might attack a nuclear
power plant, and these assumptions
should be reviewed by U.S. intelligence
agencies.
Current assumptions about potential
attackers.are unrealistically modest and
do not reflect real-workd threats. For ex-
ample, they may ignore the possibility
that terrorist groups could use rocket-
propelled grenades-a weapon widely
used by insurgents around the world.
New assumptions developed by the NRC
should be reviewed by an interagency
body that includes the intelligence com-
munity, the National Nuclear Security
Administration, and the Department of
Homeland Security.

Strengthen Safety Standards for
New Reactor Designs
The ARC should require any new
reactors to be safer than existing reactors.

Ee sgh p n-t sw am give endvsrm notice
of -rock attaik, tbes wa rfity forees too often lail to
r 'epe tte urrtal~sick'.y indr threo ta enisione

Current policy only requires advanced

reactors to provide the same level of pro-

rection as existing reactors-most of

which were built at least 30 years ago. To

ensure that any new nuclear plant is sig-

nificantly safer than existing ones, the

NRC should require features designed to

prevent severe accidents and to mitigate

such an accident if one occurs.

Assign an Appropriate Value to

Human Life In Cost-Benefit Analyses

The NRC should increase the value of

human life in its analyses so it is consis-

tent with other government agencies.

The NRC currently uses a dollar value for

a human life that is only one-half to one-

third the value used by other agencies.

Bringing that value in line would have a
major effect on nuclear plant license re-

newals and new reactor approvals: plant
owners would have to add safety features

that the NRC now considers too expen-

sive (because it underestimates the value

of the lives that could be saved).

t NRC
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THE RECENT EVENTS IN
Japan remind us that while the
likelihood of a nuclear power
plant accident is low, its poten-

tial consequences are grave. And an
accident like Fukushima could happen
here. An equipment malfunction, fire,
human error, natural disaster, or terrorist
attack could-separately or in combina-
tion-lead to a nuclear crisis.

Our nation will continue to obtain a
significant portion of its electricity from
nuclear power for many years to come,
regardless of how rapidly energy efficiency
measures and other sources of electricity
are deployed. Nudear reactors currently
account for about 20 percent of U.S.
electricity, and the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) has granted or is in
-he process of granting 20-year license
extensions for most of the country's 104
operating reactors.

The United States must

take concrete steps

now to address serious

shortcomings in nuclear

plant safety and security

that have been evident

for years.

Given this reality, the United States
must take concrete steps now to address
serious shortcomings in nuclear plant
safety and security that have been evident
for years. No technology can be made
perfectly safe, but the United States can
and must do more to guard against acci-
dents as well as the threat of terrorist
attacks on reactors and spent fuel pools.

The Responsible Parties
Nuclear power safety and security must

be given the serious attention they de-
serve-and have not consistently re-
ceived-from the nuclear industry, the
NRC (which oversees the industry),
Congress (which oversees the NRC), and
the president (who appoints the NRC
commissioners and bears ultimate re-
sponsibility for ensuring public safety).

The industry must address known risks
and ensure that adequate safety margins
are in place to compensate for unknown

risks. Doing so is in the industry's self-
interest, because nothing would affect
public acceptance of nuclear power in

the United States as much as a serious
accident or terrorist strike. For example,
reactor owners could reduce the safety
and security risks associated with spent
fuel by transferring it from pools to dry
casks once it is cool enough. Yet for

reasons of cost, they have chosen to fill
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the pools to maximum capacity rather
than use dry casks.

The NRC must strengthen its safety
tequirements. For example, it does not
require U.S. reactor owners to plan for
and be able to cope with severe accidents
like the one that occurred at the Fuku-
shima Daiichi plant. Nor does it require
new reactors to be safer than existing

If the NRC does not

change its regulations,

new reactors will not be

significantly safer, and

as the number of

reactors increases so

will the chances of a

catastrophic event.

could result in inadequate technical
reviews of complex issues.

The president must appoint people to
the Nucdear Regulatory Commission who

will make public safety their top priority.

This is not the case today. For example,

four of the five commissioners recently

voted to extend the deadline for nuclear

power reactors to comply with fire pro-

tection regulations until 2016 at the

earliest.

Change Is Needed Now
Since its founding in 1969, the Union of

Concerned Scientists has worked to make
nuclear power safer and more secure. We

have consistently advocated most of the

measures listed below to address the seri-

ous shortcomings in U.S. nuclear plant

safety and security against terrorist attack.

So although most of these recommenda-

tions are not new. the situation in Japan

underscores their importance. We have

also developed several new recommenda-

tions in response to the Fukushima crisis.

We strongly urge the NRC to make

U.S. nuclear power safer and more secure

by adopting all the following mea-

sures, and we urge Congress and the

administration to ensure the NRC fol-

lows through on its commitments.

Key Recommendations
Below we list our top eight recommenda-
tions for changes the NRC should make
in its regulations and actions to improve
U.S. nuclear power safety and security.
The NRC should make these changes its

top priority.
A complete list of our recommen-

dations, with additional explanation of
each, follows this overview of the top
eight. If the NRC does not implement
these changes on its own, Congress
should exercise its oversight role and
require the agency to do so.

Extend Regulations to Cover
Severe Accidents
The NRC should extend the scope of

its regulations to include the prevention

and mitigation ofsevere accidents.

The NRC defines "severe" accidents as
those more serious than the so-called
"design-basis" accidents that U.S. reactors
are designed to withstand. While unlikely,
severe accidents can occur-as in Fuku-
shima-and can cause substantial dam-
age to the reactor core and failure of the
containment building, leading to large
releases of radiation. However. NRC
regulations are focused on design-basis
accidents and are far less stringent in

ones. Because additional safety features

generally entail additional costs, safer

designs may lose out in the marketplace

to those that reduce costs by cutting safety
features.' If the NRC does not change its
regulations, new reactors will not be

significantly safer, and as the number of
reactors increases so will the chances of a

catastrophic event.
The NRC must also consistently en-

force its regulations. Even when the
agency has imposed strong standards,
serious safety problems have continued

to arise because of lax enforcement. For

example, following a serious fire at an

Alabama plant in 1975, the NRC issued
fire protection regulations in 1980 and
again in 2004. Yet today, more than three
dozen reactors still do not comply with
either set of regulations (despite the fact

that fire remains a dominant risk factor

for reactor core damage).
Congress must take its oversight role

seriously and ensure that the NRC does

its job well. Moreover, Congress should

not order the NRC to further "stream-

line" its regulations and processes, which

2 UNION OF CONCERED SCIENTISTS
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addressing severe accidents. For example,

-" .. the agency does not evaluate or rest the
severe accident management guidelines

that reactor owners have voluntarily de-
veloped, so neither the NRC nor the

public can be confident these guidelines
would be effective. Extending NRC re-
quirements, inspections, and enforcement
to cover a wide range of severe accident
conditions would ensure that effective
plans and the equipment needed to deal
with such accidents are put inplace. (See
recommendation 1 below.)

The safety and security

risks associated with

spent fuel would be

reduced by transferring

the fuel from pools to

dry casks once it is cool

enough.

Strengthen Emergency Planning
Requirements
7The NRC should ensure that everyone

at signofcant riskfrom a severe acci-

dent-notjust people within the arbi-

trary 1O-mile zone currently used for

emergency planning-is protected

In the United Stares, emergency planning
for a nuclear reactor accident is limited
to a 10-mile radius around the reactor.
Yet the U.S. government advised Ameri-

/- cans within 50 miles of the FuLkushima
Daiichi reactors to evacuate-a decision

\--•J' validated by the high contamination
levels recorded well beyond 10 miles from
the plant. A severe accident at a U.S.

reactor could similarly require the evacu-
ation of people outside the 10-mile plan-
ning zone and other protective measures
to avoid high radiation exo-ures. The NRC
should therefore require reactor owners
to develop emergency plans for a larger
area, based on a scientific assessment of
the populations at risk for each reactor
site. (See recommendation 3 below.)

Move Spent Fuel to Dry Casks
The ANRCshould require plant owners to

transferfiecifrom storagepools to dry c=6k
when the fuel has cooled enough to do so.

The Fukushima crisis illustrated the dan-
gers of keeping spent fuel in storage pools
when the plant lost power needed to cool

its pools. It is still unclear whether cool-
ing was resumed in time to prevent the
spent fuel from overheating and melting,

,-•and releasing radiation. However, the

( ent fuel pools at U.S. reactors could
\_/have fared worse, since they are far more

densely packed than those at Fukushima
and pose even greater hazards.

The safery and security risks associated
with spent fuel wouid be reduced by
transferring the fuel from pools to dry
casks once it is cool enough (i.e., five years
after removal from the reactor). With less
fuel in the pools, the remaining fuel
would be easier to keep cool if power is
lost, and less radiation would be released
in the event of an accident or terrorist
attack. However, because dry casks are
expensive, reactor owners .ave chosen to
fill their pools to maximum capacity, and
the NRC has not required owners to
transfer their spent fuel to dry casks. (See
recommendation 4 below.)

Enforce Fire Protection Regulations
The NRC should compel the owners
of more than three dozen reactors to
comply with fire protection regulations
they currently violate.
Because a fire can disable both primary
and backup emergency systems, it is a
leading risk factor for reactor core dam-
age. Following a 1975 fire at the Browns
Ferry nuclear plant in Alabama, the NRC
issued regulations in 1980 intended to
reduce the fire hazard at all reactors, and
it amended those regulations in 2004 to
provide an alternative option for compli-
ance. However, more than three dozen
reactors still do not comply with these
fire protection regulations, and their own-
ers have made no firm commitments to
comply anytime soon. (See recommenda-
tion 7 below.)

SetTimeliness Goals for Safety Issues

7Te NRC should apply the same type

of timeliness goals to nuclear plant

safety that it does for business-related

requests from reactor owners.

The NRC has established goals for com-

pleting business dealings in a timely man-

ner, but has not done so for resolving

outstanding safety issues. By treating safe-

ry with the same urgency it gives to busi-

ness dealings, the agency can provide the

robust, timely oversight that is needed.

(See recommendation 8 below.)

Improve Protection against

Terrorist Attacks
The NRC should mnake more realistic

assumptions about the capabilities of

terrorists who might attack a nuclear

power plant, and these assumptions
should be reviewed by U.S. intelligence

agencies.

Current assumptions about potential
attackers are unrealistically modest and do

not reflect real-world threats. For example,

they may ignore the possibility that ter-

rorist groups could use rocket-propelled

grenades-a weapon widely used by in-
surgents around the world. New as-

sumptions developed by the NRC

should be reviewed by an interagency

body that includes the intelligence com-

munity, the National Nuclear Security

Administration, and the Department of

Homeland Security. (See recommenda-

tion 15 below.)

Strengthen Safety Standards for

New Reactor Designs
The NRC should require any new

reactors to be safer than existing reactors.

Current policy only requires advanced
reactors to provide the same level of pro-

tection as existing reactors-most of

which were built at least 30 years ago. To

ensure that any new nuclear plant is sig-

nificantly safer than existing ones, the

NRC should require features designed to

prevent severe accidents and to mitigate

such an accident if one occurs. (See rec-

ommendation 18 below.)
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' Assign an Appropriate Value to

._ Human Life in Cost-Benefit Analyses
The NRC should increase the value of
human life in its analyses so it is consis-
tent with other government agencies.
The NRC currently uses a dollar value for

a human life that is only one-half to one-
third the value used by other agencies.
Bringing that value in line would have a
major effect on nuclear plant license re-
newals and new reactor approvals: plant
owners would have to add safety features
that the NRC now considers too expen-
sive (because it underestimates the value

of the lives that could be saved). (See rec-
ommendation 20 below.)

All Recommendations
in Detail
Preventing and Mitigating the
Effects of Severe Accidents
The NRC considers some accidents likely
enough that a nuclear reactor cannot be
licensed unless it has been designed
to withstand them; these are termed
'design-basis" accidents. The worst such

'-> accident-as defined by the NRC-

involves the partial melting of the fuel in
the reactor core, but not the rupture of
the reactor vessel or large releases of ra-
diation from the containment building.
Yet reactors that can withstand design-
basis accidents are still vulnerable to
"beyond-design-basis" or "severe" acci-
dents, which the NRC considers so un-
likely that reactors need not be able to
withstand them.

While severe accidents are less likely
than design-basis accidents, they are still
feasible and could result from a wide
variety of events, including an extended
loss of power, fire, or natural disaster.
A severe accident (such as that at Fuku-
shima) will result in substantial damage
to the reactor core fuel and could result
in failure of the containment building,
leading to large releases of radiation.

Because the NRC has addressed severe
accident issues on an ad hoc basis, most
measures designed to prevent and miti-

)gate them are voluntary. The accident at
,- Fukushima has shown that the NRC

4 UNION OF CONCERNED SCIENTISTS

must give a higher priority to such mea-
sures. Specifically:

1. The NRC should extend the scope
of regulations to include the prevention
and mitigation ofsevere accidents.
NRC regulations are focused on design-
basis accidents and for the most part do
nor address severe accidents. For example,
because NRC regulations do not require
reactor owners to develop severe accident
management guideiines, the agency does
not evaluate or test guide!ines that own-
ers have developed voluntarily. As a con-
sequence, neither the NRC nor the public
can be confident such guidclines wou!d
be effective.

The NRC requires reactor owners to
have plans to cope with the loss of large
areas of a plant due to explosion and fire,
such as would result from an aircraft
attack. However, these plans would not
generally protect reactors against any
severe accident-since the equipment or
the area in which it is stored may not be
designed to withstand an earthquake or
other natural disaster.

Plant owners and the NRC need to
re-evaluate these plans in light of Fuku-
shima to judge whether the), are realistic.
In particular, high levels of radioactive
contamination may make it impossible
for workers to access key equipment or
vital areas of the plant. Both parties must
also determine how to safely manage any
contaminated water if normal cooling is
lost and the reactor cores and spent fuel
pools need to be manually cooled with
outside water.

Extending NRC requirements, inspec-
tions, and enforcement to cover a wide
range of severe accident conditions would
ensure that effective plans and the equip-
ment needed to deal with such accidents
are put in place.

2. The NRC should require reactor
owners to develop and test emergency
procedures for situations when no AC
or DCpower is available for an
extended period
While the Fukushima accident was pre-
cipitated by an earthquake and tsunami,

the direct cause was the loss of both off-
site and on-site AC power-a situation
known as a station blackout-leaving
only DC power from batteries available.
The Atomic Energy Commission (the
NRC's predecessor) proposed regulations

Most measures designed

to prevent and mitigate

severe accidents are

voluntary. The accident

at Fukushima has shown

that the NRC must give

a higher priority to such

measures.

to address station blackouts as early as
1974 but the nuclear industry opposed
those requirements, contending that a
station blackout simply could not hap-
pen. The NRC finally issued a regulation
in 1988 aimed at minimizing this risk;
nevertheless, the Vogde nuclear plant in
Georgia experienced a station blackout
less than two years later.

The NRC requires U.S. plants to have
a strategy for coping with a station black-
out of up to 16 hours, assuming that
workers will be able to restore reliable AC
power within this time. In developing
this requirement, the NRC ignored the
possibility of events-such as severe
earthquakes-that could disrupt a plant's
surrounding infrastructure for an extend-
ed period, as was the case at Fukushima.
Reactor owners should instead be re-
quired to handle events in which AC
power remains unavailable for a longer
period of time, and in which both AC
and DC power are unavailable.

3. The NRC should modif eme•gency
planning requirements to ensure that
everyone at significant risk from a severe
accident-notjust people within the
arbitrary 10-mile planning zone-
is protected
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In the United States, emergency planning
to protect the public from direct exposure
to radioactive fallout during a severe nu-
clear accident is limited to the area within
10 miles of each reactor. People within
this zone could be evacuated and receive
potassium iodide tablets to help prevent
thyroid cancer (to which children are
especially vulnerable). Following the
Japanese earthquake, however, the U.S.
government advised Americans within a
50-mile radius of the Fukushima Daiichi
reactors to evacuate-a decision later
validated by the high contamination
levels found well beyond 10 miles from
the plant.

If a severe accident occurred in which
radiation was released from the contain-
ment structure, some people inside the
10-mile zone could be exposed to imme-
diately life-threatening levels of radiation,
while people well outside the zone could
be exposed to levels high enough to cause
a significant increase in cancer risk. This
risk could be minimized by expanding
the emergency planning zone so that
more people could be evacuated and

have access to potassium iodide, which
could be important to children more than
100 miles downwind. The NRC should
conduct a science-based assessment of
every reactor site to determine the popu-
lations most at risk from a severe nuclear
accident, then revise its emergency plan-
ning requirements accordingly.

Also, emergency response plans as-
sume that a reactor accident would not
be accompanied by another disaster or
emergency that would tax emergency re-
sponse resources, but the scale of the
overlapping disasters in Japan over-
whelmed those resources. An interagency
corrtmittee including the NRC and the
Deparrnent of Homeland Securit- should
therefore revisit federal, state, and local
emergency response plans to ensure they
account for the possibility of overlapping
disasters.

Improving the Safety and Security
of Spent Fuel
While concerns about nuclear power
safety are often focused on the fuel in the
reactor, spent fuel stored in pools can also

While concerns about

nuclear power safety are

often focused on the

fuel in the reactor, spent

fuel stored in pools can

also be a major source

of radiation during

an accident.

be a major source of radiation during an
accident. If the pool is drained for even
a few hours, or the cooling system is in-
terrupted for several days, the spent fuel
could overheat and its cladding could
break open, leading to the release of
radiation.

Moreover, spent fuel pools are located
outside the robust primary containment
structure that surrounds the reactor ves-
sel, so any radiation released from the



spent fuel pool is more likely to reach the
outside environment than radiation re-
leased from the reactor core. Spent fuel
pools are also more vulnerable than the
reactor core to a terrorist attack.

4. The NRC should require plant owners

to move spent fuel at reactor sites from

storage pools to dry casks when it has

cooled enough to do so.

The risks associated with spent fuel pools
can be reduced by placing some of the
fuel in dry casks, which are made of steel
and concrete and cooled by natural con-
vection. Spent fuel is usually cool enough
to be transferred to casks after about five

years, but U.S. reactor operators gener-
ally leave the Fuel in pools until the pools
are full. As a result, most pools contain
five times as much fuel as the reactors
themselves.

The less fuel that remains in the pool,
the longer it would take for the water ro
heat up and boil away if cooling is lost,
thus giving workers more time to solve
the problem and restore cooling. And if
an accident did occur that led to the re-
lease of radiation, less would be emitted
than if the pool was full.

5. The NRC should require reactor
owners to improve the security of e-ist-
ing dry cask storage facilities.
Dry casks at reactor sires are stored out-
doors on concrete pads. Although they
are more secure than spent fuel pools in
the event of attack, dry casks remain
vulnerable to some types of weapons.
According to vulnerability assessments
conducted by the NRC following the
9/11 attacks, certain types of explosive wea-
pons could breach some types of casks.'
However, dry casks can likely be made an
acceptably safe and economically viable
storage option for at least 50 years with
a few relatively simple modifications to
security plans and site infrastructure.'

6. The NRC should require plant owners
to significantly improve emergency
procedures and operator training for
spent fuelpool accidents.
Inadequate cooling of spent fuel pools
can result in the release of dangerous lev-
els of radiation. The NRC and the U.S.
nuclear industry have developed extensive
emergency procedures to handle design-
basis reactor core accidents, and provide
thorough operator training on their im-
plementation (although, as noted in rec-
ommendations 1 and 2, these procedures
should be improved for severe accidents).
In contrast, they have given little thought
to spent fuel pool accidents, so response
procedures are inadequate and there is
virtually no operator training for such

accidents.
Upgraded procedures and operator

training for emergency events including

Spent nuclea fuel stored in poeft is mox" vsstnwabM to sccodent . natural disasters, and atnack
than, fuel in the reactor core, and nure likely to release radiato*n Into the atmosphare.

rycks a. we mo secure than spent fuel pools, and with a few molifications could likely be made
a viable storage option for at least 50 years.
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station blackouts should include provi-
sions for:
" Monitoring the condition of the

inflatable seals that make the pool
gates watertight

" Restoring power in a timely manner
to the pool's cooling system and the
system providing air to the inflatable
seals. This could be done, for example,
by connecting these systems to the
emergency diesel generators or by
providing temporary genera:ors.

" Monitoring pool temperature and
water level

Making Existing Reactors Safer

Although existing reactors are designed
to withstand design-basis accidents, many
are vulnerable to such accidents because
they do nor comply with certain impor-
tant safety regulations. While reactor
owners can be faulted for this shortsighted
behavior, the NRC is too tolerant of
known safety violations. Owners also
need to do a better job of identifying
safety problems before they occur-
including the degradation of aging equip-
ment, which will become more problem-
atic as the NRC extends reactor licenses.

In addition, safety problems can arise
when reactors use certain types of fuel:
"high burn-up" fuel and plutonium-based
mixed-oxide fuel. The former is more vul-
nerable ro damage during some types of
design-basis accidents, and the latter in-
creases the risk of some types of severe
accidents as well as the risk to public
health from such accidents.

7. The NRC should enforce its fire
protection regulations and compel the
owners of more than three dozen
reactors to comply with regulations
they currently violate.
Because a fire can destroy a nuclear plant's
main and backup emergency systems, it
is one of the most likely ways in which a
reactor core can be seriously damaged,
resulting in a release of radioactivity. Fol-
lowing a fire at the Browns Ferry nuclearO plant in Alabama, the NRC issued regu-
lations in 1980 intended to reduce the
fire hazard at all reactors. Twenty years

A serious fire at Alabama's Browns Ferry nudlar piant spurred the NRC to issue fire protection
re.gultions In 19S0 (and again in 20041, but more than three dazen reactors still do not comply.

Because a fire can

destroy a reactor's main

and backup emergency

systems, it is one of the

most likely ways in which

a reactor core can be

seriously damaged,

resulting in a release

of radioactivity.

later, the agency discovered that dozens
of reactors failed to meet those regulations
and were therefore being operated with
undue risk of serious damage from fires.
The NRC developed an alternative set of
fire protection regulations in 2004-the
"NFPA 805 option"-and required plant
owners to comply with either these or the
1980 regulations. The owners of nearly

40 U.S. reactors announced their in-
tention to comply with the NFPA 805
option, but more than three dozen reac-
tors still do not comply with either set of
regulations, and their owners have made
no firm commitments to address this fire
risk anytime soon.' Moreover, in June
2011, four of the five NRC commis-
sioners voted to extend the deadline for
compliance until 2016.

The NFPA 805 option is based on
a probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) of
various fire hazards and associated pro-
tection measures. As we discuss in re-
commendation 22, however, there are
significant flaws in the NRC's PRAs, so
reactor owners should nor be allowed to
choose the NFPA 805 option until the
agency has corrected those flaws.

8. The NRC should establish timeliness

goalsfrr resolving safrty issues while con-
tinuing to meet its timeliness goals for
business-related requests from reactor

owners.
In addition to overseeing the safety and
security of U.S. reactors, the NRC is
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responsible for business matters such as
granting construction and operating
licenses for new reactors, extending the
licenses of existing reactors, and amend-
ing licenses to allow for increased power
output.

Unfortunately, the NRC often places
business ahead of safety. In particular, the
agency has established goals for complet-
ing business dealings in a timely manner,
but has not done so for resolving out-
standing safety issues.

The problem is evident in the periodic
reports the NRC submits to Congress
detailing its progress on both safety and
business matters) For example, its No-
vember 2010 report indicated that in
2009 and 2010 the agency met its goal
of approving 90 percent of new business
within one year and 100 percent within
two years. Conversely, five "generic" safe-
ty issues-unresolved problems affecting
numerous operating reactors-had no
timetable for resolution, and one of the
five-affecting nearly 20 reactors-has
been unresolved since 1996.6

IfeNCrqurdpatow~It s It- intpt.~tion techniques, workar at South Carolhnas
Summer nuclear plant would have de~a~rted a "rck ir a p~po cong,.cted to Ott reactor v*xiel *artý,er

9. The NRC should treat generic and
unique safety issues alike. Until a gener-
ic issue is resolved, the NRC sho uld ac-
count for it as a potential riskfactor in
its safety analyses and decision making
related to all affected reactors.
When a safety problem affects--or could
affect-more than one nuclear plant, the
NRC labels it a generic safety issue and
treats it separately from problems unique
to individual plants. The agency assesses
the risk associated with each generic issue
by assuming that all other plant sys-
tems are fully functional and reliable;
it similarly assesses the risk associated
with unique problems at individual reac-
tors by assuming that generic issues do
not exist. This approach prevents the
NRC from accurately assessing the over-

all risk from a combination of unique and
generic problems.

The NRC usually has 6 to 10 generic
safety issues open at any given time,
and often takes more than a decade to
rectify these problems. In the meantime,
these unresolved issues may increase the

8 UNION OF CONCERNED SCIENTISTS

The NRC often places

business ahead of safety.

In particular, the agency

has established goals

for completing business

dealings in a timely way,

but has not done so for

resolving outstanding

safety issues.

likelihood of an accident or worsen its
consequences.

One example is related to the emer-
gency pumps of the 69 U.S. pressurized-
water reactors (PWRs). In 1979 the NRC
determined that steam and water jet-
ting from a broken pipe during an acci-
dent could dislodge pipe insulation and

equipment coatings, which could clog the
emergency pumps needed to cool the

reactor core. Yet the agency assigned a
very low probability to emergency pump
failure because it ignored the possibility
of an accident involving a broken pipe.
Having understated this risk, the .genc
did not require reactor owners to address
the problem until the end of 2007, bur
even now some 20 reactors are still not
in compliance.'

10. The NRC should require plant owners
to use multiple inspection techniques to
ensure detection of any degradation in
aging, high-risk equipment.
The periodic inspections and safety
equipment tests required by NRC regu-
lations do not use techniques varied
enough to detect problems with high con-
fidence, which is especially important for
aging equipment that is slowly deterio-
rating. For example, when one of the larg-
est pipes connected to the reactor vessel
at South Carolinais Summer nuclear plant
began leaking in 2000, workers discov-
ered a crack in the pipe. Past inspections
had missed the crack because the sonar-
like probe being used lifted off the outer
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surface of the pipe as it moved onto a
nozzle with a larger diameter. The result-
ing air gap masked signs of the crack.
Other inspection methods that are not
vulnerable to this problem would have

detected the crack earlier.

11. The NRC should require plant
owners to periodically inspect equip-
ment outside the scope of normal
inspections, both to determine whether
that scope is appropriate and to detect
problems before safety margins are
compromised.
Because monitoring every square inch of
a nuclear plant would be impractical, in-
spections target equipment and structures
considered most vulnerable to degrada-
tion. When workers discover degradation
outside the scope of their inspections, the
scope is enlarged to include the suspect
equipment or plant areas in all future
inspections. However, the NRC does not
require plant owners to periodically in-
spect equipment and structures consid-
ered less vulnerable.8

For example, in 2002 operators shut
down Unit I at Illinois' Quad Cities nu-
clear plant when the beam holding down
a pump inside the reactor vessel broke
apart and pieces of the beam damaged
one of the other pumps. Workers had
frequently inspected the beam at its
two ends, where it was believed cracks
were most likely to form, but the beam
cracked in its middle. Had the scope of
these inspections occasionally extended
to the entire beam, the crack would likely
have been discovered before the beam
broke apart.

12. The NRC should revise its regula-

tions for the licensing of "high burn-up"
fuel to ensure paublic safety, and restrict
how this fuel is used until the revisions

are complete.
Over the last couple of decades, reactor
owners have increasingly used high bum-
up fuels that can be left in the reactor for
a longer period of time, allowing fuel to
be replaced every other year rather than
once a year. However, the NRC approved
these fuels without fully understanding

the problems that can occur by irradiat-
ing them for an extended period of time.
For example, high burn-up fiuels are more
vulnerable to damage during certain types
of design-basis accidents, including those
where coolant is lost or control rods are

ejected. 9 The NRC has now known about
these problems for more than a decade
but is responding slowly due to industry

The use of mixed-

oxide fuel increases the

probability of certain

types of severe accidents

and the magnitude of

the environmental and

health impacts of such

a severe accident.

resistance. As a result, a significant
quantity of fuel in U.S. reactors today
may not be able to withstand design-basis
accidents.

13. The U.S. government should
prohibit the use ofplutonium-bearing
mixed-oxide (MOX)fuel in reactors,
and end the program to produce MOX
fuelfrom excess weapons plutonium.
The United States is currently construct-
ing a facility that would produce MOX
fuel for commercial reactors using the
plutonium from dismantled nuclear
weapons, and the French company Areva
has proposed to build a U.S. facility that
would reprocess spent fuel and use the
resulting plutonium to make MOX fuel.
However, the use of such fuel increases
the probability of certain types of severe
accidents (such as those in which core
damage would result from the ejection of
control rods) and the magnitude of the
health and environmental impacts of such
a severe accident."0

Because MOX fuel contains greater
amounts of highly radiotoxic plutonium

and heavier elements than standard low-
enriched uranium fuel, it could increase
the number of deaths resulting from a
severe accident by 25 to 100 percent, de-
pending on whether the plutonium
comes from weapons or spent reactor
fuel." MOX fuel should therefore be
banned, and excess plutonium from
weapons should be blended with radio-
active waste, encased in glass or a ceramic
material, and disposed of in a long-term
repository.

Ensuring the Continued Safety
of Reactors with Renewed Licenses
When the NRC revises regulations or
adopts new ones (as when a generic safety
issue has been resolved), it sometimes
grandfathers" (or exempts) existing reac-

tors from these regulations. For example,
in 1985 the NRC required new reactors
to incorporate design features that would
make their sump screens less likely to
become clogged with debris during an
accident, but exempted existing reactors.
Such exemptions continue to apply even
when a reactor receives a 20-year license
extension, despite the fact that aging

By requirin wokers to periodiclly inspect
equipment ousd 'dw sscope. of normial Inspections,
mo" poblems w•i be detected before saftny
margins are e-mpromised.
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reactors are more likely to develop some
types of safety problems.

14. Before granting a license renewa/
the NRC should review all differences
between current regulations and any
past decisions specific to the aging
reactor, to confirm that these differences
will not compromise public safety going
forward.
When the NRC reviews an application
to renew a reactor's operating license, it
never revisits its past decisions. Thus, it
never considers whether an exemption
granted in the past should remain in effect
for an additional 20 years of operation.
The agency should determine whether
requirements that apply to a specific re-
actor could compromise public health
and safety during the next 20 years com-
pared with current regulations, and if
that is the case, apply the current regula-
tions instead.

Making Existing Reactors More Secure
against Terrorist Attacks

Existing reactors are not as secure as they
could-and should-be. NRC assump-
tions about potential attackers are un-
realistically modest, so reactor owners
are not required to defend against real-
world threats. Moreover, in recent "force-

on-force" tests the NRC conducts to
determine whether security personnel can
defend a plant against a mock attack,
more than 10 percent of plants failed the
NRC's modest scenarios-even though
plant owners are given advance notice of
the tests.

15. The NRC should revise its assump-
tions about terrorists'capabilities to
ensure nuclearplants are adequately
protected against credible threats, and
these assumptions should be reviewed
by U.S. intelligence agencies.
The NRC's "design-basis threat" (DBT)
defines the size and abilities of a terrorist
group that a nuclear facility must be able
to repel. Before 9/11 the DBT consisted

of three attackers armed with nothing
more sophisticated than handheld auto-
matic rifles, working with a single insider

0

Ewi- though pla-t ow,"*m are girmn avnenotic, of mock attacks, th~ir &eert forr. t04, ef,
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whose role was limited to providing
information about the facilicy and its de-
fenses. The DBT was upgraded post-
9111, but stili does not reflect real-world
threats. For example, it may ignore the
possibility that terrorists would use rocket-
propelled grenades-a weapon used by
insurgents around the world.

The assumptions underlying the DBT
should be reviewed by an interagency
body that includes the intelligence com-
munity, the National Nuclear Security
Administration, and the Department of
Homeland Security.

16. The NRC should modify the way
it judges force-on-force security exercises
by assessing a plant's '"argin to failure,"
rather than whether the plant merely
passes or fails.
"The NRC's current approach only recog-
nizes whether or not a plant owner's
security force is able to prevent the de-
struction of an entire "target set" that
would result in core damage, No distinc-

tion is made between good and barely
adequate performance. Several years ago,
the NRC proposed to enhance its evalu-
ation system by incorporating margin to

failure (i.e., how close the plant came to
suffering core damage), but the proposal
was opposed by the industry and has not
been adopted.

17. The U.S. government should
establish a program for licensing private
security guards that would require
successfl completion ofa federally
supervised training course and periodic
recertification.
Given the poor performance demon-
strated in force-on-force exercises, there
is currently no assurance that reactot
owners can defend their reactors against
DBT-level attacks. By establishing a rig-
orous training and licensing program for
reactor guards, the federal government
would help ensure that adequate security
standards are met.

Making New Reactors Safer and
More Secure against Terrorist Attacks
Any expansion of nuclear power in the
United States would provide an oppor-
tunity to build safer, more secure reac-
tors-if mandated by the NRC. In the
absence of stronger safety and security
standards, the industry will keep its costs
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down by meeting but not exceeding the
current standards.

18. 77e NRC should require new reactor
designs to be safer than existing reactors.
In 1986, the NRC issued a policy requir-
ing advanced reactors to provide merely
the same level of protection as existing
reactors. Instead, any new reactors should
have additional features designed to
prevent severe accidents, to mitigare a
severe accident if one should occur, and
to reduce reliance on operator interven-
tions during an accident (which are
inherently less dependable than built-in
measures).

For example, a containment building
designed to withstand the high pressures
that can occur in a severe accident de-
creases the risk ofradiarion escaping into
the environment. Yet some reactor types
do nor have such containment buildings
and therefore require electrically powered
systems such as hydrogen igniters to
maintain the building's structural integ-

1/-•,N rity. Moreover, the trend in new reactor
designs is to reduce the size and strength

. of containment buildings.

19. The NRC should require new reac-
tor designs to be more secure against
land- and water-based terrorist attacks.
Nine years after 9/11, the NRC required
new reactor designs to incorporate fea-
tures that would enhance the reactor's
ability to withstand an airplane attack,
either by maintaining the structural in-
tegrity of the containment building and
spent fuel pool or by maintaining cool-
ing of the core and spent fuel pool if
structural integrity is lost. But the NRC
rejected a proposal that would also require
features designed to reduce vulnerability
to land- and water-based attacks. All
potential modes of attack need to be
addressed.

Improving the NRC's Cost-Benefit
and Risk-Informed Analyses
In deciding whether to require reactor
owners to undertake a safety retrofit, the

\ NRC often conducts a cost-benefit analy-
-- , /sis that compares the costs of the retrofit

with the dollar value of the lives that
would potentially be saved. However,
the results of these analyses are skewed
because the NRC uses a much lower fig-
ure for the value of a human life than the

In the absence of

stronger safety and

security standards, the

industry will keep its

costs down by meeting

but not exceeding the

current standards.

rest of the U.S. government. Moreover,
these analyses only account for potential
damage to fuel in the reactor, nor in spent
fuel pools.

There are also serious problems with
the way the NRC uses probabilistic analy-
ses to assess the risks of different types of
accidents, which may have the effect of
underestimating the actual risks. For ex-
ample, the agency's analyses do not fully
account for the risks of earthquakes and
extreme weather.

20. The NRC should increase the value
it assigns to a human life in its cost-
benefit analyses so the value is consistent
with other government agencies.
U.S. agencies other than the NRC place
a value on a human life of between
$5 million and $9 million. The NRC-
despite the Office of Management and
Budget's recent warning that it would be
difficult to justify a value below $5 mil-
lion-has continued to value a human
life at $3 million since 1995."2

Bringing the NRC's calculations in
line with other agencies would have a
major effect on nuclear plant license re-
newals and new reactor approvals: plant
owners would have to add safety features
that the NRC now considers too expen-
sive (because it underestimates the value
of the lives that could be saved).

21. 77je NRCsbouldrequireplantoumem
to calculate the risk offuel damage in
spent fuel pools as well as reactor cores
in all safety analyses.
Reactor owners' cost-benefit analyses of
safety problems do not consider the risks
of damage to fuel in spent fuel pools, yet
the pools' cooling systems are often cou-
pled to other plant systems. By ignoring
these risks, reactor owners underestimate
the potential costs ofsome types of severe
accidents.

22. The NRC should not make decisions
about reactor safety using probabilistic
risk assessments (PRAs) until it has cor-
rected its flawed application of this tooL
PRAs, which the NRC and the nuclear
industry use for a variety of purposes, can
be a valuable tool when used appropri-
ately." For example, because inspecting
every inch of pipe in a nuclear plant is
not feasible, PRAs can determine which
portions of pipe have the greatest risk of
failure or would cause the most damage
ifa failure occurred, and should therefore
receive priority during inspections. PRAs
are also used to assess the possibility that
multiple safety systems might fail and
cause a reactor meltdown.

However, UCS, the Government
Accountability Office, the NRC inspec-
tot general, the NRC Advisory Commit-
tee on Reactor Safeguards, and the NRC
itself have all documented serious prob-
lems with the agency's PRAs, including
omission of key data, inconsistent as-
sumptions and methodology, and inad-
equate quality standards. For example,
the NRC does not require that PRAs in-
clude a rigorous evaluation of seismic
risks, even though earthquakes may be
one of the biggest potential contributors
to core damage.

To be valid, PRAs must include all in-
ternal and external events that could lead
to an accident. They must address all
modes of operation (including shutdown
and low-power modes), incorporate rig-
orous uncertainty analyses, and meet
strict quality assurance standards. T'he
NRC must also account for a wider range
of potential accident consequences by
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including more conservative assumptions
about weather and other variables (e.g.,

by using results for the ninety-fifth

percentile rather than the average).

Ensuring Public Participation
Public input has long played an im-

portant role in the NRC's process for

licensing power plants, and the agency

has admitted that the public's participa-

tion has improved safety on numerous

occasions." Nevertheless, the NRC has

effectively limited such participation by

eliminating the public's right to discovery

and cross-examination.

Public input has

improved safety on

numerous occasions.

Nevertheless, the NRC

has effectively limited

such participation by

eliminating the public's

right to discovery and

cross-examination.

23. The NRC should fidly restore the

public's right to obtain information and

question witnesses in hearings about

changes to existing power plant licenses

and applications for new licenses.

When the NRC announced in 2004

that it was rejecting the public's right to

discovery and cross-examination during

licensing hearings, the attorneys general

of five states voiced their opposition to

the change, but the agency adopted it

anyway. Neighbors of existing and pro-

posed reactors deserve to play an active

part in the licensing process.
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1OP PLBLISHING JOCa'NL or RADIOLOGICAL PROTECTION

J. Radjol. Prot. 31 t2011)" 167-176 doi: 10. 10880952-4746/31/2/E02

EDITORIAL

And now, Fukushima

©REUTERS/Digit alGlobe.

For the September 2007 issue of Journal of Rodiological Protection I wrote an editorial to
mark the 50th anniversary of the reactor fire at Windscale Pile No 1, Sellafield [I] Then.
for the March 2011 issue I wrote an editorial to review what we have learnt about health
effects arising from the accident at the Chernobyl nuclear power station 25 years ago [2]:
little did I think at the time that I would be writing an editorial for the June 2011 issue about
another serious release of radioactive material from a nuclear reactor. However. on I I March
2011 a powerful magnitude 9 earthquake occurred off the north-eastern coast of Japan. which
generated a substantial tsunami that struck the shore and caused devastating damage over a
wide area. The earthquake and. in particular. the tsunami, had a disastrous impact upon the
Fukushima Dai-ichi (No I) nuclear power station (NPS). which was to become the centre of
world attention as a consequence.

Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS, operated by the Tokyo Electric Power Company (TEPCO). is
situated on the eastern coast of the main Japanese island of Honshu about 225 km north of
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Tokyo, and consists of six boiling water reactors (BWRs)', three of which (Units I to 3) were
operating at the time of the earthquake. No fuel was present in Reactor 4 on I I March (it was
shut down at the end of November 2010 and then completely defuelled), but Reactors 5 and 6
still contained fuel (they were shut down at the beginning of January 2011 and the middle of
August 2010, respectively)--Units 5 and 6 are positioned on the Fukushima Dai-ichi site away
from Units I to4, which are located together. Reactors 1 (electrical power -0.5 GW), 2 and 3
(both -0.8 GW) were designed in the 1960s and commenced operation during 1971-76, and
all three reactors shut-down automatically during the earthquake (i.e. the sustained nuclear
fission chain reactions ceased on full insertion into the fuel core of the control rods); external
electrical power to the site was interrupted by the earthquake and the back-up diesel generators
started up to provide continuity of electrical supply to emergency equipment, including the
core cooling water pumps.

However, the large tsunami (reportedly -'14 in high at Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS) resulting
from the earthquake overwhelmed the site's sea defences (5.7 m in height) and disabled the heat
exchangers (where excess heat from fuel is dumped) and also the diesel generators (located
in the basements of the turbine buildings), so that the site services were then dependent on
back-up batteries, which could only supply limited power for a short period. The operators
then faced the dire situation of three BWR cores that were still physically hot from recent
fission power and more importantly generating significant heat (a few tens of MW) from
the radioactive decay of fission products, without the systems designed to cool the fuel in the
relatively compact cores--it is a loss of coolant accident ('LOCA') that the emergency systems
of BWRs are primarily designed to meet. These circumstances led to a series of serious events
at the Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS. This editorial is based upon my understanding of the situation
at and around the Fukushima Dai-ichi site as of the beginning of May 2, but certain aspects are
still not clear as I write.

The inability to cool the cores of Reactors I to 3 led to increasing temperatures, boiling
of water and rising pressures due to steam generation in the cylindrical steel reactor pressure

. ) vessels (RPVs) containing the fuel assemblies. To relieve the pressure steam was released from
the RPVs, as designed, into the surrounding primary containment vessels (PCVs)--substantial
steel-lined concrete structures, flask-like in shape, that are connected to large toroidal water-
filled pressure suppression chambers positioned below the PCVs, designed to condense steam,
which in turn are surrounded by the concrete reactorbuilding acting as secondary containment.
However, the generation of steam was such that pressure in the PCVs increased steadily, which
required the venting of gases to prevent PCV pressures becoming excessively high. Meanwhile,
water levels in the RPVs were falling and the fuel assemblies were becoming exposed so that
steam was reacting with zirconium in the hot fuel cladding to produce hydrogen. Further,
exposed fuel pins were reaching a temperature that led to major fuel assembly damage: cracks
in the cladding, and probably also melting of the fuel itself. This damage released fission
products from the fuel: principally radioisotopes of noble gases (krypton and xenon) and
of the volatile elements iodine, tellurium and caesium. As a consequence, the PCV venting
operations released not only steam, but also hydrogen and a variety of radionuclides.

Mobile diesel generators were brought to the site to supply electricity for emergency

Basic information on the BWRs at Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS can be found at hntpJ/iww.oecd-nea.org/press/201 I/
BWR-basics=Fukus.sima.pdf.
2 1 have used a number of sources of information available on the web. Particularly informative are the websites

of IAEA, WHO, various Japanese government ministries, agencies and other bodies, TEPCO. DOE, GRS, IRSN.
ZAMG. and NHK World, although other websites also provide useful information. Prior to a dctailed review of the
events at Fukushirna Dal-ichi NPS. some sources of information have to be treated with cireurnspeccion as they are
based more upon speculation than fact. I am also grateful to Japanese colleagues who have translated information
from Japanese soures. particutarly to Professor Suminori Akiba.
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equipment, and in an attempt to keep the fuel pins covered with water, borated seawater
(boron, a 'neutron poison', was added to prevent re-criticality in the fuel) was injected into the
RPVs through hose-pipes using temporary pumps--this was an act of desperation because the
salt in the seawater could deposit on valves, possibly inhibiting their proper function, and also
present corrosion problems, and it was certainly the end of these reactors as operational Units.
However, the primary objective was to provide at least partial cooling of the fuel through
the injection of cold water into the RPVs and evaporation of water in the cores, although
significant fuel damage had already occurred during the period when cooling was absent.
External electricity supplies were partially restored to the site on 20 March, and fresh water
became available for cooling towards the end of March.

On 12 March, a dramatic hydrogen explosion blew the panelling off the sides and roof of
the operations floor at the top of Unit ]--hydrogen had accumulated in the roof-space above
the secondary containment building and reacted explosively with oxygen in the air. This was
followed by a similar, but larger, hydrogen explosion in the roof-space of Unit 3 on 14 March.
In contrast, no external manifestation of a hydrogen explosion was apparent in Unit 2, but
the sound of an internal explosion was heard in the early morning of 15 March, which looks
to have ruptured the pressure suppression chamber and breached the containment, releasing
significant quantities of radionuclides into the surroundings.

A savage twist in the tale came in the role played by the interim spent fuel storage ponds,
situated adjacent to the tops of the reactors on the operations floor. Unit 4 was of particular
concern because all the fuel had been discharged from the reactor after shut down at the
end of November 2010. so the pond contained more than 1300 spent fuel assemblies. Loss
of electrical supply and damage to heat exchangers meant that the pond water could not be
cooled so that the temperature of the water in all six interim storage ponds and in the separate
common storage pond rose steadily. Water levels fell in the interim storage ponds, although
it is not clear at present whether this was solely due to evaporation or if structural damage to
the ponds had also contributed. In Unit 4 on 15 March, there was an explosion in the top of
the building near the fuel pond. followed by a fire; apparently this was due to the generation
of hydrogen by the fuel assemblies in the pond.

Although the activity of the fuel in the interim storage ponds will have fallen substantially
since the shut-down of the reactors--for example, in the Unit 4 pond the activity of 1311
(11/2 = 8 days) in the fuel that was present in the reactor at shut-down at the end of November
will have decreased by a factor of -5000 by 15 March-it is, nonetheless, highly radioactive,
and of some significance is that the surfaces of the interim storage ponds are separated from the.
environment only by the weatherproofing panels surrounding the operations floors. Further.
the water in the ponds provides radiation shielding as well as cooling, so uncovering the fuel
produces an intense upward beam of y-radiation. this could have been one of the factors
inhibiting the extraordinary measure of dropping water from helicopters in mid-March. Water
has been directed into the storage ponds from hose-pipes positioned at ground level or on
extendable booms from 20 March. In Unit 4 in particular, there is continuing concern about
the integrity of the structure supporting the pond following the earthquake and explosion, and
a series of aftershocks together with the possibility of stronger earthquakes has heightened this
concern.

Hundreds of emergency workers battled at the Fukushima Dai-ichi site in an attempt to
keep the situation under control. It was a desperate battle, and the workers knew that in the early
days after the earthquake on II March failure to stabilise the cores could have resulted in a large
proportion of the irradiated fuel melting and major releases of radioactive material if reactor
containment had failed. The hydrogen explosions were a serious impediment to emergency
work, and several workers were injured by them. Dose-rates at the Fukushima Dai-ichi site
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spiked three times on 15-16 March, when a dose-rate of 400 roSv h-1 was measured at one
location on site.

The annual limit on the occupational effective dose of 20 mSv averaged over five years
(with, exceptionally, 50 mSv in any one year) was relaxed under the emergency conditions
pertaining at the Fukushima Dai-ichi site-initially to 100 mSv and then on 17 March to 250
mSv, as recognised may be justified under such circumstances by ICRP Publication 103 [3].
At an effective dose limit of 250 mSv there should be no early tissue reactions since threshold
doses for such deterministic effects are above this limit [31, and the average lifetime risk for
a worker of a serious cancer resulting from a whole-body dose of 250 mSv will be 1-2%,
depending on the dose-rate [3]. which compares with a background lifetime risk of 20-25%.

It seems that the radiological protection regime put in place to manage the exposure of
the emergency workers has been generally successful at limiting doses; at present a few tens
of workers have received doses exceeding 100 mSv, but less than the 250 mSv limit. An
exception was two workers who were wading in highly contaminated water, which came into
contact with the skin of their lower legs resulting in skin doses, mainly from P8-radiation, of
2-3 Gy, but seemingly with no consequent skin bums or erythema; these workers received
effective doses that approached the 250 mSv limit when internal exposures were taken into
account. On occasions circumstances at the Fukushima Dai-ichi site were such that workers
had to be temporarily evacuated for their safety, for example, when smoke was seen at various
times emerging from the damaged reactor buildings. Unmanned robots have been used to
investigate areas where high radiation fields have prevented human access. The situation at the
site was further complicated by a series of aftershocks-four in the first half of April-although
these do not appear to have significantly further damaged emergency equipment. Electricity
distribution boards for pump power were moved to high ground on 15 April to ensure that
they were not vulnerable to damage from further tsunamis. At the time of writing, the only
worker fatalities have been on I I March when three workers at Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS were
killed by non-radiological causes-one as a result of the earthquake and two when the tsunami
struck.

The Japanese authorities ordered the evacuation of people around the Fukushima Dai-
ichi site, initially on II March from an area 2 kin and then 3 km in radius, followed on 12
March by an extension to a 10 km radius and then to a 20 km radius later that day. This early
evacuation was carried out to remove the public from the area most likely to be affected by a
major release of radioactive material. The evacuation (involving nearly 200000 people) was
essentially completed on 15 March. Those in the area 20-30 kin from the site were advised
to shelter indoors and the authorities distributed stable iodine tablets (or syrup for children) to

the evacuation centres; evacuees less than 40 years of age were instructed to take the stable
iodine preparations on 16 March. The ingestion of stable iodine floods the thyroid gland and

blocks the uptake by the thyroid of 1311, although the timing of the intake of stable iodine in
relation to exposure is important to optimise the effect of this protective measure.

Around 15-16 March, foodstuffs contaminated at levels of concern started being reported,
particularly from those communities lying to the north-west of the Fukushima site, including

from beyond the 20 km evacuation zone. and even beyond the 30 km sheltering zone-activity
concentrations of several tens of kBq kg- 1 for 1311 in samples of leafy vegetables (e.g. spinach)
were found, significantly in excess of the limit for consumption, and higher levels have been
reported. The Japanese authorities ordered a ban on contaminated foodstuffs from a number
of prefectures. although the timing of this ban in relation to the deposition of the radioactive
material, particularly in the worst affected areas, is presently unclear. However, the thyroids
of nearly 1000 children from badly affected areas were monitored for the presence of 1311
towards the end of March, and this survey did not reveal thyroid dose-rates in excess of 0.07
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-tSv h-1, indicating that serious intakes of 1311 had not occurred in this group. On 15 March
the Japanese government requested assistance from the International Atomic Energy Agency
(IAEA) in the fields of environmental monitoring and radiation-induced health effects, and
asked for IAEA experts to be sent to Japan-presumably this was a reflection of concern over
the levels of contamination that had occurred to the north-west of the Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS
and the dose-rates being experienced on-site.

Monitoring of y-radiation from ground deposition has been made by aircraft from the US
Department of Energy and US National Nuclear Security Administration since 17 March and
the plots of these measurements show a clear track of radiation from deposited radioactive
material to the north-west of the Fukushima Dai-ichi site out to a distance of around 40 kin,
indicating the release of a plume travelling north-west sometime before or on 17 March (see
http://blog.energy.gov/content/situation-japan/). Although patchy ground contamination was
apparent elsewhere around the site, notably to the south-west, this was much less severe than
that to the north-west. This was the persistent areal pattern of dose-rates as monitoring from
aircraft continued, although acleartemporal decrease in dose-rates has occurred as the activities
of 1'2Te (tt/2 = 3 days, decaying to 1321, t1/ 2 = 2 hours) and then 1311 have decreased, leaving
the longer-lived 13 4Cs and 137Cs to dominate the y-ray emissions.

Terrestrial dose-rate monitoring data show that for certain locations around 30 km to the
north-west of the Fukushima Dai-ichi site, the external dose-rate rose sharply to more than
50 jASv h-1 at certain points on 15 March; the community of litate was particularly badly
affected, although the measured dose-rate was even higher in neighbouring communities (e.g.
Namie), where dose-rates in excess of 150 jzSv h-1 were reported on 15 March. Even in
Fukushima city, more than 50 km to the north-west of the plant, the dose-rate would appear to
have exceeded 20 jiSv h-1 on 15 March. Rain and snow are likely to have enhanced ground
deposition in certain areas. A month later the dose-rates in the worst affected areas to the
north-west had reduced by a factor of about ten, but the level in the area in the vicinity of
the community of litate was still substantially above the normal background rate for Japan
of -0.1 uSv h-1. Rises in external dose-rates were also observed at various other places
and times around Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS, but to a level much less than that found in the
north-west sector. Even Tokyo did not escape the drama: on 23 March, with considerable
media attention, the concentration of 1311 at a Tokyo water purification plant was found to be
in excess of the 100 Bq L- 1 limit for infants, although this level did not persist. The limit is
set on the assumption that continued consumption at the limit occurs; more than 50 litres of
tap water at the limit would have to be drunk by an infant before an effective dose of I mSv
was received. Nonetheless, bottled water sold out at a number of stores in the city.

Given the persistence of dose-rates in litate and neighbouring communities at around
5 gSv h-1 or greater, presumably mainly due to deposited 13

4 Cs and 137Cs. leading to doses
accumulated in a year in excess of 20 mSv, the Japanese government decided on I I April to
order the evacuation of litate and four other badly contaminated areas beyond the 20 km radius
evacuation zone-the evacuation was not to be immediate but over the following month,
reflecting the gradual accumulation of dose from external radiation emitted from deposited
radionuclides. The government also recommended evacuation in the area lying between 20
and 30 km from the plant, but on a voluntary basis, although schools would be closed.

Although the greatest attention has been rightly paid to the presence of radioisotopes of
iodine and caesium in the environment, other radionuclides have been detected. Measurements
that attracted some publicity were those of plutonium in soil samples collected from the
immediate vicinity of Units I and 2, which produced concentrations similar to the residual
levels expected from atmospheric nuclear weapons testing, although the activity ratios of ' 8Pu
to 239/24Opu were indicative of production in a reactor; clarification of these results is required.
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(The media drew attention to the possible relevance of the presence in Reactor 3 of 32 mixed
uranium-plutonium oxide ('MOX') fuel assemblies, although plutonium is produced when

uranium fuel is irradiated.) 89Sr and 9°Sr have also been detected in soil and plant samples
collected from villages in Fukushima prefecture.

The prevailing wind in Japan is from the west, which would take aerial releases from the
Fukushima Dai-ichi site out over the Pacific Ocean. It is now clear that significant fuel damage
occurred in the three reactors that were operating on II March--the assessment as of the
beginning of May is that in Unit 1,55% of the core has been damaged, in Unit 2, 35%, and in
Unit 3, 30%-and that this has led to a substantial release of radioactive material to atmosphere;
it will be of interest to determine what proportion of the discharged activity was taken inland

to the north-west at the time of the major release on 15-16 March. Radionuclides released to

atmosphere from Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS have been detected in North America and Europe
at very low concentrations, although their arrival there generated disproportionate media
attention--stable iodine tablets were much in demand and there have been reports of iodine
poisonings! Deposition in the Pacific Ocean leading to raised radionuclide concentrations in
seawater has also been detected.

Of greater impact on the marine environment local to the Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS,

however, has been the discharge of highly contaminated water from the site, which appears
to be water that has been in contact with irradiated fuel. Measurements of radionuclides in
seawater found significantly raised levels towards the end of March, and at the beginning of
April concentrations of -200 kBq L-' of 1311 and -20 kBq L-' of •3 7Cs were reported. A
leak of highly contaminated water to sea from a pit adjacent to Unit 2 was confirmed on 2
April, which was eventually stopped on 5 April. Other measures have been taken to inhibit
the flow of highly radioactive water to sea, and a shipping exclusion zone out to a distance of
30 km from the site was imposed. On 4 April, a planned discharge to sea commenced from
Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS of I 1500 tonnes of low-level radioactive water that had been stored
on site awaiting treatment, to create storage capacity for the highly radioactive water that had
collected in various parts of the site. Nearly 70 000 tonnes of heavily contaminated water need
to be moved from turbine buildings and trenches so that workers can gain access, and it is
intended to transfer this water to steam condensers, temporary storage tanks and other vessels.
The consumption of young sea lance, the only species of seafood found to be contaminated
above radionuclide limits, was banned on 20 April. The relatively high routine discharges to
sea of 137 Cs from Sellafield during the 1970s may be a good guide to the short- and long-term
behaviour of this radionuclide in the marine environment off the north-east coast of Japan [4].

What is apparent from the Chemobyl accident is that in the circumstances of a significant

aerial release of radioactive material from an operating, or recently operating reactor, limiting
the uptake of radioisotopes of volatile iodine by the thyroid glands of infants and young children
is an immediate priority. In the area around Chemobyl evacuation of the population was

delayed, stable iodine tablets were not issued until later, and most importantly young children
continued to consume highly contaminated foodstuffs, especially milk. The consequence was
that many young children received thyroid doses from radioiodine of up to I Sv or more,
resulting in several thousand excess cases of thyroid cancer, many of which could have been
prevented by banning the consumption of badly contaminated foods, particularly milk [5]. (It
is of note that a milk ban was imposed in the worst affected parts of West Cumbria after the

much less severe reactor accident at the Windscale Pile No I in 1957 because of concerns
over doses to the thyroids of children [6].) At least the knowledge of what happened (and
did not happen) after the Chernobyl accident provided a clear indication of what needed to
be done around Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS: evacuation from the vicinity of the site as soon as
the emergency was apparent, sheltering in buildings if there is a major release of radioactive
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material, prohibiting the consumption of highly contaminated foodstuffs, and the distribution
and appropriately timed intake of stable iodine preparations. (Owing to winter conditions
in Fukushima prefecture in March, most farm animals were still indoors feeding on stored
uncontaminated food, which was of help under the circumstances.)

131t with a half-life of 8 days is a serious but relatively short-term problem for radiological
protection, and after 100 days its activity will have decreased by a factor of -5000---most
of the 1331 (1112 = 21 hours) will have decayed by the time of the major releases on 15-16
March. In the long-term it is the levels of contamination of the radioisotopes of caesium, 13Cs

(11/2 = 2 years) and in particular 13Cs (11/2 = 30 years), that will determine what remediation
measures might be necessary to reduce public exposure, or indeed whether relocation may be
required in the worst affected areas (as, of course, happened after the Chemobyl accident) [7].
It will be in the sector to the north-west of the Fukushima Dai-ichi site that most attention will
have to be paid as to whether remediation measures are needed before people are allowed to
return to their homes.

It would appear that the Japanese authorities are presently considering an annual effective
dose limit of 20 mSv as the criterion for evacuation and return to contaminated areas, and this
annual effective dose is at the lower end of the range recommended for emergencies by ICRP
Publication 109 [81-an effective dose of 20 mSv in one year presents an individual lifetime
risk of a serious cancer, averaged over the affected population, of around I in 1000. which
compares with an average background lifetime risk of about I in 4. The area encompassed
using such a criterion would not be insignificant, and it seems from current information on
dose-rates that perhaps up to 500 km 2 could be affected. However, there may well be a demand
to decrease this annual effective dose limit of 20 mSv when the period of emergency evacuation
is at an end, and ICRP Publication 109 (8] regards an effective dose of 20 mSv per annum
as being at the upper end of the acceptable annual dose once an emergency is finished and
the rehabilitation phase is entered. Pressure for a reduction in the annual dose limit will be
particularly intense where children are concerned because the cancer risk per unit effective dose
is higher at younger ages at exposure [3--areas where children are likely to spend relatively
large amounts of time are likely to be remediated to lower dose-rates, and topsoil is already
being removed from some school playgrounds. No doubt the return and remediafion criteria
will be reconsidered as the general situation in Fukushima prefecture improves.

The International Nuclear and Radiological Event Scale (INES) was designed to
communicate to the public, via the non-specialist news media, the severity of events at nuclear
installations in terms of their actual or potential radiological consequences [9]. Initially, the
event at Unit I was classified on 12 March as a Level 4 'accident with local consequences'.
Then on 18 March, the Fukushima Dai-ichi site events were provisionally assessed as separate
INES Level 5 'accidents with wider consequences' for each of Units I to 3, and as a Level 3
'serious incident' for the Unit 4 interim fuel storage pond. On 12 April, the Japanese authorities
provisionally re-assessed as a single INES Level 7 'major accident' the events at Units I to
3 of the Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS, although the provisional rating of a Level 3 event at Unit
4 remained unaltered. This was on the basis of the quantity of radioactive material released
to atmosphere to mid-April: -150 PBq of 1321 and -10 PBq of '"Cs (mainly on 15-16
March), leading to an 1311 equivalent activity release of -500 PBq, which compares to the
approximate threshold of a Level 7 event of around 50 PBq; this represents about 10% of the
1311 equivalent activity release from Chernobyl. Since Level 7 is the highest rating on INES,
there can be no distinction on the scale between the Fukushima and Chernobyl accidents once
the Fukushima releases achieved the Level 7 threshold, leading many in the non-specialist
media to proclaim the Fukushima accident as 'another Chernobyl', which it is not, a situation
that has led to criticism of INES and the nature of the announcement of the re-assessment (see
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David Spiegelhaher's comments at http://understandinguncertainty.org/nodel 1284).
Undoubtedly, there will be epidemiological studies of the emergency workers and of the

public living around the Fukushima Dai-ichi site. However, it needs to be appreciated that the
statistical power of these studies is likely to be low. Consider by way of example 100 workers
each receiving a whole-body dose of 250 mSv during the emergency operations. Taking the
average individual lifetime risk of cancer mortality resulting from this dose to an adult as
2% [31 gives an expected excess of two cancer deaths in this group, set against a background
predicted number of 20-25 cancer deaths---it will not be possible to detect the expected excess.
Even studies of the much greater collective dose received by the Chernobyl 'liquidators' have
not produced clear findings [5]. Unless the magnitude and range of doses received by the
public living around Pukushima Dai-ichi NPS has been seriously underestimated, the prospect
of finding radiation-related effects in studies of those exposed in the environment is unlikely
to be better, and it should be borne in mind that studies of large numbers of residents in high
background y-radiation areas have not found significantly raised risks of cancer related to
exposure [10. 11]. Possible exceptions may be thyroid cancer and leukaemia among those
exposed as children, but this will be very dependent upon the tissue doses received, and
the existence of an excess risk of childhood leukaemia is not conclusive even in the heavily
contaminated areas around Chernobyl [5]. Epidemiological studies are inevitable-they have
been conducted around the Three Mile Island NPS, where releases from the accident were
trivial 1121--but statistical power must be carefully assessed at the outset.

In the days following the 1 March earthquake there was a good deal of confusion
surrounding the events at Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS. This is understandable given the backdrop
of the earthquake and tsunami in the area, and no doubt the Japanese authorities were devoting
significant effort to the stabilisation of the situation at the site rather than translating information
into English. However, the magnitude of the release on 15-16 March overland towards the
north-west and subsequent deposition that was significant in certain localities was not readily

/" N, apparent for a while, and it seems that the Japanese authorities did not want to alarm the
public at the time--the consequences of this lack of information may not have been serious
provided instructions to shelter, to avoid the consumption of contaminated foodstuffs, and
to take stable iodine preparations were sufficient, but this will not be clear until a detailed
dose assessment has been conducted. On the other hand, some pronouncements from those
in authority outside Japan have been breathtaking in their extravagance. Giinther Oettinger,
European Commissioner for Energy, was reported on 15 March as saying of the events at
Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS: 'There is talk of an apocalypse and I think the word is particularly
well chosen' (http://www.bbc.co.uklnews/world-asia-pacific-12749444). According to the
Oxford Dictionaries, apocalypse is 'the complete and final destruction of the world, as described
in the biblical book of Revelation'. Such remarks could have triggered panic in Tokyo and
flight on the roads south, which would almost certainly have caused accidents and deaths.
As David Spiegelhalter has remarked, 'The EU Energy Commissioner may have his own
reasons for making extraordinary statements about apocalypse and imminent catastrophe.'
(http://www.bbc.co.uklnews/world-asia-pacific-12785274).

As of early May, the emergency phase of operations at Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS is still
underway, and it looks as if it will be sometime before the recovery phase of operations is
entered. Stabilisation will be indicated when 'cold shutdown' is achieved on all three reactors
that were operating on II March-with core temperatures below 100 'C at atmospheric
pressure-although highly contaminated water will have to be under control and structural
integrity of the interim fuel storage ponds assured, among other things. Meanwhile various
operations are underway to progress conditions at the site, such as the injection of inert nitrogen
into the RPV of Unit I where continued hydrogen generation is suspected, and the spraying
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of anti-scattering agent around the site to prevent the resuspension of deposited radioactive
material. The situation is much improved over that pertaining in the first week after the major
earthquake, but there is some way to go yet before full control of the site is achieved.

What can be made of the events at Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS in these early weeks when,
at the time of writing, the emergency phase of operations at the site is still underway? Well,
certain questions are obvious ones to ask. Why did the Fukushima Dai-ni (No 2) NPS, situated
Il km down the coast, survive the earthquake and tsunami whereas the Fukushima Dai-
ichi NPS did not? Was the design of the emergency systems adequate to meet foreseeable
circumstances? Were the three affected reactors at the Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS-operational
before the accident in 1979 at the Three Mile Island NPS-kept in service for too long, and were
the safety upgrades that have taken place at the site over the years sufficiently comprehensive?
Even with tsunami protection approaching six metres, should diesel generators and other
emergency plants have been positioned where they were less vulnerable to damage by larger
tsunamis? Given that pressure relief operations could have released hydrogen, should hydrogen
accumulation in the roofs of the reactor buildings have been foreseen and prevented? Has
the vulnerability of spent fuel storage ponds, especially those interim storage ponds located
adjacent to reactors, been underestimated? Were the protection measures taken in the badly
affected communities to the north-west of the Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS timely and adequate?
These questions and more will be the subject of the many reviews and inquiries that will be
undertaken as a consequence of the events in Japan. As with Chemobyl and other accidents,
it will be important to establish the valuable lessons to be learnt from the Fukushima Dai-ichi
NPS events. However, I do not wish to be seen as being unduly critical from afar. Given the
difficult background circumstances pertaining in Fukushima prefecture as problems mounted at
the Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS, the organisational abilities of the Japanese authorities in dealing
with the evacuation, monitoring and protection of the public have to be admired. In particular,
the heroic efforts of the emergency workers, battling under conditions that were often atrocious,
should not pass without respect and praise. I for one bow to their courage.
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